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Exploring the Lived Theology of Small Missional 
Communities: Uncovering Charismatic Practices 
and Beliefs to Enable Sustained Engagement in 
Social Action 
James Butler 
Abstract: 
This thesis explores the lived theology of Small Missional Communities focusing on how they have 
developed practices and beliefs to help sustain their engagement in social action.   These small 
groups of Christians are seeking to be both a worshipping Christian community and engage in 
social action in their local area and have been strongly influenced by the Emerging Missional 
Church, charismatic evangelicalism and what I have called the Evangelical Turn to Social Action.  
Using a practical theology approach through a qualitative study of four Small Missional 
Communities this research reveals the way that these communities have developed practices to 
discern and experience God in the world to enable a more sustained engagement in social action 
retaining the Charismatic Evangelical emphasis on experience and encounter with God.   The key 
shift made by these Small Missional Communities is theological; a change in understanding of 
where and how God acts.  Through developing new practices and understandings the 
communities have moved from an intensive focus on God acting in the gathered worship service 
to an extensive focus on God acting in the world.  These practices and understandings are 
described as ‘moving the location of belonging’, a change in the understanding of the relationship 
between God’s action and human action, and developing practices of seeing and experiencing 
God in the world.  The thesis then explores the insights and challenges both for Small Missional 
Communities and for the traditions which have influenced SMCs concluding that greater attention 
needs to be paid to the Charismatic Evangelical background of such groups, whose practices 
continue to shape the communities, and how practices are already developing which help to 
tackle some of the challenges facing Small Missional Communities.  
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Introduction 
At the beginning of my research I had a conversation with the leader of a charity that works with 
the homeless and runs a food bank. One particular moment in this conversation captured what I 
was exploring in my research.  He told me how he constantly felt the tension between his desire 
to serve those in need and the prayer and worship in church.  He told me how he was focused on 
‘what goes on out there, not what goes on in here’ and how he felt at home on the street with the 
homeless or working with young people whereas church on a Sunday felt a struggle.  He shared a 
story of a time in a church service when the congregation was asked to form a circle by holding 
hands and he found that he was the only one facing outwards.  It was a visual representation of 
his frustration; he felt that church should be about facing out towards the world whereas 
everyone else seemed to want to face in towards each other.  He was from a Charismatic 
Evangelical church, and although this tension is not exclusive to charismatic evangelicalism, it is 
charismatic evangelicalism that I will particularly explore in this thesis. 
Charismatic evangelicalism has often been accused of promoting a privatized and 
personal faith which has this inward focus and therapeutic emphasis.1  Although this is an overly 
simplified account, it points towards the way experience of God and the worship service tend to 
dominate Charismatic Evangelical practice.2  Despite a rise in concern for social engagement 
within charismatic evangelicalism over recent decades the centrality of the worship service has 
remained and social action has normally been understood in relation to it.3  With an increasing 
number of Charismatic Evangelicals seeking to engage in social action it is important to explore 
how they engage.  What are the practices, resources, understandings and beliefs which help them 
both to engage in social action and sustain it?  Academic treatments have tended to focus on 
numbers and trends4 or attempted to provide theological rationale for such engagement.  Some 
have looked more specifically at particular examples of social engagement but have tended to 
focus on individuals.5 The traditional evangelical approach to social action has been to see it as 
                                                          
1 Martyn Percy, Words, Wonders and Power: Understanding Contemporary Christian Fundamentalism and 
Revivalism (London: SPCK, 1996); James Steven, ‘Worship in the Spirit: A Sociological Analysis and 
Theological Appraisal of Charismatic Worship in the Church of England.’ (PhD Thesis, King’s College London 
(University of London), 1999); Robert Warner, ‘Fissured Resurgence: Developments in English Pan-
Evangelicalism, 1966-2001’ (PhD Thesis, Kings College London, 2006). 
2 Chapter 1 develops a more nuanced account of charismatic evangelicalism describing a lived theology 
which is primarily focused on the worship service.  
3 See p14 
4 Matt Bird, ‘Cinnamon Faith Action Audit National Report’ (Cinnamon Network, May 2015), 
http://www.cinnamonnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Final-National-Report.pdf; Geoff Knott, 
‘Investing More for the Common Good - National Church Social Action Survey Results 2014’ (Jubilee Plus, 
December 2014), https://jubilee-plus.org/docs/Report-National-Church-Social-Action-Survey-2014-Full.pdf. 
5 Gregory C. Stanczak, Engaged Spirituality: Social Change and American Religion (New Brunswick; London: 
Rutgers University Press, 2006); Matthew T. Lee, Margaret M. Poloma, and Stephen G. Post, The Heart of 
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the context for evangelism and this conversation as to the relationship between social action and 
evangelism continues within Evangelical circles.6  With the rise in social action this traditional 
Evangelical understanding of the relationship between social action and the church is being 
challenged and by turning to practice this thesis seeks how this understanding is changing. 
A particularly interesting strand of this rise in social engagement within charismatic 
evangelicalism is the development of Small Missional Communities (SMCs). SMCs are part of a 
growth in what the Church of England has called Fresh Expressions of Church7 but I will refer to 
here as part of a broader ecclesial development, the Emerging Missional Movement.8  They are 
small groups of Christians who are seeking to be Christian community and engage in holistic 
mission, reaching out to their local area.  Many SMCs have been started by Charismatic 
Evangelicals with similar frustrations to the leader in the opening example.  Finding their churches 
to be difficult places to engage in the kind of social action they envisage they have been inspired 
by the likes of Shane Claiborne9, the Eden Network10 and 24-7 Prayer Boiler Rooms11 to attempt 
to engage in social action in a more active, sustained and intentional way.  It is these SMCs and 
how they have sustained their social action which is the focus of this research.  This then locates 
this research within the Emerging-Missional conversation which is exploring missiology and 
ecclesiology in light of the changing context of Europe and North America.  Much of this 
conversation has focused around moving away from particular models and practices of church 
adopting terms like ‘post-Evangelical’, ‘post-modern’ and ‘post-Christendom’.12  However not all 
groups have taken this path, and many SMCs continue to draw on Charismatic Evangelical 
patterns and practices.    
This all leads to the principle research question:  
Given their Charismatic Evangelical roots how do Small Missional Communities sustain their 
social action? 
 
Which is broken down into three sub questions: 
                                                                                                                                                                                
Religion: Spiritual Empowerment, Benevolence, and the Experience of God’s Love (New York, N.Y: OUP USA, 
2013). 
6 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, New edition (Maryknoll, 
N.Y.: Orbis Books (USA), 1992), 405. 
7 Graham Cray, Mission Shaped Church (London: Church House Publishing, 2004). 
8 The Emerging Missional Movement will be explored in detail in chapter 2 
9 Shane Claiborne, The Irresistible Revolution: Living as an Ordinary Radical, Soft Cover edition (Grand 
Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2006). 
10 Matt Wilson, Concrete Faith: The Inside Story of the Eden Network (Manchester, England: The Message 
Trust, 2012). 
11 Andy Freeman and Pete Greig, Punk Monk: New Monasticism and the Ancient Art of Breathing (Ventura, 
CA: Regal Books, 2007); Pete Greig, Red Moon Rising (Lake Mary, Fla: Survivor, 2003). 
12 Dave Tomlinson, The Post-Evangelical (London: Triangle, 1995); Robert J. A. Doornenbal, Crossroads: An 
Exploration of the Emerging-Missional Conversation with a Special Focus on ‘Missional Leadership’ and Its 
Challenges for Theological Educational. (Delft: Eburon, 2012), 89–120. 
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What are the practices, beliefs, structures and understanding of the SMCs of being Christian 
community and engaging in social action in relation to God and their Christian faith? 
 
How do these the practices, beliefs, structures and their understandings help them sustain 
social action given the struggles found in the account of charismatic evangelicalism? 
  
How do SMCs challenge and extend the theological accounts of charismatic evangelicalism, 
the Emerging Missional Movement and the Evangelical turn to social action? 
 
This thesis takes a practical theology approach to explore the lived theology of these 
SMCs in relation to their social action.13  This approach follows Graham’s assertion that practice is 
normative14 and that practice is both the location of new theological insight and a key location of 
theological reflection and discernment.  For this reason this research focuses on actual 
communities with the understanding that through their own practice and discernment, new 
theological insights have developed.  In this understanding the goal of practical theology is 
renewed practice, but this renewed practice is not decided by the theologian rather it is 
developed within the practice of community. As a result, the outcome of this practical theological 
work is a description and analysis of lived theology rather than a definitive theology of Small 
Missional Communities. The thesis is offered back to the communities and others as providing 
description, insight, challenge and the raw material to encourage the development of renewed 
practice rather than being prescriptive in the way forward.   Through a qualitative study of four 
SMCs the lived theology of the SMCs will be described and then analysed.  Descriptions of the 
lived theology of the SMCs are developed through a case study approach and these descriptions 
are then analysed in conversation with the account of charismatic evangelicalism, the Emerging 
Missional Movement and the Evangelical Turn to Social Action.  The conclusion then consists of 
both the insights for sustaining social action from the lived theology of the SMCs and a summary 
of the challenges and insights from the research for both the SMCs themselves and the accounts 
of charismatic evangelicalism, the Emerging Missional Movement and the Evangelical Turn to 
Social Action.   
This thesis demonstrates that SMCs have made significant developments in bringing social 
action into the centre of the life of the community and that at its heart this shift is a theological 
                                                          
13 The term lived theology has been used by both Ward and by Marsh et al. but with slightly different 
emphases.  See Pete Ward, Introducing Practical Theology: Mission, Ministry, and the Life of the Church (S.l.: 
Baker Books House, 2017); Charles Marsh, Peter Slade, and Sarah Azaransky, eds., Lived Theology: New 
Perspectives on Method, Style, and Pedagogy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017).) 
14 Elaine Graham, Transforming Practice: Pastoral Theology in an Age of Uncertainty (London: Mowbray, 
1996). 
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one; a move from an intensive to an extensive understanding of where God is at work, that is 
from a focus on God at work in the church service, to a focus of God at work in the world.  This 
theological shift is one that has come about through practice, in particular through seeking to 
experience God at work in the world through their social action.  Retaining the Charismatic 
Evangelical focus on experiencing God and attempting to find ways to bring social action into the 
centre of the community these SMCs have extended and developed Charismatic Evangelical 
understanding and practices in significant ways.  These include ‘moving the Location of 
Belonging’, a change in the understanding of the relationship between God’s action and human 
action, and developing practices and vocabulary to discern and experience God in the world.  It 
also highlights some of the potential weaknesses and blind spots of the SMCs, particularly 
regarding the relationship with the world and discerning the Missio Dei, suggesting that the SMCs 
give greater attention to recognising God at work in the world beyond their own work. 
My Own Story 
My motivation for engaging in this research was from both my own frustrations with the tension 
between social action and the life of the church and my own experience of being part of a Small 
Missional Community and seeking to overcome this tension.   I grew up attending Charismatic 
Evangelical Anglican churches with their lively worship and focus on prayer and hearing from God.  
At University I was introduced to the 24-7 Prayer movement, which at the time was still in its 
infancy, and was caught up in the excitement of setting up prayer rooms and running weeks of 
non-stop prayer.  University was also the place where I became aware of the Emerging Church 
movement and the questions they were raising about church for a post-modern society.  
Influenced by these two strands I became increasingly aware that church felt out-of-step with my 
experiences of prayer and mission on one hand and the world I was living in on the other.  During 
this time the 24-7 Prayer movement was growing and developing rapidly, particularly connecting 
with young people and developing an interest not just in prayer but also in social action.  
Conversations began to develop in various quarters as did the idea for Boiler Rooms.  These were 
permanent places of prayer which also drew on the ideas of New Monasticism and community 
coming out of the Emerging and Missional Church conversations.  The first Boiler Room was in 
Reading, UK and others began to appear in other locations.   Although not directly involved I 
followed the development of these Boiler Rooms with great interest. 
After graduating from University I spent two years working with a number of churches in 
Uruguay which continued to feed my imagination about mission, prayer and social action.  I 
returned to the UK to get involved in a Boiler Room in 2007.  By this point it was clear that for 
these permanent prayer spaces to be sustainable they needed to be built around communities; 
much of the focus on my involvement in the Boiler Room was around trying to build community 
to facilitate prayer.  The venture was ultimately unsuccessful due to the small number of people 
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involved and the level of commitment required.  In 2009 I moved to Reading to connect with 
people starting a Small Missional Community there.   This community was also seeking both to 
develop a prayer community and engage in social action locally.  Attending various conferences 
around 24-7 Prayer and Fresh Expressions I found there was a common frustration that the 
churches we were involved with seemed to be unable to connect social action to the life of the 
church.  In the church I attended this was highlighted very clearly in the vicar’s sermons; 
whenever it came to social action and engaging with issues of poverty the only example he ever 
seemed to draw on was buying the Big Issue.  Although a worthy cause, the lack of imagination 
around social action and tackling issues of poverty was disheartening.   Social action seemed to be 
understood as something that was primarily done by individuals through charities.  Those 
involved in these Small Missional Communities appeared to be united around the idea that social 
action and mission needed to be more central in the life of the church.  Once again, despite an 
encouraging beginning our SMC proved unsustainable and gradually petered out mainly due to 
key people moving away, but I was aware of other SMCs on similar journeys who were showing 
that such an arrangement could work, at least in the medium term.  It was this observation that 
caused me to begin to ask questions about what it was that helped them sustain their social 
action and what could the wider church learn from such groups.  The idea for this research was 
formed in the midst of those ideas and desires around the question of how Small Missional 
Communities sustain their social action. 
Introducing the Small Missional Communities 
The SMCs selected for this research were chosen for their background and their particular 
emphasis.  SMCs come out of the Emerging Missional Movement which is demonstrated by their 
focus on community and their understanding of missional and being engaged in wider society.  
They come from a variety of backgrounds and have a variety of different foci.  For this research I 
focused in on those SMCs which came from a Charismatic Evangelical background and had a 
particular area of social action they were engaged in.15  The four SMCs in this research are based 
in Lynwood, Airbury, Hilchester and Eastbark (pseudonyms) and will be referred to by their town 
names.16  All four were started by people from Charismatic Evangelical churches and all have a 
focus on a specific area of social action, be that school or youth work, working with the homeless, 
people suffering with mental health issues and people struggling to provide for their families.  All 
have been influenced to varying amounts, by charismatic evangelicalism; some would own that 
label more happily than others, but the focus of this research is on which elements of charismatic 
evangelicalism continue to influence their practice, and the ways they have developed these 
charismatic practices to suit their focus on community and social action. 
                                                          
15 More detail about the process of selection of the SMCs is given in Chapter 2 
16 The SMCs will be described in detail in Chapter 3 
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The Structure of the Thesis 
In seeking to explore the ways that SMCs have sustained their social action given their Charismatic 
Evangelical roots, chapter 1 traces the theological influences on SMCs which situates them in the 
broader church landscape and provides the conversations partners for the analysis later in the 
thesis.  It locates SMCs within the broader turn to social action within Evangelicalism and explores 
the tensions that have arisen within Evangelicalism as a result.  It sees the Emerging Missional 
Movement as one consequence of the Turn to Social Action and a particularly strong example of 
it.  It describes how the Emerging Missional Movement has provided the imaginative space in 
which SMCs have been able to develop and particularly explores the words ‘missional’ and 
‘community’ in the movement.  Finally the chapter turns to charismatic evangelicalism, describing 
its intensive focus around the worship service and developing the key conversation partner in the 
analysis of SMCs. 
This research is focused on describing and analysing lived theology and chapter 2 explores 
this in greater detail firstly exploring this practical theology framework before relating it to the 
qualitative approach of the extended case study.   Each SMC was treated as its own case and 
studied through semi-structured interviews, participant observation, and documentation.  The 
chapter concludes with an account of the field work discussing the issues that arose and the 
decisions that were made.  The theological descriptions of each SMC are then presented in 
chapter 3 describing their history, practice and drawing out the key themes in their lived theology. 
These accounts are then brought together in chapter 4 through a conversation with the 
theological account of charismatic evangelicalism to analyse the lived theology of these SMCs 
exploring the way they continue to draw on Charismatic Evangelical practices and understandings 
and extend them.  I describe their lived theology as having an extensive charismatic focus, in 
contrast to the intensive charismatic focus of charismatic evangelicalism which is dominated by 
the worship service.  
The conversation is then broadened in chapter 5 to include the Evangelical Turn to Social 
Action and the Emerging Missional Movement.  This conversation is focused around the tensions 
arising in the lives of SMCs particular in the engagement with Charismatic Evangelical practices 
and in the fragility of the SMCs.  This chapter draws out practices developing within the SMCs in 
response to these tensions and brings them to consciousness as ways in which they continue to 
develop and sustain their social action. 
The thesis concludes in chapter 6 by highlighting the significance of the lived theology of 
SMCs and drawing out the key insights from the developments within these SMCs and discussing 
their consequences.  In line with the methodology which sees practice as the primary location of 
theological discernment and the site of renewed practices, this account of the lived theology of 
SMCs is offered back to the communities, to charismatic evangelicalism, to the Emerging 
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Missional Movement and to the Evangelical Turn to Social Action along with other insights, 
challenges and suggestions which have arisen through the conversations between the different 
theological accounts.     
14 
 
Chapter 1: The Theological Influences on Small 
Missional Communities 
This chapter explores the theological influences on the Small Missional Communities (SMCs) 
participating in this research are seen as principally coming from three ‘traditions’; The 
Evangelical Turn to Social Action, The Emerging Missional Movement and charismatic 
evangelicalism.  I describe these as lived theologies, carrying theological meaning and practice 
developed through Christians living in and responding to the tensions of everyday life.17  The 
chapter begins by exploring the Evangelical Turn to Social Action and the Emerging Missional 
Movement to describe the theological influences which lead to SMCs, namely the focus on social 
action, the prominence of the term ‘missional’ and the focus on community.  Describing SMCs as 
having their origins in these two traditions I then turn to focus on the SMCs in this study.  All four 
SMCs have come from Charismatic Evangelical backgrounds, and unlike some of the SMCs, which 
have developed labels such as post-evangelical or post-modern, these SMCs have continued to 
draw on their Charismatic Evangelical practices and understanding but have developed and 
extended them in new ways.  I argue that these SMCs should be understood as a significant new 
development within charismatic evangelicalism which will be explored through the rest of the 
thesis.  In light of this the second half of the chapter explores charismatic evangelicalism and 
describes it as having an intensive charismatic lived theology.  This intensive focus will be 
compared with the understandings, beliefs, structures and practices of the SMCs, which I describe 
as having an extensive focus, in chapter 4.18  
The Roots of Small Missional Communities 
Two trends have been particularly influential in the forming of Small Missional Communities, the 
Evangelical Turn to Social Action and the Emerging Missional Movement.  In this section I will 
draw out the key themes of each and explore the theological influences and implications for Small 
Missional Communities.  
The Evangelical Turn to Social Action 
This Evangelical ‘turn’ to social action is in reality a ‘return’ to social action.  There is a broad 
consensus that after a strong emphasis on social action within Evangelicalism in the 18th and 19th 
                                                          
17 The concept of lived theology is explored in detail in Chapter 2 
18 My use of the terms Intensive and Extensive have similarities with Hardy’s terms Intensity and Extensity, 
see Daniel W. Hardy, Finding the Church: The Dynamic Truth of Anglicanism (London: SCM Press, 2011).   
However where Hardy uses intensity to describe divine-human encounter and extensity to describe how 
God participates in the social life of the world, I am using intensive to describe divine encounter within a 
gathered or congregational context and extensive to describe divine encounter in the world beyond the 
congregation.  
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centuries19 there was a rapid decline in the early 20th century.20  However in the 1960s and 70s 
there was evidence of a reawakening of social concern within Evangelicalism.  In the United States 
in 1973 around 40 Evangelical leaders came together to confess their failings and commit to a 
socially engaged Evangelicalism in The Chicago Declaration of Evangelical Social Concern.21  These 
included Ronald Sider who wrote Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger22 and founded the 
organisation Evangelicals for Social Action and Jim Wallis who started the Sojourners Community.   
In the UK Evangelicals were also engaging in social action; the Evangelical Alliance launched The 
Evangelical Alliance Relief Fund, which later became known as Tearfund, in response the to the 
1967 Famine in Biafra,23 and In 1971 there was the Nationwide Festival of Light, a gathering of an 
estimated 35,000 people in Trafalgar Square who were protesting against what they saw as the 
erosion of morals in the United Kingdom.24  In 1974 the Lausanne Congress concluded that social 
activity is a consequence of evangelism, a bridge to evangelism but also that it accompanies it as a 
partner, a significant move in Evangelicalism which up to that point in the 20th century had 
understood social action primarily as the context for evangelism.25   
These paved the way for the Turn to Social Action within Evangelicalism witnessed in the 
second half of the century26 leading Warner to state; 
If it could have been claimed in the mid 20th century that evangelicals were indifferent to 
social action, the same charge could not reasonably be made at the century's end.  In terms 
                                                          
19 According to Bebbington ‘Wesley’s generosity was legendary.  He would scatter coins to beggars, he 
waded through snow in old age to raise money for the relief of the poor and he died worth virtually nothing 
because his considerable income from publications was given away’. D W Bebbington, Evangelicalism in 
Modern Britain: A History from the 1730’s to the 1980’s (London; New York: Unwin Hyman, 1989., n.d.), 70.   
20 This is generally referred to as ‘the great reversal’, a term first coined by Timothy Lawrence  Smith, 
Revivalism and Social Reform in Mid-Nineteenth-Century America. (Charleston, SC: Nabu Press, 2011). It was 
later popularized by David O. Moberg, The Great Reversal: Evangelism versus Social Concern (London: 
Scripture Union, 1973).  It points to a decline in social action and a focus on individual salvation within 
Evangelicalism rejecting the ‘Social Gospel’ preached by liberal Christianity.  See Bebbington, Evangelicalism 
in Modern Britain, 214–17; Mathew Guest, Evangelical Identity and Contemporary Culture: A 
Congregational Study in Innovation (Milton Keynes: Paternoster, 2007), 37; Bosch, Transforming Mission, 
322–23. 
21 ‘Chicago Declaration of Evangelical Social Concern - Evangelicals for Social Action’, 25 November 1973, 
http://www.evangelicalsforsocialaction.org/about/history/chicago-declaration-of-evangelical-social-
concern/. 
22 R. J.  Sider, Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger. (Sl: Hodder & S, 1973). 
23 David Hillborn and Ian Randall, ‘The Evangelical Alliance: A Brief History’ (Evangelical Alliance, n.d.), 
http://www.eauk.org/connect/about-us/upload/The-Evangelical-Alliance_-A-brief-history.pdf. 
24 Amy C. Whipple, ‘Speaking for Whom? The 1971 Festival of Light and the Search for the “Silent 
Majority”’, Contemporary British History 24, no. 3 (2010): 319–39. 
25 ‘LOP 21: Evangelism and Social Responsibility: An Evangelical Commitment - Lausanne Movement’, chap. 
4 C, accessed 22 February 2012, http://www.lausanne.org/en/documents/lops/79-lop-21.html. 
26 Social action Guest identifies ‘clear signs of a widespread return to social activism’ in Evangelicalism 
(Guest, Evangelical Identity and Contemporary Culture, 38.) and Scotland identifies a similar move within 
the Charismatic churches. (Nigel Scotland, Charismatics and the New Millennium, 2nd Revised edition 
(Guildford: Eagle, 2000), 33.)  Steensland and Goff identify similar trends in the United States stating ‘The 
current breadth and prominence of social concerns is more akin to the social impulses of nineteenth-
century evangelicalism.’ (Brian Steensland and Philip Goff, The New Evangelical Social Engagement (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2014, 2014), 9.) 
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of budget and staffing, evangelicals are now investing more heavily, and in a more 
sustained way, in social action than evangelism.27    
This is supported further, more recently, by reports by the Cinnamon Network28 and Jubilee Plus29 
which highlight the growth and the significance of Christian social action in the UK.   
At the same time there is plenty of evidence that social action does not always sit naturally 
within the life of the church.  The place of social action is often understood as being in tension 
with or balanced by another practice, be it between evangelism and social action30, worship and 
social action31 or prayer and social action32 and raises the question of whether Evangelicals 
consider social action to be of value in its own right?  Similarly other research indicates that 
Christians often fail to connect their volunteering in social action projects to their Christian faith.33   
Activists and those in the church who are particularly motivated by social action issues often end 
up operating outside of church structures where they can find space to engage in the activities 
they feel passionate about.34 
Orton’s work provides a useful framework for exploring the relationship between social 
action and the life of the church further.  He observed how Christians often came together from a 
number of congregations to engage in a particular project.35  He describes how they used a 
‘diversity of structures to create distinct organisational (and often physical) spaces for themselves.  
These new spaces occurred on the previously clear demarcated boundary between the 
congregation and the wider community’.36  He saw how these ‘hybrid spaces’ allowed activists to 
engage together away from the hierarchies of the church.37  What he discovered was that they 
tend to follow one of two trajectories; either there is an ‘expansion of community-related 
activities to a particular point before the development collapses and turns back inward’38  or the 
                                                          
27 Warner, ‘Fissured Resurgence’, 128. 
28 Bird, ‘Cinnamon Faith Action Audit National Report’. 
29 Knott, ‘Investing More for the Common Good - National Church Social Action Survey Results 2014’. 
30 Bosch describes how evangelicalism has always had ‘The Two Mandates’ of evangelicalism, the spiritual 
and the social.  Bosch, Transforming Mission, 403. 
31 In the Vineyard churches a diagram of ‘Vineyard Person’ show’s two legs of ‘worship’ and ‘compassion’ 
(Vineyardchurches.org.uk, ‘The Vineyard Person’, accessed 6 July 2016, 
http://www.vineyardchurches.org.uk/uploads/Resources/The%20Vineyard%20Person.pdf.) 
32 In the 24-7 Prayer movement prayer and social action are related through the metaphor of breathing in 
and breathing out.  See Freeman and Greig, Punk Monk. 
33 Clare Watkins and Helen Cameron, ‘Epiphanic Sacramentality: An Example of Practical Ecclesiology 
Revisioing Theological Understanding’, in Explorations in Ecclesiology and Ethnography, ed. Christian 
Scharen (Grand Rapids, Mich.: W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 2012), 71–89; Henk de Roest, ‘"We Learned It at 
Our Mothers’ Knees". Perspectives of Churchgoing Volunteers on Their Voluntary Service’, Reformed World 
59, no. 3 (2009): 213–26. 
34 Andrew Orton, ‘Faith, Dialogue and Difference in English Christian Community Work: Learning “Good 
Practice”?’ (Thesis (Ph.D.), University of Durham, 2008), 207. 
35 Orton, 201. 
36 Orton, 203. 
37 Orton, 207. 
38 Orton, 210. 
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project develops its own identity and loses its formal connection with the founding 
congregation.39  The first is a drift back to an inward focus on the worshipping community and the 
second is an embrace of charity and a drift away from the worshipping community.  Orton’s 
trajectories provide insights into the mechanisms of how social action and the Christian 
community become separated but does not seek to explore this problem theologically.  He 
suggests that it is current policy and ‘good practice’ guidelines that lead projects down these 
trajectories.40 
The issue regarding the place of social action and social engagement in the life of the 
church can be seen more broadly in academic work.  In Christian Ethics this problem is identified 
and solutions are sought in reconnecting worship and ethics.41  Hauerwas is particularly known for 
his desire to see Christian Ethics not as precepts to be followed but embodied in the life of the 
Christian community leading him to state that the church doesn’t have a Christian ethic, it is a 
Christian ethic42 and to describe liturgy as social action.43  Missiology tends to focus on the role of 
the Missio Dei with many suggesting poor doctrinal understanding as the principal problem.44   
The tendency therefore is to bring solutions from outside, normally suggesting that the 
church be encouraged to improve their doctrinal understanding and improve their practice.  One 
example of this is in the Theos Think Tank’s report Doing Good.   Noticing the significant rise in the 
engagement in social action by British churches and contrasting it with the decline in church 
attendance the report warns that social action risks emphasising good over God and risks 
becoming separated from the church and the faith that motivated it.45  This is the trend noted 
above.  In response the report suggests the term social action be replaced with the term ‘social 
liturgy’, which sees ‘love of God in love of neighbour, worship as service’.46    
Work is needed to encourage churches and Christian groups to see social liturgy as central 
to their common life and worship, to understand how the church community might live and 
                                                          
39 Orton, 212. 
40 Orton, 214. 
41 Wannenwetsch sees the problem as the privatization of faith and claims that ‘if we fail to understand the 
assembly of believers politically, ‘church service’ and ‘moral service’ necessarily fall apart’.(see Bernd 
Wannenwetsch, Political Worship: Ethics for Christian Citizens, trans. Margaret Kohl (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004), 31.) In The Blackwell Companion to Christian Ethics, Hauerwas and Wells start with 
the following, ‘So often it appears that lay Christians have a thriving life of personal devotion, an active life 
within a worshipping community, and an engaged life fulfilling a range or professional and public roles in 
the workplace, neighbourhood, and family, but comparatively seldom do lay Christians have an equally 
developed way of bringing these three parts of their life together’(Stanley Hauerwas and Samuel Wells, The 
Blackwell Companion to Christian Ethics, 1st ed. (Wiley-Blackwell, 2006), 4.) 
42 Stanley Hauerwas, The Peaceable Kingdom: A Primer in Christian Ethics, 2nd ed. (London: SCM Press, 
2003), 99. 
43 Hauerwas, 108. 
44 This is explored later in the chapter, see p28 
45 Nick Spencer, Doing Good: A Future for Christianity in the 21st Century (Theos, 2016), 50, 
http://www.theosthinktank.co.uk/files/files/Doing%20Good%205.pdf. 
46 Spencer, 58. 
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work alongside those with particular needs and concerns that may not be visible on a 
Sunday morning.47 
Here the problem is seen as being primarily with the understanding of the Christian community.  
The change of name seems to be proposed to highlight the importance of connecting social action 
to the life of the church but offers no concrete proposal of how this might be done.  The bigger 
problem is the failure of the report to recognise any distance between churches and Christian 
charities, confusing the two and ignoring the trajectories suggested by Orton.   This all leads to a 
clear picture of a struggle to locate social action in the life of the church leaving it at the 
periphery.  What is needed is an approach to social action which explores the reality of Christian 
engagement in social action and acknowledges the complexities of life.48 
Christian Practice and Social Action 
A number of ethnographic studies into social action from the perspective of Christian practice 
offer some insights into the problem of social action ending up on the periphery of the church.49  
Perhaps the most comprehensive is Lee, Poloma and Post focusing on Pentecostalism and looking 
at the influence of ‘Godly love’ on benevolent service.50   They explain that ‘Godly love is a 
scholarly concept and is related to the Christian ‘Great Commandment’ of loving God above all 
and loving neighbor as oneself, but it also includes the additional elements of receiving God's love 
and working with others in benevolent ways’.51  In the context of a shift in American culture away 
from a God of judgement to a God of love52  they found that experience of divine love correlated 
with community outreach; experience of divine love was a strong factor in benevolent action.53  
They expand on this further, ‘it is not simply a matter of men and women loving God but the 
knowing that they are loved by God in the very depths of their being that empowers them to live 
                                                          
47 Spencer, 67. 
48 Responding to Hauerwas’ suggestion that ‘liturgy is social action’, Scharen, through an ethnographic 
study of three churches, demonstrated that the relationships between worship and social action is complex 
and attempted to articulate a more realistic understanding which acknowledges the huge variety of 
influences that shape the congregation. See Christian Scharen, Public Worship and Public Work: Character 
and Commitment in Local Congregational Life (Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 2004). 
49 Stanczak, Engaged Spirituality; Donald E. Miller and Tetsunao Yamamori, Global Pentecostalism: The New 
Face of Christian Social Engagement, 1 edition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007); Andrew 
Davey, ed., Crossover City: Resources for Urban Mission and Transformation (London ; New York, NY: 
Mowbray, 2011); Paul Cloke, Justin Beaumont, and Andrew Williams, Working Faith: Faith-Based 
Communities Involved In Justice (Milton Keynes, England: Paternoster, 2013); Lee, Poloma, and Post, The 
Heart of Religion; Andrew Peter Wier, ‘Tensions in Charismatic-Evangelical Urban Practice : Towards a 
Practical Charismatic-Evangelical Urban Social Ethic’ (Ph.D., University of Chester, 2013); Heather 
Buckingham and Andrew Davies, ‘Megachurches and Social Engagement in London - Policy Options and 
Opportunities’, Policy Briefing (Edward Cadbury Centre: University of Birmingham, October 2016), 
http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/ptr/theology/news/Megachurches-Policy-
Options.pdf. 
50 Lee, Poloma, and Post, The Heart of Religion. 
51 Lee, Poloma, and Post, 15. 
52 Lee, Poloma, and Post, 23. 
53 Lee, Poloma, and Post, 29–30. 
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lives of benevolence’.54   Benevolent service is seen as a journey which begins with an experience 
of divine love and a call to service and is sustained through further experiences of divine 
transformation and through prayer.55  Prayer is seen not only at a devotional level but also as 
dialogue with the divine and of mystical union with the divine.  Social action then has moved from 
being Christian duty to being motivated by experience of God’s love; it is both initiated by and 
sustained by experience of God.  It is worth highlighting, where Lee, Poloma and Post fail to do so, 
that this has a profound impact on the practice of social action, no longer is it seen from an 
institutional level, but rather from that of individual calling. The use of ‘exemplars’ in this 
research, people who embody the particular traits they are looking at, highlights this 
individualized nature of social action within the church.  Although they do describe the influence 
and work with others they spend little time looking at how Christian communities engage in social 
action together. 
They describe three types of benevolent service; Servers who engage in community service, 
Renewers who look for supernatural revitalization of the church, and Changers who engage in 
social action through advocacy or direct action.56  Where Renewers are focused on change coming 
through a Spirit-filled life and seen in miracles and mysteries, the Changers focused on change 
through advocacy and direct action.  This plays out in how the different types understand human 
activity.  They suggest; 
The social activists are more likely to align with the busy Martha of the biblical story who 
complained to Jesus about her sister Mary's failure to help put dinner on the table. The 
Renewers, on the other hand, have an affinity for Mary, whom Jesus said had chosen ‘the 
better part” by sitting at his feet and listening to his words.’57 
What is interesting is the differences they draw between these groups and how they overlap.  The 
Servers appear to overlap with the Changers or Renewers reasonably regularly but they claim that 
there are few examples of synthesis between Renewers and Changers.58  This is perhaps another 
insight into the trajectories of Orton; an activism towards social change can be at odds with an 
emphasis on personal spiritual transformation.   As a whole, The Heart of Religion highlights the 
importance of experience of God in motivating and sustaining social action and the need to 
understand human activity in relation to divine activity to give a theological account of social 
action.  It is also interesting to note that for most of the exemplars the call to social action has 
been one which has caused them to start things beyond the church community in which that call 
took place. 
                                                          
54 Lee, Poloma, and Post, 49–50. 
55 Lee, Poloma, and Post, 71. 
56 Lee, Poloma, and Post, 53. 
57 Lee, Poloma, and Post, 114. 
58 Lee, Poloma, and Post, 114–15. 
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 There are two ethnographic studies in a British context which bring further clarity to the 
place of social action within the church.   Wier’s Tensions in Charismatic-Evangelical Urban 
Practice59 describes similar tensions within Charismatic Evangelical social engagement, to those 
described above, around its practices, structures, aims, motivation and impact.  These tensions 
demonstrate the contested space of social action within charismatic evangelicalism but rather 
than exploring how the churches he is studying work within these tensions Weir turns to ethics 
and social theory for solutions.    Birmingham University’s Megachurches and Social Engagement 
in London project confirms and extends a number of the strands already discussed.  They describe 
how the megachurches prioritize ‘what they see as a universal need for relationship with God 
above all other concerns’60 and how ‘it is impossible to understand the social concern priorities of 
megachurches without appreciating this underpinning, cardinal assumption about the possibility 
of relationship with God.’61  God’s love is the primary motivation for social engagement and the 
emphasis is on personal relationship rather than proselytization or evangelism.62  They found that 
activities within the church should also be considered as social engagement which provided 
significant supportive friendship networks.63  This was often described in terms of the church as 
family. They also noted that the churches’ focus was often on individual transformation and 
encouraged churches to consider systemic social challenges as well.64  Their research shows that 
megachurches do have sustained and wide-reaching social action programmes and are actively 
engaging in the wider community.  However the language of volunteers coming from the church 
congregation still suggested the church was seen as a continual source of volunteers rather than 
social action as something integrated into the life of the church.65 
 The Turn to Social Action within Evangelicalism reveals a strong return to emphasize 
social engagement, an increased awareness of social problems and significant growth in 
engagement in charities and social action projects.  However, it also reveals a disconnect between 
the life of the church and the social action they engage in.  There is a tendency for social action 
projects and those passionate about engaging in social action to drift to the periphery of the 
church.   Although traditional Evangelical motivation for social action was in relation to 
Evangelism, increasingly God’s love is seen as the primary motivating factor.   
                                                          
59 Wier, ‘Tensions in Charismatic-Evangelical Urban Practice’. 
60 Buckingham and Davies, ‘Megachurches and Social Engagement in London - Policy Options and 
Opportunities’, 2. 
61 Buckingham and Davies, 2. 
62 Buckingham and Davies, 3. 
63 Buckingham and Davies, 4. 
64 Buckingham and Davies, 7. 
65 Sarah Dunlop, ‘Anglican Megachurches: Transforming Society One Person at a Time’ (Megachurches and 
Social Engagement in London Conference, Royal Geographical Society, London, 2016), 
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/ptr/theology/research/2-Dunlop-
Transforming-Society.pdf. 
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The Emerging Missional Movement 
When the Turn to Social Action within Evangelicalism is discussed many of the key examples 
comes from what I am describing as the Emerging Missional Movement, for example Steensland 
and Goff highlight the Emerging Church and New Monasticism as exemplifying the trends in 
Evangelical social engagement66 and Ganiel suggests that concern for social justice was a key 
reason for the rise in the Emerging Church.67   In this section I will introduce the Emerging 
Missional Movement and in particular explore the themes of ‘missional’ and ‘community’ which 
are key to understanding its emphases and approach. 
 I have chosen the term the Emerging Missional Movement influenced by Doornenbal who 
sees it as principally two overlapping movements; the Emerging Church movement, which talks 
about the need for church to respond to the postmodern society around it and the Missional 
Church, which focuses more on what mission to a ‘post-Christendom’ society looks like.  Whereas 
Doornenbal prefers to use the terms ‘conversation’ and ‘milieu’68, I have persisted with 
‘movement’, despite the argument that this risks seeing a series of movement and strands as a 
single whole rather than the complex mix of practices and theologies that comprise it.  It does 
however represent a broad trend within the church, and specifically within Evangelicalism and I 
therefore continue with the concept of movement given that caveat. Others have sought to use a 
different terms such as New Evangelicals69, Progressive Evangelicals70 or Contextual Churches71 
but Emerging Church and Missional Church are more recognisable and are terms which have been 
used by those within the movement.   
The Missional Church movement was driven by academics from mainline churches such 
as Guder72, Hirsch73, Frost74 and Van Gelder75 whereas the Emerging Church movement is from 
Low Church Protestantism and driven by lay practitioners.76  Both movements have been strongly 
influenced by developments in missiology around culture and the ideas of holistic mission through 
                                                          
66 Steensland and Goff, The New Evangelical Social Engagement, 13. 
67 Gladys Ganiel, ‘Emerging from the Evangelical Subculture in Northern Ireland: An Analysis of the Zero28 
and Ikon Community 1’, International Journal for the Study of the Christian Church 6, no. 1 (2006): 39. 
68 Doornenbal, Crossroads, 5–8. 
69 Steensland and Goff, The New Evangelical Social Engagement. 
70 Warner, ‘Fissured Resurgence’, 248. 
71 Michael Moynagh, Church for Every Context: An Introduction to Theology and Practice (London: SCM, 
2012). 
72 Darrell L Guder, Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North America (Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: Eerdmans, 1998). 
73 Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, The Shaping of Things to Come: Innovation and Mission for the 21st-
Century Church (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Books, 2013). 
74 Michael Frost, Exiles: Living Missionally in a Post-Christian Culture (Peabody, Mass.: Baker Books, 2006). 
75 Craig Van Gelder and Dwight J Zscheile, The Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping Trends and Shaping 
the Conversation (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2011). 
76 Doornenbal, Crossroads, 5–7. 
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people such as Lesslie Newbigin77 and David Bosch78.  Other significant movements and groups 
which fit within the Emerging Missional Movement, as I am using the term, include Fresh 
Expressions within the Church of England and Methodist Church in the UK79, New Monasticism80, 
and Alternative Worship81.  The ongoing conversation to which all of these groups and 
movements contribute has provided an imaginative space which has given others permission to 
think creatively about church and mission.   It is in this imaginative space that SMCs have formed 
and have been influenced by the conversation. 
Broadly speaking this imaginative space has been created for two reasons; as a reaction 
to perceived deficiencies in Evangelicalism and as a response to today’s culture.82  This reaction 
can be seen in the use of the preface ‘post’, for example post-modern and post-Christendom.  
Post-modern points to the scepticism of founding Christian faith on a rational modernist 
foundation and post-Christendom is an attempt to understand the church in a society where it is 
no longer seen as a central institution of public life.  Both reveal a distrust of institution, hierarchy 
and meta-narratives, particularly in relation to the church.  Other terms used include post-
Evangelical83 describing this reaction against Evangelical subculture and post-charismatic84 
reacting to the centrality of charismatic worship.  Jamieson’s Churchless Faith85 recounts the 
journey many have taken away from evangelicalism and is connected to notions of deconversion 
which is recounted in stories similar to the testimonies of born-again Christians about that 
journey.86   
Lee Poloma and Post are helpful in locating the Emerging Missional Movement within the 
rise in social j 
                                                          
77 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society. (London: SPCK, 1989). 
78 Bosch, Transforming Mission. 
79 Mission and Public Affairs Council (Church of England), Mission-Shaped Church: Church Planting and Fresh 
Expressions of Church in a Changing Context., 2nd ed.. (London: Church House Publishing, 2009). 
80 Wes Markofski, New Monasticism and the Transformation of American Evangelicalism (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2015, 2015); William Samson, ‘The New Monastics and the Changing Face of American 
Evangelicalism’ (ProQuest Dissertations Publishing, 2016), 
http://search.proquest.com/docview/1789882604/. 
81 Doug Gay, Remixing the Church: The Five Moves of Emerging Ecclesiology (London: SCM Press, 2011); 
Guest, Evangelical Identity and Contemporary Culture. 
82 Bielo describes what he calls an ‘Emerging Evangelical’ as ‘someone taking the cultural critique of 
conservative evangelicalism seriously and attempting to live a response’. James S Bielo, Emerging 
Evangelicals: Faith, Modernity, and the Desire for Authenticity (New York: New York University Press, 2011). 
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83 Tomlinson, The Post-Evangelical. 
84 Gay, Remixing the Church, 9. 
85 Alan Jamieson, ‘Churchless Faith: Trajectories of Faith Beyond the Church from Evangelical, Pentecostal 
and Charismatic Churches to Post-Church Groups’, International Review of Mission 92, no. 365 (2003): 217–
226. 
86 Bielo, Emerging Evangelicals; Philip Harrold, ‘Deconversion in the Emerging Church’, International Journal 
for the Study of the Christian Church 6, no. 1 (2006): 79–90; Gerardo Marti and Gladys Ganiel, The 
Deconstructed Church: Understanding Emerging Christianity (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 
2014, 2014), chap. 3. 
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ustice. As discussed above, they saw that synthesis between Renewers and Changers was 
rare and concluded this was mainly due to their different social and political viewpoints.  The 
argument in this chapter is that it is also due to the problem of relating social action to the life of 
the church.  However, Lee, Poloma and Post did identify a unique few who combine mystical 
prayer and social action by drawing on ancient Christian tradition giving the examples of Shane 
Claiborne and Tony Campolo.87  This locates many of the communities in the Emerging Missional 
Movement in a unique position where they have started to bring together these two elements 
which has previously proved difficult.  It is in this space that I locate the Small Missional 
Communities in this research bringing both Charismatic Evangelical background and a 
commitment to social action.   
The next question which arises is what is a Small Missional Community (SMC) and how 
does it relate the broader Emerging Missional Movement.  There is of course no clear definition or 
consensus.  The word missional is one which has gained a lot of traction in a small space of time.  
Developed out of the ideas of holistic or integral mission in missiology the word missional has 
come to mean having an understanding of every part of life as being connected to mission or as 
Bielo puts it ‘being a missionary to one's own society’88. 
Being missional is not, however, just an ideal.  It encompasses ways of speaking, everyday 
acts of embodiment, the design of institutions, desired aesthetic; or as many consultants 
described it, ‘a mind-set and a way of living.89   
Missional is connected to the idea of being ‘incarnational’ and highlights the importance for the 
Emerging-Missional Movement of having contextual expressions of church rather than a 
particular standard model.90  This missional impulse is articulated by Gibbs and Bolger as 
‘identifying with the life of Jesus, transforming secular space and living as community’91.  The 
Emerging-Missional Movement has been wrestling with issues of missiology and ecclesiology by 
seeking to find ways to describe church which resist a move to institutionalization and keep the 
emphasis on relationships and networks over formal structures.92   For example Moynagh 
describes ‘New Contextual Churches’ as ‘missional, contextual, formational and ecclesial’93 
defining them principally around mission and practice rather than structure and doctrine.    
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Small Missional Communities have been defined in a variety of ways and the term has 
been used to describe a multitude of groups and entities.  For some there is little difference 
between an emerging church and an SMC94 whereas other see them as having a particular 
emphasis on practice.  For example Moynagh states that they are ‘less interested in radical 
theology than they are in being radical church’.95  The Church Growth Report in the UK 
distinguishes between Community Development Plants, Intentional Community and New 
Monastic Community; where New Monastic Communities explicitly draw on monastic traditions 
and are based around a ‘rule of life’96 but a number of studies in the US see the term New 
Monastic more generally including all forms of missional community.97  Bessenecker talks about 
The New Friars who have moved into poor neighbourhoods to seek justice and mercy.98  There 
has also been a more institutional approach to developing missional communities where churches 
are intentionally split into smaller group for mission, which might also be referred to as mid-sized 
communities and clusters.99   There has been a growth in SMCs both through organisations such 
as Eden100, Innervision and UrbanExpressions sending groups into un-churched urban 
environments and through a large number of independent groups inspired by the examples of 
other communities to do something similar in their own neighbourhood.  The Church Missionary 
Society (CMS) and the Anglican Diocese of London are two organisations who have sought to 
support such groups.  CMS describe ‘Christ centred communities’, which ‘look outwards, to 
engage lovingly and creatively with the world around them, to experience the risen Jesus sharing 
his life, and so to see lives changed and a world transformed’ and their ‘smallness enable real 
transformations, authentic relationships and gritty engagements with the world’.101  The Anglican 
London Diocese talks of SMCs as ‘outside the parish system’ and having the attributes of family, 
missionaries, servants, disciples, reproducing and Pan-Church.102   The range of definitions 
demonstrates the diverse nature of groups called Small Missional Communities.  The definition 
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adopted in this research is a broad one namely that Small Missional Communities are groups 
which have formed within the last decade, who are inspired to reach out to their local 
community, engaged in some form of social action within their local community and seeking to 
build Christian community by gathering together and engaging in Christian practices of worship, 
for example prayer, communion and Bible study.  The terms ‘community’ and ‘missional’ carry 
with them particular theological meaning and practices which have helped to make these groups 
distinctive and it is to these terms I now turn. 
Community 
The term community is key to understanding the shape of church and mission envisaged by the 
Emerging Missional Movement.  It captures for them the emphasis on relationship and building 
community rather than institution, denomination, and religious activity.103  Ward has described it 
as a move from solid church, based around place and time, to liquid church formed around 
relationships and communication.104  Words such as authentic,105 safe space106 and family107 are 
used to try and capture the focus of community for these groups.   
A particular inspiration for the SMCs in this research has been Shane Claiborne and the 
Simple Way Community in Philadelphia, US.  It began in 1997 with six friends moving into a house 
in Kensington, one of the poorest neighbourhoods in Pennsylvania.  Claiborne states ‘We had no 
idea what we were getting into. We had no big vision for programs or community development.  
We wanted only to be passionate lovers of God and people and to take the gospel seriously as a 
way of life’.108  He talks about being an ‘ordinary radical’ and they focus principally on building 
relationships with their neighbours and developing community.  Their website says ‘We paint 
murals, help kids with homework, share food, host neighborhood celebrations, and try to live as 
one big family… which means eating together, praying together, doing life 
together’.109  Claiborne’s book The Irresistible Revolution has sold over 300,000 copies and has 
been hugely influential in inspiring people to replicate some of what they do.  The Simple Way has 
been ‘a compelling vision for Emerging Christians’110 even though few have taken such drastic 
steps as Claiborne and his community.111    
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Another group which all four SMCs mentioned as being influential to them was the 24-7 
Prayer movement.  The 24-7 Prayer movement began in 1999 in Revelation Church in Chichester, 
a Charismatic Evangelical church within the Pioneer network of churches.  Having attempted a 
fortnight of non-stop prayer in their church they were inspired to gather 52 churches to 
encourage non-stop prayer for the year 2000.  The movement quickly gathered momentum and 
people found having prayed about things they wanted to also make a difference.  A vision for 
permanent prayer rooms began, originally called Boiler Rooms and now being more generally 
termed ‘communities’.  These groups were inspired by ideas of New Monasticism and the focus 
on community in the emerging-missional conversation and developed six values of Prayer, 
Mission, Justice, Creativity, Hospitality and Learning.112 
There are of course questions about the understanding and practice of community within 
the Emerging-Missional Conversation.  Terms such as community and family can become idealised 
which can lead to these ideas becoming an end in themselves.113  This turn inwards is what Guest 
reports in his study of the Visions community in York.114  This is Percy’s criticism of Fresh 
Expressions, that despite rhetoric around outreach and engagement, many actually ‘desire 
fellowship and individual sustenance.’115  Doornenbal also suggests that many of these groups are 
still highly individualized116  although some see this individual focus as a strength.  Ganiel and 
Marti describe it as ‘cooperative egoism’ where people are enabled and encouraged to be 
individuals through a supportive community.   
Rather than cultivating communities in which they can lose themselves or find a means to 
adopt a larger collective identity, Emerging Christians join emerging congregations that 
promote a religiously individualized self, one that strives for a type of nonconformity that 
commingles ambiguity and conviction.117   
Rather than challenging individualism they see the emerging church as encouraging it and 
adapting to what Heelas and Woodhead describe as ‘the subjectivization of society’.118  Markofski, 
describing what he calls a neo-monastic community, states, 
Although it is a neo-monastic community that opposes individualism and prioritizes 
intentionality, commitment, and community as central markers of faithful Christian 
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spirituality, the right of the individual to choose for herself how to participate in community 
life remains sacrosanct.119   
He identifies the ‘voluntaristic individualism’ common in Evangelical and American life as present 
even where there is a deep commitment to community. 120 
Another demonstration to the commitment to community and relationships is the way 
the Emerging Missional Movement has suggested a move away from a behave-believe-belong 
model of becoming a Christian to a belong-believe-behave model.  Moynagh describes how in this 
model people come into contact with a community and their ‘attention is drawn towards Jesus’ 
through acts of kindness, testimonies and what he describes as ‘missional worship’.121  Harris also 
notices the idea of belonging before believing becoming more popular noting its emphasis on 
community and the challenge it presents to individualism.  He, however, questions the simplicity 
of the model asking whether in either case it is really that linear, whether it is, in fact, possible to 
belong before believing, whether belief should be secondary, and whether it encourages ‘cheap 
grace’.122  He explores the nature of belonging suggesting a shift away from formal church 
membership to ‘a place where one feels one has found a “place”’.123 
The focus on community is around building strong and authentic relationships which are 
seen as the opposite of hierarchical and institutional structures.  Community for some becomes a 
substitute for the word ‘church’ which they see as tainted.  What the research does not reflect is 
how the ideas of community operate in the day-to-day life of the community, and importantly 
how it relates to the ‘missional’ aspect of the communities.  SMCs have embraced this focus on 
building community and this was emphasised in each of the SMCs in the research. 
Missional 
Missional, as already described, is about a lifestyle.  Ganiel and Marti describe how Emerging 
Christians seek to ‘live differently’ and ‘follow Jesus in the Real World’. 124  This is a move away 
from evangelism towards political engagement and social action where ‘What you do is more 
important than what you believe’.125 They describe how neo-monasticism, moving into an 
economically disadvantaged area and living outside the structures of consumer capitalism, is seen 
as an ideal and something even groups who have not fully embraced neo-monasticism strive to 
live out.126  Missional is used to describe a diverse range of approaches and understandings.  
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Despite this diversity, Van Gelder and Zscheile identify the following common themes appearing 
regularly in ‘missional’ literature: 
1. God is a missionary God who sends the church into the world. This understanding shifts 
the agency of mission from the church to God. It is God’s mission that has a church rather 
than a church that has a mission. 
2. God’s mission in the world is related to the reign (kingdom) of God. This understanding 
makes the work of God in the world larger than the mission of the church, although the 
church is directly involved in the reign (kingdom) of God. 
3. The missional church is an incarnational (versus an attractional) ministry sent to engage 
a postmodern, post-Christendom, globalized context. This understanding requires every 
congregation to take on a missionary posture for engaging its local context, with this 
missionary engagement shaping everything a congregation does. 
4. The internal life of the missional church focuses on every believer living as a disciple 
engaging in mission. This understanding makes every member a minister, with the 
spiritual growth of every disciple becoming the primary focus as the body is built up to 
participate more fully in God’s mission in the world. (Italics original)127 
These four points give a clear indication of the emphasis and priorities of a missional approach.  
The first two points show broadening out of the understanding of mission and God’s action in the 
world through the doctrine of the Missio Dei and the idea of Kingdom.  The third is a critique of 
‘inherited’ church and an ‘attractional’ approach which sees mission in terms of people coming to 
the church rather than as the church reaching out to society.128  It also introduces the idea of 
being ‘incarnational’, again pointing to the priority of practice over belief describing an 
‘embodied’ faith129 and seeing Jesus becoming flesh in the incarnation as an example to be 
followed.   The fourth is a focus on every believer being involved in mission.   
The doctrine of the Missio Dei is often seen as the starting point of a missional approach.  
It states that all mission is derived from the very nature of God and is participation in God’s 
mission.130 Critics of the Missio Dei claim that it has become a term which has been used to justify 
varied and opposing positions on mission.131   Flett suggests that the problem that needs to be 
overcome is the separation of Church from mission, which he believes is connected to the gap 
between God and the world within the doctrine of the Missio Dei.132  By rooting the doctrine of 
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the Missio Dei more carefully in the doctrine of the Trinity, using a Barthian framework, Flett 
attempts to overcome the separation of mission from the life of the church by arguing that God’s 
act isn’t separate from God’s being.133  He claims that once a truly Trinitarian basis is established 
for the Missio Dei then the relationship between human agency and God’s agency becomes 
clear.134  ‘Because God is a missionary God, worship as a term for the community's life is wrongly 
contrasted to mission and the external orientation of the community’.135  Similarly Van Gelder 
makes the suggestion that understanding the Missio Dei through a more robust Trinitarian 
framework emphasizes relationship, mutual indwelling and moves from imitation to 
participation.136   They are frustrated that ‘missional’ and Missio Dei does not have the same 
meaning for everyone.137 
What these and other accounts miss is that the common themes recounted by Van Gelder 
and Zscheile and the diverse use of the word ‘missional’ within the Emerging-Missional 
Conversation and Evangelicalism more broadly demonstrate the traction that ‘missional’ and 
Missio Dei have gained.  The assumption of Flett, Van Gelder, Zscheile and others is that good 
doctrine shapes the practices of the church.   However, I am suggesting that the relationship is 
more complicated and that theology disclosed in the words and practices of Christians brings 
insight to the discussion.  The fact that the idea of missional and Missio Dei are being used so 
frequently and diversely suggests that there are theological insights in practice which are 
underexplored.  
Social action within the Emerging-Missional Conversation is frequently understood 
through these ideas of missional and incarnational.  There is little attempt to distinguish between 
evangelism and social action which has historically been a big topic of discussion for 
Evangelicals.138  There is also a huge range of practices which might be considered social action by 
the Emerging-Missional Conversation; 
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Emerging evangelicals pursued personal and public transformation through actions as 
diverse as organizing prayer walks, in which small groups of fellow congregants ambled 
throughout city sections praying for people and place; planting community gardens, in 
which small groups of congregants maintained food-bearing plots and distributed the 
produce to local residents; joining neighborhood associations and other forms of local 
governance to contribute voluntary labor and influence decision making; and 
entrepreneurially establishing businesses that focus on serving local neighborhoods.139   
This focus on social action issues over theological ones was also noticed by Guest in his study of 
the ‘Visions’ community in York;  ‘the group maintained a consistent focus upon social justice and 
environmental responsibility, incorporating these into their service and small group themes’.140 
Social action then is understood as a vital part of a ‘missional’ approach.  Missional, in this sense, 
is best understood as a way of looking at and relating to the world; it understands the world as a 
place where God is already active in mission and therefore a place where Christians should 
participate in every aspect.   
As with ideas of ‘community’ there is an inherent critique of Church.  Doornenbal is 
cautious about this critique and accuses them of lumping all traditional churches together and 
being anti-institutional without a clear understanding of what institutional means.  He critiques 
the use of missional suggesting in some circles it has become either a new trendy word losing its 
intended meaning, the next strategy or purely used to encourage more activity.141  Marti and 
Ganiel are equally suspicious describing it as ‘an evangelistic method or strategy’.142 
Ruddick sees this focus on community and relationship and on missional practice as key 
elements of the Eden Network she studies developing an account of Missional Pastoral Care 
which she presents as a new model of mission.143  Of particular interest to this study is the way 
she sees it adapting evangelical mission practice through the act of physically moving into urban 
estates. 
For SMCs, missional describes a focus on society and the world.  They embrace this 
outward emphasis and join the critique of an inward-looking church.  What is of particular interest 
in this research is how they sustain this outwards focus, and in contrast to the approach of Flett 
and Van Gelder it begins with practice rather than a doctrinal account. 
Ecclesiologies at the Margin 
The Emerging-Missional movement and SMCs can be understood in part as a response and 
critique of charismatic evangelicalism, what De Roest calls Ecclesiologies at the Margin.   He 
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explains how ‘Communities at the edge tend to focus upon one or two core beliefs or on practices 
with regard to the community, mission and worship which are under-emphasized in mainstream 
churches’.144  Ecclesiologies at the Margin have major elements which come from the mainstream 
tradition they are critiquing, but seek to embody an alternative way.  They are creative and 
innovative, more self-aware, develop a collective identity and are often confronted with criticism 
from the established church.  These are all features seen in the Emerging Missional Movement 
and will be seen in the descriptions of the SMCs.  What Marginal Ecclesiology does help to clarify 
is the need to understand the SMCs in relation to the tradition they are critiquing.  It is noticeable 
that many of the studies focus on difference and how the Emerging Missional Movement departs 
from charismatic evangelicalism, but it is equally interesting to explore the continuities.   
Bretherton suggests that the Emerging Missional Church should be understood as ‘part of the 
penumbra of the Pentecostal/charismatic movement’145 and it is with this conviction that this 
research is carried out.   
A striking example of how this continuity is often missed is demonstrated in the work of 
Labanow; while claiming to be exploring the Emerging Church his ethnographic study was actually 
of a Charismatic Evangelical Vineyard Church in England which demonstrated some of these 
Emerging-Missional concerns.  Markovski also noticed this continuity in the ‘neo-monastic’ 
community he studies which has a Sunday gathering which looks like a typical Charismatic 
Evangelical church service.146   
The SMCs in this research have developed in the midst of the imaginative space and 
conversation developed through this focus on social action, on developing Christian community 
and on ‘being missional’.  Unlike other groups, these SMCs haven’t abandoned their charismatic 
lived theology, but have allowed the conversation and its practices to shape their charismatic 
practices to develop something new.  With this in mind, I now turn to explore the lived theology 
of charismatic evangelicalism.  
Charismatic Evangelicalism  
Given the diversity of groups associated with the Emerging Missional Movement I am not claiming 
that all SMCs are Charismatic, nor am I claiming that all SMCs have Charismatic Evangelical roots.  
However, I have particularly focused on SMCs which have come from a Charismatic Evangelical 
background and assert that this background is reasonably common. 
The Intensive Nature of Charismatic Lived Theology 
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In this section I describe charismatic evangelicalism as having an intensive nature.   The term 
intensive is used to suggest a focus on the gathered meeting as the place of encounter with God.  
This account of charismatic evangelicalism will be used in the analysis in Chapter 4 to explore the 
lived theology of SMCs which I will describe as having an extensive nature, which is outward 
looking with an expectation of the encounter with God taking place in the world.  In this section I 
will show that in charismatic evangelicalism the worship service is seen as the primary location of 
encounter with God and that that encounter is most anticipated in the practices of intimate 
worship and ‘ministry time’.  I will also show that although mission and social action are described 
as important they often get pushed to the periphery of church life.  
charismatic evangelicalism has always emphasised experience and the gifts of the spirit 
and has brought new forms and styles of worship.147  It was, however, John Wimber, a California 
pastor who led the Vineyard network of churches and who visited the UK regularly in the 1980s, 
who has perhaps had the biggest influence of charismatic evangelicalism in the UK.  Steven 
describes the arrival of John Wimber and his ‘signs and wonders’ ministry as a ‘fresh turn’ in the 
Charismatic Movement.148   Wimber’s ministry was intended to train people in ‘Power Evangelism’ 
where they would see people become Christians through demonstration of God’s power through 
‘signs and wonders’ such as healings outside of the church.    The training events which he ran 
incorporated this new intimate style of worship, teaching about ‘power evangelism’ and ‘ministry 
time’ where participants were encouraged to pray for each other in preparation for doing the 
same on the streets.  It was, however, the focus on intimate worship and the practice of ‘ministry 
time’ which would be Wimber’ legacy within charismatic evangelicalism.   
Experience and Encounter 
Experience and encounter are key to understanding charismatic evangelicalism.  Cartledge states 
‘The phrase “encountering the Spirit” encapsulates the essence of charismatic spirituality’.149  
Charismatics expect these frequent encounters because they believe ‘God is not absent but 
deeply present’.150 He celebrates the way charismatic spirituality has brought an emphasis on 
experience allowing a connection of spirituality to everyday life.151   This is also seen in the work 
of Luhrmann who observes American Evangelicalism as having ‘an intense desire to experience 
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personally a God who is as present now as when Christ walked among his followers in Galilee’.152  
She talks about the ‘democratization of God.. [and] intense spiritual experience’153 and paints a 
picture of experiencing God, intimately and deeply personally as the primary focus of charismatic 
evangelicalism.  Where Cartledge sees this development as positive, Percy is concerned that in 
charismatic evangelicalism the distance between God and humanity has been eroded through 
focusing on intimacy and experiencing God.154  This emphasis on intimacy and experience can be 
seen clearly in the writings of many Charismatic Evangelical leaders.  Wimber’s desire was that 
through Power Evangelism and the ‘power encounters’ he advocated people would experience 
the presence and power of God.155  Godwin, the leader of a Christian retreat centre in Wales, 
describes it as ‘a place where the presence of God comes and people’s lives are changed because 
they encounter him’.156  For charismatic evangelicalism, God is primarily encountered through 
worship157 and intimacy is the key to that encounter.158   An article in the New Wine159 network’s 
magazine entitled Encounters with God recounts stories from of their events and demonstrates 
this encounter.  It states ‘When we make space for God, he meets with us!  Here are just some of 
the stories you’ve shared with us of experiencing Encouragement, Healing and Blessing at our 
events’.160  The stories included phrases such as ‘I met with God in a deep and intimate way’, how 
someone was ‘assured again that I am loved by God’, ‘I really enjoyed being in God’s presence’ 
and one lady describes how she began to experience God’s love for the first time, ‘I began to feel 
his love; gentle yet present, strong and powerful’.161  This also draws attention to another key 
element of the encounter; the understanding of divine power.  The concept of power within 
Wimber’s ministry was a particular focus of Percy’s work.  He is suspicious and critical of the way 
power understood and used by Wimber.162  Others also point to this use of the language of 
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power, some more positively than Percy, but all demonstrate the importance of power and 
particularly experiencing God’s power is within charismatic evangelicalism.163   
The search for and expectation of encounter with God makes being a Charismatic 
Evangelical an exciting pursuit.  There is an adventure to following God.  They talk about being 
‘surprised by the work of God’164 having ‘Divine Appointments’165, the importance of encountering 
and experiencing God, and the need to ‘discern what God is doing and to bless that’.166  There is 
encouragement to take risks and to ‘step out in faith’.167  Stories are told as adventures where 
God appears in surprising ways and uses individuals, sometimes despite their selfish actions or 
their lack of faith, to heal, encourage, or bring particular messages to others.168  charismatic 
evangelicalism is always looking for the next encounter with God, a fresh call and has a narrative 
of sacrifice and self-denial in order to follow God.169   
Intimate Worship and Ministry Time 
Two key features of charismatic evangelicalism are the intimate worship which principally 
happens in the ‘time of worship’ and ‘Ministry Time’ also referred to as ‘prayer ministry’.170  The 
‘Times of Worship’ are described by Steven as ‘periods of sustained sung worship, with a group of 
musicians leading the congregation in a succession of modem songs’171 and he describes intimacy 
as the goal of charismatic worship.172 Intimate worship was one of the main emphases of 
Wimber’s ministry.173  It was the expression of intimacy through worship songs which drew many 
of the church leaders to Wimber’s teaching and practices.174   According to the Charismatic 
Evangelical ‘Worship Leader’ Matt Redman there is a ‘Vineyard model of worship’, which he 
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attributes to Wimber, that has a five stage journey starting with the call to worship, then 
engagement, exaltations and adoration, and arriving at intimacy with God.175  Mike Pilavachi the 
leader of Soul Survivor, a Charismatic Evangelical network of churches which runs large summer 
festivals for young people, states that ‘At Soul Survivor we […] consider worship to be our highest 
value and our first priority.  It is neither the warm-up nor the wind-down; it is, in fact, the main 
event of our gatherings’.176  He describes it as ‘the ultimate expression of relationship with God’ 
and ‘coming home’.177  In his first experience of ‘Wimberite’ worship Pytches, a vicar strongly 
influenced by Wimber, describes how the songs wooed them ‘into the presence of God’178 and 
how it was ‘the real thing… Worship without pretending!’179   Steven describes these themes in his 
research; ‘For individual participants in case study worship, the success of the flow in the ‘time of 
worship’ was measured in terms of whether it brought them ‘close to God’, helped them be 
‘open’ or ‘tuned-in’ to God and whether it allowed God to ‘get through’ to them’.180  Intimate 
worship then became, and remains, the location of intimate encounter with God and 
demonstrates this intensive focus of encountering God in the gathered worship service. 
‘Ministry time’ or ‘prayer ministry’ is a period of prayer for individuals normally towards the 
end of the service emphasising praying for the Holy Spirit to bring physical and emotional healing.  
According to Leach, particular worship songs and raised hands are no longer a sign of a 
Charismatic church, instead it is identified by its prayer ministry.181  St Andrew’s Chorleywood 
followed a typical pattern for ‘ministry time’.  During ‘ministry time’ individuals would come to 
the front and be asked by those praying what they wanted Jesus to do.182  The people praying for 
them stand around them, perhaps placing their hands on the person and then invite the Holy 
Spirit to come. 
Those ministering should always keep their eyes open and observe what God is doing…. 
Those ministering can bless and honour what God is doing for his people.  Lay a hand lightly 
upon the person under the power of the Holy Spirit, using words such as ‘We bless you, 
Lord for what you are doing in this person’, ‘We honour the work of the Holy Spirit in this 
person now, Lord’ or ‘Increase your power Lord, upon this person’ […] Those ministering 
should seek for ‘words of knowledge’ or other gifts of the Spirit, to show them what more 
God wants to do.  Through a ‘word of knowledge’ the Lord may reveal a problem which is 
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preventing the power of God reaching a certain area of life in the person being ministered 
to.183   
The emphasis is praying for physical or emotional healing and there is an understanding that this 
may be accompanied by signs that the Spirit is working such as, ‘feeling of heat; shaking or 
trembling; deep breathing; weeping – even very gently; laughing; peace; falling and even 
bouncing on the floor’.184  The Soul Survivor Prayer Ministry Guidelines reminds people that ‘… 
one of the most important things to remember is that this is a time to let God do His own thing….   
We are there to watch and hear what the Father is saying to us and what part He wants us to play 
as He works in the person’s life’.185  And the New Wine Ministry Time guidelines state; ‘This is the 
Holy Spirit’s ministry: the person who ministers is not important’.186 
God, through the work of the Holy Spirit, is seen as the primary actor in ‘ministry time’.  
The role of the person praying is to ‘discern what God is doing and to bless that.’187  They begin by 
inviting the Holy Spirit to move and trying to discern what the Holy Spirit is doing both through 
observing the physical signs and by listening to God themselves, asking for ‘words of knowledge’ 
and figuring out the part He wants them to play.  They are encouraged not to rush but to be 
happy to wait and be ‘assured the Holy Spirit is active.’188  For Charismatic Evangelicals hearing 
God and discerning what He is saying is something which is learnt over time, a process which is 
recounted in detail by Lurhmann.189  There is often a concern that the individual praying could 
actually get in the way of God’s work.190   God leads and acts, the person praying follows and 
discerns when to act in response to God.  The key is relationship and the patterns of ‘ministry 
time’ are the patterns of relational interactions which are rehearsed but always open to the 
spontaneous and new.  Pytches describes it as ‘an uncomfortable ministry’ where ‘God is 
unpredictable’, ‘God can often be untidy’ and asserts, ‘We must let God be God’.191  This pattern 
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of ‘discern and bless’ becomes key to understanding the relationship between God’s action and 
human action in charismatic evangelicalism as a whole, not just in ‘ministry time’.192 
‘Ministry time’ was part of Wimber’s training for Power Evangelism.  He wanted ‘the church 
to do the work of the church’193 and saw his role as ‘equipping the saints’194 to engage in the 
ministry of power evangelism themselves.  But as Neve comments; 
The practice that took root was that which was practised and demonstrated at the time of 
the conferences, that is Christians ministering to each other, rather than that which was 
advocated, that is, people who were not Christians encountering the power of God through 
signs and wonders, being convinced of Christianity and converted.195    
Hunt calls it a ‘selective approach’ which focused on emotional healing and did not embrace the 
whole package of power evangelism.196  This is clearly seen in Pytches’ autobiography;  
We decided that in the future, every time we preached the kingdom, we could rely on the 
Holy Spirit to back up the message with signs and wonders.  From the next day on we would 
invite people forward for prayer ministry at the communion rails after the service, and the 
team could continue with ministry to them following the formal blessing of dismissal.197   
Rather than being a means to engage with wider society it became a means to experience God in 
the worship service again demonstrating this intensive nature of the encounter with God in 
charismatic evangelicalism.  Ward comments; 
For the charismatic worshipper, though many still value the sermon and indeed, the act of 
communion, encounter with God is located primarily in the singing of songs and in the 
intimate times of prayer and ministry which are often the climax of a time of worship. This 
means that as the Mass is for Catholics and the Sermon is for Protestants, so the singing of 
songs for Charismatics.198   
Similarly Miller describes how ‘ministry time’ ‘was as important as the preaching and the 
worship’.199 
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Of course the Charismatic Evangelical focus on worship and ‘ministry time’ has received 
much criticism.   For Percy this move to experience and intimacy is a sign of the church embracing 
individualism where ‘Salvation, judgement and healing are turned into individualistic notions; the 
idea of corporate sin or redemption is lost’.200  He particularly highlights the, personal, suggestive 
and even erotic nature of the worship.201  Although there is a personal and individual focus there 
is also a strong emphasis on community and relationships. Social time before and after the 
worship is seen as important because it provides a friendly and informal context for individuals to 
‘meet with God’.202 There is also an important corporate element to both prayer203 and worship. 
It is tempting to look at this modern evangelical experience of God and see it as profoundly 
individualistic: me and my relationship with God.  And that view certainly captures 
something real.  But it takes a great deal of work for the community to teach people to 
develop these apparently private and personal relationships with God.204   
The importance of the social and corporate can be seen in various Charismatic Evangelical 
accounts; Redman states ‘John Wimber firmly believed that although an individual may have 
times like these alone in private, when the church comes together the manifest presence of God 
is both multiplied and magnified’.205  Gumbel, the Vicar of Holy Trinity Brompton (HTB) states 
‘There is a level of friendship in the church which I have certainly never experienced outside the 
church’.206  Soul Survivor Watford describe their cell groups as ‘the place where you really feel and 
become part of the family’.207  HTB have ‘connect groups’ which are ‘a group of people that 
meets, throughout London, to build lasting friendships and grow spiritually’.208   
Percy is also worried about the focus on the leader and their power and control but spends 
little time discussing Wimber’s focus on lay-led ministry and encouragement for people to 
minister to each other.  In fact, in other places, Wimber is regularly described as modest and 
humble in contrast to Percy’s description.209  Another criticism of charismatic evangelicalism is 
that it is therapeutic religion which ‘tends to shift the focus from loving God, receiving instruction 
and serving others to finding and fulfilling my own potential; more about phobias, neuroses and 
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the pursuit of personal happiness than sin and forgiveness, truth and obedience’.210   There is no 
doubt that this is a more personal, intimate form of Christianity with a focus on emotional healing 
and experience of God but it not clear that this can automatically be seen as opposed to loving 
God, receiving instruction and serving others.   For example according to Redman it is through 
loving God that this emotional healing and encounter take place;  
The best way to overcome past hurts is to experience our heavenly Father’s love and 
acceptance.  By experiencing His love we know – really know – in the depth of our being 
that we are His children, beloved and accepted by Him.  He longs for us to worship him in 
intimacy.211   
This love, as I will explore below, is then expected to propel people into mission.  The issue that 
arises then, is not, as Warner worries, that in the personal encounter Christian doctrine and love 
of God get lost, but rather that the worship gathering dominates all other aspects of Christian life.  
Encounter and intimacy are the goal, worship and ‘ministry time’ are the principle practices and 
therefore the gathered worship service, where these practices take place becomes the focal point 
of charismatic evangelicalism which is what I am describing as its intensive nature.  This is 
illustrated in a story shared by Gumbel from a young couple who started coming to church;  
Both of us find that Sunday services and Wednesday gatherings are two highpoints of the 
week.  At times it feels like coming up for air, especially as by Wednesday it is to be 
drowning in the deep waters of working life!  If we miss either, we feel somehow 'diluted'.  
Of course, we can keep talking to God together and alone, but I feel that the act of meeting 
together is the bellows that keep on fanning the flames of our faith.212   
The Place of Transformation: Worship and ‘the rest of the week’ 
This leads to the question of how charismatic evangelicalism understands the relationship 
between the Sunday service and the rest of the week.  In Worship, Evangelism, Justice Pilavachi 
laments the ‘artificial divide that has been created between worship, evangelism and justice’213   
and suggests the connection between worship and ‘the rest of the week’214  is through 
transformation.  He explains how through intimate worship individuals are changed215 and it is 
through that transformation and filling with God’s love that they begin caring about the things 
God cares about.216  This means worship is not just something you do at church but is a 
‘lifestyle’.217  This connects with Gumble’s assertion that God has a plan, not just for the world but 
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for each individual which the individual begins to discern through the encounter with God.218  The 
intensive focus of worship is expected to have a centrifugal effect equipping people to reach out 
to those around them.  This is articulated in a worship song written by Tim Hughes which contains 
the lines ‘Stepping forward, keep us from just singing, Move us into action, we must go’ and ‘Fill 
us up and send us out’.219  In this song the gathered service is envisioned as the place of filling and 
sending describing a move from the encounter in church to being sent into the world. The 
worship encounter with God is expected to transform the individual; as Pilavachi states ‘worship 
may start with singing a song, but before long it invades our money, our time, our talents and the 
rest of our lives’.220  This is described both as the response to intimate encounter and the 
experience of others who have experienced that intimacy with God.221  This relates to the concept 
of the Kingdom of God for charismatic evangelicalism, which had the effect of helping ‘believers 
to see beyond the confines of their local church or fellowship to something which is much broader 
and wider’222 and points to how it led to engagement in social action.223    
Cartledge in his study of charismatic spirituality describes a journey of Search, Encounter 
and Transformation224 in worship where ‘the offer of praise turns to encounter with the Spirit so 
people draw close to God through words of intimacy […] This intimacy is also empowering so that 
lives are changed.’.225  In another paper he describes the church as ‘a missionary community’ as a 
key feature of Renewal Ecclesiology and explains that from a renewal perspective the ‘experience 
of worship fundamentally dethrones idolatry, renews the church, and provides the greatest 
missionary impulse the world has ever seen!’226  Experiencing God leading to engagement in 
society was also reported among the volunteers interviewed in the research into social 
engagement in London megachurches.227  God’s love, experienced in worship, transforms the 
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individual and commissions and sends them into the world.  The problem is that the worship 
service remains the focus of mission and they are continually drawn back to the worship 
gathering as seen in the story of the couple in the previous section. 
The expectation is that intimacy with God through worship will lead to ministry and 
service, a view held by Wimber, who produced the magazine Equipped, which would focus on 
different areas of everyday life and ministry, including service to the poor and social justice.228  
Despite this emphasis on mission, social action and service, charismatic evangelicalism keeps a 
primary focus on the Sunday service.  This trend is also seen in Pytches autobiography where he 
describes how Christians working with the poor in Mexico are ‘quietly getting on with a ministry 
so near and dear to the heart of God’229 but despite his admiration for the project and it inspiring 
them to do similar in their own community in Chorleywood, the work seemed to peter out230 and 
although he recounts some inspiring individuals and fund raising231 the majority of his 
autobiography focuses on worship and ‘ministry time’ within the worship service.232  The Alpha 
course, the most popular Charismatic Evangelical introduction to the Christian faith, has faced 
criticism for its lack of engagement with social issues and how very few of its examples focus on 
challenging social injustice.233 The accompanying book Questions of Life encourages social action 
only once when it says, ‘It is at [the congregational] level that we can also go out as a group to 
serve our community.  This could involve for example, visiting the sick and elderly, painting the 
home of someone in need or helping out at a homeless shelter or youth group’234 and yet 
dedicates whole chapters to ‘being filled with the Spirit’ and healing the sick.     
Ward is critical of charismatic evangelicalism stating ‘outside of an encounter with God in 
worship there seems little, if any, imperative towards mission’235 and Steven similarly describes 
how the prayer ministry in the services he observed led to the marginalization of the final 
dismissal which compromised ‘the whole sense of the 'prayer ministry' leading to a corporate 
engagement with God's mission in the world’.236  A tension within charismatic evangelicalism is 
apparent; it both values mission and social action but at the same time allows it to be pushed the 
periphery of church life by the dominance of the worship service and the intensive nature of their 
understanding of encounter with God.  It is certainly the experience of many of the Charismatic 
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Evangelical writers that intimate encounter with God encourages them into mission, evangelism 
and social action and that experiencing God’s love encourages people to share that love with 
others.  But it is also clear that the focus on ‘ministry time’ and Intimate worship has had the 
effect of marginalizing the very social action they encourage.  As a result, the legacy of Wimber, 
despite the work of his church in serving the poor, is the intensive nature of worship and ‘ministry 
time’ rather than the social action he also encouraged.   
Church Planting 
Church Planting is also a priority for charismatic evangelicalism which is symptomatic of the focus 
on the gathered worship service.  The logic of this emphasis on church planting is that for people 
to encounter God, more churches are needed for them to encounter God in.    
John Wimber loved church planting because he loved seeing people give their lives to Christ 
and become fully participating members of local churches.  He knew that church planting 
was one of the most effective ways of seeing that happen.237   
Wimber felt his vision for church planting was God-given238 and church planting became seen as 
the primary means for evangelism and church growth.  Terry Virgo, the leader of the Newfrontiers 
network of churches and himself heavily influenced by John Wimber wrote ‘The fact remains that 
we need to plant a great number of new churches if we are going to see the tide change in the 
nation’.239  Wimber advocated church planting and saw large numbers of Vineyard churches 
planted both across the US and internationally.240  According to Scotland ‘[Wimber’s] conviction 
was that an intimate relationship or experience with God will ultimately lead to numerical church 
growth’.241   Within the Church of England there was plenty of discussion about the place of 
church planting and Pytches laments the struggles St Andrew’s Chorleywood faced in planting 
churches because of the parish system and celebrated the church planting of HTB.242 In the 1990s 
this emphasis on church planting was seen in the books and reports being produced which sought 
to tackle some of the issues of church planting in the Church of England and encourage churches 
to engage in church planting including the Church of England report Breaking New Ground243, 
Planting New Churches244, Radical Church Planting245, and Recovering the Ground246.  This trend 
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has continued and is still seen as an important element in renewing the church as demonstrated 
in the recent research focused on HTB church plants in the Diocese of London which contains the 
stated aim to see ‘100 new worshipping communities by the year 2020’.247 
One of the key ideas around church planting was that ‘new wineskins’ were needed to 
hold the ‘new wine’ of the Charismatic Renewal.  This new wine skin was in the form of new 
churches and was used for the justification of New Churches, Restorationism248 and for church 
planting within the Church of England.249  Scotland points to intimacy in worship generating ‘an 
impulse to reach out to others with the gospel message’250 and how that impulse became focused 
on church planting. Church planting as the primary strategy for evangelism highlights the focus on 
the Sunday gathering as the place of encounter. 
A Myopic View of Church? 
Moynagh, writing from a Fresh Expressions of Church perspective is sceptical of church planting in 
the 1990s; ‘many of these church plants suffered from having a dominant gene that saw church 
primarily in terms of Sunday worship, albeit done differently’.251  As we have seen, this was the 
intention of church planting; a replication of a Charismatic Evangelical encounter with God 
primarily through the Sunday worship service.   The focus on the Sunday service is seen in the 
Church Planting research carried out by the London Diocese.  In St Paul’s Shadwell the researcher 
reflected  
There is perhaps a bit of a disconnect between Sunday services, with a very ‘professional’ 
feel and the church’s midweek activities which serve a much wider group of local people. 
Translating midweek engagement into Sunday attendance has also proved difficult. The 
church has found mission to the area to be challenging and often seemingly not very 
fruitful, with limited movement of people from social engagement to church attendance. 
Some have indeed responded and joined the church, but most have not. We are ploughing 
ground that is hard; it may be that others will benefit.252   
This quote displays some of the underlying assumptions of charismatic evangelicalism.  Firstly 
there is a focus to make a ‘professional’ Sunday service.  Secondly there is a very clear assumption 
that ‘joining the church’ means attending on Sunday.  Thirdly there is an implication successful 
social action results in participation in Sunday worship.  These assumptions demonstrate that the 
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Sunday service is seen as the location of belonging253, the place you need to be to be seen as a 
member of the church, and that activities beyond the Sunday service are somewhat marginalized 
and seen as less important.  The report also notes that within two years of planting they had 
employed a full-time worship leader, their first employee after an administrator, further 
demonstrating the emphasis on worship.254 There is a myopic view of church which sees church as 
primarily a Sunday service with this intensive focus, done in a particular way and there is a 
struggle to see anything done outside of that Sunday service as really ‘church’. 
Summary of the Intensive Nature of Charismatic Lived Theology 
The key features of this intensive charismatic lived theology then, are as follows;   
 The primary place of encounter with God is the worship gathering.  Although it is 
acknowledged that God can be experienced anywhere, there is an intensity of experience 
within the gathered worship service beyond that experienced elsewhere. 
 The Sunday service is the primary place of transformation and the place from which 
people are called and commissioned by God into his work.  As a result, the Sunday service 
is similarly the place of renewal, refreshing and re-commissioning. 
 The Sunday service is the primary location of belonging.  To be a member of the church 
you need to be present on a Sunday.   As a result the practices associated with 
participating in Sunday worship become the modes of belonging. 
 Mission and outreach is about bringing others into the same encounter with God which 
means that all mission and outreach becomes focused on the place people experience 
that encounter with God, namely the Sunday service. 
This intensive nature of charismatic evangelicalism reveals a lived theology of how God acts in the 
world.  When exploring ‘ministry time’ earlier in the chapter I suggested that ‘discern what God is 
doing and bless it’ was a key phrase in understanding the relationship between God’s agency and 
human agency in charismatic evangelicalism.  God acts, and Charismatic Evangelicals discern and 
‘bless’ that by listening to what God is calling them to do.  They see God as motivated primarily by 
love255, as unpredictable, wanting people to encounter him256 and as having a plan, not just for 
the whole world, but for each individual.257  The human act is one of response to what God is 
doing at that time in that place.  It is spontaneous, fresh, and always understood in terms of 
‘relationship with God’.  This relationship, like any relationship, has patterns to it, one of which is 
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the pattern of ‘ministry time’ which involved invitation, discernment, blessing what God is doing 
and action when prompted by God.    
Critical Analysis of Charismatic Evangelicalism 
This section, which has proposed a lived theology of charismatic evangelicalism, has intentionally 
drawn from leaders and participants in the movement, as well as academic voices, to develop a 
picture of lived practice which will provide an important voice in the analysis.  There is, of course, 
a deeper critique which is important to engage with, and to which I now turn.  This critique 
provides an additional voice which will enable a further exploration of the practices, beliefs, 
structures and understanding of SMCs.  I will do this by focusing on the critiques of Wimber and 
contemporary charismatic evangelicalism in the UK.  Using Percy’s critique of power in Wimber’s 
theology I critically assess the understanding of pneumatology, ecclesiology, and the miraculous 
in relation to social action. 
Percy’s critique of Wimber is based around an analysis of power.  This language of power 
is key for Wimber and expressed more broadly in charismatic evangelicalism.  Percy’s critique 
revolves around how power is the primary lens through which Wimber and charismatic 
evangelicalism understand both its practice and theology.  In this understanding, power is seen as 
flowing from God through particular agents, often church leaders, to their intended targets. 
However Percy’s concern is that these agents become conflated with God’s power.258     
i. Pneumatology  
Charismatic evangelicalism places a strong emphasis on the Holy Spirit and joining in the 
work of the Spirit.  An immediate concern is the risk of self-deception.  As Zahl points out, 
rejecting such an understanding for this reason and placing the Spirit’s work solely in, say, 
preaching and sacraments is to ignore the scriptural accounts of the Spirit.259  Percy’s concern is 
that Wimber sees the Holy Spirit as a force that stands apart from the world.260  This power stands 
against all other powers.  Instead of the Spirit as the one who leads into all truth, there is a call to 
move beyond the ordinary and act in the supernatural.  This is seen again and again in charismatic 
evangelicalism, where the ordinary and natural is seen as something holding people back or 
something to be overcome.261 As Percy points out ‘if ordinary life is to be shunned because the 
Spirit is only truly available on a different plane, then God’s genuine engagement with the world 
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in Christ is reduced to a charade.’262  The Spirit’s function is reduced to witness; ‘it is a power that 
directs individuals to Jesus or the Father, and initiates them into the life of the church’263 but one 
that is detached from a concept of this power being the power of love.  In this view Christians 
have little choice in how God’s power operates through them, reducing humans to tools rather 
that creative agents in their own right.264  Percy believes space for God’s freedom and love is lost, 
particularly in relation to creation.265   Similarly, Zahl calls for an appreciation of the freedom and 
creativity brought by the Spirit, giving particular personal examples of ‘finding God in unexpected 
places in the culture around us’ and ‘inter-faith practice of scriptural reasoning’.266   
There is similarly concern that this pneumatology has little place for weakness. Ideas of 
Christ’s incarnation, self-emptying and willingness to suffer and God’s identification with 
weakness become lost.  Percy points out ‘although he did perform acts that overcame various 
types of weakness, both in himself (e.g. Jesus’ temptation, Matt 4.1-11) and others (e.g. Jesus 
healing others), his life was one of sharing and solidarity with a pathologically weak humanity.’267   
Charismatic pnuematologies can also be seen to reflect the underlying concerns of the 
denominations they are part of.  In this view charismatic evangelicalism has a problem seeing the 
Holy Spirit as having a salvific role without the accompanying preaching of the gospel.268  There is 
a need within charismatic evangelicalism to consider the Holy Spirit’s work more inclusively and 
holistically.   Ward describes faith as having both a ‘given’ and ‘provisional’ nature.269  It is ‘given’ 
in the sense that it is a gift, but provisional in that any theology of God can never fully capture the 
truth of God and therefore must be held as provisional.  In this language charismatic 
evangelicalism has a strong emphasis on the ‘given’ nature of theology and faith, and on 
recognising God’s agency in the world, but often fails to hold this in tension with the provisional 
nature of theology and faith, only recognising what it already believes to be true.270 
ii. Ecclesiology 
Wimber’s ecclesiology is also seen by Percy as primarily about power.  The church and its leaders 
are God’s power brokers.  ‘The “Church” is a collection of people who are individually saved 
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individually sanctified and individually blessed’271.  It is positioned against the world in a dualistic 
way and fearful of the world, demonstrating clear sectarian tendencies.  In this view the church is 
seen as an agent of the Kingdom of God and there is, as a result, an over-realized eschatology.   
Along the same lines the church, historically, is seen as having failed to demonstrate the power of 
God.272  A particularly interesting point is made by Percy about the Wimberite obsession with a 
purity of power and the need to exorcize impurities from those seen as agents of God’s power.  
This leaves little room for the weak to acts as God’s agents.  ‘They can be ministered to in the 
body, but are unlikely to feel equal to, or as valued as, those who can demonstrate God’s power 
in their lives.’273  Percy, similarly, notes that in the Wimberite songs ‘actual concern for social 
justice and for the needs of others outside the gathered congregation is rare.’274  There is a 
distinct lack of engagement with weakness and the place of suffering.275  As Percy asks, what 
place is there for communities that simply offer love and acceptance, or are called to be a 
‘suffering presence’?  The result is that God’s activity beyond the church is rarely discussed.  ‘All 
too often churches live as though they are central to salvation, making Christ peripheral… But 
focusing on the margins of belief, of membership, of experience and tradition, draws a church out 
of itself into creative dialogue with neighbours.’276  This is Percy’s challenge to the WImberite 
church, and one which will be taken up within this thesis.   
A critique of church planting results in a similar view of the church.  Paas is critical of the 
Church Growth Movement, which he sees as compressing the historical understanding of church 
planting to such an extent that ‘evangelism is gathering and gathering is evangelism’277 leading to 
an instrumental approach to church and church planting.  He continues ‘“Church” is completely 
swallowed by “evangelism”; its only function is to be as efficient as possible as a recruitment 
agency.’ 278  Exploring the Biblical and theological assumptions behind Church Growth Theory 
leads him to some difficult conclusions about the relationship between the world and church.279  
Firstly, if mission is about numerical growth then the world must become the church; the world 
should be erased.  Secondly, it seems to ignore the Biblical passages which suggest the church will 
be a minority presence in the world, something which is backed up by an exploration of European 
history.  Thirdly, there is no theological place for the world.  It simply becomes the ‘arena for 
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evangelism’ without any sense of the world teaching the church.  Finally, he points out that 
mission understood as church growth presents an impossible task.  Where the church growing is 
the only measure of success, pragmatic arguments, rather than theological ones, rule.  This leads 
to a focus on strategy and methods which, ironically, are a consequence of secularization rather 
than a remedy.280  Paas notes, ‘Church planting sends the wrong message; it suggests that the 
church rather than the world is central in God’s mission.’281  The emphasis on church planting 
then draws people away from social justice, ecological responsibility and cultural renewal.   
Ethnographic studies of evangelicals note similar themes.  Guest notes clear demarcation 
between a world in need of redemption and the community of faith.282 Strhan identifies how 
evangelicals outwardly resist cultural trends in the world and yet demonstrates the ways they are 
hugely influenced by such trends.  She describes these evangelicals as aware of this subjective 
fragmentation and as seeking coherence by understanding themselves as disciples.283 
Both Percy and Paas notice similar patterns; a degrading of the place of the world, a move 
away from a theological understanding of the church towards the pragmatic and experiential, and 
a resulting reduction in concern for issues of social justice.  In Paas’ words, introverted, rather 
than socially engaged churches.284 
iii. ‘Signs and Wonders’ and Justice 
Charismatic evangelicalism, as I have already noted, has faced criticism of not being engaged in 
social action. One of the complicating factors is the focus on miracles and signs and wonders.285  
As already discussed above, a tendency towards the supernatural can have the effect of excluding 
any understanding of seeing God at work in everyday life and as a result denying the place of 
suffering, instead seeing it as something to be abolished.286  Anderson describes how an emphasis 
on power and healing has been exploitative in many instances287 and Clifton points to a ‘dark side’ 
of healing and how the disabled become marginalised.288 The focus on ‘signs and wonders’ leads 
to a heightened dualism which neglects the ‘natural’ seeing sickness primarily through a lens of 
conflict between good and evil rather than as a consequence of the disorder of the natural 
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realm.289  In this view suffering becomes something to be abolished rather than ‘part of our 
human journey’.290  Percy’s concern takes this further criticising contemporary healing ministries 
for not taking seriously the root cause of illness, poverty.291  He identifies poverty as ‘one of our 
biggest threats to health, and one of our biggest killers.’292  Going further, he identifies those with 
health, wealth and status as the primary focus of the ‘signs and wonders’ movement pointing out 
that Jesus’ own healings, of which these claim to be a rediscovery, were rarely directed towards 
that stratum of society.293  Instead, Jesus’ intention was to question society’s attitude to sickness 
and the onlooker’s ‘implicit or explicit role in the person’s misfortune.’294  This means that if the 
concern is for those who are sick, then the personal, social, societal and environmental factors 
need to be addressed together.  
 In summary, charismatic evangelicalism is critiqued is seen to have the following 
weakness and blind spots.  It has a unidirectional pneumatology which sees the Spirit as primarily 
a force which acts on the world.  It fails to value the ordinary or the weak and rarely recognises 
the way the Spirit speaks to the church from the world.  It has an ecclesiology which diminishes 
the place of the world seeing the church as central and reducing the churches engagement with 
the world.  Finally its focus on healing and miracles demonstrates a dualism which fails to take 
seriously issues of justice.  
Summary and Research Question 
There is a tension at the heart of charismatic evangelicalism that, despite an apparent emphasis 
on mission and social action, it is dominated by the emphasis on the gathered worship service 
which is seen as the primary location of encounter with God.  As a result, social action regularly 
ends up on the periphery of church life.  Given the Turn to Social Action within Evangelicalism and 
the growth of funding of and participation in social action it is vital that charismatic evangelicalism 
can get to grips with this problem and integrate social action into the life of the church more fully.  
Although attempts have been made to solve this problem by seeing it as a lack in theological and 
doctrinal understanding, the conviction of this thesis is that it is through exploring lived theology, 
the practices, understandings, beliefs and structures of groups who are seeking to overcome 
these problems.  Small Missional Communities are one example of a group within charismatic 
evangelicalism which have identified these problems and sought to overcome them.  They have 
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formed in the imaginative space formed by the Emerging-Missional Movement as a reaction to 
these perceived shortcomings.   This leads to the following research question and sub questions; 
Given their Charismatic Evangelical roots how do Small Missional Communities sustain their 
social action? 
This research question is broken down into three sub questions: 
 
What are the practices, beliefs, structures and understanding of the SMCs of being Christian 
community and engaging in social action in relation to God and their Christian faith? 
  
How do these practices, beliefs, structures and their understandings help them sustain 
social action given the struggles found in the account of charismatic evangelicalism? 
  
How do SMCs challenge and extend the theological accounts of charismatic evangelicalism, 
the Emerging Missional Movement and the Evangelical Turn to Social Action? 
 
I have described charismatic evangelicalism as having an intensive focus on the worship 
service and the practices of worship and ‘ministry time’.  The argument of this research is that the 
SMCs have extended and develop their charismatic practices and understandings and developed 
an extensive focus of encountering God in the world, one that is encouraged and sustained 
through the practices developed.  These SMCs will be seen to bring insight and offer a significant 
challenge to charismatic evangelicalism the Evangelical Turn to Social Action and the Emerging 
Missional Movement particularly around sustaining social action.  
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Chapter 2: Methodology 
In this chapter I develop a practical theology approach involving qualitative research.  Drawing on 
the work of Graham and the embodied nature of theology295, Theological Action Research and the 
four voices of theology296, and Astley’s Ordinary Theology297 I develop an approach which sees 
theology as embodied in the practices, beliefs, understandings and structures of the communities 
and describe this as a lived theology.  Through this practical theology framework and using an 
extended case study approach involving participant observation, interviews and document study I 
seeks to describe the lived theology of the SMCs in this study.   I then describe the analysis of 
these descriptions of lived theology which is carried out through a critical conversation with the 
accounts of charismatic evangelicalism, the Emerging Missional Movement and the Evangelical 
Turn to Social Action developed in chapter 1. 
This chapter takes the following shape.  The first section explores practical theology in 
relation to the research questions developing this understanding of lived theology.  The second 
section explores the empirical and qualitative nature of the research relating it to the practical 
theology approach.  The third section describes the qualitative methods used in the research.  The 
forth section gives an account of field work recounting the decisions made and the questions and 
problems faced in conducting the fieldwork and data analysis. 
Practical Theology 
This research is in the field of practical theology because, as laid out in the first sub question, it 
explores the practices, beliefs, structures and understandings of these SMCs from a theological 
perspective.  It seeks to explore Christian faith as it is lived and embodied in the life of the 
community.  Ballard and Pritchard describe four models of practical theology; Applied Theology, 
Critical Correlation, praxis model and a habitus model.298  Applied Theology is unidirectional from 
theory to practice making practice derivative.  It also promotes theology as a professional 
endeavour rather than one for the whole church.  Critical correlation sees renewed practice 
coming out of a dialogue between theory and a particular situation.  The praxis model takes 
practice as its starting point, with theory developed through reflection on that practice.  The 
habitus model understands truth as found in the practical wisdom of a community.  According to 
Ballard and Pritchard these models are not ‘disparate or mutually exclusive.  Rather they should 
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be regarded as strands which are often woven together and affect each other’.299   Because this 
research begins with the practice and understanding of SMCs, an applied model is immediately 
ruled out.  I will discuss approaches within the other three models in regards to what they offer in 
answering my research questions and whether they offer an appropriate framework.   
Browning takes a critical correlation approach to practical theology.  He sees religious 
communities as communities of memory with their own history, tradition and normative texts 
which inform their values and practices and as communities of practical wisdom which develop in 
an ever-changing context where they are seeking to remain faithful to their history, tradition and 
normative texts and be relevant to the world.  He believes that the religious community moves 
forward through practical reason exercised by the community rather than simply individuals 
making their own choices.  Browning, rejecting the view that theory leads to practice, suggests a 
pattern of practical theology which ‘goes from present theory-laden practice to a retrieval of 
normative theory-laden practice to the creation of more critically held theory-laden practices’.300  
Questions arise from both secular and religious practices, which are then used to reflect on 
tradition and normative texts and, in turn, develop theory-laden practices.  This looks promising 
for exploring SMCs, seeing value in their current practices and identifying them as communities of 
practical wisdom.  However, the first problem with Browning in relation to researching SMCs is his 
reliance on practical reason as the way of moving the community forward.  Within the research 
questions there is an assumption that Small Missional Communities have developed and formed 
new practice and understanding which is of value to the church but within Browning’s model new 
practice comes through the process of practical reasoning, not through the faithful living of the 
community.   
This leads to the second problem, how Browning understands the process of practical 
theology.  He draws on the hermeneutics of Gadamer301 and the ‘revised correlational approach’ 
of David Tracy to set up a critical dialogue between Christian normative texts and tradition on one 
side and contemporary cultural experiences and practices on the other.  The process begins with a 
‘thick description’ of the situation, exploring the theory-laden practice and forming questions 
from them.  This moves to historical theology where these questions are asked of the normative 
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texts of the community.  Systematic theology, through the fusion of horizons of the first two 
tasks, produces a fresh interpretation for this concrete situation and an apologetic move to 
defend this position.  Finally, there is the strategic step, where fresh interpretation is used to 
determine the practices of the community such as worship, pastoral care and education.  The 
problem with this account is that the normative task takes place in this critical correlation which 
occurs away from the community itself under the assumption that new understanding and 
practice is formed through this process of reasoning and then applied.   This is not the drive of this 
research which is interested in how SMCs have developed and adapted their practices in the light 
of the issues they face, rather than focused on developing renewed practice itself.   Graham, to 
whom I shall turn later, is critical of Browning’s approach.   She accuses Browning of giving moral 
reasoning privilege over all other Christian activities.  She outlines two problems; firstly, the 
values in value laden practices are seen to be ethical precepts rather than an ‘embodiment of 
theological disclosure’302 and secondly, his account of practical wisdom is Christians thinking their 
way to being good.  This account ‘ignores the extent to which individuals, and believing/practising 
communities, are shaped by symbolic, embodied and non-rational action; dreams, worship, 
touch, stories, silence, space, movement and sacrament’.303   
The second model suggested by Ballard and Pritchard is that of praxis.  They describe it as 
coming out of a Marxist tradition and being the ‘practical heart of liberation theology’.304  They 
also point to the ‘pastoral cycle’ as a model which takes practice seriously and sees theology ‘as a 
resource at the disposal of the people of God in their quest for obedience’.305  The Pastoral Cycle 
has a similar pattern to Browning’s four tasks; it is a cycle which begins with practice, then 
interpretation, then theological reflection and returns to develop renewed practice.  Osmer 
describes the tasks as; the Descriptive-Empirical task, the Interpretive task, the Normative task 
and the Pragmatic Task.306  Again, a focus on practice fits well with the first sub-question, 
developing theological accounts of SMCs, however, the theological value is seen to emerge in the 
reflection and what is theologically normative is seen to develop out of that reflection.   This 
theological reflection is again envisioned as taking place outside of the community rather than 
within the life of the community as the research questions suggest.   This external reflection is not 
the intention of the pastoral cycle; Osmer seeks to embed the tasks in ministry calling them 
Priestly listening, Sagely wisdom, Prophetic Discernment and Servant Leadership respectively307  
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and Ballard and Pritchard attempt to locate the pastoral cycle in the theological reflection of the 
community, describing the stages as Experience, Exploration, Reflection, Action.308   Both see the 
pastoral cycle primarily as a tool to be used in the midst of ministry and secondarily as a tool for 
academic theology. This being the case it would make sense to see the pastoral cycle as an 
attempt to understand the processes within the SMCs rather than a model applied to the SMCs.  
However, I return to Graham’s criticism of Browning; it doesn’t do justice to the breadth and 
depth of the life of the community to think that it is only this type of theological reflection that 
shapes them, rather they are shaped by a multitude of practices.  Despite the attempts to 
describe theology happening at all steps, the possibility of jumping between steps rather than 
completing a whole cycle and the importance of the cycle continuing or perhaps even being a 
spiral, the shape of theological reflection remains broadly within this hermeneutical model 
between practice on one hand and normative texts and traditions on the other.  This is 
Anderson’s problem with the pastoral cycle; ‘practice only has access to truth through theory’.309   
The Theological Action Research (TAR) model proposed by Cameron et al310 adapts the 
pastoral cycle and draws the community into the task of theological reflection.  They describe 
how the theological reflection step in the pastoral cycle is often problematic; ‘students can work 
attentively with experience and are keen to suggest renewed action, but the making of genuine 
and transformative connections with theology can often be rather weak and superficial’.311  TAR is 
a partnership between the researchers from outside the church/organisation and participants 
inside the church/organisation.  It is a collaborative process carried out through conversations 
between these insider and outsider research teams.  Epistemologically it rejects the privileging of 
the knowledge of the professional researchers and privileges instead the practical knowledge of 
the practitioners.312  In attempting to see the whole process as theological they introduce a tool 
which they call the ‘four voices of theology’.  These voices are the theologies present in the 
practices of the group (the operant), the theologies present in the articulation of beliefs by the 
group (the espoused), the scriptures, creeds and teachings which hold authority for the group 
(the normative), and academic theology (the formal).  These are not four distinct voices and there 
is obvious overlap between them.   
This idea of theological voices helps to understand how the beliefs, practices, 
understandings and structures of the SMCs can be understood as theological.  The conversation 
that takes place is not what creates theology but brings these theologies into conversation.  It 
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recognises the value of the academic theologian (the formal voice) but allows the voices of the 
community (the operant and espoused) to be prioritized.  Their intention is to develop a 
conversation which begins to recognise the gaps and discrepancies between the voices.  Many 
models of practical theology have an imagined conversational method but what is particularly 
striking about the TAR methodology is that an actual conversation is convened.   In using both 
‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ the research seeks to overcome the limitations of either and sees the 
conversation as key to this.  The academic voice is most likely to be located in the outsider team 
and is seen to bring a particular academic articulation of faith.  It both challenges and draws 
attention to other possibilities and offers particular modes of reflection on and articulation of 
espoused theology.  Within the framework there is a normative voice, the theological authority 
named by the group, which might be the creeds, official church teaching, scripture, or 
‘orthopraxy’.  In naming the normative voice, the normative task is not foreshortened.   They state 
‘the forms of theology articulated by practices have a critical role in informing and forming both 
formal and, ultimately, normative theologies’.313  The challenge then is not just from the formal 
and normative to the espoused and operant voices, but works the other way too where the 
espoused and operant question and challenge the formal and normative voices.  Normative 
accounts are therefore seen to be developed in the midst of this conversation.  The Four Voices 
approach attempts to overcome the problem of the pastoral cycle by identifying the four voices at 
all stages of the research and including them in the development of normative theology.  This is a 
promising framework in developing a conversational approach to studying SMCs and language 
and structure to talk about the SMCs as theological but there remains a question of whether 
normative theology is simply one of the voices or whether it also becomes the goal of the 
conversation.   
The third model Ballard and Pritchard suggest is the Habitus model, and here I will engage 
with the work of Elaine Graham.  Graham uses feminist theology, gender studies and political 
theology to help shape a practical theology which takes seriously the challenges of 
postmodernity.  She sums up her approach to practical theology;  
In more postmodern versions of practical theology, practice itself is the primary medium of 
truth, but this is not simply to reduce the nature of God or God-talk to human action. 
Instead, it is to argue that by fixing their attention on the goodness of God, Christians shape 
their performances and ‘practice what they preach’ as words are enacted in faithful action. 
It is essentially a ‘virtuous circle’ from practice to theology to practice.314   
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Being a postmodern account she challenges any account of knowledge, truth and value as 
unmediated revelation and instead locates them in practice;  
Principles of truth and value are not to be conceived as transcendent eternal realities, but 
as provisional - yet binding - strategies of normative action and community within which 
shared commitments might be negotiated and put to work.  Ethics and politics therefore 
become processes and practices, rather than applications of metaphysical ideals.315   
Drawing on Browning’s ideas of practical wisdom she seeks to extend them.  Practical wisdom, 
made up of the narratives and traditions of the community, is shaped by questions and challenges 
of faith, and also shapes those very practices.  Practical wisdom is theological in nature and 
informs and is informed by faithful and transformative practice.  ‘This understanding of theology 
as practised, however, refuses such a division between theory and practice, and insists that God is 
both immanent and transcendent: apprehended in, but never reducible to, human experience’.316  
This account of practical theology gives a good framework for the first two sub-questions; the 
practices, beliefs, structures and understanding of the SMCs are part of their practical wisdom 
shaped through faithful practice and that this practical wisdom is what shapes them in seeking to 
sustain their social action.  As suggested in the discussion of the pastoral cycle, the process of 
theological reflection is continually present in all aspects of the SMC as they seek to live faithfully.   
Graham’s call is to move away from a theology developed through abstracted reasoning 
and to see theology as embodied in human practices.  Initially this seems to be an abandonment 
of Christian norms and doctrines, particularly given the priority of a feminist understanding of 
liberation and alterity in judging the norms embodied in practice.  However, on closer inspection 
this is not an attempt to cut loose Christian practice from tradition and scripture altogether, but a 
suspicion that tradition and interpretation of scripture has come about in an androcentric society 
and needs to be revisited and reinterpreted.    Tradition then is not the ‘absolute application of 
fixed claims to truth’317 but embodied in the practices of faith communities drawing on Bourdieu’s 
idea of habitus.318  She states ‘It is therefore in the engagement between the horizons of past, 
present and future that a true apprehension of tradition emerges, not through the distillation of 
eternal principles independent of the living reality’.319  All her examples describe how feminist 
Christian practices reinterpret scripture and tradition and challenge androcentric and patriarchal 
interpretations.   Right living, orthopraxis, is of primary importance and allows communities to live 
out their truth claims with openness.  This means authentic living is understood as faithfulness to 
feminist principles of liberation and openness to the other.    
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The faith community therefore derives its epistemic authority from praxis; and theology, as 
the reflection and systemization of such practical wisdom is rendered as thinking (itself a 
form of practice) rather than thought (a form of abstraction and disengagement).320 
For Graham practice is itself normative and truth, tradition and theological norms should be 
primarily understood as embodied in the life of communities.  It is through seeking to live 
faithfully in the midst of the tensions and problems of life that new normative practices develop.   
This means that rather than developing normative theology through a dialogue between practice 
and theory, practice is itself normative and the practical theologian’s job is to describe and 
systematise these normative practices.  For Graham theology is the reflection and systemization 
of practical wisdom.  This helpfully separates two processes which become blurred in the pastoral 
cycle and are significant for the study of SMCs.  The first process is the SMC seeking to live 
faithfully to God in its context and in doing so develops a practical wisdom.  The second process is 
that of the practical theologian who describes and systematizes this practical wisdom to develop a 
theological account.  It is the practice, and not the account that is normative; by describing and 
systematizing this practical wisdom can be brought into the wider conversation within theology. 
Despite Graham’s insistence that the feminist principles of liberation and otherness are 
authentically derived, they look very much like external norms.  This is a recurring problem; as 
much as theology can be negotiated from within, some element of external measure is always 
present and there is always need for judgement on what faithfulness looks like.  Graham’s 
argument is that these feminist norms are contextual and situated but there appears to be no 
reason why other external accounts could not be introduced under the same principle; that they 
are not fixed claims to truth but have developed in a context in response to the challenges of life.  
What this means is that there is space in Graham’s practical theology for external accounts as long 
as they too are open to questioning and reinterpretation.  These external accounts, be they 
theological, doctrinal, philosophical, or social scientific, are given space to question and be 
questioned in return.  They do not have a final say, but all help to develop faithful practice. 
Having discussed the theological nature of practice it is important also to discuss how God 
is understood within the research.  My first sub question talks about SMCs’ practices, beliefs, 
structures and understanding in relation to God.  These references to God need to be understood 
within the practical theology framework.  The Four Voices model named practice as the place of 
encounter with God.321  Graham suggests that God is apprehended in human experience and that 
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it is possible to see ‘Glimpses of Divine activity amidst human practice’.322  Fowler, after discussing 
a number of different approaches to practical theology, raises the following concern;  
There is no clear affirmation or examination of the priority and objectivity of divine 
initiative as the ground, the tendency, and the backdrop of situations of contemporary 
interpretation and response.  This omission results in the subtle but dangerous tendency to 
abstract from actual contexts and issues of praxis, and from risky correlative existential-
historical interpretations of the dialectic of divine and human action, and to focus instead 
on meta-theoretical issues of method.323   
His concern is that ‘divine initiative’ is side-lined in practical theology along with a focus on the 
actual context and practice and that without this basis it avoids the hardest but perhaps most 
interesting questions.  According to Fowler  
The way forward in practical theology involves placing more radical trust in God’s self-
disclosure and promises found in our traditions of revelation; more radical investment in 
concrete, existential-social-historical action in anticipation of the in-breaking 
Commonwealth of Love; and a more radical engagement, through present action and 
prayer, to make us partners in God’s work of creation, governance, and 
liberation/redemption.324 
Anderson’s Christopraxis is helpful in navigating these difficulties.  Christopraxis is the ongoing 
action of Christ in the world.  This means that theological action and practice is around 
interpreting Christopraxis and that Christian practice should be seen as an attempt to discern and 
participate in Christopraxis.325  Christian practices which are themselves theological not only point 
to the beliefs of the people engaged in them, but also give glimpses of Christ at work in creation.  
Discerning meaning and theology in the practices and discussions of those practices then gives 
theological insights in the work of Christ in the world.  It is not theological because it articulates 
belief, but theological because it attempts to articulate something about God and his action in the 
world.  For Anderson, ministry both precedes and produces theology; it is God’s own ministry of 
revelation and reconciliation that determines our ministry and theology.   
Theological activity must emerge out of ministry and for the sake of ministry if it is to be in 
accordance with the divine modality.  The ‘practice’ of ministry, then, is not only the 
appropriate context for doing theological thinking; it is itself intrinsically a theological 
activity.326   
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All ministry is God’s ministry.  ‘The church has no existence apart from being called into being 
through this ministry and equipped for it by the gift of the Holy Spirit’.327  He describes the fall as 
humans trying to establish truth which is accessible without the divine Word.  Because of this ‘the 
ministry of the church necessarily involves theological reflection and a correction of its own 
inevitable tendencies to create ministry for its own justification’.328 
 Christopraxis relates to Armstrong’s insight into Ordinary Theology329. ‘Ordinary believers 
are those who are most open to the influences of a changing world, because they live in it and 
reflect their faith in it and are therefore the best placed theologians to judge and respond to such 
changes’.330  His analogy of ordinary theologians as signal processors is one from engineering; just 
as radio waves once received need to be processed by a signal processor to be understood, so the 
work of the Holy Spirit is best discerned and interpreted by the ordinary theologian.  ‘Ordinary 
theologians are those best placed to notice when theology goes astray at a fundamental level, 
because they are the community of practice and belief where theology is accepted or rejected, 
tested and judged’.331  This insight that practice is the place where theological reflection is best 
situated and the Holy Spirit is best discerned is key to the approach taken in this thesis. 
Exploring Lived Theology 
The approach to practical theology in this thesis, which I am calling lived theology, draws on the 
insights of Graham, the Four Voices and Christopraxis.332  Lived theology takes as its foundation 
Graham’s insight that practice is normative and that theology is embodied in the practice and 
understanding of lived faith, which Graham describes as practical wisdom.  It also carries the 
conviction that God is present and active in the world and that faithful Christian living is an 
ongoing attempt to discern and participate in God’s action.  The job of the practical theologian is 
to describe and analyse this lived theology.  The accounts of lived theology are a construction and 
should not be confused with the lived theology itself, nor should it be confused with a normative 
account of theology.  It is not attempting to create an entity, but rather a snapshot of lived 
practice, understanding, belief and structure.  This snapshot is not normative, but is offered back 
to the communities to inform their own discernment following the conviction that practice is both 
the appropriate context for theological discernment and is intrinsically theological.  The practical 
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theologian is not then attempting to carryout theological reflection on behalf of the community, 
or to facilitate such a discussion as in the Four Voices approach, but rather is attempting to 
provide a view into that community for further theological reflection through the life of the 
community.   
In this account, SMCs are seen to be developing their practices in the light of attempting 
to discern what God is doing through their ministry.  This is not done in isolation, as Graham 
discusses, these groups draw on and develop a practical wisdom which embodies the traditions, 
practices and texts of the Christian faith and their past experience.  This practical wisdom informs 
and develops practices and at the same time is formed and shaped by the encounters of seeking 
to live faithfully – encounters with the divine, with others and the challenges and joys which are 
part of living.  This approach to practical theology is an attempt to construct an account of this 
faithful Christian living with the purpose of providing insight and raw materials for further 
discernment within the communities themselves.   
This approach fits within a wider discipline of critical ethnography.  Through the kind of 
ethnographic work described here, and through engagement within a particular field, the 
accounts are critiqued in such a way as to suggest renewed theory and practice.333  These 
critiques take many forms, for example sociological, anthropological and theological, but in all 
cases challenge and critique the ethnographic accounts through those particular lenses.  In this 
thesis those critical lenses are theological, drawing on the theological critique of charismatic 
evangelicalism developed in chapter 1 and through engagement with missiology sources.  This 
draws on the type of critique envisaged by theological action research through the four voices of 
theology, where normative and formal accounts are drawn in both to critique and be critiqued by 
the operant and espoused.  By developing a critique of charismatic evangelicalism in chapter 1 
and then exploring this in chapter 4 in relation to the SMCs there is also exploration of where the 
weaknesses, blind spots and theological naivety of charismatic evangelicalism might continue to 
be present.  In chapter 5 missiology sources bring further critique around the themes raised in 
chapters 1 and 4. 
This thesis breaks this theological approach into three steps.  The first is to describe the 
lived theology of the SMCs.  The second is to bring in other theological accounts to analyse this 
lived theology and to draw out particular insights in relation to sustaining social action.  The third 
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is to explore how the accounts of lived theology and the other theological accounts bring insights 
and challenges to each other which can be offered back to these groups for further reflection. 
Developing Theological Descriptions of SMCs 
Developing theological accounts of SMCs is primarily attempting to answer the first sub question; 
What are the practices, beliefs, structures and understanding of the SMCs of being Christian 
community and engaging in social action in relation to God and their Christian faith? 
The role of the practical theologian at this stage is one of ordered description of the 
practices, beliefs, structures and understanding of the SMCs.  The risk of this descriptive process is 
that the practical theologian focuses on their own interpretation of the situation and the voice of 
the community itself can be lost.  The insight from Ordinary Theology about the importance of 
how people articulate their faith is helpful.  Astley presents Ordinary Theology as ‘an appropriate 
term for the content, pattern and processes of ordinary people's articulation of their religious 
understanding’.334  He is wary of interpreting people’s beliefs purely through practice due to the 
variety of ways practices can be understood and encourages a focus on speech.   However, he is 
also clear that this does not mean necessarily accepting their own interpretation of their 
beliefs.335  
At times Graham’s account seems to suggest that normative practice just appears in the 
midst of seeking to be faithful and practical wisdom is detached from any theological reflection in 
the community.  This could have the effect of marginalising the voices of the community while 
attempting to describe the practical wisdom of the community.  In both Ordinary Theology and 
the Four Voices336 approach priority is given to the communities’ own articulation of their lived 
theology.  It assumes, with good reason, that there is ongoing discernment and reflection around 
faithfulness within the communities.  This does not mean that their articulation of what is 
happening perfectly aligns with what is actually happening, nor does it rule out the possibility of 
practices having developed within the group which they do subconsciously and have not reflected 
on but in light of the model laid out, prioritising my interpretation of the SMCs’ practices over 
their own would be problematic.  The models of Ordinary Theology and the Four Voices also help 
to show how these accounts are theological.  They have developed as contextual and situated 
accounts of reflection and participation in God’s action.  They, therefore, in their words and action 
articulate a lived theology which is based in a theological commitment; seeking to be faithful to 
God. 
Analysing Lived Theology 
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The analysis of the theological descriptions of the SMCs revolves around the second and third sub-
questions.   Through this process of analysis key practices, beliefs, understandings and structures 
are drawn out of the descriptions of lived theology and discussed.   Pattison suggests a model of 
theological reflection as a critical conversation between ‘the Christian Tradition, the students’ 
own faith presuppositions and a particular contemporary situation.’337  Through this conversation 
new insights emerge from which new understandings and practices develop.  I will develop this 
model of critical conversation, drawing from the models already discussed, which will enable the 
accounts of the SMCs to be brought into conversation with the theological accounts in chapter 1 
which have influenced and shaped them.   
 Earlier, I rejected a correlation approach where practice is brought into conversation with 
theology to produce new strategies and renewed practice.  The pastoral cycle sees theological 
reflection as a particular part of the process and the Four Voices model convenes a conversation 
between insiders and outsiders to develop theological reflection.  Lived theology sees the place of 
theological reflection as within the life of the community and includes conversation but also the 
practices of worship, service, hospitality, etc. of the community.  For this reason, the analysis of 
lived theology is seen as separate from but complementary to the theological reflection of the 
community.    
This analysis, however, is understood as a conversation between the descriptions of lived 
theology of the SMCs and other theological accounts; in this case the accounts developed in 
Chapter 1.  Making a distinction between normative practice and theological accounts seeks to 
avoid foreclosure of knowledge.  Graham suggests; 
A communitarian and practice-based phronēsis could resist the foreclosure of introspection 
by regarding its truth-claims as forms of situated knowledge.  Critical evaluation of such 
practical reasoning would deploy the critical dialogue of disclosure/foreclosure: in the spirit 
of situated knowledges and hermeneutics, the encounter with the ‘Other’ presupposes a 
larger reality beyond the present and immediate.  It thus represents an ethical imperative 
towards communication, generosity and dialogue: all marks of good conversation.  A 
recognition of the factors which engender difference also exposes the extent to which our 
own fixity of self-possession is actually contingent upon relationality and finitude.338   
If this encounter with ‘other’ was considered to be other theological accounts then the type of 
conversation that Graham is suggesting is the framework proposed for this research. 
The second sub-question is; How do these practices, beliefs, structures and their understandings 
help them sustain social action given the struggles found in the account of charismatic 
evangelicalism? 
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 The account of charismatic evangelicalism was developed through a study of descriptions 
and understanding of practice as articulated in the writings and books of key authors and leaders 
within charismatic evangelicalism as well as formal theological evaluations.  In the language of the 
Four Voices model it draws insights from all four voices; the operant, espoused, normative and 
formal, to develop a lived theological account of charismatic evangelicalism.  For this reason it is a 
theological account developed out of theological reflection from both inside and outside the 
movement.  Following Graham’s lead these theological accounts are seen as ‘enacted, contextual 
and provisional’339 containing insights which can bring challenge and insight to the accounts of 
SMCs.  By bringing the accounts of the SMCs and the account of charismatic evangelicalism 
together a conversation is developed around the way the SMCs both continue to engage in 
Charismatic practice and the ways which they extend it.  The practices and understandings of the 
SMCs are illuminated, refining the theological analysis of the SMCs and drawing out the insights of 
their lived theology.  In this way new practices, beliefs, structures and understandings are 
revealed and the question of how they sustain their social action can be tackled.  It is also brought 
into conversation with some of the criticisms of charismatic evangelicalism, particularly exploring 
how the potential weaknesses and blind spots of charismatic evangelicalism have been carried 
forward into the SMCs. 
It is important to emphasise that this account of lived theology is not normative and the 
practical theologian is not passing final judgement on the lived theology of these communities.  
For this reason the beliefs and understandings are described as belonging to these particular 
communities and individuals rather than as universal.  This is not to see the understanding of faith 
and God as a construct of the community, in fact this is categorically not what I am suggesting, 
but rather it leaves any judgement of where God is glimpsed to the discernment of the 
communities in the midst of practice.  Neither is this to say the conversation is not robust nor that 
lived theology should not be challenged, only that discernment of God and renewed practice 
should be primarily encouraged within the communities through practice. 
The final chapter seeks to answer the third sub question; How do SMCs challenge and 
extend the theological accounts of charismatic evangelicalism, the Emerging Missional Movement 
and the Evangelical Turn to Social Action?  This chapter extends this conversation further to draw 
in the accounts of the Evangelical Turn to Social Action and the account of the Emerging Missional 
Movement.  Again, both draw on accounts of practice and understanding from those within the 
movements and of theological evaluations of the movements to develop a picture of the practice 
and practical wisdom they embody.  Through a critical conversation these accounts are able to 
question and challenge each other.   There is a tension within the conversational model, identified 
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earlier in the chapter, to both keep these conversations theological and at the same time keep 
them focused on practice; neither getting caught purely talking about new practice without 
reference to theology nor discussing theological frameworks with no reference to practice.  
Graham writes that ‘Without the horizon of divine wisdom, such practice becomes self-referential 
or reducible to ethics’.340   The ‘horizon of divine wisdom’ that Graham talks about cannot be 
accessed as a particular doctrinal framework; rather all theological accounts are seen as 
contextual and reflect a particular practical wisdom.  Access to divine wisdom comes both 
through practice and through the challenge of the ‘other’.  Through a conversation the problem of 
practice becoming self-referential is overcome as other accounts are brought in to challenge, 
sharpen and extend each other in developing faithful practice.  The challenging and questioning 
from the other accounts pushes each of these accounts to explore further these questions within 
their own practices.   This resists any attempt to solve problems with outside norms, but allows 
theological accounts to challenge and extend each other.   
The aim of this third step is that the conversation reveals how practices and 
understandings are already developing in response to the questions raised from within the SMCs 
and within the other three accounts.   Similarly, I will allow the theological account of SMCs to 
challenge and question the other three accounts, encouraging them to revisit their own practices 
in light of the questions raised.  Graham states that ‘Habitus is thus conceived as the residuum of 
past actions, a deposit of past knowledge and practice, but which is always available as the raw 
material for creative agency, or “regulated improvisations”’.341  These descriptions of lived 
theology are a way to bring to light this practical wisdom and provide new and different 
perspectives.  What is offered back to the SMCs is not a revised theological structure for them to 
adopt but an account of lived theology and a series of suggestions of practices and understanding 
from within the SMCs which appear promising for further creative reflection and improvisation.  
Through these accounts of lived theology, the practical wisdom which seems second nature to the 
SMCs can be articulated and named as something of value which can enable the SMCs to reflect 
on and develop their practice.  This is the key difference from a correlation approach; rather than 
bringing in a framework from outside the context, here practices already present within the 
SMCs, which may already provide a way forward, are brought to consciousness and offered back 
to the SMC as the raw material from which to build.  This is because the SMCs, through the 
practical wisdom which they embody, are best placed to understand and develop these 
contextual practices. Similarly challenges from the account of the SMCs to the other accounts 
does not take the form of models or structures to adopt but questions and practices which offer 
new means of seeing the world and new resources of improvisation and creativity.  Ultimately the 
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aim of this thesis is to describe and account for understanding and practice which has been 
transformative and to encourage the SMCs in their own context and with their own 
understanding to take these challenges and to draw on their practical wisdom in response.   
In summary, the approach used is focused around developing and analysing accounts of 
lived theology.  Starting with Graham’s understanding of practice as normative and drawing in the 
accounts of the Four Voices and Ordinary Theology to articulate more clearly the voices of the 
SMCs, theological descriptions of the SMCs can be developed and these descriptions brought into 
a critical conversation with the accounts of charismatic evangelicalism, the Emerging Missional 
Movement and the Evangelical Turn to Social Action to bring insights from lived practice. 
Qualitative Methodology 
From the framework of practical theology outlined above, I have demonstrated a commitment to 
developing accounts of lived theology. These accounts will then be drawn into a conversation 
with other accounts of lived theology, drawn from Chapter 1, to further probe, question and 
develop them.  As described in the practical theology framework, to develop these theological 
accounts of SMCs a qualitative approach is required.  A qualitative approach was chosen over a 
quantitative approach due to the focus of the research questions; the research is inductive, 
seeking to develop a picture of the lived theology of SMCs, rather than deductive, testing a 
particular theory or hypothesis.   
The relationship between theology and social sciences and the methods associated with 
them is not a simple one.  Van der Ven describes two common approaches, an inter-disciplinary 
approach and an intra-disciplinary approach.342  An inter-disciplinary approach works on a model 
of cooperation between theology and social sciences where practical theology is seen to belong 
to both disciplines.  The problem with this model is the question of whether theology or social 
science is the judge of the practical theology assertions.   An intra-disciplinary approach sees 
practical theology as a theological discipline and the move goes from theology to social sciences.  
Social science methods are used to answer theological questions.  Here the problem is reversed, 
raising the question of whether theology should be given a privileged status.  Swinton points out 
that social science methods are not necessarily interested in the same things as theology and 
come with a very different epistemology.  His suggestion is that the methods are sanctified, that is 
brought in to serve a particular theological perspective, and that the relationship between 
theology and social sciences should be seen as hospitality; theology needs to welcome, 
understand, listen to and engage in conversation with the social sciences but it does not need to 
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pretend that it believes their view of the world is correct.343  This hospitality approach is adopted 
for this research where qualitative methods are welcomed, valued and engaged with in the 
service of theology.   
Creswell describes five different approaches to qualitative research; Narrative Research, 
Phenomenology, Grounded Theory, Ethnography and Case Study.  He describes them as similar in 
their process of research; all begin with a research problem from which research questions are 
developed, data is collected and analysed and a report is written. Similarly, they all draw on 
interviews, observations and documents to collect the data.  For Creswell the fundamental 
difference between the approaches is in the objectives of the studies – what they are trying to 
accomplish.  Narrative research is for exploring the life of an individual, phenomenology for 
understanding ‘the essence of the experience’, Grounded Theory for theory building from field 
data, Ethnography for describing and interpreting patterns of the culture of a group, and Case 
Study for developing in depth description and analysis of a case.344  As revealed in the research 
questions, this research is focused on the developing theological accounts of the SMCs and their 
engagement in social action and exploring how they sustain that engagement.  The Case Study 
approach is then most appropriate to this situation; each SMC can be treated as a case which is 
studied in its own right.  Theological accounts of each SMC can be developed before any cross-
case analysis is carried out.   
The Case Study Approach 
Yin defines a case study as ‘an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in 
depth and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and 
context are not clearly evident’.345   For Yin, case study inquiry is used to explore situations where 
there are many variables and large amounts of potential data which could be collected and is 
particularly appropriate when answering why and how questions.  Simons defines the case study 
as;  
An in-depth exploration from multiple perspectives of the complexity and uniqueness of a 
particular project, policy, institution, programme or system in a ‘real life’ context. It is 
research-based, inclusive of different methods and is evidence-led. The primary purpose is 
to generate in-depth understanding of a specific topic (as in a thesis), programme, policy, 
institution or system to generate knowledge and/or inform policy development, 
professional practice and civil or community action.346   
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She emphasises that case study research is not defined by the method, but is about using multiple 
methods to carry out an in-depth study of a particular phenomenon in its context.  Ragin further 
clarifies that the ‘case-oriented approach places cases, not variables, centre stage’.347  The cases 
shouldn’t be dissolved into the variables that make them up with each variable studied 
individually, rather, each case should be studied in its own right before wider comparisons are 
made.   
Studying how SMCs sustain their social action means I am particularly interested in their 
engagement with the wider community.  Context will inevitably overlap with the phenomenon.  
Using a multiple-case study approach each of the four SMCs will be considered as their own case.  
It will be a holistic study looking at each SMC as a whole, rather than breaking down the study of 
SMCs into smaller subsets.  Using multiple methods allows triangulation of data, where the 
different data is used to support, shed light on and question the other data sources.  When 
drawing wider conclusions, rather than seeking to generalize the data from all the cases, as you 
might in a questionnaire, the extended case study method will be used, where each case is in 
dialogue with current  theory and used to refute and extend the current theory.348  Within the 
practical theology framework this refuting and extending is seen as a dialogue between the 
different theological accounts, firstly between the accounts of SMCs and charismatic 
evangelicalism and later introducing the accounts of the Emerging-Missional Movement and the 
Evangelical Turn to Social Action.  Another advantage of the case study is its flexibility to 
incorporate new data and other sources and its openness to surprise.   This in turn means that the 
research questions must, at all times, be the driving force behind the research to avoid getting 
side-tracked.  It also gives plenty of opportunities for participants to engage in the research.  In 
the words of Simons; 
It signals a potential shift in the power base of who controls knowledge and recognises the 
importance of co-constructing received reality through the relationships and joint 
understandings we create in the field.349 
The Extended Case Study  
Burawoy’s extended case study encourages a more dialogical approach which is in keeping with 
the critical conversation that I described in the practical theology framework.  He describes his 
approach by comparing it with other approaches and discussing how they understand 
generalization in relation to the micro and the macro.  Ethnomethodology denies that there is a 
macro or general explanation and is only interested in the particular.  The macro is purely a 
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construct to enable social interaction.  The interpretative case study collapses the micro and 
macro in the other direction; the particular gives an example of the general, so that the micro can 
be seen in the macro.    The principle of Ground Theory is that as you piece together the micro 
you can build up the macro.  Extended Case Study on the other hand looks for the forces of the 
macro which shape the micro.  Generalization occurs in dialogue with theory by refuting and 
extending it.  Eisenhardt, describes how a grounded theory approach to case study research ‘is 
begun as close as possible to the ideal of no theory under consideration and no hypotheses to 
test’.350  This is a completely different starting point from the extended case study.  Burawoy 
explains;  
In this version of ethnography we don’t deliver our minds from preconceptions but clarify 
and problematize them; we don’t accumulate data day after day only finally to code it and 
thereby infer theory at the end, as though no one else had thought of these matters before, 
but we continually engage theory with data, and theory with other theories.351 
The extended case study is easily adopted into the practical theology framework described.  Each 
case produces a theological account of practical wisdom that can be put into dialogue with the 
other cases and other theological accounts.  The theological accounts of each SMC disrupt and 
question charismatic evangelicalism and cause the account to be extended.    
Criticisms of the Case Study Approach 
There has been much criticism of the case study approach.  However, a number of its greatest 
critics later became supporters of the approach (e.g. Campbell352).   Flyvbjerg attempts to counter 
what he describes as ‘five misunderstandings of the case study approach’ in his paper addressing 
these criticisms of case study research.   The five misunderstandings he lists are as follows; 
(1) theoretical knowledge is more valuable than practical knowledge: (2) one cannot 
generalize from a single case, therefore, the single-case study cannot contribute to 
scientific development; (3) the case study is most useful for generating hypotheses, 
whereas other methods are more suitable for hypotheses testing and theory building; (4) 
the case study contains a bias toward verification; and (5) it is often difficult to summarize 
specific case studies.353 
 I will explore these points below in relation to the Extended Case Study method.  
For Flyvbjerg, one of the key strengths of the case study is that it engages in human 
experience and provides context dependent knowledge.   He asserts that expertise is not gained 
through just learning rules and procedures, but through experience of similar cases where an 
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intuition beyond that of following rules is gained and that all human knowledge is context 
dependent to a certain degree. 354   The case study approach allows an engagement with the 
nuances of reality, not knowledge building from afar.355  He concludes ‘Social science has not 
succeeded in producing general, context-independent theory and, thus, has in the final instance 
nothing else to offer than concrete, context-dependent knowledge’.356   Stake compares 
propositional knowledge and tacit knowledge.  Propositional knowledge is spoken, through both 
good reason and gossip, tacit knowledge is ‘all that is remembered somehow, minus that which is 
remembered in the form of words, symbols, or other rhetorical forms. It is that which permits us 
to recognize faces, to comprehend metaphors, and to ''know ourselves”’.357  Where the case 
study may not be the best for studying propositional knowledge, it is ideal for studying tacit 
knowledge; the primary goal of the case study is not theoretical knowledge, but practical 
knowledge, or in the language adopted in this thesis, practical wisdom.  
The next question is about generalization.  If all knowledge is context dependent this 
immediately challenges the positivist understanding of generalization.  Burawoy questions the 
place of the positivist approach in social science.  He summarises positive science as one which 
seeks general rules and laws, one which looks to distance the observer from the case being 
studied so that they can’t affect it, and which ultimately is seeking to produce a map of a fixed 
external world.  He claims that positive science has four key principles; Against reactivity – the 
researcher ‘must avoid affecting and thus distorting the worlds they study’, Reliability – have 
careful criteria for choosing data, Replicability – following the same procedure the results could 
be reproduced by any researcher, and Representativeness – the specific must be representative 
of the whole.358  But as already discussed Burawoy is also critical of the interpretative model 
where the particular is seen as the key to understanding the general but in so doing removes the 
distinction between them.  His reflexive method ‘elevates dialogue as its defining principle and 
intersubjectivity between participant and observer as its premise’.359 
Burawoy’s principles for reflexive science, each countering one of the four principles of 
positive science, are; Intervention – that the presence of the researcher causes disruptions which 
give useful insights, Process – there are ‘multiple knowledges’ to be understood, (discursive and 
non-discursive, tacit and propositional) which are aggregated into a social process, Structuration 
– the situation cannot be frozen to allow it to be replicated, it is dynamic, ‘simultaneously shaped 
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by and shaping an external field of forces’360, and Reconstruction - rather than building theory 
from nothing, current theory is developed by looking for refutations.  Burawoy summarises the 
approach;  
Dialogue is the unifying principle of reflexive science, which is dialogical in each of its four 
dimensions. It calls for intervention of the observer in the life of the participant; it demands 
analysis of interaction within social situations; it uncovers processes in a relationship of 
mutual determination with external social forces; and it regards theory as emerging not 
only in dialogue between participant and observer but also among observers now viewed 
as participants in a scientific community.361 
Instead of seeking generalisation, the extended case method seeks refutations to current theory 
and then to extend the theory to take account of the specific cases. As Burawoy puts it ‘We need 
first the courage of our convictions, then the courage to challenge our convictions, and finally the 
imagination to sustain our courage with theoretical reconstruction’.362  The key to the extended 
case study is the dialogue between researcher, participants, context and current theory.  This 
mirrors the conversations which have been set up in the practical theology framework, 
developing conversations which take current practice and place it in conversation with other 
theological accounts; theory is not seen as separate from practice but part of what has shaped the 
practical wisdom of the community. 
The final criticism of the case study is that of the potential for bias and particularly as 
Flyvbjerg calls it ‘a bias towards verification’.  The susceptibility of research towards bias is a 
problem within all research methods, particularly in social sciences, and is countered through the 
rigorous use of the method employed.   Flyvbjerg points out that most researchers’ experience of 
the case study approach is it tends to disprove their theories more than it proves them.363  The 
extended case study method, rather than minimalizing bias sees it as something to be taken into 
the field openly, allowing the case studies to challenge it.  Reflexivity of the researcher is 
therefore vital to the integrity of the research. 
Reflexivity 
According to Swinton reflexivity is a ‘process of critical self-reflection carried out by the 
researcher throughout the research process that enables her to monitor and respond to her 
contribution to the proceedings’.364  Describing the positivist approach as a ‘myth of objectivity’ 
Swinton presents two types of reflexivity, Personal Reflexivity and Epistemological Reflexivity.  
The first explores how the researcher’s beliefs, experiences, interests and presence impact the 
research.  The second reflects on how the design of the study might limit its findings.  Swinton 
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describes research as co-creation; it is not simply describing what is happening but part of the 
creation of data.  For this reason the research must reflect on their part in the creation of the 
data.  Scharen suggests that without cultivating self-awareness during the research, the 
researcher risks using the participants to his own ends, ‘violating those from whom we seek to 
learn’.365  He warns that without good self-reflection the research doesn’t actually attend to what 
is going on and instead simply confirms assumptions and doesn’t hold the researcher accountable 
to their place in the research.   
One of the key issues in this research in the nature of ‘insider’ research.  In the introduction 
I sought to locate myself both in the formulation of the research topic and in relation to SMCs.   
This is part of the ongoing reflexivity within the research.  Hockey suggests the disadvantages of 
insider research are being ‘too familiar’ with the research context.366  Taken-for-granted 
assumptions can then blind the researcher to these things as interesting and important for 
research.   The insider does not have the ‘entry shock’ of the outsider where new and strange 
patterns are instantly recognizable.   The insider may be excluded from certain kinds of 
information by the participant because of their a priori interests and they miss out on being 
nurtured and socialized by the participants.  One element that Hockey does not spell out, but is 
important, is the risk of the insider over-identifying with the communities and losing any critical 
voice.   Despite these problems Hockey points out that there are advantages.  Avoiding ‘entry 
shock’ may be seen as a positive, freeing the researcher from a potential obstacle to research.   
Prior knowledge also allows the researcher to fit into social patterns more easily.  The insider may 
find research permission easier to obtain and Hockey reports that many find the insider status 
means the participant sees them as more trustworthy and may divulge more information.  Finally, 
the insider is also at an advantage in understanding the culturally specific language of the setting.  
The advantages do not automatically cancel out the problems and Hockey states ‘The main 
problem once access is gained by the insider researcher is, simply put, to make the familiar 
strange; to maintain enough distance so as to ensure that the analytical half of the 
insider/outsider coin operates effectively’.367  Warner reflects on the tension of being both an 
insider due to having been part of the phenomena being researched and being an outsider by 
coming in as a researcher;  
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The reflexive process requires the insider to harness the benefits of privileged access and 
familiarity with subcultural language games, in tandem with critical reflection, the dialectic 
of observation and participation functioning in a mutually transformative iteration.368 
Similarly Hellawell suggests that ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ should not be considered as two separate 
states but as a continuum which is related to the participant-observer continuum I will explore 
below.369  I will reflect on my insider-outside status later in the chapter. 
Qualitative Methods 
The Case Study approach uses triangulation of a number of different elements to build a picture 
of the cases being studied.  Dealing with each SMC as its own case the Case Study approach will 
be used to develop theological accounts of each SMC.  The qualitative approaches I used were 
participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and analysis of written documents of the 
SMC such as blogs, websites, and vision documents.    
Participant-Observation 
The focus of this research is on the relationship between belief and practice in social engagement 
of the communities.  This, of course, means asking the members of the communities about their 
beliefs and practices, but as I have already discussed, there may well be a difference between 
what people say and what they do; a difference between their espoused and operant theologies.  
Participant observation gives the best opportunity for these differences and discrepancies to be 
explored.  Becker and Geer state;  
By participant observation we mean that method in which the observer participates in the 
daily life of the people under study, either openly in the role of researcher or covertly in 
some disguised role, observing things that happen, listening to what is said, and 
questioning people, over some length of time.370   
Bernard puts it more simply; ‘It involves getting close to people and making them feel 
comfortable enough with your presence so that you can observe and record information about 
their lives’.371   He gives five reasons for using participant observation; (1) you can collect all kinds 
of data that would not necessarily be available to you through another method; (2) it reduces the 
problem of reactivity, that is how people might change their behaviour based on researchers 
being present; (3) it helps to develop sensible questions for interviews or surveys; (4) it gives the 
researcher an intuitive understanding of what is going on; (5) many research problems can only 
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be understood through participant observation.372  Scott and Usher suggest a couple of other 
reasons for using participation in research. Most simply, it is a good way to gain access to the site 
being studied by offering something in return.  Secondly, it allows direct experience of the actions 
under investigation and access to the meaning the participants give to their actions.373   
Scharen sees participant-observation as vital for studying the church.  Highlighting Healy’s 
concern that ideal ecclesiologies can occlude the actual practices of the church, he calls for 
studies of the church which take account of ‘actual bodies’.  Drawing on Bourdieu’s idea of 
habitus he describes the importance of learning ‘from the body’.374  Through participant 
observation the researcher learns through their own body by trying to become part of the group, 
not just observation of others, and, he suggests, helps to avoid preconceived ecclesiologies 
obscuring the observation.   
Another important consideration is how the observation will be carried out.  Scott 
compares rigid systems of observations with more flexible ones375.  A rigid system would have a 
pre-coded list of possible observation which are then recorded when they happen, perhaps even 
at regular intervals, whereas in a more flexible system the researcher judges what is important in 
the moment.  This has the advantage of not prejudging what kind of data is going to be observed, 
allows the possibility to record any data and can be led by ongoing interpretation of the data 
recorded.  The disadvantages are that due to the vast amount of data available to the participant-
observer, it is possible that a great deal of data might be missed.   In this research a more flexible 
approach was used and reflexivity and keeping the research questions central helped me to focus 
on the relevant data. 
 
 
Semi-Structured Interview 
Cohen describes the interview as ‘a flexible tool for data collection, enabling multi-sensory 
channels to be used: verbal, non-verbal, spoken and heard’.376  He describes four kinds of 
interviews; structured interviews where the content is decided in advance; unstructured 
interviews where the interviewer has freedom and flexibility to take the conversation where they 
like; non-directive interviews where the interviewee directs the conversation with the interviewer 
only asking points of clarification, and focused interviews where the interviewer plays a more 
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active role.377   Bryman describes a semi-structured interview which is somewhere in between a 
structured and unstructured interview.   Here a list of questions guides the interview with 
flexibility for the interviewer to ask the questions in a different order and to ask additional 
questions to pursue interesting lines of discussion.378  In this research a semi-structured approach 
was chosen with particular questions in mind, drawn out of the participant observation and 
research question, but with the flexibility to explore interesting topics introduced by the 
participant and to allow the flow through those questions to feel natural and conversational.379 
The analysis of interview data is not an exact science but a process of interpretation; ‘less a 
completely accurate representation (as in the numerical, positivist tradition) but more of a 
reflexive, reactive interaction between the researcher and the decontextualized data.’380  Miles 
and Huberman give thirteen tactics for generating meaning from transcribed interview data.381 
This provides a useful collection of techniques to probe the data which can be used in the analysis 
of other data as well. 
There are many things for the researcher to be aware of when interviewing.  Within the 
interview the power relationship between the interviewer and interviewee are most obvious.  
Bernard talks about ‘response effects’ where there are measurable differences in interview data 
based on the environment, the interviewer and the interviewee.382  He gives various examples 
including ‘that middle-class interviewers got more politically conservative answers in general from 
lower-class respondents than did lower-class interviewers’.383  Then there is the ‘deference effect’ 
where people tell you what they think you want to know.384  This is hard to avoid but an 
awareness of the effect can allow the possibility for the interviewer to probe further to uncover 
the problem.  Bernard also suggests that the way questions are asked can make a difference to 
the kinds of response.  There is also the ‘expectancy effect’ where the expectancy of the 
interviewer can shape the response of the interviewee.  This is different from the ‘distortion 
effect’ where the interviewer purely sees what they want to see and ignores what is counter to 
their expectations.  These are all things which need to be dealt with through reflexivity. 
Documentation 
The documentation from communities came from various sources.  I drew together articles and 
information on websites, blog articles written by community members, any manuals or vision 
documents, news and prayer letters/emails, promotional leaflets and any liturgies or services.   
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Prior warns that studying documents is a complicated process.  They are ‘situated products’ in a 
context where not just the text, but the medium and form is also significant.  They are social 
products playing a social role and so production and consumption and content are all 
important.385  Bryman warns against the assumption that documents reveal something of the 
underlying social reality themselves and could also be considered ‘as a distinct level of reality in 
their own right’.386  It is important not just to consider those writing the documents, but also the 
purpose in writing them and the intended or anticipated recipient.   Yin states that in Case Study 
research the primary purpose of documents is to ‘corroborate and augment evidence from other 
sources’.387  In the case of this research the documentation is one part of a triangulation process 
and therefore the interest in the documents is primarily about content, rather than the social use 
of such documents.  Due to the nature of SMCs the documentation was limited; little information 
appeared to be recorded in formal documents.  It is therefore important that the documentation 
is used primarily in this process of corroboration and triangulation and not as a starting point of 
analysis of the SMCs.  Cohen et al provide a list of questions useful in the analysis of 
documentation to determine the context of the document, the writer of the document and the 
relationship between the researcher and the document.388  The analysis of the text of the 
documents was carried out as described below.  
Data Analysis 
The data analysis was carried out within the Case Study framework, and importantly within the 
Extended Case Study method of Burawoy.  Within this framework I undertook a thematic analysis 
of the data through a process of coding into themes and subthemes before systematizing these 
themes to produce a theological account of each SMC.   These accounts of lived theology could 
then be brought into conversation with the theological account of charismatic evangelicalism to 
further develop and refine them.  In developing a thematic analysis Ryan and Bernard suggest 
looking for repetitions, indigenous categories (local expressions used in an unfamiliar way), 
metaphors and analogies, transitions, similarities and differences, linguistic connectors, missing 
data, and theory-related material.389  Bryman suggests one of the issues with a thematic analysis, 
is unlike other strategies of coding, it is not associated with a particular heritage of research or a 
particular series of techniques.390  Coding provides a way of beginning to systematize the data to 
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develop the theological accounts of each SMC.  Coding has its problems which need to be kept in 
mind; principally that by coding the data it can become stripped of its context and fragmented.391   
Hahn describes four steps of coding and compares them to panning for gold; level one 
removes a large amount of the dirt that will not contain gold – this is rough coding, identifying the 
data that contains interesting material; level two begins to wash the lighter sand out leaving the 
heavier material including the gold – the level one codes are then coded themselves to further 
refine the data; level three is the patient swirling and observing where the gold is identified and 
removed – a refining of the codes finding convergence between them; finally, the level four is a 
theoretical step identifying where the gold has come from - related to theory building for 
grounded theory.392  I used the first three levels of coding suggested by Hahn and followed his 
models for data analysis using Microsoft Word. 
Fieldwork Account 
Finding the SMCs and gaining Access 
There were a number of criteria for identifying SMCs for the research.  They needed to be 
gathering as a community on a regular basis to engage in some form of specific social action and 
to participate together in Christian practices of worship/prayer/teaching etc.  I wasn’t interested 
in aspirational groups, or groups who gathered together for worship but engaged in social action 
separately as volunteers in different projects.  They needed to be relatively new groups, within 
the last ten to fifteen years to be part of or influenced by the recent trend towards community 
within the Emerging Missional Movement.   At the same time they needed to be reasonably well-
established to have developed practices, structures and beliefs and to have the longevity to be 
active during the duration of the research.  Finally, on a very practical note they needed to be 
reasonably accessible to me from where I live in Reading. 
To identify suitable groups I used personal contacts and put out a request through the 
Church Mission Society’s Missional Communities Facebook page.  Having gathered a list of ten 
SMCs which fitted the above criteria I had informal conversations with the leaders of the 
communities.  For these SMCs the leaders are the gatekeepers of the community.  A gatekeeper, 
in ethnography, is the initial contact for the group and the person who is able to give permission 
for the research and to introduce the researcher to other participants.393  Two of the communities 
I contacted did not have sufficient social action engagement on a regular basis and three 
communities proved difficult to contact and stay in touch with.  Of the five that were appropriate, 
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one was further away and so I settled on the four for my research.394  I sent out a letter to each 
gatekeeper to request permission.  Lynwood SMC were the most communicative and enthusiastic.  
They formed differently from the other SMCs; they began with the social action and found that 
community formed around it and all the members continued to attend another church regularly.  
I was therefore hesitant to start with Lynwood, but given their enthusiasm and the fact that they 
were the most active over the summer months it made sense to begin with them.  Because of the 
difference between them and other communities I always bore in mind that they might be quite 
different from other SMCs.  The second SMC I visited was Airbury and the third was Hilchester.  At 
this point it became clear that the fourth group I had selected had ceased to be an SMC and were 
not responding to my emails or phone calls.  I therefore returned to the fifth group, which I had 
decided against due to distance.  After a conversation with the gatekeepers I decided that I could 
plan 3 visits, one on a Sunday where everyone would be present, and 2 further visits both spread 
over two days to coincide with a variety of different activities and meetings which would allow me 
to gather the same number of hours of participant observation as in the other SMCs and 
overcome the problem of travel.  Being the fourth community I was visiting I was also more aware 
of and tuned into the things I was looking for in the SMC, and having previous connections with 
the SMC I was more aware of their history and structure. 
My Role as Researcher 
As discussed earlier in the chapter, a key area of reflexivity that was required in this research was 
an awareness of my insider-outside status.  As discussed in the introduction I have been involved 
in a couple of Small Missional Communities with connections to 24-7 Prayer.  This knowledge and 
experience of these communities gives me ‘insider status’ to a certain extent.  However, I have 
not been a member of any of the SMCs in this research.  I had been friends with a few members 
of the Lynwood community for a number of years before beginning the research and had spent 
time with them on a number of occasions.  Although I was known to a number of members of the 
community, to the vast majority I was a stranger.  Knowledge of the working patterns and 
structures of the community was advantageous in being able to participate in the community, but 
much of the nurturing by participants suggested by Hockey still took place.395  The second SMC, 
Airbury, was a community I was unaware of before I began my research; in this sense I was an 
outsider with no prior relationships with the community.  However, my insider status was noted 
by the community when they commented on how easily I fitted in and told me this was in 
contrast to other people who had visited them.  The ‘fitting in’ helped them to trust me and 
include me in what they were doing.  Hilchester was another community that I had no contact 
with before the research.   Again, this meant in one sense I was an outsider and a number of 
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people in the group were suspicious of me; one girl in particular asked a number of questions 
about my involvement and experience of missional communities and asked that I did not take 
notes about the things she shared with the group.  However, the overall pattern, language ethos 
of the group was familiar to me and again I was able to build trust quickly.   Eastbark were a group 
I had visited and done some teaching for in the past.  A number of the group were friends of mine 
and one member had previously been part of a missional community that I had also been part of.  
However, there had been many changes in the patterns and activities of the SMC since I had 
visited and to many I was a stranger.   
Another key issue is around how the researcher represents those they are researching.   
This is recognising that the researcher is more than just another person within the research; they 
have made decisions about what and who to study in the planning, what to record and who to 
interview during the field work and the nature and focus of the analysis.396 I have given myself, as 
the practical theologian, a key role in describing the lived theology of the SMCs.  As discussed 
above the description of lived theology must be seen as a construction and not confused with the 
actual practice itself.  In attempting to be a faithful description, emphasis has been placed on 
careful and attentive listening, not just in the participant observation and interviews, but also 
informally through further interaction with individuals from the communities as themes have 
emerged during the analysis.  As well as attempting to locate myself within the descriptions in 
chapter 4 plenty of space is also given to the voice of the community in the form of longer 
interview quotes.  Further to this, in the analysis attention has been given to where the analysis 
challenges the self-understanding of the SMCs, particularly in regard to charismatic 
evangelicalism.   There are also questions of how far the researcher should go in theorizing what 
is said by participants.397  This has been a key consideration in this research, and for this reason I 
have stopped short of developing a theology of SMCs, but have tried to observe and offer insights 
which are offered back to the SMCs. 
 
 
 
Participant Observations 
Using Patton’s five continua398  I will summarize the shape of participant observation in this 
research. The first continuum is between full participant and onlooker.   The nature of this 
research means that being a full participant was not achievable but I attempted to participate in 
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all activities I was invited to, while avoiding taking a particular lead in any area.  The second 
continuum describes how others understand the role of the researcher ranging from overt to 
covert.  This research was overt where all participants were aware of my role and research.  All 
participants whom I had regular contact with were asked to sign a consent form.  In any situation 
where this was impractical the gatekeeper would introduce me or I would introduce myself.  For 
this reason I could not expect to be seen in the same way as other members of the group.  Of 
course, as discussed in the Extended Case Study discussion this can actually be helpful in data 
collection through the ideas of intervention.   The third continuum is how others understand the 
purpose of the research being carried out between full explanation and deception of all involved.  
As far as possible I tried to explain fully what I was doing and was happy to answer any questions 
people had.  Some still misunderstood the exact purpose of my research despite the information I 
gave them and the conversations I had with them.  The fourth continuum is the duration of the 
research between single observation to long term observations and the fifth describes the focus 
of the research between a narrow focus of a single element to a broad focus giving a holistic view 
of the whole programme/community etc. I visited the groups regularly over a three month period, 
with the aim of participating in a variety of different activities and interacting with a wide group of 
participants.  Although I was focused on how the groups sustained their social action I was aware 
that all elements of the SMC could feed into this and so took a holistic approach to the participant 
observation.   
Taking field notes, I followed Bryman’s advice of writing brief notes as quickly as possible, 
writing up full field notes by the end of the day, including any personal reflection and keeping a 
note of any analytic thoughts.399 He advises that although the researcher may begin by noting 
everything down, this is not sustainable and gradually they will develop a narrower focus on the 
emerging themes of their research, which is what I did.400  Taking notes during the participant 
observation was not always easy; pulling out a notebook felt rather intrusive.  In many cases I 
found opportunities to take myself away for a few minutes to make initial notes or could type a 
few words into a mobile phone to jog my memory later.  Exactly what to observe was also not 
straight-forward.  Patton gives an indication of all the things that a researcher might observe; the 
physical environment, the social environment, planned activities and formal interactions, informal 
interactions and unplanned activities, the native language (in this case particular words and 
phrases which carry meaning for the group), nonverbal communication, unobtrusive indicators 
(for example where objects are more worn out from use), programmes and documents, and 
importantly observing what does not happen.401 
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In each community the pattern of my visits and the duration of each visit was dependent 
on the activities in the group.  Lynwood had a clear pattern to their week, meeting on Monday, 
Tuesday and Thursday between 10am and 3pm.  I was invited to participate in all the activities 
within those days.  I aimed to visit at least weekly for three months, made sure that I attended on 
all three days of the week during the research and attempted to engage in as many of the 
activities as possible.  Due to the nature of their work, delivering furniture, I was often asked to go 
on the van to help with lifting and carrying.  In total I spent 65 hours engaged in participant 
observation at Lynwood, the most time I spent at any of the communities partly due to them 
being together for 5 hours each time they met.  Airbury’s main activity was their ‘drop in’ on a 
Monday and Friday morning between 10am and 12 midday.  Before the drop-in they would meet 
to pray but I was never invited to participate in that time.  Again, I aimed to attend at least one 
activity each week.  Because their social action revolves around the drop-in, much of the 
participant observation was joining in conversations at the drop-in.   I spent 36 hours with 
Airbury.   Hilchester’s main meeting was on a Monday evening, beginning with a meal and 
developing into a time of sung worship with some form of reflection and conversation and time 
for prayer.   Again, aiming to attend one activity per week I participated in all the different types 
of meetings from leadership meetings, prayer meetings, playing football, the Christmas party and 
the weekly gathering.  I spent 30 hours with Hilchester   I approached the visits to Eastbark 
differently, as described earlier.   Rather than visits to the community lasting a couple of hours, 
here I had the opportunity to spend a longer period of time.  I attended their Sunday gathering 
and meal which happens once a month focused on those who have officially committed to the 
community.  I attended community meals which are open to anyone to attend and seen as the 
primary focus of community life.  I also attended prayer meetings, planning meetings for the 
afterschool café they run and spent time in the prayer room.  At the afterschool café I was careful 
to follow ethical approval guidelines only helping before and after and only receiving information 
about event itself from the team, second hand.    I spent 32 hours with Eastbark. 
Semi Structured Interviews 
The interviews took place towards the end of the participant observation.  This meant that, firstly, 
appropriate participants could be chosen through the participant observation.  It also meant that 
the data collected through participant observation helped to shape the questions being asked.  
Participants for the interviews were taken from those most active in the SMCs and chosen in 
conversation with the gatekeepers.   Every interview was recorded and then transcribed with 
verbal, non-verbal and paralinguistic information recorded where possible.  The interview itself is 
a form of co-construction between interviewer and interviewee and therefore reflexivity is 
required by the interviewer on their part in the analysis.  A full summary of the interviews for 
each community is contained in the appendix. 
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In Lynwood eight people were interviewed.  All the interviewees were keen to talk apart 
from William and Nig who seemed very uncomfortable and gave very short answers.  Ben, in 
particular, commented that he had been nervous about the interview but had very much enjoyed 
it in the end.  In Airbury all five interviewees were keen to participate.  Logistically, it was easy to 
fit the interviews in after visits.  Margaret and Will, in particular, seemed very happy to have had 
the opportunity to reflect on their involvement and to share their stories.  Interview questions 
were improved from the ones I used in Lynwood and set more of a standard pattern for the 
remaining SMCs.  Because everyone involved in the Hilchester was working it became increasingly 
difficult to find suitable times around observation visits.  In the end I found a day when everyone 
was free and conducted all five interviews on the same day.  In Eastbark I interviewed six people 
and again people were keen to engage.  The interview with David was different from all of my 
other interviews.  I asked my first question and he then continued to talk, with me asking a couple 
of questions of clarification as he went.  Despite this, he covered the broad topics of my interview 
questions.  Interviews took a similar pattern to Airbury and Hilchester following a similar selection 
of questions.   
Document Study 
The number of documents available varied between the four SMCs.  Airbury had the most 
extensive collection, with Claire having written a regular Blog since the community began and the 
presence of a fairly extensive website.  Eastbark had the least, with very little having been 
documented.  The documents gathered for each community are summarized in the appendix. 
Data Analysis 
The Coding was carried out on each case study separately; a within-case analysis.  Coding 
attempts to identify themes within each case to help to understand and systematize the 
complexity of the case.  Only once this process is done can the second stage of analysis which 
identifies common themes between the cases begin; the cross-case analysis. 402  Level one coding 
categorized the data around key areas which began to emerge from the data collection and early 
coding.  These were ‘God’s Agency’, ‘Christian Practices’, ‘Relationship to Church’, ‘Relating to 
Wider Society’ and ‘Community’.  Having gathered these broad themes I sought to draw out 
specific themes through level two coding.  Level three coding was undertaken to bring the themes 
back together drawing them into particular topics under the level 1 code headings.  These level 3 
codes then provided the subheadings for the Theological Accounts of each SMC.  Ryan and 
Bernard describe a similar process where data was categorized and then coded; beginning with 
broad themes and gradually prioritizing and narrowing the focus.403  During the process of analysis 
and coding, themes from ‘being yourself’ were drawn into the other sections.  This first stage of 
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analysis developed the theological accounts of each SMC which were part of the process of 
faithful description of the practical wisdom of each community.   
The second stage of analysis then drew these thick descriptions into conversation with 
each other and with the account of charismatic evangelicalism.  Through a critical conversation 
between these different theological accounts following Burawoy’s Extended Case Study method I 
developed an account of the lived theology of SMCs.  The third stage of the analysis broadens the 
conversation further to discuss the practices and structures arising from the SMCs in response to 
tensions and problems faced and draws in the Emerging-Missional Movement and the Evangelical 
Turn to Social Action into the conversation. 
Research Ethics 
Finally, in this chapter I will turn to ethical considerations in this research.  The reflexivity forms an 
important part of ethical research and certain considerations have already been discussed in the 
methodology.  Here I will take the main sections of the Statement of Ethical Practice for the 
British Sociological Association which are relevant to this research to discuss a number of other 
points.404 
Relationships with research participants: Although it was hard to see any harm that may 
have been caused to participants in this research, it was still important to understand the 
relationships between researcher and participants and particularly to recognise disparities of 
power.  These disparities of power were dealt with primarily through reflexivity during the data 
gathering and in the analysis of the research.  As discussed in the Extended Case Study, the 
presence of the researcher is an intervention; this can mean interesting data is produced, but it 
also means there is a chance of causing disruption to the group, especially where many of these 
SMCs are small and relatively new.  Again reflexivity formed an important part of being aware of 
this as did regular discussions with the gatekeepers. 
All access to the communities was through discussion with the gatekeepers of the 
communities.  At the first meeting with each SMC everyone was given an information sheet about 
the research and the opportunity to ask questions before being asked to sign a consent form.405  
Participants could withdraw at any time, and any reference to them would have been removed 
from the participant-observation data, however no participant exercised this right.  Others who 
came into contact with the group while the research was being conducted were made aware of 
my presence and research. 
Covert research: None of the research carried out was covert and every effort was made 
to make sure everyone was aware of my presence and the purpose of my research. 
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Anonymity, Privacy and Confidentiality: The groups have been given pseudonyms, as have 
other churches, charities or groups identified and the geographical data is generalized.  For 
example Reading would have been described as a large town in the south of England.  Participants 
have also been given pseudonyms to avoid identification.  All data was stored in accordance with 
Kings College London and Durham University data protection policy including encryption of 
computer files and written documents being stored in a locked filing cabinet. 
Obligations to sponsors and/or funders during the research process:  This research is self-
funded with The Bible Society paying my tuition fees for half of the duration of the research.  They 
have requested a copy of the thesis, regular updates and a short presentation at their student 
researchers’ conference but have had no further involvement in the shaping of the research. 
The hope is that this research will be of benefit to the SMCs who participated and to others as 
well.  Through their involvement this research is able to contribute to academic discussion, giving 
the much-needed perspective of those actually involved in these communities.  It provides further 
evidence of the theological thinking present in such communities and contributes to a wider 
discussion of the place of social action within the life of Christian communities.  It also gave the 
opportunity for the SMCs to reflect on their own communities.  A summary of the findings will be 
given to all the communities involved along with the opportunity to view the thesis if they wish.  
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Chapter 3: Descriptions of the Lived Theology of 
the Small Missional Communities 
In this chapter, I will develop descriptions of the lived theology of the four SMCs focused around 
answering the first sub question; 
What are the practices, beliefs, structures and understandings of the SMCs of being 
Christian community and engaging in social action in relation to God and their Christian 
faith? 
These theological accounts are based on a lived theology approach where practice is seen as 
normative and to embody practical wisdom which can then be described theologically.406  Each 
account will begin with a brief history of each SMC and give a description of the community based 
on my participant observation.  I will then give an account of the practices, beliefs, structures and 
understandings of each SMC.   Through the process of data collection, transcription and early 
coding key themes began to emerge across the four SMCs.  For example, each SMC discussed how 
they focused on relationships and building community and there were regular conversations 
about the relation to church and whether they were church.   Through this process of analysis and 
coding, these key themes began to coalesce around the headings of Community, Relationship to 
Church, God’s Agency, Christian Practices, and Relating to Wider Society.  There were significant 
differences between the SMCs and these are accounted for within the subheadings used in the 
descriptions.   Pseudonyms are used to protect the identity of the SMCs and individuals.  After 
introducing the SMCs the place name, e.g. Lynwood, will be used to identify the SMC through the 
rest of the thesis.   
1. Lynwood Small Missional Community 
Brief History  
Lynwood SMC (from here on referred to as Lynwood) began out of a home group of the local 
evangelical Anglican Church.  It was started by Alice after encouragement from her church home 
group leader.  It is connected to Besom, a charity which encourages local projects revolving 
around enabling those who want to give to those in need, normally involving furniture and other 
household items.  Besom operates out of Holy Trinity Brompton, a large Anglican church in 
London.  Initially Alice was ‘hung up on money’407 and how they were going to find a van but was 
told by the leader of Besom that, as a result, she wasn’t ready.  Alice recounts, ‘He clearly knew it 
was God’s plan and it would be God’s timing and being hung up on those sorts of things was not 
the philosophy of Besom and it wasn’t until I could lay those down that I would be ready’.408 
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The conversations continued and gradually more people in her home group became 
interested. Four of those original members of the home group remain part of the core team nine 
years later.  Gradually through praying and making connections with the council and identifying 
different needs in the local area, things started to come together.  ‘Soap Powder Sunday’ was a 
particularly key moment when they found out that a local women’s refuge needed soap powder 
for the washing machines.  They announced at church that they would be collecting soap powder 
the following Sunday for the hostel and ended up with a garage full of soap powder.409  They took 
this as a sign that people wanted to give and needed a means through which to do this.  They 
started collecting items in their garages and sheds that they could give out to people in need.  The 
provision of a van and a building and the money to pay the rent were seen as God’s provision at 
the right time and they officially launched in March 2006.410 
Current Description 
Lynwood is based out of an old scout hut at the far end of a car park.  They meet on Mondays, 
Tuesdays and Thursdays gathering at 10am and running until about 3pm.  On a typical day there 
might be as many as fifteen people involved and during my three months visiting the community, 
I met 31 different people who were involved to some extent.  Broadly I would split those involved 
into three groups.  There are the core team and those who Tony describes as ‘associates’ who 
take responsibility for Lynwood and are the main leaders.411  There are those whom Lynwood 
would term as ‘time-givers’ but they often refer to themselves as volunteers who are involved for 
a variety of reasons and to a varying level of commitment, from those who turn up weekly to 
drive the van, to those who come when they can.  They are generally middle class church-goers 
and many of them are retired.  The third group is made up of people who might be classed as ‘ex-
clients’ or ‘more needy’ for whom Lynwood gives them something to do and provides support.412  
For some it provided a stepping stone back into employment. 
My experience of a typical day at Lynwood would be as follows.  Arriving at 10am 
sometimes the gate would be open and someone already inside and at other times I found myself 
arriving at the same time as whoever was opening up.  The Hut is a reasonable size and every part 
of it is used.  As you come through the front door there is an office, kitchen and toilet to the right 
and a large space to the left which most of the time is crammed full of furniture yet to be 
allocated and delivered.413  Some of the furniture has name tags on and is waiting to be delivered 
to the appropriate recipients.  Behind the furniture are a large number of shelves, stacked with 
food, clothes, bedding, towels, children’s toys and small electrical items.  Directly on the left is a 
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large basket with items which have recently been donated which need organising.  On the walls 
around the hut are various posters, bible verses and words such as ‘love’ and ‘grace’.   
People arrive and soon the kettle is on.  Conversation begin normally around what has 
happened recently; good stories about people they have helped, difficult things that have 
happened along with the normal chit-chat of what people have been up to at the weekends 
etc.414  Whoever is responsible for the days tasks, usually Alice but sometimes one of the other 
members of the core team, checks the days tasks and begins to allocate them.  Most people have 
particular tasks which they enjoy doing; this might be sorting out clothes and food in the hut, 
driving the van and collecting and delivering the furniture, electrical testing, helping with the 
administration in the office or maintenance jobs around the site.  One lady turns up to help 
prepare and tidy up after lunch.   
These first twenty minutes or so can often be a little chaotic with people arriving, 
furniture being unloaded and loaded onto the van, items being gathered for delivery and people 
working out the day’s itinerary.  Someone normally boils the kettle and cups of tea and coffee are 
handed round.  Alice usually has a clear idea what is happening, but when it’s one of the others it 
can feel a little more disorganised with prayers such as ‘Lord you’ve got us again, we’re not sure 
what we’re doing but please do your thing!’.415  Generally there is a list of items to be delivered or 
collected prepared by those in the office the previous day.  Once the items are on the van and it is 
decided who will be driving and delivering the furniture, everyone gathers and a short prayer is 
prayed for those going out on the van.416  They pray for safety, for sensitivity towards what God is 
doing and for the people giving and receiving items.  Often the person praying takes particular 
care to pray for each person on the list by name and if anything is known about them that is 
included in the prayer417.  This usually takes between a few seconds and a minute.  Once the van 
is sent out everyone else gets on with their tasks for the morning.  At this point someone is often 
in the kitchen preparing soup or bread for the lunch.418  Others either retreat to the office or 
begin sorting out some of the recent donations.419  When Tony is around he does electrical testing 
or glues furniture back together.420  Typically there will be a couple of people working in the office 
and up to five or six doing other tasks.  Brian is often there.  He is a retired lecturer who, after 
suffering from a heart attack, found the group when looking for somewhere to volunteer.  He 
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does the odd jobs around the hut, including painting, repairing and any other maintenance work 
that needs doing.421   
The tasks on the van usually consist of two or three collections or deliveries of items.  
When they arrive at the house, one of the team go to knock on the door making sure they know 
the name of the person they are visiting by double checking the day’s list of jobs.  They greet 
them by name and introduce themselves and the rest of the team.  Depending on who is on the 
van depends on how much chatting and interaction there is with the givers and recipients.   
Rachel is always keen to engage in conversation and on both occasions when I was on the van 
with her she offered to pray for people.   Bob is similarly keen to chat, although he doesn’t tend to 
steer the conversation towards God and Christianity in the way Rachel does.  Nick is much more 
task focused and although pleasant won’t engage people in the same way.  For a collection they 
need to decide whether they are going to take the item.  This is something which everyone finds 
difficult, having to turn down things that are offered to them if they are not, what the group 
describes as, ‘God’s best’.  This is a hot topic of discussion on the van and over lunch about how to 
turn things down, what to say and how to do it in a way that is not offensive.422  On the whole 
Alice feels that people accept items of furniture too readily.   
Deliveries are slightly different.  They are normally to people who, for whatever reason, 
have very little.  Many have recently been rehoused.  During the time that I was visiting quite a 
few people had lost everything in the recent flooding that had occurred in the area and were in 
temporary accommodation.  One or two were less thankful but on the whole people were 
delighted with what they received.  The conversations with recipients were often around what 
else they needed.  Sometimes members of the team would offer to drive back later with smaller 
items such as toasters or kettles.423  There was often a feeling of excitement after doing a delivery 
due to the reactions of those receiving.  When asked, those delivering explained that these items 
had been donated by people from different churches or even that God had provided it for them 
because he loved them.   These stories were readily shared with others and were of great 
encouragement to the whole community with comments like ‘it makes it all worthwhile’.424 
Sometime between 12.30 and 1 the van arrives back at the hut where lunch is being 
prepared.  When the weather is nice enough they eat outside otherwise they eat inside squashed 
between the items of furniture.  In fact on one occasion someone ended up with a tin of baked 
beans falling on his head from the shelves of stock behind but was fortunately unhurt.425  We all 
sit around one long table made up of two or three tables joined together.  First someone says 
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grace before people tuck in to the spread which is before them.  There is often soup, fresh bread, 
cheese, hams, quiche, pies and a whole multitude of other things which people have cooked 
specially, bought, or brought in as leftovers.426   
It continues to strike me that the meal is the main focus of the day where everyone comes 
together.  It is a lively time with most people participating. 
Angela who comes every day to prepare and clean up the lunch is also good at 
remembering names and welcoming and greeting.  During lunch someone turned up to 
drop some things off and rather than Alice jumping up to do it Angela dealt with it all. 
There were a few comments about how everyone turns up at lunch time.  It's certainly 
popular.  But as soon as someone turns up people immediately jump up to get people a 
chair and make some space at the table.  Nancy who made the soup said she started 
making soup for 5 people as there weren't many people there but as more people turned 
up she kept having to bulk it out!427 
There is plenty of humour, some affectionate teasing, and sharing both stories of what 
has been happening in the community and what has been happening in individuals’ lives.  The 
story of a number of the ladies taking their knickers to a Tom Jones concert was a particular 
moment of hilarity.428  The group have a bit of a reputation within the St Paul’s Church as having 
good lunches.  Far from playing down this reputation they very much enjoy it, both going along 
with the joke but also emphasizing the importance of eating together.  When I asked Ben if I could 
interview him he told me the most important thing was the lunch and laughed.429   He went on to 
explain seriously that the lunch time is important because of the fellowship together.   Lunch time 
is also the best time to see another important element in the life of Lynwood; their welcome and 
hospitality.  People making space round the table and getting extra chairs, insisting people joined 
the lunch happened on numerous occasions while I was there.  Another regular occurrence is 
celebrating birthdays.  No one’s birthday is missed and someone always seems to provide a cake 
and the opportunity to sing Happy Birthday.430  Lynwood is a fun place to be.  There are laughs, 
jokes, good friendships and an openness and welcome which I found very attractive and drew me 
into the life of the community. 
After lunch there a sudden change in pace as plates, food, tables and chairs all get 
cleared.  A couple of ladies come in specifically to help with clearing up lunch and they disappear 
into the kitchen to clean and tidy.431  The van is loaded with the afternoon deliveries and again 
those on the van are ‘prayed out’ by someone else.  This ‘praying out’ of people is done every 
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time someone leaves the site, whether it’s on the van, making a delivery in a car, taking things to 
the charity shop, heading to a meeting etc.432 
The afternoon in the hut doesn’t feel as busy with people leaving gradually over the 
afternoon, some to collect their children from school, or just to avoid the rush hour traffic.  By 
about 3 o’clock most people have left and the van is back. 
On a Monday 10-11am is the core team prayer meeting when the core team gather to 
pray about the work.433  This is also the time when decisions are made for the week and anything 
else is discussed, but the primary focus of the time is praying.  This meeting is only for the core 
team who take responsibility both for the safe running of Lynwood and for regularly praying for it 
and all those involved.   These prayer times usually begin with a time of sharing what has been 
going on particularly around some of the prayer requests and needs.   They take it in turns to pray 
for different things.  Although there is no particular pattern to the order of how things are prayed 
for, care is taken to make sure that everything is prayed for.  The prayers are often in the form of 
requests for God to do things, whether that be to provide a particular item of furniture, heal 
someone from a particular illness, bring people with the particular skills they are lacking or more 
generally to be working in the lives of those involved in Lynwood.  The prayer time often involves 
sharing pictures, words and Bible verses which have come to mind during the prayer time and are 
seen to be given by God.  These are often taken as guidance of how to pray further or how to deal 
with the situations.  These are explored later. 
Community 
(i) Family 
Lynwood talk about themselves as ‘family’ and point to examples in the book of Acts.  The 
relationships are seen as the core from which everything else comes.   Sarah described Lynwood 
to me as ‘the Lord’s arms wide open […] being in the arms of the Lord I would say.. In his 
family’.434  She likens it to the book of Acts and describes it as ‘a place where everyone, you know 
we just, we want the best for everyone, what God’s got for them’.435  She continues to make the 
connection between experiencing family and experiencing God’s presence, saying that you just 
don’t get the same sense of family in church.436  When I encouraged her to expand further she 
talked about her home group having that sense of family and also compared it to the sense of 
family they have when they go to the New Wine conference together.437 
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This family is most clearly expressed around the lunch table where the food is shared and 
people eat together.  This allows stories of the day to be shared and people to know what is 
happening in the other parts of Lynwood.  Sharing stories of what has happened gives an 
opportunity for everyone to get a bigger picture of what God is doing.  They can see the miracles, 
the answers to prayer and all be encouraged together.  It also allows people to share what is 
happening in their lives, the good and the difficult.  These friendships went beyond the 
community and conversations at lunchtime often involved plan social activities.  Tony points to 
the analogy of the church as a body in 1 Corinthians 12 and suggests eating together is where this 
practically happens.438  There is an impression that this sense of community just happened and 
that it almost came about by accident, but it is clear when talking to Alice that she was quite 
intentional about having lunch together and about building community.439   
(ii) Being valued and loved 
Lynwood has the tagline ‘bless the giver’ meaning their focus is on enabling individuals to give 
rather than meeting a particular need.  ‘It’s about you, about your times, when you’ve got to give 
and what you’d like to do’.440  Rather than getting volunteers to fulfil a role the focus is on finding 
how people want to give.  This gives a completely different focus, one which Alice hopes ‘makes 
people feel valued’ and ‘loved as well as blessed’.441  As Rachel expresses; 
We want the best for everyone, what God’s got for them and it’s a bit like a greenhouse […] 
People come in to help who are sometimes a bit broken, sometimes need a bit of 
confidence and it’s a place where [..] they are fed and watered so they begin to grow and 
bloom and then quite often they are ready to move on into other things.  … and I feel that’s 
what it’s done for me, it’s been a huge part of my Christian learning.442 
Finding out how the individual wants to give is talked about in terms of them using their God-
given gifts.   Sarah describes how Lynwood ‘uses a lot of skills that I have and it makes me feel also 
like I feel like it was God’s intent to put me right here and to work on projects’.443  She goes on to 
say ‘There’s so many different aspects to a Lynwood.  There’s lots of ways you can help out so 
you’re bound to find some way that fits your gifts’.444  Even if there are particular tasks that need 
doing, new people turning up will not be told what to do, but asked what their gifts are and what 
do they like doing.  What is important is that the individual finds their place, enjoys participating 
and feels fulfilled. 
Feeling fulfilled and having a sense of purpose is connected to being valued and loved.  
This is often described in terms of feeling blessed.  Sarah’s experience of being a volunteer in 
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other places was not very fulfilling and very different from her experience of Lynwood; ‘it’s the 
first place where I’ve given time where I’ve felt that the work is really worthwhile; I’m doing just 
what I want to do’.445  Others I talk to such as Ed, who is retired, tells me that it feels like 
something worthwhile to be involved in.446  Bob says he comes because he gets something out of 
it, mainly he enjoys driving the van.  He tells me he wouldn’t do it if he didn’t enjoy it.447  Lynwood 
understand that people want this sense of fulfilment through the work and it is a focus of their 
work, not just a by-product. 
Relationship to Church 
I didn’t meet anyone in Lynwood who told me it was church.  Everyone involved was also involved 
in a local church. The church with the strongest relationship to Lynwood is the local Anglican 
Church, St Pauls, where a large number of those involved in Lynwood attend.  There are strong 
links with other churches with time-givers coming from a local catholic church, a congregational 
church nearby, other Anglican churches in the area and a number of non-denominational 
charismatic churches.  Lynwood see themselves as a bridge between churches and need and are 
focused on helping members of churches to give.448  The core team are, on the whole, positive 
about their relationship with St Paul’s, talking about their commitment to pray for them, the 
positive relationship with the vicar and what Tony describes as the congregation’s ‘pride’ at being 
associated with Lynwood.449  Rachel tells me that St Paul’s have recently made Lynwood one of its 
mission partners and saying that it felt like proper recognition from the church.450  It is not all 
completely smooth and there is definitely a sense that they would like more individuals from St 
Paul’s to get involved and there are some signs of tension around the spirituality of St Paul’s.     
Ben sees Lynwood as challenging the idea that church is about what is done on a Sunday.  
He describes being a Christian as ‘seven day ministry’.451  This is a recurring theme; ‘Sunday 
Christians’ are missing out.  For example, Rachel prays that people ‘wouldn't miss out by settling 
for church on Sunday’ describing a picture of ‘ivy growing up around people’s legs while they sit in 
the pews and then a machete cutting the Ivy down and releasing people to experience God’.452    
God’s Agency 
(i) God’s Work 
In Lynwood they understand the work they are doing as God’s work.  This is most clearly seen in 
the prayers.  At the core team prayer meeting Tony prays ‘you own this work…  As we go about 
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your business God, would we take your Spirit with us’.453  There is a constant emphasis in their 
prayer times that they would understand and follow God’s plans and vision. 454   Their expectation 
is that God’s work is not some burdensome chore; it is exciting, fulfilling, life-giving and enjoyable.  
During one prayer time they used the metaphor of dancing with God and following his steps to 
describe the work; something enjoyable and fun rather than a list of tasks.455 
One phrase that comes up a lot, both in prayer and conversation is ‘God’s timing’.  They 
want to make sure that everything happens when God has planned it, not because of their own 
plans.  They believe he knows and does what is best for the individual and the community.  Sarah 
expresses how there isn’t the same pressure as there is in other jobs because it is about God’s 
timing and she’s learnt about how to ‘relax in God’s work’.456   They get on with the task in hand 
but always trying to remember that it is ‘God’s timing’ that decided what happens.  This is how 
the community came about; it was only when Alice stopped worrying about money that things fell 
into place.  They try not to push their own agenda but wait for things to come about in ‘God’s 
timing’.  Rachel shares a story from her holiday about wanting to pray for a lady with a bad back, 
but rather than rush into it as she would have done before, she waited until the end of the 
holiday and when she did pray with the lady she opened up and shared all sort of personal things 
with her.  Rachel was pleased she had waited for ‘God’s timing’.457   The emotional element is 
important; having peace and not worrying and the sense of being part of something that God is 
bringing about.  One out-working of this is that they never ask for things or volunteers.  If they 
have a need, they pray.  They trust that God will provide the right people and the right items at 
the right time. 
Just as following God’s timing is important, so is doing things in ‘God’s strength’ and not 
their own.   A narrative which occurs regularly is; I tried to do it, it’s was hard, I felt weighed 
down, suddenly I realised I was carrying a burden that was God’s, I/we prayed, it felt lighter/freer 
etc.  For example, this summary of a conversation with Rachel; 
She realised she should be praying for someone more than she was on Friday, but that she 
thinks she picked it up as a burden and tried to do it in her own strength.  She needed to let 
God take it over and do it in his strength because things shouldn't feel burdensome when 
they are for God.458 
They describe how it takes practice to be God-oriented rather than task-oriented.  Everyone is 
used to environment where it’s about getting the job done but at Lynwood the expectation is that 
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you are in tune with God and doing his will.459  Sarah tells me that in Lynwood when people ask 
how things are going they want to hear a story of what God is doing rather than measurable tasks 
that were completed.460   Doing things ‘in your own strength’ is not only seen as burdensome, but 
also as less effective.  It is through relying on God that the work that’s important gets done.  This 
means there is a process of constant adjustment to God’s will, through prayer, through discussion 
and encouragement with each other and through direct intervention by the Holy Spirit. 
In many ways God is seen as the ‘Good Boss’.  He is in charge of the work, he knows when 
it needs to be done and will bring the right people to do it.  He provides for their practical needs 
at the right time.  He knows what people are capable of and helps them to balance the work with 
the other commitments and pressures of life.  Sarah states ‘If my family goes on holiday or I have 
to take some time off that’s OK, God knows where I need to be’.461 
(ii) Experience God 
Lynwood often talk about God as if he is part of the team.   There is a feeling that miracles are just 
around the corner and an expectation that God is going to do something amazing today. 
In Lynwood you can actually see, feel, and be part of the Lord God Almighty working – and 
that for me is spine-tingling, look [shows hair standing up on his arms and laughs] and to be 
part of that is actually quite mind- blowing.  When you pray and something happens 
immediately, and it happens better than you’d imagined it’s quite… yeah! 462 
Experience of God is central to the life of Lynwood.  Rachel tells me she got involved in Lynwood 
soon after she became a Christian.  She was reading about what God did in the Bible and seeing 
similar miracles when she was involved in Lynwood.  It came as quite a shock to her that there 
were many in the church who had never seen the kind of miracles she had seen at Lynwood. 463   
Alice says that the reason she is still involved is ‘The fact that we see God at work every day.  
I think he’s so tangible here’.464  Similarly Ben says, ‘You know, this is where we see God work’.465  
Rachel in her interview describes how they ‘see God at work, we see miracles every day we’re 
here’.466  This is the narrative of Lynwood; being part of God’s work and seeing Him at work.  
According to Tony  
It is so sad that all these Christian people that come to church on Sunday don’t get a taste 
in their work environment how good God is. You see the Holy Spirit at work.  Not just in the 
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day to day, but you actually see him work in people, you see him at work in prayer, you see 
him at work in the practical things of life.  The mundane and the enormous.467 
They see God at work in a variety of ways.  They talk about seeing miracles.  These normally 
revolve around God providing the right items at the right time.  One story that is regularly told is 
how Alice accepted a massage table from someone.  People questioned why she accepted it, but 
after being sat in the corner of the Hut for a while someone phoned up and said they needed a 
massage table for their child who had cystic fibrosis.468  Rachel told me another story of a lady 
who had been saving up for a green sofa but then had had the money stolen from her.  They 
prayed for a green sofa on the Monday morning and by Tuesday they had three green sofas and 
by Thursday they had five and they ended up being able to offer the lady a choice of green sofas.  
She says ‘it was like God was saying that if you pray… I will give it’.469   
It is this experience of God which keeps them coming back.  Tony says if he was 
encouraging someone to get involved he would say ‘you want to see God at work? I’ll show you 
God at work, if you have got the commitment and the eyes to see.’470   They tell me they wish 
others would get involved because of the blessings of experiencing God at work.  Ben says ‘I think 
it’s sad that so many people, so many Christians don’t have the privilege of seeing these sorts of 
miracles on a daily, weekly basis’.471  He explains how in the last few months he’s not been able to 
be so involved and he has really missed it.  The narrative is that yes, of course God is present in 
Church on Sunday, but if you really want to see and experience God at work then come and join in 
at Lynwood during the week. 
Christian Practices 
 (i) Prayer 
According to Mary, Lynwood is centred on prayer.472  Ben talks about it as ‘prayer based’.473  For 
Lynwood, prayer is not just an important element, but the starting point of all they do.  A 
testimony printed on their first newsletter captures the place of prayer in Lynwood.   
If my summer at Lynwood taught me one thing, it was the absolute power of prayer. As 
part of the team, you end up praying 10 or 12 times a day...for the van as it goes out, for 
protection over fingers and toes, for opportunities to tell people what we do and why we 
do it, and overall, prayer for the things we need. Two days of seeing prayers being 
answered in such a visual & practical way was good for my faith, let alone a whole summer 
of it!474 
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Their core team meeting is principally a prayer meeting.  In fact, they describe the core team’s 
primary function as praying for the work of Lynwood.    Tony explains, ‘if you like the prayer and 
the business go together and we tried not to ever separate the two so that’s the way it works.  If 
you pray about it, it’s going to get done’.475  Ben describes the work of Lynwood as ‘prayer in 
action’.476  Prayer is the first thing they do; when they have requests for furniture or other items 
they pray; when they need more help or finances are a bit tight, they pray.  They do not make 
appeals nor advertise.  If they don’t have the items, they pray and wait for God to provide them.  
Rachel, when explaining this to another time-giver describes how God taught her that lesson.  The 
person needed bedding and she thought she could go and buy some, so she did, but when she got 
round there the person told her someone else had already given her some that morning.  She said 
‘that was a real lesson to me that is was God’s job to provide and my job to pray’.477  A physical 
sign of the importance of prayer to the group is that on the side of the Hut they have a purpose-
built prayer room. 
They really do pray for everyone who is leaving the site, whether on the van, walking to 
the charity shop, heading to a meeting or going to the tip.  These are normally short prayers 
praying for safety, for sensitivity to what God is doing, for the task at hand and for the people 
they will be interacting with.   Tony talks about it needing to remain a spiritual reality rather just a 
tradition explaining that it should not be just a mantra, but connect to what is actually going on.478 
There is a lot of emphasis in prayer times on being aligned with God’s plans, having the 
eyes and ears to sense what He is doing and experiencing his love and blessings.  They see prayer 
as keeping them focused on God and in tune with what he is doing.  Prayer keeps them focused 
on ‘God’s timing’ and working ‘in God’s strength.’    There are a lot of stories of how when things 
are becoming difficult it’s often because they have not prioritized prayer.   Sarah says ‘I found that 
when we don’t pray things don’t seem to work the way… – it can be a little bit frustrating – when 
we do things fall into place.’479   Mary, similarly, describes how she prays before writing letters of 
thanks to people and is often amazed at what she has written.480 
Prayer permeates every aspect of the SMC; praying when they’ve mislaid something, 
praying when the computers go down, praying when people are upset, whatever the need the 
first reaction at Lynwood is to pray.  In the interviews people described how this habit of praying 
at Lynwood begins to permeate the rest of their lives as well. 
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Praying for others is seen as a sign of caring and they regularly pray for each other’s 
needs.   The prayer room allows this prayer and support to happen without it getting in the way of 
the other business going on.  At various points I experienced people stopping everything to pray 
for someone.  Rachel was very moved when Brian offered to pray for her when she was heading 
off to the dentist as it was the first time he had done that.481  If people have particular needs 
people will take time to pray with them.  I asked Tony whether using everyone’s names all the 
time is a conscious decision by the community.  He told me that it was not but thought it was a 
result of regularly praying for everyone affecting ‘your spiritual consciousness’.482  What he seems 
to be implying is that the act of praying shapes how they see and interact inside and outside the 
community.    
(ii) Nudges from God 
One of the ways they feel God realigns them to his plan is through ‘nudges’.  This can be seen 
from my field notes during a core team prayer meeting; 
Rachel prayed that we wouldn't be on auto pilot, that in everything we would follow Jesus' 
life.  She prayed ‘Lord nudge us if we do things in our own thinking’ and asked that we 
would be like Paul [the Apostle] and be obedient to God's call, that we would be willing to 
divert if God calls us.  She finished by praying we would be the hands and feet of Jesus.483 
These nudges are understood as prompts from the Holy Spirit and come in different forms.   I 
explored this in the interview with Alice in some depth from which the following excerpts are 
taken.   
I can feel God.  I can feel sometimes when we sit and we wait I just know his presence 
hovering – and sometimes that is a physical thing – so sometime hairs will all stand up on 
my arms – or sometime I want to get on my knees – sometime I just cry – but it’s very very 
physical….. 
It sounds a bit weird doesn’t it?  There’s the slight trembling and when I get that I think I 
really have to pray for somebody and I need to know what it is and that’s again asking 
‘what is it? Who is it?’  And normally that happens when that person is there and you think 
‘OK, it’s you. Let’s go!’  Sometimes as I’m walking round the hut, if I’m walking round and 
I’m praying about stuff that’s in and where it’s got to go I’ll get a real sense [that] I’ve got to 
pray over a piece of furniture or something for God to reveal to me his plans for that and 
that can be very real – that can be like – I’ve got to stop here – ‘where’s this wardrobe 
going Lord?’  And that’s quite nice because I always do that on my own in the morning.  You 
know when I come in and walk around – or at night – if there’s loads of stuff I’ll just pace 
and ask – and that will be like a ‘Stop, this one’ – I sounds like a raving lunatic sometimes 
[laughs]  
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How else do I feel his presence? Songs. Songs will come to my mind – and that’s probably 
thanksgiving- that’s a need to stop and praise.484 
Rachel also describes these ‘nudges’ as a sense of needing to do something.  She talks about how 
it took her a while to realise it was God nudging her but gradually she learnt.485  I notice that 
emotions are also a prompt to pray.  A number of times Rachel is clearly upset by a particular 
situation and bursts into spontaneous prayer.486   
They teach people how to experience the Holy Spirit and hear God speak within Lynwood.  
They take people to conferences organised by New Wine and Soul Survivor around experiencing 
the Holy Spirit.487  Alice talks about learning to hear God’s voice.  She tells me ‘we went to a 
prophecy workshop one time and they said it’s like a butterfly, it just flits and if you can catch that 
thought that wafts in and wafts out it’s probably God’.488  She says it’s something she’s got better 
at with practice and that when she gets a thought she thinks might be God she tries it.  She 
particularly notices thoughts that she wouldn’t expect to be thinking. 
They like that Lynwood operates this way.  Through prayer and being aware of these 
‘nudges’ God is present in every decision that is made.  Alice tells me that it’s not the official way 
decisions should be made but she thinks it is the way God would want it. 
Relating to Wider Society 
(i) Being a bridge 
Besom described their projects as a bridge between those who want to give and the need that is 
there.  Alice puts it very succinctly ‘I say I work for a Christian organisation that helps people give 
to people in need.  And I say it’s time, things, skills or money, and we act as a bridge between the 
two’.489  The focus is on giving rather than need.  As Sarah says  
I guess the idea that the poor will always be with you – there’s always going to be people 
out there who need help, so if we focus on givers and help them to have an experience that 
makes them feel satisfied or happy then they are going to want to give again.  And if 
someone gives time and doesn’t feel like they’ve impacted anything then really they won’t 
want to give time again.490   
The bridge is a relational bridge.  They are fully aware that it is through relational connections that 
they connect with both need and time-givers.  Tony describes these relationships outside of the 
Christian family as ‘part of God’s way of showing that his people care’491 and says they endeavour 
to build them. 
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(ii) Sharing God’s Blessing 
A phrase that comes up a lot in Lynwood is the need to ‘bless the giver’ and they tell me they are 
focused on giving, rather than need.   
It’s all about making giving a pleasant experience and for every time-giver it’s important for 
us to make their days nice.  And I think in a lot of places people go to volunteer – it’s not 
about blessing them- it’s about getting the work done.492 
Alice talks about the ‘blessing going both ways’493 and how God wants to bless us, not just that we 
are a blessing.  Ben talks a lot about blessing and being blessed in his interview;  
God can’t bless us if we’re not willing to be participants, as Paul [the Apostle] says, and the 
blessings will flow, and I think it’s when you see blessing flow, in terms of blessing flowing 
outwards, that is when we are blessed ourselves, that is when I feel blessed.494 
Being blessed is made up of a number of elements at Lynwood.  It means being loved and valued 
by the community.  This is one of the key ways they both feel blessed and bless others.   
Connected to this is the sense of doing something worthwhile and fulfilling.  The other important 
element of being blessed is experiencing God.  For many of the time-givers, this means seeing 
answers to prayers and ‘miracles’.  For the recipients it means feeling valued by receiving good 
quality items which they need and the hope is that they would experience it as God’s provision to 
them.  The connection between being blessed and blessing others is one that is encouraged.  The 
expectation is that those involved will both feel blessed and be a blessing and that each leads to 
the other. 
(iii) The recipients 
The recipients/clients are those who receive from Lynwood.  They are referred to Lynwood 
through an agency; people cannot just turn up and say you’re in need.  This is generally social 
workers with whom they have built relationships over time.  Tony tells me that in the early days 
some of the social workers were a bit wary of them, a bit suspicious of their motives, but they 
have built good relationships and that their experience is that the social workers are very 
motivated.495  Although some people receive a few things as a one-off, they also have recipients 
who they are in regular contact with.   For some of the time-givers their interaction with 
recipients is minimal and even those on the van rarely get to know the people they are visiting, 
but Alice, in particular has got to know many of them well; a number of people ask after her 
during deliveries and one person asked how her holiday had been.496 
One lady we visited knew Ed quite well through some work he had done with another 
charity.  She was in a wheelchair and having to rearrange her house as a result.  On this occasion 
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she wanted to give items away but they were not in good enough condition.  However we spent 
time chatting with her and Ed helped her work out how to dispose of them.497  On another 
occasion we had the wrong address, but Ed knew the correct address as he had visited the lady 
before.498   One collection was from a man who had done some work at the Hut as part of a 
Princes Trust placement.  They had given him a lot of furniture when he had moved into his house 
and now he wanted to give some things in return.499  After one delivery the lady gave us a list of 
things she still needed.  Everyone seemed pleased to know exactly what she needed and a week 
or so later we delivered a bed, wardrobe, microwave and bookshelf to her.500  Bob often takes 
time to chat to recipients, particularly one man who had a bad back and another man whose 
background was in the Forces.501  On one occasion we turn up to do a delivery to a man who had 
nothing in his flat.  We’d only brought a few items but we measured up for curtains and asked him 
what else he needs.  Nig was concerned for him, particularly that he had nothing to eat, and told 
him he would come the next day with some food and other essentials.502  
On the whole recipients don’t come to the Hut, but this is an account from my field notes 
after recipients had visited the Hut. 
When we get back to the Hut we discover that the people we just delivered the fridge to 
have turned up (because William told them the opening hours) and have caused a fuss 
seeing what they would like.  People seem quite uncomfortable about the whole thing.  It 
sounds like it's difficult that people receiving the items have come inside the Hut.  People 
feel uncomfortable about them wanting to come and choose things and then being fussy 
about what they can have.  They seem to have wanted a child's bike but after people have 
run around to try and find what they are after they have told them it's not good enough for 
whatever reason.  People seem quite flustered by the whole thing. Rachel talks about being 
uncomfortable when people receiving come into the Hut.  Nick calls it havoc and seems to 
feel the morning has been quite disrupted. 503 
I got the impression the problem was that they turned up unannounced and treated it like a shop.  
It does suggest that some distance is kept between the recipients and the SMC, at least initially, 
because there are plenty of examples of former recipients becoming part of the work.   The initial 
contact with recipients is quite professional, keeping things functional and providing for their 
need for furniture, but those who keep in contact and look to build relationships or want to get 
involved they are very keen to include.  Apart from Rachel asking to pray for people if they share 
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about health issues, rarely did the group initiate further contact or conversations about church or 
Christianity, rather they sought to take opportunities to share about their motives and invite 
people to participate where they arose. 
(iv) Not doing evangelism but showing God’s love 
They tell me that they do not do evangelism, and yet they pray for opportunities to talk with 
people about God, pray for people and are pleased to be asked the question why they are doing 
it.  What they mean is they do not preach at people; ‘shoving it down people’s noses’504 or having 
John 3.16 written across their foreheads as Tony describes it.505  Instead there is a deep concern 
for the individual.   Prayer is seen as central to the process, as with everything at Lynwood, God is 
the one at work and so conversion begins with his work.  When the opportunities to talk about 
God arise there is an excitement that it is a God-given opportunity.  Tony tells me ‘The lovely 
question to be asked is “why do you do this?”  And to be able to start back and say because God 
loves you is wonderful and to let the conversation go on from there is fantastic and that’s the 
thing that really gives you a buzz’.506The motive is one of desire to care, to show God’s love and to 
see God at work in other’s lives.  That is seen as key and as different from the kind of evangelism 
that secular organisations they work with are weary of. 
The starting point for their social action is realising God’s blessing and calling.  The motive 
becomes to share the blessing of being loved and valued and the calling to be part of God’s work 
with others.  People are blessed when they receive and through the receiving of material things 
God’s love and care are also shared – perhaps through the fact that the things are ‘what they 
always wanted’ or in good condition.  There is in turn a blessing on those who are giving, of 
sharing in God’s works, of seeing God at work, of using their gifts, of experiencing Christian 
community and a sense of fulfilment. 
2. Airbury Small Missional Community 
Brief History 
Airbury SMC (from here on referred to as Airbury) came out of the work of four Christian women 
in the town, one of whom was Claire, who still leads the group.  They had all been involved in 
working or volunteering with ‘people that were in need or disadvantaged in some way’.507  At the 
same time there was a report from the National Skills Council and another report which 
highlighted significant needs in the town which is generally considered to be affluent and middle 
class.  After finding the churches unresponsive to their concerns they sought to work with the 
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council and social services to start a Home Start scheme.508  It took them about a year to get it off 
the ground, initially raising 150,000 pounds.509  At the same time the four women met every 
Friday morning to pray for the town.  They felt disconnected from the churches and that the 
churches weren’t willing to acknowledge the need in the town.   At this point Claire got a job 
working one day a week with the council supporting families giving her experience of how to 
support people in practical ways and making her more aware of the needs around them.510  With 
this experience she began working with the families beyond the remit of her job doing advocacy 
work, helping run a play scheme and generally building relationships with those she was coming 
into contact with.511  They decided to begin a drop-in to support the women they were meeting.  
This wasn’t easy, there was no church support and Claire felt forced out of the church she was 
attending.  She and her husband ended up selling their house to fund the drop-in and after much 
searching they found a property on the High Street to rent.  They registered as a charity; one lady, 
who is no longer part of the group, ran the drop-in and Claire worked behind the scenes with the 
administration.  Claire explains; 
The whole thing converged because all the women we met at the Homestart and all the 
women we met at the play scheme, women that we knew around town and at the school 
gates just basically then all came up here, and so suddenly there was quite a vibrant group 
of people.512 
They invited ladies to come and drink tea and share their lives.  They offered to pray with those 
who attended and put on social activities and talks on practical things like identity, self-esteem 
and stress management.513  This was the first phase of the drop-in, but when volunteers started 
heading off to do other things Claire found herself working alone.  They closed at the end of 2010 
for three months and during that time they hired Will as their first paid worker.514 
Hiring a man to lead the drop-in immediately changed the focus with a number of the 
women stopping coming because it no longer felt a safe environment for them.515  Instead six 
homeless men started attending.   It met their practical needs; using the loo, charging their 
phones, having something to eat and drink but also they appreciated getting to know Will.   
According to Claire they didn’t set out to be church at the drop-in, although they did want 
to have a ‘prayer room ethos’.516  In her blog there is a change of focus over this time.  There is a 
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move away from the more charismatic elements with the conversation becoming more focused 
around the marginalised.  There is a move from miracles and charismatic experiences to focus 
more on weakness and brokenness and creating what they described as ‘safe space’ to journey 
with others.  Another significant event was Claire beginning ordination training in September 
2012 which came with increasing connections to Fresh Expressions and the Anglican Church.  They 
became a Bishop’s Mission Order at the end of 2013.517   
Current Description 
Their premises above a shop on the High Street is the main hub for the work they do and the 
location of the drop-in and the communion service.  They told me that a number of times they 
have wondered if they should be located on one of the housing estates on the edge of town but 
have always felt it was right to remain in the centre and having spent some time researching 
found that most people from the estates come into the centre on most days.518   The premises 
itself is made up of two rooms.  There is a small room with a couple of chairs, a space to make tea 
and coffee and a coat rack.  Through a door on the left is a much bigger room which has a large 
window straight ahead looking out onto the Market Square.  The room feels like a large lounge 
with a number of sofas and arm chairs, a fire place, pictures on the walls, a cross straight in front 
of the fire place and a large black board on the left hand side with the words ‘We Love [our town]’ 
and a list of people they are currently praying for.519 
The drop-in on a Monday and Friday morning is the mainstay of the community.  They run 
from 10am to midday and are open for anyone to call in for a chat, a cup of tea, a listening ear, a 
bowl of porridge or to be prayed for.  Turning up to my first drop-in I arrived a little early.  I had 
been communicating with Claire about visiting, but she was running late and had texted Will to let 
him know I would be coming.  He welcomed me in and made me a cup of tea and asked me what I 
was up to.  He was immediately very open with me sharing about his past and his struggles with 
mental health issues.520  During this conversation someone turned up to give a donation to the 
group from the Street Pastors team who use the room for free on a Saturday Night.521  Claire soon 
arrived and explained that she had been further delayed by meeting a homeless man she had not 
seen before and buying him a pasty.522 
Claire introduced me to Nigel and Sally as they arrived and asked me to tell them a bit 
about why I was there.  The lines seemed to blur between volunteers and those attending and I 
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found it difficult to work out how everyone was connected.  It was obvious that there were good 
friendships between all of them.523  Conversations continued in the room and I began chatting 
with Claire who told me about the community.  I got a sense that she is somewhat suspicious of 
Charismatic Christianity.524  This conversation was interrupted by Sally asking for prayer.  ‘Claire 
goes over and places a hand on her shoulder and prays for her in her work and family life that she 
would be filled with the Holy Spirit.’525   
Once a month on a Friday after the drop-in they have a communion service followed by a 
shared lunch.  I timed my first visit to coincide with this communion service.  Just before midday 
people start to appear for the service; Margaret, who is Will’s wife, and has baked the bread for 
the communion service,526  Michelle, who is one of the trustees and the first person to become a 
Christian through the community, Liz, who is also a trustee, a number of other people with 
connections to the community and a couple of visitors.  They are all friendly and welcome me.  
Liz, who is American and very extrovert, welcomes me with enthusiasm telling me that the 
community is a ‘loving place’ where everyone really cares for each other.527   
The communion service was put together by Claire in line with Anglican liturgy, using 
what they have to from the Anglican service but bringing in their own prayers and focus.  The 
service is led by a local vicar and about 16 people are present, some sat on the sofas and others 
sat on chairs that have been put out in a circle round the room.  This is the first communion 
service where they are going to sing because a number of the ladies who attend have been 
requesting it for a while.   
The communion service is Anglican, printed liturgy with little space for any input - not even 
prayer apart from what is written down.  3 members read the readings which are written 
on cards and in pink envelopes as if they are invitations.  Claire gives an address and then 
the Vicar leads the communion.  During Claire’s talks the ladies seem to chuckle at some of 
the imagery she uses, particularly penitence being like opening drawers and cupboards of 
our lives.  The liturgy is shaped round the idea of coming home and us being a home for 
Christ.  For this reason the confession is after the reading and Eucharist.528 
Before the communion the Peace is shared.  ‘The Peace is an occasion where everyone 
goes round and shares a ‘sign of peace’ with everyone else, which usually involved a handshake, a 
hug or a kiss but also includes some introductions too’529  The group have received special 
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permission from the Bishop to have communion as an open table where anyone can receive 
bread and wine.  The service leads straight into lunch with lots of chatting and laughter.530 
Every drop-in is different and each has its own feel and dynamic and that is the point; the 
room is open for anyone and who comes in will determine the shape of the day.  On the days 
when they do not have the communion service Claire, Will and whoever else is keen tend to go 
round to the local Anglican Church for their midday communion service.531 
They eat together once a month on a Sunday evening in people’s homes.  Everyone brings 
a dish and they share a meal together.  At the meal I attended there were ten people present 
although Claire tells me that there are normally more people and they have to use a camping 
table so that everyone can fit.532  The table was laid nicely with a red runner down the middle and 
red mats, serviettes and candles.  They said a short grace before the meal started.  Conversations 
around the table were light-hearted and fun.  I was sat next to Laura who told me how she had 
got involved with the community.  There was no particular agenda other than to have a meal 
together and Claire explained to me that the main aim is to model how to be family together.533  
On this occasion, however, Claire did ask people to give their thoughts on the conference they 
had been to the previous week.534  
They have a Bible study twice a month on a Sunday evening which, when I went, was only 
attended by Claire, Michelle, Will and Margaret.  The structure of the evening was to study a 
passage of the Bible together and then to pray together.  This has proved to be a controversial 
venture and brought some tension within the group.  Will and Margaret feel that it is due to 
outside pressure to have Sunday meetings to look more like church.535  Michelle likes the group 
because, as a new Christian, she feels that everyone else knows the Bible a lot better than her and 
this is the main opportunity to learn about the Bible.536 
Beyond this Margaret runs workshops in cooking and gardening.  She and Will live in a 
cottage on a farm and have been given a plot for an allotment and use of the kitchen facilities to 
run the workshops by the farmer.  The farm is on the edge of the estate where Airbury is 
gradually becoming more and more focused.  The gatherings happen roughly fortnightly with a 
small group of people both from the drop-in and from the local estate.  The gardening is in its 
early stages and when the group gather it is mainly preparing the ground to plant.  The cooking 
has been established for longer with a group of 4 or 5 regularly attending. 
Community  
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(i) Being Valued 
Liz describes Airbury as ‘a community whereby you’re just loving these people and getting 
alongside them so they know how loved and valued they are’.537   In particular she talks about 
sharing Jesus’ love, ‘a love of another kind’, 538 and then being able to share about God ‘who 
knows us, who loves us and wants the best for us’.539  Claire describes it similarly in her blog;   
After beginning the basics of teaching people to love and value themselves, in the light of 
God's love for them, then they can begin to explore their response to Him and so begin to 
consider love for God. Then comes love for others, and the trust building required for that. 
It's all a long journey, but they're worth it!540   
One of the ways they value people is by including people in the life of the community; 
eating together, celebrating birthdays, having photos of things they have done together on the 
walls.  In particular, they made sure that they celebrated the homeless men’s birthdays and made 
a big deal of them.541  Claire reflects that these things ‘massively reinforced personhood and the 
development of identity and self, in a way that was new from their previous experience of 
identity’.542 
Will mentions a number of times in his interview that he hopes people feel accepted 
when they come to the drop-in and other gatherings.  He also describes how they celebrated the 
homeless men’s birthdays and tells me ‘you could see that they hadn’t had that; that was a big 
deal’.543  Through valuing, welcoming and accepting the people who come to the drop-in or 
connect with the community in some way they create a space for individual transformation. 
Nigel is the clearest example of an individual being transformed.  When he first came to the drop 
in he could not really interact with anyone.  Claire recalls; 
He didn’t look up and his head was basically completely bowed when he first came in and 
he only ever looked down at the ground.  He never made eye contact with anybody ever, 
and he never initiated conversation, ever […] He’s quite severely mentally ill and you know 
you just think three or four years on he’s just like a completely changed guy  […] it was like 
his real self had to get called forth somehow by God.  So I just think I really believe in the 
power of community, in the power of people, and how God works through people to help 
people. 544   
This isn’t to say he is completely fine, he still struggles in large groups, he sat awkwardly staring at 
the ground during the sharing of the Peace in the communion service, but they have seen huge 
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changes in him from being valued in community.   In his own testimony given at a workshop 
Airbury led at a conference he stated;  
Before I came to Airbury I just stayed in every day.  I had really bad panic attacks and was 
drinking a lot…. Since I started coming I became a Christian and got baptised.  Now I help 
people out wherever I can….  I feel better in myself and my self-confidence has increased. 
545 
The focus of the social action within Airbury is on helping people to value themselves.  This 
includes all the struggles that come with it.  This is not a conversion to forget about all that is 
going on in life, but a journey through that pain with others and God to find a new sense of self in 
the context of being loved in a community and experiencing the love of God through that 
community.  Focusing on identity and allowing God to reshape people’s warped understanding of 
themselves allows the changes to happen, both on the inside, but also on the outside in 
relationships, debt, finding a job and participating in community.  They really do celebrate these 
things and find value in them.   This is the goal, described by Liz as ‘one life at a time’546, to help 
people live stable lives.  There is a sense that the story of people finding stability, such as the 
homeless men finding community, or Nigel being able to start to live a normal life, are of similar 
importance to their baptism. 
(ii) The metaphors of Desert and Journey 
The idea of going through a desert experience came up at various points throughout my time with 
the community but was discussed most fully in a Sunday evening Bible study.   The study was 
looking at the first few chapters of Hosea.  Margaret was particularly drawn to Hosea 2.14 where 
it says ‘Therefore I am now going to allure her; I will lead her into the desert and speak tenderly to 
her’.547  She likened it to how she was drawn into the desert and described the desert as a 
metaphor for testing.548  She also remarked that there is no short cut; you have to pass through 
the desert.  Michelle, who was leading the discussion, commented on the fact that it is often 
when people are at their lowest that God meets with them.  Will and Claire both shared their own 
personal desert experiences.  Will shared how he got to a point where he had to leave the church 
he was part of which led to him spending ‘a couple of years in the desert’.549  He described it as 
horrible but was thankful he had that experience and said that in the end he was desperate for 
God; the experience of the desert is what drove him to God.   Claire shared about leaving the 
Baptist church to start the community and how difficult it was not having a supporting church.  
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She tells us that ‘it threw us on to God’.550  Margaret agrees saying that through the desert you 
come to the place of being thankful.551   
The desert experience is associated with having to do things alone.  This is generally an 
experience of not being part of the church which for some, like Will, was a decision they made, 
and for others, like Claire, they felt forced out.  As Will describes;  
It’s a very lonely journey but that loneliness kind of puts the bedrock of your relationship 
with God down because you.. then you’re driven to find how real the God is you think you 
worship.  It’s brilliant; very painful, full of tears, full of heart ache and brilliant.552   
Will has discerned a pattern in scripture where people are drawn into the desert which he 
describes as ‘a valid part of the journey for lots of children of God’.553  He particularly points to 
Paul after his conversion.  Later in the interview he again reflects on scripture and how ‘God 
seems to delight in people going to him with some real complaining, some full-on complaints; 
Moses, Job.  God isn’t rocked by this stuff’.554  Will describes this part of his desert experience 
where he would literally go out into a deserted place and curse and shout at God.  He described it 
as his therapy. He would also take an old hymn book and reflect on a hymn.  He says, ‘On my way 
back after the ranting and the raving it would be – OK, you’re also God’.555 
This common experience of the desert is important in the life of the community.  They are 
aware that many of those who are part of the community are going through a similar experience.  
Their experience of the desert is of travelling through something hard but in it being thrown onto 
God, being dependent on Him and realising that it is in those lowest points that God often meets 
you, helps them to walk with others through their own experiences.   Will describes the slow 
process of 3 steps forward 2, or even 4 back, but how in those steps back people become more 
aware of their wounds and in becoming aware of their wounds they meet Christ in the wound.  
He said ‘those moments are better than gold’.556   Margaret also has a phrase ‘finding treasure in 
dark places’ taken from Isaiah.557  
Along with the desert experience comes this idea of journey.  Often the journey they are 
referring to is the one through the desert experience.   Margaret describes Airbury as ‘a place 
where people get […] journeyed with, so it’s never a straight line, it’s always up and down, going 
down in the dips with people and sometimes just sitting with people without words’.558    Michelle 
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describes her coming to faith as a ‘long journey’ rather than a ‘euphoric moment’.559  Claire 
describes how they supported the homeless men in their journeys to having their own flats.560  
Margaret said she learnt not to argue with people who were angry and negative about prayer; 
‘you have to just bless them in your mind silently and let them go and pray that they journey 
onwards’.561 
Airbury’s emphasis is travelling alongside people on their own journeys.  It is not just 
about a journey of faith but also a journey towards finding themselves.  For Airbury it is important 
not to give answers like ‘oh it will be all right’ but to travel the ups and downs of the journey with 
people.   This portrays the empathy, the patience and the long-term nature of their work; 
travelling with people, not trying to fix their problems but to help them to continue their journey.  
They understand that everyone has to walk their own journey and you can’t short cut it for them.  
It is a personal journey which shapes the individual and their relationship to God, but as journeys 
interact they affect each other.  By journeying with others, those in Airbury sense that their own 
journeys are shaped.562 
The metaphors of journey and desert allow space for the messiness of life.  They are 
proud of the messy and chaotic nature of the community, of the drop-ins, of the communion 
service and of the way everything operates.  This chaos is seen as authentic and true to real life; 
people can be honest and not hide their feelings.   
(iii) Family and Building Relationships 
At one of the communion services I spoke to Dorothy and her two friends.  Dorothy got to know 
Claire through the school because Claire had helped her granddaughter when she was being 
bullied.  She brought along the other two ladies.  I asked her why she came and after a short 
pause replied ‘well, because it’s family.  That’s it really, it’s like family’.563  Claire said exactly the 
same, recounting how they were invited to Dorothy’s 50th Wedding Anniversary;  
All the rest of the crowd of her family and friends they all knew who we were because she 
talks about us all the time.  And I just find that incredible you know that you’re welcomed in 
and we had a dance and a sing-song, you know and ate food and it’s just like.. wow – that 
for me is– I feel like that’s a new family for me as much as it is for them to belong here and 
so it’s a mutual sort of exchange of relationship really.564 
Claire also expressed the relationship with the homeless men as family;   
They would meet us out on the street, if they had been given food they would invite us to 
eat with them and we just, I don’t know, just developed some very sort of deep 
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connections with them.  And sort of became family really for them because they’d mostly 
burnt their bridges with family or not got safe family.565   
Claire describes the Sunday evening meals as ‘modelling how to be family together’.566   Airbury’s 
goal is to build deep relationships with people and to journey with them through the ups and 
downs of life.  Michelle described the support they give each other as the most important thing 
about Airbury.567  This is what they mean by family. 
(vi) Being Small 
Most of the group that I interviewed commented how important it was that the group was small. 
Margaret told me ‘I hope it would continue to be a quite small community.  That feels important 
because that gives you the chance to be in relationship with people at a deep level.’568  When I 
asked Michelle what would be lost if it did grow bigger she replied ‘Intimate conversations really.  
If you turn up here and there’s only three or four people you feel you can talk more openly’.569  
There is also a sense that physically they couldn’t support many more people.  Will tells me  
I hope it does not get too successful in terms of numerical growth […]  We’re starting 
projects which is great […] but I don’t see the drop-in […] expanding,  I don’t see how it can.  
If you had four times the size of this room with four times the number of people I don’t 
think it would work.570   
Claire commented ‘it’s small in order to be accessible and it’s slow in order to be accessible and so 
it’s mainly about welcome and hospitality on behalf of God’.571  She describes it as ‘the shape God 
seems to have given it’572 and says that it may always be small.  She tells me that being small 
‘enables the people who are the furthest away to be able to feel at home’573 but also 
acknowledges that being small brings challenges too. 
Michelle tells me that being small enables them to focus on mission.  ‘We look out a lot.  I 
think when with a small church you can do that; maybe with a big church you can sometimes, 
sometimes you get lost in the melee of a big church.  It is nice to be in a small church’.574 
Relationship to Church 
(i) Relationship with other churches 
The relationship with other churches in the town is mixed.   Will and Claire both left the local 
Baptist church because of struggles with the leadership.575  Will left before getting involved in the 
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community, whereas Claire left as a direct result of starting Airbury.  The leadership of the church 
would not support her starting the community which turned out to be because the elders of the 
church did not agree with women in leadership. 576  Claire ended up in a large Charismatic 
Anglican church in a neighbouring town which supported her work and was a key reason for the 
community connecting with the Anglican Church and Claire training for ordination.577  The 
relationship between Airbury and the local Baptist church has been difficult.   They were invited to 
be part of ‘Churches Together’, a local ecumenical partnership of churches, only for the Baptist 
minister to cause a fuss and stop them joining.578  They had a good relationship with the Anglican 
Church in the middle of town but I was told that has been a bit frostier after they became a 
Bishop’s Mission Order, which gives them a little more autonomy from the local church.579 This 
tension however was resolved during my time there by Claire putting herself under the authority 
of both the Anglican Church in the centre of town and one in the local estate.   
There is a perceived external pressure to conform to people’s expectation of church and 
Will, in particular, tells me passionately that he doesn’t like their Sunday Bible study because he 
feels that the main motive is to look more like a church.580   Liz, who is a trustee and very involved 
but attends another church in the village where she lives, is more positive about the relationships 
with the churches.  She tells me that the Baptist church is very positive about the work of Airbury 
and how the current pastor speaks highly of Claire.  She does say she can’t imagine any other 
church doing what Airbury do, but she feels relationships are improving.581 
The members of Airbury tell me that you cannot be yourself in church, that you have to 
put on an act and cannot share your problems.582  There is a suspicion that churches, in general, 
cater for a certain type of person and some people aren’t welcome.  They contrast this with 
Airbury where everyone is welcome and included. 
Claire sees part of the role of Airbury as encouraging churches to engage with the need 
around them.  She told me about one way they were doing that through the church activity day 
they organised where churches helped out with practical jobs in the local community.583  Despite 
some of the negative experiences and views they have about church they are keen to build 
relationships with the local churches.   
(ii) Being Church 
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During my time visiting there were a number of conversations around whether Airbury is a 
church.  It is clear to me that everyone involved sees it as church but that it can be a divisive thing 
to express in the town.  This was one of the first conversations I had with Will when I arrived at 
Airbury.  He and his prayer partner from the Baptist church disagreed on whether Airbury was a 
church.  Will told me that for him church must be about justice and if the church isn’t engaged in 
justice he questioned whether it was church.584 
Claire told me that it was not their intention to be a church, ‘In the beginning in the drop-
in I don’t think that we were aware that we were being church […] I don’t think we set out to set 
up a church I think we set out to set up a drop-in’.585  She told me how they were shaped by the 
engagement with the people who came to the drop-in; ‘We began to realise that you need to let 
the people who are coming direct their own need for spirituality’.586  They wanted to be part of a 
community and through being community they sensed God at work transforming lives.  This led 
them to the idea of Small Missional Community rather than a traditional church because they 
‘wanted to stay as a group that would outreach and get involved in the life of the town and not 
stay behind closed doors here doing sort of secret things that no one knows about’.587   
In one sense they describe themselves as distinct from Church, distancing themselves 
from the negative things about churches they have been part of.  Instead they are a missional 
community; they reach out to those beyond the community and have the freedom to engage in 
social justice issues to which they feel called.  However in another sense they are church.  From 
within they are convinced they are church because they are Christian community and they are 
gathering ‘those who are furthest away’588.   
God’s Agency 
In Airbury, God is seen more in the background.  They very much believe that God is active and 
present, only that his work is not seen so regularly – rather it is glimpsed.  There is a stronger 
emphasis that God works through people and an emphasis on God working in the midst of human 
weakness and frailty.   
(i) God in the Background 
God being in the background of people’s lives is a phrase used by Michelle.  She describes how 
one person at the drop-in regularly talks about God being in her life whereas other don’t and ‘you 
hope that God is there in the background of their life watching over them and looking out for 
them’.589  This idea of God being in the background describes Airbury’s understanding quite well.  
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There isn’t much discussion about what God is doing which is shown in the interviews where the 
conversation tends to revolve around the practices of the group rather than how God is at work.  
This reluctance appears to be both due to humility and a cautionary stance towards Charismatic 
Christianity.  Digging a little deeper there is an expectation that God is at work and they get 
glimpses of that at different times.   
The members of the community talk about ‘having a sense’ or a feeling.  Liz talked about 
how, having prayed and talked about it she got involved in the community because it ‘felt that it 
was the right time.’590  Claire talked about ‘having a sense’ that they needed to be out on the 
estates and that that would be important to the community at some point.591  The implication is 
that this sense or feeling is from God.  When Margaret and Will were looking for a house 
Margaret describes how they ‘knew they needed to move near to [town]’ but she wasn’t that 
keen.  She says she prayed ‘all right, I’ll do what you want me to do but please don’t send me into 
the town’.  When they looked at the farm cottage she says that ‘we couldn’t forget it because it 
felt so right’.592  Claire describes how ‘we felt like we’d really heard God speak about hiring [Will] 
in a very direct way’.593  He’d come to talk to Claire about volunteering but while they were 
chatting she had this ‘nagging voice’ in the back of her head saying ‘pay him pay him’.  She went 
away and prayed about it and over the next few days she ‘had this very very strong sense that I 
must not take him on as a volunteer’ but at an employee.594   The way they describe these 
experiences implies that they feel they heard from God, but it is not as confidently stated as 
Lynwood. 
Another way they express God as present in the background through ‘glimpsing God’.  Will 
talks about glimpsing God and glimpsing the Kingdom.  He describes how he ‘began to see the 
Kingdom of Heaven everywhere except in church.  I found it the most difficult place to identify 
what God was doing was in the church building itself really’.595  What he focused on were the 
relational interactions; people exchanging friendly banter and homeless men sharing sausages 
they’d been given.  He continues ‘I love the signs and wonders – they’re great- but it’s in the 
ordinary everyday stuff that I’ve found so much of what the Kingdom is about’.596   
On her Blog Claire describes a powerful experience of God when she is kissed on the lips by 
a homeless man: 
I was kissed on the mouth today by a homeless man. All beery and whiskery. Oddly it 
wasn't at all inappropriate or a crossing of any boundaries. Instead it was a spontaneous, 
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genuine act of human connection, a response and reaction to another human being, after a 
brief and very humorous conversation accompanying a sausage roll and a cup of tea on the 
step outside the church in town.   After a brief moment while walking away (when the voice 
of my inner fundamentalist suggested I'd probably contracted hepatitis and should go 
straight to the hospital), I began to cry. I felt as if something profound and life changing had 
happened. I felt as if I'd been kissed by Christ.597 
In Airbury God is glimpsed in the ordinary more than he is seen in the miraculous. There are 
exceptions to these stories, where God interacts very directly and powerfully in people’s lives, but 
these stories don’t tend to form the narrative of the group.  In Michelle’s testimony of how she 
became a Christian she describes being ‘stalked by God’ where through a series of answers to 
prayer and other incidents she gave her life to God and felt the Holy Spirit powerfully.598  Claire 
talks about dreams, about hearing God’s voice but the stories they tend to tell are about 
journeying with people and the gradual transformation through being part of the community. 
(ii) God already at work  
The work that they are developing on an estate on the edge of town is a particular example of 
them sensing that God was already at work.  In response to people asking for prayer at the play 
scheme they ran, Claire told me how she was amazed at their openness and thought ‘wow, God is 
already doing something here’.599   She told me that the local church on the estate were excited to 
see ‘what God was doing’ and Will also reflected on how nice it was that the diocese recognised 
‘the unique way they were doing mission and that God was doing something in [the estate]’.600  
Will and Margaret were able to rent a house on the edge of the estate which met their 
needs at a price they could afford, with the facilities to do the workshops with groups.  It came 
about through a time of prayer walking when Margaret went to explore the farm shop at the end 
of a driveway and came across the cottages.  She put her name down to say she was interested in 
the cottages and one became free very soon after.  They had been searching for somewhere to 
live for months and months before this came about.  Margaret described how it ‘it’s like God 
opened a door’.601  Similarly Claire describes how the farmer gave them an allotment plot and use 
of the old farm shop kitchen and how ‘God opened that up’.602 
They particularly understand God as working through people.  Claire described this in the 
interview: 
I think that’s been the revelation for me in the way that you can pray all you like for God to 
directly do something, but in the most part God will have given that over to somebody to 
do it and for me that’s how God acts in the world is through people, and yes obviously he 
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acts directly himself as well by the Holy Spirit but I think the Holy Spirit moves people to act 
in support of other people and I just feel like that has been a bit of a revelation for me that 
that’s what we’re about here on this earth – we’re to make change and to bring in the 
Kingdom and even among ourselves by the Holy Spirit being able to work through us.  So 
that…  Teresa of Avila you know ‘he has no hands and feet but yours’ and I just really 
believe that.  603 
Liz describes it as ‘showing Jesus’ love… this love of another kind’.604  They see God at work 
primarily through relationships.  God is gently shaping and transforming lives of the people in the 
community and beyond.  God at work is tied to community.  ‘And so we just felt like God was 
almost doing redemption in the being together, He was remodelling people’s view of themselves 
as they saw themselves reflected in the way we responded to them.’605  There is a mutual shaping 
which comes through an interaction where God is present.   
(iii) Uses weakness 
There is a strong focus on God using weakness and meeting them in their weakness.  Will 
describes humanity as ‘so broken and yet so filled with hope’.606  He describes it as a paradox and 
points to two incidents that morning before the interview of seeing Christ in broken people.  One 
was Sally and her ability to face all the difficulties in her life, and the other was Laura who had had 
a banner made for Dorothy for her golden wedding anniversary.    
The prayer times before the drop-in Will describes as ‘a time of honesty’607 where they 
can share their struggles.  He says ‘so we will cover this stuff in prayer, it’s really good.  It’s just 
being transparent again… it’s like an invitation for God to come in and help and take out the mess, 
and He does, and you still limp, it’s just that it’s a blessed limp’.608 
They are honest about how difficult this can be, but equally how rewarding.   It is all seen 
and understood through their experience of desert and journey.  What is particularly striking is 
that it is not in spite of their brokenness or by replacing their brokenness but in the middle of 
their brokenness that they sense God meets them.  The image of clay pots from 2 Corinthians 4 
helps them understand this.  God’s light shines out of cracked pots; He is able to bring something 
beautiful and brilliant out of broken and weak people.609 
The reflection on weakness is a defining feature of the community.  They can’t give 
answers that make everything OK.  Life is tough.  Their testimony is that God met them in the 
tough times of life and carried out a healing in the midst of it, not despite it.   
Christian Practices 
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(i) Prayer 
Airbury began with four ladies meeting to pray once a week and when they first opened the drop-
in they called it ‘The Prayer Room’ having been heavily influenced by 24-7 Prayer and their Boiler 
Rooms.610  Prayer has always been a key part to the drop-in and prayer openly with the people 
who came.611  I witnessed people being prayed for at the drop-in a number of times.  When Sally 
interrupted my conversation with Claire to ask her for prayer, Claire immediately went over, 
placed a hand on her shoulder and prayed for her in her work and family life and that she would 
be filled with the Holy Spirit.612  Claire tells me how they used to pray for Michelle before she 
became a Christian.613  At first she refused prayer, then she allowed them to pray and gradually 
she softened as some of her needs became more acute, and through witnessing a number of 
answers to prayer in Claire’s words ‘the dots started to join up’.614  Margaret tells me that people 
ask for prayer or sometimes when it feels right she offers to pray for them.615 
These opportunities come up outside the drop-in too.  Claire and Liz both tell me how 
they had opportunities to pray for people during the play scheme.  Claire had people coming up 
to her saying things like ‘Claire I had a nightmare last night, will you pray for me’ or ‘my friend 
went to a medium last night and now she thinks she has an evil curse over her will you pray for 
her?’.616  Similarly Liz describes how she offered to pray for someone who was crying because 
someone had turned up who she had fallen out with.617 
Prayer was important to the group.  Liz told me how they often text each other prayer 
requests.618  They never invited me to join the prayer time before the drop-in but I asked about it 
a number of times and about other times they pray together.   On one particular occasion when I 
asked them what they had prayed about that morning Michelle and Will told me they had been 
sharing stories from a difficult week and lamenting together about the bad news and the difficult 
lives in the community.619  Margaret told me how she and Will pray together on a Sunday because 
at the moment it is hard to find time to pray with the others, partly because Claire is so busy with 
her studies.   
We’ve learned that mission and justice is worship.  So we would consider action, an 
underpinning spirituality as much as we would prayer, because that has to always be the 
marrying up of prayer and action and we were all in churches that just prayed and did sod 
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all about that and expected God to be the answer to their prayers when God was expecting 
them to be the answer to those prayers.620 
There is an activist tendency within the group which runs alongside a desire for a contemplative 
prayer life.  This contemplative strand has run through the group from the beginning with 
contemplative prayer being offered weekly when the drop-in first started.621  Prayer times can be 
conversations with each other as much as prayer to God and there is a sense that there is a 
balance to be found between praying and getting out and doing.  Will tells me how he struggled 
at times when people just offloaded at the drop-in, in what he described as ‘a splat of words’.622   
Claire had encouraged him to ‘take it as their prayer; their lament’.623   
 (ii) Charismatic 
From Claire’s blog it is clear that there was a strong Charismatic Evangelical influence early on.  In 
one post Claire was excited about an ‘outpouring of the Holy Spirit’ in Dudley.624  She emphasized 
praying for healing625 and invited people to training events on prophetic gifts and ‘Healing on the 
Streets’.626 In 2009 Claire was writing things on the blog like ‘we expect to hear and see God at 
work over the course of the weekend’.627  Similarly in 2010 she describes ‘Treasure Hunting’ 
where people get words from God and then go out to find the people in those words saying that it 
‘sounds as crazy as anything I've ever heard and I'm desperate to give it a go in Airbury as soon as 
possible!’.628  Gradually over 2010 and 2011 the emphasis of the Blog began to change with less 
about charismatic spirituality and more about contemplative spirituality.   
Despite this there are still signs of a strong Charismatic influence on the life of Airbury.  
Claire talked about having a direct word from God to train for the ministry629 and hearing God’s 
voice telling her to employ Will630.  She told me about dreams she has had which have shaped the 
direction of the community.631   Margaret told me about prophetic words which had come out of 
their recent away-day which she felt were important for the group.632  She used to be involved in 
a Healing on the Streets team in a nearby town and speaks fondly of those times and how that 
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has shaped how she prays in the community.  She prays short prayers with authority and 
sometimes she gets a particular insight, a feeling which guides her praying.633   
The move away from charismatic evangelicalism was, on the whole, a conscious one.634   
For Will his scepticism came because he saw that Charismatic prayer lacked an understanding of 
mental health issues.635  He tells me that he left the charismatic church because he felt 
uncomfortable but there are things he misses.636  I had a number of conversations with Claire 
where she reacted against charismatic evangelicalism; she was uncomfortable about the Healing 
on the Streets Teams because of their ‘inability to comprehend unanswered prayer’ and the fact 
that they had ‘no theology of suffering’.637  Both Will and Claire tell me they have had 
conversations with each other about it and I sense there has been some disagreement.   This has 
in part come about because of Will and Margaret’s recent visit to friends in another town who 
were previously part of the Healing on the Streets Team.  Will, in particular, felt challenged to 
pray for healing; 
I want to see some people healed.  It troubles me that we don’t see people healed very 
much anymore, but I want it throughout the town…  I know you’ve got to accept that not 
everybody is healed.  I accept that…  But yeah, I want to see that healing ministry restored.  
Because it is meant to be.  The command is to heal the sick – not just pray for the poor 
buggers.638   
He told me about a lady they met when they visited their friends’ church who had been born with 
a deformed foot which had meant she had to use a wheelchair but through an ‘incremental 
journey’ she was gradually being healed and no longer used a wheelchair.639  Something about it 
being a journey seemed to appeal to Will.  He told me ‘I felt that our testimony was a wee bit 
weak, a wee bit powerless and I haven’t seen anybody healed from anything and I needed some 
fresh testimony to get me going again.  Well I saw some [there]’.640   
Although the narrative of the group had shifted, over time, away from Charismatic 
Christianity, many of the practices still remain.  Aside from the communion service, extempore 
prayer seems to be the norm.  Pictures, hearing God,641 prophetic words642 and even dreams643 
seem to have a significant place in the spirituality of the group and their practice of praying for 
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the individual by laying on hands644 and inviting the Holy Spirit645 to come seems very connected 
to the ‘ministry time’ of charismatic evangelicalism.   
(iii) Communion 
Claire tells me;  
The Eucharist for me is just all in terms of my spirituality now, massively, I would just take 
communion every day if I could; well I probably take communion three or four times a week 
at the moment.  And I’m very happy with the liturgy and I really find God in it which I would 
have been appalled by in my charismatic days really.646 
This emphasis on communion is seen in the group.  Everyone told me that the monthly 
communion service was very special for them.647  The inclusiveness of the communion service was 
key.  They practiced ‘open table’ so that anyone can take communion.648  Claire told me ‘we have 
some atheists journey with us for quite long times who’ve taken communion’.649  She explained 
that she felt it was important to have no barriers because grace is offered when we don’t deserve 
it.650  Michelle talked about the importance to her of holding the cup and being included651 and 
Will liked that it was a ‘ragtag collection of people that turn up’,  adding ‘I think God is accessible 
here in those communion services’.652   
Relating to Wider Society  
(i) Being Relational 
Airbury began because they both saw the need around them and felt angry at the injustice of it.  
Claire explains; ‘We were actually quite mad about it.  We were like “this is just really not 
acceptable, this is not fair.”  You know, why should people here be having a worse time?’.653  This 
frustration and anger was focused on building relationships with those who are ‘furthest away’.  
Claire explains ‘We always have that scripture “you preach peace to those who were far off and to 
those who were near” and to us the priority is those who are far off’.654   
It is this relentless emphasis on relationships which defines their engagement with wider 
society.   It all flows from wanting to show Jesus’ love.  ‘I hope always that we’ll be able to carry 
on being a witness to the love of Jesus for people and be able to share the gospel in practical and 
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teaching ways.  Seeing people come to faith and be changed’.655   Michelle compares their work 
on the estate with a church in another town, doing something similar, who had struggled which 
she felt was because they had not focused on building relationships.  Through building 
relationships with people on the estate they did not feel like outsiders.656   
 (ii) In the Gaps 
One way I have come to understand the work of the community is ‘working in the gaps’.  Initially 
this was working with the local council and other churches to start a Homestart project for the 
town.  After that it was to create a foodbank.  This was filling gaps in the provision in the town.  
But more significantly was the way she, and then the community began to fill the gaps in some of 
the social care.  She was volunteering with the council helping to run a parent support group and 
off the back of that began to build relationships beyond the group.   
The social worker had sort of said “well it’s OK for you to pick up some of this work outside 
of here if you want to do it.  Just let me know.”  And so I started to get asked to go along to 
educational welfare tribunals where their children had been truanting and they were going 
to be fined.  And you know, to sort of advocate for them, to speak up for them, to write 
letters for them, so they’d tell me what it was they wanted to say and we’d put it in a letter.   
And I think really there was a just a turning point from there that just was – wow we can 
actually do something to impact this.657 
Claire went beyond the volunteering of providing a support group once a week and built 
relationships which opened up opportunities to help in practical ways.  It showed her how 
practical the needs were and that there were easy ways that people could make a big difference.  
An entry from Claire’s blog shows how they are able to fill this relational gap this time with 
the NHS: 
So, an interesting connection has arisen for us at the Upper Room whereby we are having 
people referred to us from a part of the NHS which supposedly supports people once 
they're discharged from hospital or having mental health crises.658 
The budget cuts and rising needs that were once met by benefits and other services is a recurring 
theme both on the blog and in conversations in the community.  I attended the AGM of the group 
when Claire talked about all the people they had helped, that there was more need due to the 
changes in the benefit system and that they were ‘still ticked off at the way the government is 
treating people’.659 
They are also challenging the gaps between rich and poor.  There are plans to build 2000 
new homes on the estate where they are working and Airbury are trying to make good contacts to 
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influence the plans.  Claire describes it as ‘Standing in the Gap’ and ‘sowing seeds of difference’660  
and how they have a prophetic role in ‘changing the landscape of the church conversation in the 
town’661 by finding opportunities to draw the other churches into meeting the needs in their 
town. 
3. Hilchester Small Missional Community 
Brief History 
Hilchester SMC (from here on referred to as Hilchester) began through many conversations 
between Andrew, Becky and another person, Jim, who is no longer connected to the community.  
Andrew, who leads the group and has seemingly been the driving force behind it, had just finished 
a gap year with Youth for Christ and had been on a mission trip to Ecuador.  He told me he had 
really loved the expression of church as a small group with a common focus on mission and being 
church through daily devotions.662  Becky similarly had been inspired by her time with Mercy Ships 
where she had enjoyed ‘some really powerful routines’ of praying together, working together and 
the integration of life together and life with God.  She had felt supported, discipled and 
encouraged in a way she had not felt in the church where she grew up.663  The community started 
because of Jim’s vision to start an art gallery in the centre of town.  Andrew explains ‘he’d done 
an art degree […] and he was really interested in […] people on the margins and the way art can 
bring people together and help people express themselves’.664  Jim invited Andrew to set up a 
community which would support and grow up around the art gallery.   Becky describes it as a 
prayer group and tells me how she was really keen to get a community house where they could 
‘live together and pray together and try and impact together’.665  Andrew describes the setup of 
the community house where five of them lived together;  
We had a little rule of life and we had a little chapel – like a prayer room – in the house and 
we used to have morning devotions and have people round for meals and parties and have 
people to stay who didn’t have anywhere to go and just try and encourage each other in 
our walk with the Lord and to really live it.666 
The Gallery ran from October 2008 to July 2009667 and through it they interacted with the 
homeless and with various drug addicts, including a friend of the group who sadly died of an 
overdose during that year.  When the gallery closed the community ‘looked for a new area of 
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mission’668 and focused on an estate on the edge of town where most of the town’s social housing 
is found and which has a negative stigma attached to it.  Five of them moved into a house that 
was owned by the Anglican Church on the estate.  They tried to stay connected with the people 
they had met through the gallery and had a gathering on a Monday night.  Initially there were 15 
of them on a Monday night which gradually grew until they split into two groups.  They met for 
social activities, went on weekends away together and engaged in ‘missional activities’ such as 
gardening for people on the estate, getting to know their neighbours and hosting barbeques and 
parties.669  They began playing football every Tuesday night with anyone who wanted to join in 
which in Andrew and Charlie’s eyes was what initiated the youth work they do on the estate.  
Amanda sees the youth work as having begun with the small group of girls she had meeting in her 
house.670  She connected with Hilchester soon after they moved onto the estate when she was 
looking for more support with the work she was doing.  The youth work grew with a Friday night 
youth club, which was popular but did not allow the group the kind of interactions with the young 
people they were looking for nor the impact they were hoping for.671  Charlie began to dream 
about how they could do things differently and inspired by a project they visited in Bradford they 
launched a charity in 2014. 
When I visited, Charlie had just got married and had stopped attending the Monday night 
meeting.  Andrew told me that a number of people had moved away and they had recently been 
told by the Anglican Church that they would no longer have the house.  Andrew had had a difficult 
time personally and there had been conversations earlier in the year about whether they could 
carry on.  The response from the community was that it ‘must carry on’.672  Becky describes it as a 
stage of ‘hunkering down’673 where they sought to support each other and listen to God but she 
was hopeful that they would be able to ‘move out’ and to grow soon.674  Charlie being less 
connected with the community has meant that the charity and therefore the youth work is less 
connected with the community, although towards the end of my time it was announced that 
Charlie and his wife would have to move away due to his wife’s job. 
Current Description 
During the time I was visiting I noticed there were two separate groups forming.  One was the 
community which focused around a Monday night meeting where they brought meals to share 
and worshiped and studied the Bible together which was principally led by Andrew.  The other 
was the youth charity which was responsible for the youth work and was principally led by 
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Charlie.  Although Andrew told me it was around 15 people who were part of the community I 
probably met twice that number of people revealing a core group with a larger periphery.675  Of 
the group only Andrew and Amanda were really involved in both the community and charity and 
while I was visiting Amanda was taking a sabbatical from the youth work as she reflected on what 
God was calling her to next.676  The charity and the youth work was prayed for and talked about in 
the community gatherings but very few seemed to be involved in a practical way.677 
The house community is made up of Philip, Barry, another man who I never met and 
Amanda and her teenage son.678  Although the intention of the community house was that they 
ate and prayed together it appears that since Charlie moved out a few months before I visited this 
has been something they had largely failed to continue.679  The house, though, functions as a hub 
for much of what goes on providing a place for them to gather on Mondays (although occasionally 
they use Andrew’s house which is also on the estate) and for other meetings. 
A typical Monday evening gathering begins around 6.30pm with people arriving with food 
which they have prepared or bought which is then heated and cooked.  People appear gradually 
over the next hour with the meal beginning during that time.  This is a time of informal 
conversation and catching up with each other.  At the first Monday gathering I attended there 
were about ten people at the dinner and there were comments about how few people there 
seemed to be.680   
Dinner is a bring-and-share.  They have made fish pie, and paella, pizza, garlic bread, salad.  
Rob says grace and everyone starts eating.  There is plenty of banter round the table, 
talking about friends, about what has been going on and filling everyone in on things that 
have happened in people’s lives - people they should be praying for - and everyone decides 
it would be good to write a card to someone and arrange to go and visit someone else in 
Birmingham.681   
On another occasion the conversation around the table is more heated, debating the role 
of the Royal Family and the nature of justice and mission.682 
After the dinner they gather in the lounge.683  Tim and Chris are often present.  They come 
from a charismatic church in a neighbouring town with a particular focus on worship, prophecy 
and knowing ‘the father heart of God’.684  They have been connected to the community for a 
number of years, originally through a curate from a local church who was part of the community 
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for a time.  Andrew tells me that Tim and Chris have brought a ‘deep appreciation of worship’ and 
that before, the community had ‘always been a bit more activist and get out and do things, but 
actually before you do that people need to know they’re loved and everything can flow from 
that’.685  Once a month Tim and Chris lead the evening with an extended time of worship and 
prayer and teaching on spiritual gifts.  When I was there they were learning about prophecy and 
prophesying over each other. 
We begin with the song "Blessed be your Name".  Everyone is quickly engaged, singing 
along.  two or three with their hands in the air, others with their eyes closed and everyone 
in the room seems engaged in the worship, even those who've decided to stay seated are 
singing along, eyes closed with their hands open in front of them.  This flowed straight into 
the song "We stand and lift up our hands".  At various points phrases get sung a few times 
over including "more of you Lord" and "be present here".  During this time Charlie places a 
cushion on the ground and kneels.686 
Chris then said that it was an open heaven and that we should declare things because 
"what we loose on earth will be loosed in heaven".  He said he would begin and encouraged 
Andrew and Charlie to join in.  He began declaring that God reigns over the city, over the 
hospitals, streets, neighbours, over cancer, over heart attacks "you are not of this earth 
Lord".  There were many other things too, but he was saying it so quickly this is what I took 
a note of.  Andrew began listing off names of places, streets and buildings where they work.    
Then he began to list of the names of people that they work with, particularly lots of the 
young people.  Chris is shouting, "come on Andrew" as an encouragement to keep declaring 
things about God.  He continues, “Reign in their lives.”687 
Of all the groups I visited this was the only group which had regular and extended times of 
charismatic worship. 
On the occasions when Tim and Chris were not leading they had a longer teaching time.  
At the first meeting in January Andrew encouraged the group to reflect back on the previous year 
for them as individuals, encouraging them to focus on ‘answered and unanswered prayer, on 
what they have learnt about God and how they have changed’.688  They spent about ten minutes 
reflecting on this on their own before sharing with the rest of the group.  The following week they 
reflected on their hopes for the coming year.689 
The youth charity has various different weekly activities.  Tuesday night football continues 
as it has for the last few years with Charlie, Andrew and whoever else is around turning up at the 
compound to play football with whoever is there.  The evening I attended there were in the 
region of 20 people, including some teenage girls who watched from the side.690  On Thursday 
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nights they run a Bible study with young people who are Christians or interested in the Christian 
faith.  Friday nights is ‘Café Boost’ which is primarily run by the young people for their friends.691  
Before the football on a Tuesday they have a prayer meeting at the community house where they 
pray for things to do with the charity.692  There is the Bike Hub which is a social enterprise project 
run in collaboration with another local charity to teach young people to repair old bikes that can 
be sold.693  There is a monthly leaders’ meeting on a Wednesday night which either begins with a 
meal or includes dessert and is seen by Charlie as the main time that the leaders and volunteers 
can encourage and support each other.694  Beyond this Charlie has developed mentoring 
relationships with some of the more challenging young people, mainly through relationships with 
the local secondary school.695   
Becky tells me the three most important things about the community are ‘the connection 
with each other, letting God guide us and trying to bring God into the community’.696  This seems 
a good summary to keep in mind while exploring some of the themes arising in the community. 
 
Being Community 
 (i) Love One another 
The big focus of being community is caring for one another and loving each other.  Becky tells me 
that they felt it was really important and highlighted the verses in John 13 ‘I give you a new 
commandment, that you love one another.  Just as I have loved you, you also should love one 
another.  By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one 
another’.697  Becky tells me ‘we did definitely, actively and consciously prioritised that […] eating 
together was important and trying to create a loving community […] that we could invite people 
into.’698  Later in the interview she talked about ‘a love that is authentic’699, not loving people so 
that they become Christians but befriending them and loving them unconditionally.  Philip also 
emphasises the importance of building good relationships that ‘spill out’, building relationships in 
the house, but also with neighbours and those around.700 
This love for each other plays out in support and encouragement.  Andrew said that in the 
community house they try to ‘encourage each other in our walk with the Lord and to really live 
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it’.701   Becky makes a similar point; ‘we eat together and pray and learn about God together but 
also try and support each other in our lives day-to-day’.702 Amanda, amid some of her struggles in 
the community tells me, ‘The good bits were the support, […] people having time outside Sunday 
so it’s not just on a Sunday it’s on a Monday’.703  
They describe Hilchester as family.  Andrew talks about ‘trying to create a family 
atmosphere where people really know each other, know what they’re going through – they can 
respond to people’s needs’.704    Ed told me that Hilchester had been like a second family to him, 
particularly as he is from Ireland and his parents live in Edinburgh.705 
(ii) Being Small 
Being small was important for Andrew; it meant that they could be family and support each 
other.706  He said ‘I always really appreciated the smallness and I think sometimes when we grew 
to forty-something it was hard for everyone to really know each other‘.707  He told me he thought 
it was important to have constancy and depth rather than breadth.708  He talked about the 
importance of depth of relationships and the opportunities to teach and disciple that come about 
through small groups and how it is really attractive to him.  He likened it to the church in Acts 2. 
Being small also means that it is fragile.  Andrew describes how the group felt quite fragile 
as people got married and for various reasons left the group because they ‘feel like they need to 
go off and do their own thing and sort of create their own identity’.709  Becky also talks about the 
fluctuations with people leaving when they get married and how you need a big group to be able 
to take those fluctuations.710 
(iii) Identity and Value in God 
In Hilchester, one of the main emphasises of exploring charismatic spirituality has been the focus 
on identity, as Andrew describes; ‘the identity stuff in Christ, who he is and how he feels about 
us’.711  This arose regularly in the Monday meetings.  One night they decided to pray and 
prophesy over each other one by one.  I was asked not to record anything about specific people 
but a lot of the ‘words’ they shared with each other were things like ‘I see you sat on a swing with 
Jesus and you are talking about everything’  and ‘God just wants to give you a big hug and tell you 
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he loves you’.712  For one girl they prayed positive things over her, things they valued in her and 
saw in her, to counter the negative thoughts she has about herself.713  In another meeting where 
they were sharing about what they had learnt about God in the last year Philip said he realised he 
was trying to find value and stability in things other than God.714   
Hilchester believe everything begins with knowing who you are, finding your identity in 
Christ and knowing you are loved.  Their desire is that everyone knows this as a foundation from 
which everything else can flow.715  This is not just what they want for each other but one of the 
main things they seek to bring when they reach out to the young people.   Charlie tells me about 
how they want to counter some of the hopelessness and negative ideas people have;  
Just trying to say that there is a different story to tell, that you have got skills, you have got 
talents; God is for you and wants the best for you.  And wanting to give young people the 
opportunities to build up their skills and show their talents and see that small changes in 
people’s lives.716   
The vision statement of the charity is ‘to see young people come alive as they change the 
world around them’.717  Their hope is that young people would rise up into the fullness of who 
they were made to be and live fulfilled lives.718  In a conversation with Charlie, he told me “Jesus 
wants people to be fulfilled” and he believes the best way that that can happen is through them 
knowing Jesus, but even if they don’t they can give them the skills and help them to live fulfilled 
lives.719  These are regular points of prayer on the Prayer Email too; ‘For blessing and favour on [a 
particular young person]. That he would make good choices. His confidence and self-worth would 
increase and good people would be placed around him’.720 
Within the SMC itself, Andrew wanted to have a ‘community where they can really 
flourish and really express themselves in worship and art and really grow a faith that is connected 
with mission but also is really personal and not dependent on anyone else’.721 
Relationship to Church 
(i) Being Church  
Hilchester consciously began as an expression of church.  Andrew was inspired by Fresh 
Expressions, Missional Church and New Monasticism and the idea of having an expression of 
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church as a small group with a common mission.722  Becky talks about their frustrations with the 
local church they all attended;  
We kind of just felt it was a Sunday thing and then everyone got on with their lives, and 
obviously we all loved God and wanted to live for him but there wasn’t really anything in 
that Sunday that enabled us to do that better the rest of the week.723   
She was particularly inspired by the idea of community living and the book The Irresistible 
Revolution.724  She tells me that communities like Hilchester are appearing around the country 
because people are tired of church, find it irrelevant and are wanting more.725  They have been 
able to shape their expression of church around mutual support and learning.726  Philip tells me  
Sometimes institutional church can become too formal, too about the service, and the 
coffee afterwards is seen as a little added thing and I think I liked this because it felt like 
something I’d do normally with my friends; come and have a meal, but a bit more directed.  
And I thought I quite liked that expression of church – that almost deliberate blurring and 
mixing things in and saying this is a social thing where we’re supposed to live lives with 
each other, we are supposed to get to know each other and do normal things but also 
there’s something more to it as well.  That’s the main thing that really appealed to me.727    
Relationships are made central to the community, shown through the focus on the meal, rather 
than coffee at the end of the service. 
Many who attend, although not everyone, would see it as their church.  For Andrew, 
Becky, Philip and others it is very much their expression of church. 728  Amanda talks about not 
going to church for a year or so and realising that Hilchester could be her church.729  Philip tells me 
‘I would describe it as church but more centred around a smaller group of people so that it’s 
easier to get to know other people and to live in their lives’.730 
Although Becky talked about Hilchester as her church, she also told me ‘I would really 
love to think we could be like a stepping stone for church’ for some of the young people.731  She 
says it’s hard to step straight into church when you come from having nothing to do with God.  
‘it’s a stepping stone where you can learn more of God and God can speak to you – but it’s more 
of a normal experience having dinner and sitting in someone’s living room’.732  A number of 
people who have become Christians through the work of Hilchester have ended up attending a 
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local church rather than being part of the SMC.733  In some cases this was because the group felt a 
bit young for them.   
(ii) Relating to other churches 
It is interesting to plot their relationship with other churches and the points of tension between 
them.  As discussed Hilchester was started because they felt the church they went to on Sunday 
had very little to do with the rest of their lives.  That church did, however, encourage them and 
‘blessed them’ in starting up the gallery.734  When they moved onto the estate into the local 
Anglican Church’s house the church hoped they would get involved.  However, the expectation 
was that they would get involved in Sunday services, which was exactly what the group felt they 
were trying to get away from.   Philip comments; 
When you’re part of a church group like [Hilchester] where you’re saying we want it to be 
more about living with other people, we want it to be less resource intensive as a Sunday 
morning thing but we do want to work with the other churches around us […] but then 
they’re like ‘Great  we’d love you to get involved.  Come and lead our kids’ ministry on a 
Sunday.  Come and do the sound desk on a Sunday’.  There’s a bit of clash there, just in the 
way they want you to serve and how you bless them is to do all the things on Sunday that 
you’re trying to not do – so I think from the beginning that’s a little bit difficult.735   
This tension has continued and is perhaps one of the reasons that the church have asked the 
group to move out of the house and have invited another community to start a prayer community 
in the house. 
Philip contrasts the relationship with the Anglican Church and the relationship they have 
with the church from the neighbouring town; 
I think one of the things that has been wonderful about them is that they’ve said ‘we just 
want to bless you, we just want to see Christ formed in you’.  It’s been their whole thing 
and they haven’t at any point really ever said ‘and you can become part of our church’, it 
has been a ‘we think we can see Jesus working here so we want to be part of that’.736 
This was seen in stark contrast with the Anglican Church which seemed to see them as a resource 
for their work. He tells me that they thought about becoming a Fresh Expression of Church within 
the Anglican Church but realised that if it did it would come under the leadership of the local 
Anglican Church which they felt unhappy with.737 
God’s Agency 
(i) God’s love, Strength and Power 
On my first visit to the community, after a time of Charismatic worship Andrew talked to me and 
was concerned I might have felt uncomfortable with the Charismatic elements of the meeting.  He 
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told me that when they began they had focused on being missional and relevant and although a 
few people had become Christians it didn’t seem very powerful.  When they were encouraged 
down the Charismatic route they felt it was more powerful and they were more hopeful that this 
would change the estate for the better.738   He described to me how they ‘majored on how much 
God loves people and his heart for people – the father’s heart’.739   
This has become much of the focus of their Monday night meetings; knowing God’s love 
and their identity in Christ.  Philip told me how important it had been for him to experience God 
as father through the charismatic practices.  According to Becky, the regular visits of Chris and Tim 
has ‘brought a massive injection of spiritual understanding and power and more of a prophetic 
and… miraculous side of everything’.740  This sense of God’s power has been an important 
addition to the missional approach they began with. 
Andrew and Charlie both tell me about the importance of doing things in God’s strength 
rather than their own.  Charlie tells me how when he began focusing more on the youth work he 
‘felt challenged by God to stop doing, doing, doing and just get to know him’.741  Andrew tells me 
‘I guess a lot of what I’ve seen is trying to do stuff out of my own strength and not really bear 
fruit, whereas God can really bear fruit if you let him’.742  Rob shared something similar in a 
Monday meeting where he had felt God saying to him to live more simply and not get caught up 
in doing and asking what’s next.743  In the same meeting Amanda shared quite openly how it had 
been a difficult end to the year.  She says she felt God telling her to trust him and not lean on her 
own strength.  She comments that she’s an activist and God needed to physically stop her.744 
For those who have been around the community a long time it appears that much of what 
they have learnt is that the activism works best when it comes from an experience of being loved 
by God and comes with the power and strength of God rather than their own.  Using their own 
effort to make church accessible did not really work and they have learnt to focus on worshipping 
God and let him do the work. 
(ii) God’s Plan 
At the end of one Monday night meeting Andrew prayed, ‘We can’t see the big picture but 
everything you do has deep meaning and fits in your plan’.745  For Hilchester God is at work, has a 
plan and sees the big picture.  This means that they need to trust him and to follow his lead. 
Charlie writes in one of his prayer emails; 
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This week God has been really challenging me about obedience. Will you trust me and 
obey? Will you believe me at my word? Will you believe more in my ability to work through 
you, than in your own ability? My cry is yes, but I know it requires letting go of my own 
agenda, my pride and just being faithful. It’s hard.746   
Hilchester regularly challenge each other to stop doing things in their own strength, to give up 
their plans and to trust in God’s plans.  Becky talks about the importance of ‘seeking God’s will for 
where we go with it.  Allowing God to work and lead it and guide it’.747 
Charlie’s story of his involvement with the community and starting the charity is very 
focused on how God led him and guided him.  He was about to leave the town but Andrew invited 
him to move into the community house.  He kept making plans to go and visit other places but he 
didn’t have the motivation, which surprised him because he is normally quite a motivated 
person.748  He moved into the house and as he got to know local people he ‘started to feel 
impacted by it’.749  He describes how rather than a vague notion of need he began to see practical 
ways he could help; the abstract became real and personal.750  He says it ‘must have been God’751 
who drew him into the work on the estate and put it on his heart.752  He gradually felt drawn into 
doing more and asked his employer if he could work four days a week and later three.  He spent a 
lot of time praying and reading his Bible after the challenge from God to get to know him.  He says 
‘every time I was praying about doing youth stuff there was, I would almost say, a fire in my heart 
to do it […]  it was something I couldn’t not do’.753   
 (iii) Bringing God into the community 
Hilchester have developed various ways to understand their work in relation to God’s plans.  
Becky talks about ‘wanting to bring God and impact the rest of the community’754 and how they 
are ‘trying to bring God into the community’.755  Charlie talks about being a good example to the 
young people on the estate and finishes every prayer email with the line ‘Overall please pray that 
we would represent Jesus well in all that we do this week. That people would be drawn to Him’.756 
At the youth work prayer meeting Charlie opened with these prayers recorded in my field notes;  
He thanked God, he invited God to be present and asked him to inspire our prayers and 
that we'd hear his voice.  He said that this wasn't some ambition of theirs but that they 
believe this is God's plan.  That they come in agreement and come as God's hands and feet.  
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He thanked God for his faithfulness to them.  ‘You are our Lord and King.  We declare that 
you are shifting the atmosphere and your freedom is coming.’  ‘We can do nothing without 
you’, ‘Forgive us when we do things in our own strength’.757 
They believe that God has a plan and is at work in the community and that it is through them that 
God enacts some of this plan.  They are God’s hands and feet and yet they can do nothing without 
him and shouldn’t be doing it in their own strength.   On another occasion Charlie described it as 
being ‘good stewards’ and prays that God would ‘equip and inspire’ them.758 
(iv) Creating Space for God 
After reflecting on the year ahead, one of Charlie’s new goals was to make sure there was space 
in his week to respond to opportunities and needs that appear.  He expects God will bring these 
opportunities and highlights how he and his wife had the space to take in a young person into 
their house for a few weeks.759  He later refers to this as ‘creating the space for God to move’.760 
In a similar vein Andrew talks about trying to ‘bless and then see what God does with that’.761  
Charlie also spoke of ‘seeing God represented well in this community, so that people whatever 
their perspective can be like “well I’ve seen that God is good – I may not believe in him but I see 
he’s good”‘.762 
Becky tells me about a lady she met who is a spiritualist who she invited along to the 
Monday night meeting saying that she ’will probably be another person who for a long time there 
is a connection and a care and we will see what God does with it’.763  Hilchester seem comfortable 
with this approach; they engage in the local community and are drawn into things by God, they 
build friendships with those they interact with knowing that God is at work in those friendships 
and that he will speak at the right time.  By being there they are creating space for God to move. 
(v) God brings Change 
Charlie tells me; 
the aim for [the youth work] is to hopefully be a catalyst to see change come to this 
community.  And not just superficial, but deep rooted long term change and I think that’s 
only going to come through God it’s not going to come through a great community 
centre.764   
For Hilchester change comes through God’s work which is a key motivation for them.765  They see 
this change as God’s Kingdom coming in their community.   Charlie describes how in dreaming 
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about where the youth work would go their conversations were around the question ‘what do we 
think the Kingdom of God coming in this community looks like and how can we make steps 
towards that?  We were looking at how we could facilitate it’.766  Change comes through the work 
of God but it is facilitated through them being present on the estate and God working through 
them. 
The change that God is bringing comes in various forms.  There are the changed 
individuals’ lives; the young person who is happy and content at school,767 the friendships 
restored,768 through answered prayers for healing, and people becoming Christians.   Change 
comes through restored hope in the community where people begin to feel that they can have 
dreams and they can come true.769  And change comes through a changing atmosphere on the 
estate; this is something Charlie regularly asks for prayer for in the prayer email770 and mentions 
an answer to prayer that ‘one of the young people mentioned that what they like about football is 
the atmosphere, something we have been praying for!’.771 
Christian Practices 
(i) Prayer 
Prayer has been important for Hilchester from the beginning.  The gallery was launched with a 
week of 24-7 Prayer772 and Becky and Robin both told me that one of their motivations was 
having experienced the importance of a regular pattern of prayer with others on the short-term 
overseas missions teams that they had participated in.773  As a result they tried to pray regularly 
together in the community house.774  He told me that there wasn’t much structure to the prayer 
time; they might read a psalm together, once a week they would have a time of worship and 
generally they would pray for each other and the community around them.775  According to Becky 
the routine in the community house worked well and she and a friend continued to pray together 
when they moved into a different house; ‘It’s amazing – really, really good, powerful– just to pray 
together regularly’.776  Andrew thinks that ‘praying for each other has been massive over the 
years’.777 
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Amanda tells me that in the last few months of the community house this focus on prayer 
has petered out778 but Becky hopes that with Philip moving into her house they might be able to 
continue regular prayer.779 
 (ii) Sung Worship 
As already mentioned Hilchester avoided sung worship in the early stages because they saw it as 
at-odds with the missional and relevant approach they were seeking; as Andrew relays ‘I didn’t 
want to be the cheesy Christians, because obviously there aren’t many environments where 
people sing communally’.780  But through the connections which came about with the church in 
the neighbouring town they have found a power and a value in it which they were missing.  
Andrew tells me that with the growing emphasis on charismatic worship and spiritual gifts, ‘a lot 
of people were really attracted to that and came to learn, you know there was a feeling of the 
presence of God and I don’t know; there was lots of miracles’.781  The emphasis is on how much 
God loves everyone, which they call ‘the father’s heart’ and how they are all sons and daughters 
of God.  I asked Andrew, Philip and Becky about the connection with the church and the worship 
times and they all told me how important they had been to them bringing a deeper appreciation 
and understanding of spiritual gifts and seeking God.782  Philip calls it ‘the experiential – I don’t 
like saying spiritual side but it is that’783 and appreciates how there are many different ways to 
experience God in Hilchester. 
It appears that a number of people started coming to the meetings because of this focus 
on charismatic worship and God’s presence.  Although for many the focus on worship was 
something refreshing that brought new life to the work they were doing, it appears that some 
come just for the worship time with little intention of engaging in the community.   
Andrew explains that everything they do should flow from the place of knowing how God 
feels about them.784  He tells me there needs to be a tension between ‘inputting’ and ‘outputting’ 
and it’s important to do both.   Andrew’s prayer in one of the meetings demonstrates his sense of 
that tension, ‘Lord we do a lot for ourselves here in Hilchester but it's when we look out that we 
really enter into your blessing’.785 
Charismatic spirituality has been a great encouragement to the group and resourced 
them in a new way to do what they want to do on the estate, but at the same time it has been a 
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distraction away from the work they are doing and has meant that there are people involved in 
the group who don’t have a passion for what is happening on the estate.   
(iii) Miracles 
One of the other things that the focus on charismatic worship has brought is a focus on praying 
for miracles and healing.   ‘There was lots of miracles, we’ve always had lots of answers to prayer 
during [our gathering] – including healing – often not in a miraculous there and then way but in a 
sort of slower way’.786  They tell me about some of the answers to prayers they have had; praying 
for a friend’s hand which had a bad cut on it and a week later finding it had healed really well,787 
praying for a lady with a bad back and her saying it had got better straight away,788 praying for 
one of the boys they mentor to get a place at school which seemed very unlikely, but he was 
accepted,789 and seeing relationships restored particularly between one girl and her mum who 
had always had a difficult relationship.790 
The focus on prayer and praying for miracles is an important element of how they reach 
out.  Andrew tells me about the importance of both the practical support but also praying for 
people if they are sick.791  They feel they have grown in confidence to offer prayer and believing 
that they might be healed.792  Andrew tells me that the charismatic emphasis has ‘increased the 
confidence to pray for people and really ask the Holy Spirit to bless people and heal people on the 
streets’.793  He sees it as a way of expressing love for people.794 
 
Relating to Wider Society 
 (i) Tension between being community and social action 
They have felt a tension in Hilchester between building community and engaging in social action, 
particularly in understanding how the charity fits with the community.  Some like Charlie and 
Andrew are heavily focused on the estate, on reaching out, whereas Becky and others see the 
importance of building community, of caring for and loving each other in order to create a safe 
environment for others to be welcomed into.795  Andrew refers to the concept in the book Punk 
Monk796 which uses the analogy of breathing in and breathing out.  Activities focused inwards, for 
example worship, prayer, teaching and eating together are seen as ‘breathing in’ and breathing 
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out is the outreach; the mission and social action.797  He tells me that he has been taught the 
value of worship and building community but that it is important to have the tension.   Becky also 
reflected on the tension between the two, particularly how Charlie was frustrated with the 
‘inward looking stuff’.798  She highlighted two things which made it difficult to do everything; 
having enough resources and people trying to be involved in the community alongside their full 
time jobs.  She also pointed towards the fact that the more recent charismatic focus of the group 
had meant that the Monday meeting wasn’t as accessible as it had been to people ‘who don’t 
know anything about God’.799 
For Charlie the tension was difficult and he stopped going to the Monday meetings to focus 
on the charity.800  Andrew told me that church leaders had advised him that they should just focus 
on the estate and let the others go but he didn’t want to ‘dictate things’.801  He felt the best way 
was to pray and listen, not to fight the flow too much and to be comfortable with the tension; 
‘not wanting to have a neat box’.802  One of the things the group has found difficult is hanging on 
to people.  People don’t necessarily have the vision for the estate and the outreach in the way 
Andrew and Charlie do, but nevertheless their presence means that there are sufficient people for 
the group to be viable. 
 (ii) Starting from Friendship 
As already mentioned the basis of their work on the estate are loving relationships.  In Andrew’s 
words ‘we’re not trying to do big altar calls or preaches but really try and bless and then see what 
God does with that.  Share the Gospel but kind of become friends and start really from friends’.803 
Becky tells me that ‘I think, from what I can see the neighbours have become really good friends 
and come to rely on the people in the house in a good way and see the church […] in a more 
practical, alive, personable way’.804    
In many ways the football that they play with the young people every Tuesday embodies 
what they are attempting to do; through low key consistent activities they build relationships.  
Charlie tells me how they were inspired by a friend who did something similar somewhere else.  
They used to turn up and even if there were no young people they would still enjoy playing 
football together.805  Gradually over time people began to realise they would be there and it grew 
‘organically’806, they never advertised it, they just turned up and invited anyone else to join in.  
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Philip tells me that they are ‘able to model living life through football’807 by which he means 
‘being competitive and having fun, but also being encouraging to other people rather than 
bemoaning them not passing the ball – you know very simple things – and just being a consistent 
presence in people’s lives’.808 
In all their interactions practical support is seen as a key element.   Andrew explains 
The most important [way of showing love] is that committed, loving, practical support and 
that includes giving them lifts to the shops or going with them to hospital or sorting out 
their gardens and trying to help them find a job but also praying if their sick.809  
 This practical action, whether it be taking people to the shops, cooking crumbles for neighbours 
from the apples from their garden, helping with their gardens or other DIY tasks they are all seen 
as ways to bless people and build relationships. 
(iii) Reaching out as Community 
At the beginning of the interview with Andrew while he was talking about the aims of the gallery 
he said ‘So it would be a way [..] of the church to get out and meet people but not just as 
individuals but as a community and hopefully people would be drawn into the Trinity and their 
communal dance’.810  It was said with a chuckle at the end due to the theological language he was 
using, but I was particularly interested in his focus of the church getting out as a community, not 
just individuals.  Their social action and interactions with wider society tend to be through 
members of the community engaging together.  The focus of the community house allowed 
hospitality to be central.   Andrew describes how once they started the shared house they had 
‘people round for meals and parties and people to stay who didn’t have anywhere to go’.811  They 
all talk about having neighbours round for dinner and doing big parties.812 They used to do a big 
Christmas party and a big summer party.   
(iv) Changing the Atmosphere 
One of the things a number of people told me about was the negative stigma attached to the 
estate in the city.    They talk about their hope of ‘telling a different story’ and of ‘changing the 
atmosphere’ on the estate.  Charlie tells me;  
It’s like –someone said to me that ‘salvation is the centre of God’s plan but not the 
circumference’ and that our role is to improve environments – not like the only thing is to 
see someone saved.  We want to see the whole environment improved.  And yeah, just like 
hope where there isn’t hope – different stories to tell about life – but as a community.813   
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He tells me his hope for the charity is that it would be a catalyst for change by telling a different 
story from the one people hear growing up.  That God is for them and wants the best for them 
and how that will bring small changes in people’s lives which will breed more change.814  Having 
testimonies is therefore an important part of it.  People telling the stories of what God has 
done.815 
(v) Charity, School and Local Council 
In many ways the charity was a way they could legitimately do the youth work they wanted to do 
when it became clear it the affiliation with the local church was not working.   The aim of the 
charity is not to put on activities for young people but to help young people be part of running 
them.816  Isaiah 61 has been important to them in setting up the charity.  Charlie explains ‘Isaiah 
61 [talks about] the most broken people will restore cities and community and I guess our belief is 
that change is going to come from within this community’.817  One example of this is, when a 
number of teenage girls said they were disappointed that their school was not engaged in much 
charity work, they encouraged them to stop complaining and set something up themselves, which 
led the girls to organise and run a Christmas party fundraiser.818   Charlie talks about the need to 
make sure the work is of high quality when you’re a charity and to look after volunteers and 
acknowledges the challenges of being both a charity and a community.819  What becoming a 
charity has done is to open up opportunities to work with the school and local council in a new 
way.   
They connected with council youth workers early on when they started coming along to 
the football on a Tuesday night and handed out hot chocolate and supported the work they were 
doing.  The council also funded them to take the young people on trips.820  But gradually as people 
left the council and with changes in funding the council workers disappeared.  As cuts started to 
affect what the council could deliver they invited Charlie and the charity to do more and more.  
Initially the contact with the school came through a council worker being made redundant and 
asking Charlie to continue the mentoring he had been doing for a young person which involved 
going into school to support him. This meant that Charlie gradually got to know the school and 
got asked to help out in other ways.  He tells me ‘I got asked to a presentation at a multi-agency 
meeting and told everyone about what we’re doing and from that other people have asked if we 
can support people.  Which has been amazing really – like seeing people value what we’ve 
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done’.821  Their consistent presence and continuing work with the young people has resulted in 
more opportunities.   
Charlie and his wife have been involved with a number of young people and families in 
various ways through the school and social services.  In particular, one boy ended up living with 
them for a few weeks while they worked with social services to find him a permanent place to 
live.  They helped another boy successfully return to school after 5 months of absence.  They 
provided one-to-one support, helped him to get involved in sports activities and took him to 
church.  His teachers asked ‘what have you done to him? He is like a different child.  He can’t stop 
smiling’.822  They also run a bike hub which one boy was able to get involved with and count it 
towards school attendance.  These are various examples where they have been able to bring a 
relational consistency and help to smooth some of the gaps between the school and social 
services. 
4. Eastbark Small Missional Community 
Brief History 
Eastbark SMC (from here on referred to as Eastbark) came out of a local Charismatic Evangelical 
Free Church, Eastbark Community Church (ECC).  Most of the original families involved in Eastbark 
SMC were active members of ECC and all part of the same small group.  According to Jenny they 
felt as though they weren’t progressing, the things they had hoped for when they were young 
hadn’t happened yet and they want to ‘dig deep in the things of God’.823  Their small group ate 
together and prayed weekly.  Jenny points to a particular time when they prayed every night for 
six weeks for a girl with spinal deformities in Albania as something which formed them as a group 
and gave them a sense of what might be next.824  They had some experience of 24-7 Prayer locally 
and participating in weeks of prayer and some of them were actively involved in the 
movement.825  In 2005 Jenny and Darren bought a new house which Nick suggested they turned 
into a house of prayer.  After a while considering it they agreed and it opened in April 2006. 
So what we did then we just made the beds, made the house presentable, painted a few 
flowery walls and put some prayer things up – cd player really – a few plates and table and 
chairs.  And we just started and it was very much a hands-off for Darren and I at that time – 
and we didn’t – we tried not to make any plans – the idea was that people who wanted to 
would come and pray for one hour a week and we would just see what God did, so we did 
that until about the Christmas.826 
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They began eating together once a week and felt they were starting to get some momentum.  In 
the February of 2007 they had a breakfast for everyone and discussed what was next.  There was 
plenty of enthusiasm and they decided to continue for another three years and to be intentional 
about having meals together and having prayer weeks.  Jenny and Darren suggested that they 
lead the group, particularly taking responsibility for coordinating meals and allocating roles.  
Alongside this they still attended the Sunday services at ECC.827   The desire to be active in the 
local community is not something new to Eastbark; in the 1990s many Albanian and Kosovan 
refugees arrived in the area and some of them had had refugees to live with them.828  At the same 
time as starting Eastbark, many people were also involved in starting running a youth café one 
evening a week out of a double decker bus and are still involved today.829 
A deeper connection with 24-7 Prayer was formed when they began hosting their training 
course.  They adopted the Boiler Room model taking on the six values of Prayer, Mission, Justice, 
Creativity, Hospitality and Learning.  These values shape the community and everyone whom I 
interviewed used them to talk about what was important to Eastbark and how they ran. 
After 3 or 4 years they decided to start a second community.  Taking a particular group of 
people within the community who prayed together and socialised regularly they challenged them 
to plant a new community.  They didn’t have a house, but encouraged them to gather in a 
different venue (which was Jenny and Darren’s house initially) and to form their own distinctive 
shape.  After almost a year they found their own house and formed a distinct, though connected, 
community.830  The two communities continued to meet altogether once a month in what they 
called ‘core team’ where those committed to Eastbark would gather to eat and worship 
together.831 
Although individuals from Eastbark are involved in a variety of social action throughout the 
town, their work in schools is their main focus and is the only activity which is only run by people 
from the community.  Jenny and Darren’s children attended the secondary school as did many of 
the other young people in the community.  They had a ‘real heart’ to pray for the school.832  
Darren was a governor there and gradually opportunities opened up.  The first thing they did was 
Prayer Spaces in Schools, a 24-7 Prayer initiative which ties in with the national curriculum.  
Sometime after that there was a change in head teacher so Darren and Kate went to meet her 
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and asked ‘what can we do to serve you?’.833 She gave them a list of things.  Jenny continues the 
story 
So we came back with a thought, in fact we called an emergency community meeting one 
Saturday morning.  I think we’ve only done it once.  And said we’ve just been given all these 
opportunities in school what do we do?  And we’d been praying now for our town, you 
know our hearts were very much turned to this place, these roads, these people, so to get 
that was really something.  So we came across this idea of a café in a box someone else had 
done.  And literally turn up with a box and make a café – so we’re like, we can do that.  
Hospitality is our thing.  We can just make ourselves available.834 
A story they particularly like telling is how when they were being shown the canteen space where 
they could run the café, the head teacher asked them where they were going to put their prayer 
space.  This wasn’t something they’d even thought of but it’s been a regular feature of the café 
since the beginning.   
Current Practice 
Both houses have two meals a week with everyone expected to participate in one of them to 
keep it small and intimate.  I’m told by most people that these meals are main gathering points of 
the week.  There can be anywhere between 4 and 25 people at a house meal.835  Recently they 
have changed the timing of some of the meals to allow young families to attend more easily.  The 
main focus of their meals is eating together and building community but there is often some sort 
of prayer focus at the end of the meal.836  At one meal I attended there was a short time of prayer 
for people from Eastbark who were ill or in hospital that week.837  At another meal, after they’ve 
eaten they took time to listen to a worship song before praying for various needs in the local 
community.838  Anyone is welcome to attend the weekly meals.  Kate tells me ‘our weekly 
gathering is a meal- it’s not church on a Sunday ‘cos we want to share life – we want to make that 
accessible to non-Christians and Christian’s kids and old people’.839  Jenny tells me how Kate was 
able to invite a single mum who asked them what other support they offer in the school.840  House 
meal provides the relational hub around which everything else can operate.   
There are two communities which form the Eastbark SMC; House A and House B.  House 
A is the original house, led by Lee and Lisa.  House B is the house that was planted and is led by 
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Ben, Kate and Pete.841  People are either part of House A or House B apart from Darren and Jenny 
who oversee both houses and participate in both communities.  Both houses have a prayer room, 
dining room and kitchen downstairs forming the community space and bedrooms to host guests 
who visit.842  These houses form the hub of the communities.  No one lives in them and so there is 
a sense that they all host together.   The two communities gather together for ‘Core Team’ once a 
month.  Until recently this happened at House A but it became overcrowded so they now hire a 
room at the school which allows them more space.843  The Core Team is the closest thing they 
have to a traditional church service.  They have a speaker, they worship together and share 
stories of what’s going on in the life of the community and beyond.  After the meeting they eat 
together.  They are clear that Core Team is only for those who’ve made a commitment to 
Eastbark.  When I attended they were sharing about learning which is one of their six values.  
Everyone sat in one of four small circles and four of the leadership team rotated around the four 
circles sharing about different aspects of learning that were going on in the community.844  Later 
in the meeting, Kate shared about her recent trip to South Sudan and all that she had experienced 
mainly around stories of healing and answered prayer.845  A short time of worship was led by Pete 
before a visiting speaker shared stories of what is going on around the world in 24-7 Prayer.846 
Prayer is central to who they are and they have a rhythm of prayer throughout the year.  
There is a weekly rhythm, where everyone is encouraged to sign up for a regular weekly slot in 
the prayer room.847  Every month they have a particular prayer focus; ‘whether that be a prayer 
week, whether that be a 24-1 [24 hours for one day], in September and October we do 5 weeks of 
5 nights of prayer.  So that’s one hour for five nights for five weeks.  We all join together as 
community and have a bit of a focus.’848  Three times a year they have a week of prayer where 
there is always someone from the community praying in the prayer room and there is a particular 
theme or focus.  When I attended, the theme was ‘Breakout’ and all of the prayer stations and 
creative prayer activities were about God ‘breaking out’ in their lives, their community and their 
town.  I was told stories by both Jenny and Kate of things that had been prayed that for week 
which seemed ‘locked up’ (i.e. which they could not see how they would change) but they had 
seen answers to prayer.849 
The Café is the centre of their work in the school, which includes ‘chaplaincy’ by which 
they mean one-to-one meetings with pupils who need extra support, working with those 
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excluded from school and, more recently, supporting parents of pupils from the school.  Their 
vision for the café isn’t to encourage young people to join Eastbark, although some have, but to 
create ‘church community’ within the school.  They have developed ‘café team’ made up of pupils 
who want to be more connected to what goes on; they help out at the café and meet on a Friday 
lunch time to eat together and to discuss what they call ‘café values’, fun, family and 
hospitality.850  Although the café, itself, lasts one hour it takes a whole day for the team.  This is in 
part because they want prayer and hospitality to be at the heart of the café.  They gather to pray 
at 9am for 1 hour, before heading off to buy whatever is needed for the day and plan any 
activities that will happen during the café.  They cook lunch and all those going into school eat 
together, modelling the hospitality they are extending in the café.851  They have another hour of 
prayer and then an hour of set up before the kids come into the café at 3pm after school.  About 
150 young people visit the café.852  Initially there is a huge queue for toast which is given out for 
free.853  Some people only come for toast, but many sit at the tables and chat and play games, 
some join in with the creative activity which is biscuit decorating the week I’m visiting, and then 
there are some more active team games later on.854  After the café the young people who are part 
of the café team stay around and there is a time to pray together for any particular needs.855 
Being Community 
(i) Relationships 
Again, like the other SMCs, Eastbark see relationships as vital in all that they do.  Jenny told me 
that the community was built on friendship.  Many in Eastbark were friends long before they 
decided to start an SMC.  Ben similarly points to the vital nature of building strong relationships in 
the group;   
I think the relationship is essential.  I think one of the things that we’ve really tried to 
encourage and harness is just this relationship for each other but it being really building 
strong relationships, but also those relationships being loose enough to include others – 
not to be exclusive –not to be a little cliquey group of people that doesn’t invite others.  
And I think that can sometimes be a hard thing to get balance of, because you want to build 
these really strong individual relationships but also maintain this welcome thing – so I think 
that’s really important – and it needs to be –kind of – have a family feel – so I think we need 
to look at each other and act as family to each other really – that’s really important as well 
– and then that allows… but again all of that kind of starts and comes from the prayer room 
– so I guess that’s the pivotal bit – it’s prayer.856   
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Here Ben points out the possible tension of building strong relationships and yet remaining open 
and welcoming to others.  He uses the word family to describe those relationships, as do others.  
It is also interesting to see Ben’s assertion that the relationships start in the prayer room.  For Ben 
it is important that they pray together and demonstrates the centrality of prayer in the SMC.  Lee 
also describes the community in terms of relationship;  
There is more [to] being a Christian other than going to church and carrying on with the 
things we carry on doing – it’s relationship really – it’s that relational context that I enjoy.  
Involved with people and seeing people grow and be encouraged and be blessed.  But also 
blessing to others.  Yeah, so working it out practically – that’s how I see it really.857   
The relational aspect isn’t just seen within the community but as Lee said they are worked out 
practically in the wider community.   
It’s like you can really start to have these relationships with this individual from this school 
and her mum and there’s a group of you all really investing in that and then you start to 
really see the impact of that – because they’re experiencing family as I am.858   
Relationships are vital and the house meal is a key place where those relationships can be formed 
and developed.859  Eastbark work hard on building and maintaining strong relationships.  One way 
they encourage it is through ‘study buddies’ or ‘study partners’.  Every few months names are 
pulled out of a hat and people are paired up and encouraged to meet up a few times and spend 
time together.860   They have developed structures and patterns to help put relationships at the 
centre of the community.   
(ii) Being Small but Hoping for Growth 
Being small is seen as having great value.   
With a large group of people – if you’re meeting with 300 people every week it’s very easy 
to kind of slip into the background and go from week to week and nobody really knows 
even who you are – when you’ve got a small community – and that’s kind of why we 
planted into two is to keep that number relatively small to allow people to step into things 
because they can’t hide from responsibility – so we need people to cook house meal and if 
there’s only 11 people in community, everybody has to do it because the same person can’t 
do it all of the time.  And worship and teaching we try and get everybody involved in 
that.861   
But the hope of the group, as Jenny puts it is ‘to see [local] people join us.  Like average ordinary 
[local] people come to faith and know God’.862  They want to grow because they want to see new 
people becoming Christians.  The problem with growing, is of course, that it’s hard to maintain 
the things they value about it being small; ‘I’d want to see us grow, obviously that would bring 
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challenges.  What does it look like to have 3 houses, or 4 houses or 5 houses, or maybe we don’t 
even have houses?’.863  But the fact that they have already grown to two community houses 
means they don’t seem so daunted by the need to develop new communities.  As Kate explains, 
‘And that’s why we’ve done two house meals […] for house B it was almost 30 on one night, so 
actually to have two makes us small again to grow again’.864  David draws it back to relationships; 
‘I think it’s not about numbers, it is about relationship and it is about making a difference in our 
community.   So maybe another house to be planted, but only so that more of the community can 
be touched’.865 
Being small of course brings its own challenges.  Darren tells me that even with 50 or so 
people the community still feels fragile.  There are big changes in moving into one house for a 
while when house A is refurbished and he is worried how the community will respond.866   David 
highlights another challenge of being small; ‘There’s no hiding place if I can put it that way.  In a 
bigger church you can sometimes turn up and do a little bit’.867  He told me that when he and his 
family were considering joining Eastbark they had a trial to see if they liked it and were actually 
committed, particularly to the six values.  Ben describes the level of commitment required as a 
good thing, and that although it can be uncomfortable it is ‘iron sharpening iron’.868   
Relationship to Church 
(i) Being Church 
As with the other groups, there is an interesting relationship with church.  They see themselves as 
church, but at the same time have no desire to be a church.  They want to do church (verb) not be 
a church (noun).869   Ben describes Eastbark as his ‘expression of church’ and explains ‘how we do 
church is through meals and sharing time with each other and prayer being a major pivotal part of 
all of that’.870  Lee described Eastbark as ‘community based church’.871  Kate tells me why she 
stayed at Eastbark; ‘I just built relationships and really connected in the prayer room with God but 
also with how they did church here’.872   She tells me how she would describe it to someone else.  
I’m a part of a church but it’s church like you don’t know it, our church looks like a meal […] 
it is a group of people that really know how to love each other well, that have a faith that 
completely transforms the way that they live their lives and that they see miracles all the 
time  […]  It’s church but every day of the week.”873 
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At their core team meeting Jenny tells me;  
We're more about the Monday to Saturday.  We don't want to be a church.  We actively 
discourage Christians from getting involved.  If you're not a Christian or not going to church, 
yes please come as much as you would like and get involved, but if you are a Christian we'd 
rather you didn't.874   
The last comment is perhaps worth exploring a little further.  There is a suspicion of people 
changing churches.  They don’t want to encourage Christians to come and join but they want to 
be open and welcoming to everyone else.  ‘If you’re not a believer we want to focus on you and 
love on you and bring you to God’.875 But if they are a Christian ‘we really make people jump 
through hoops if they want to join us’.876 
Ben explains that what drew him and his wife to the community was that it was local and 
focused on their community.  They attended a church in London for a while where there was good 
worship and teaching but ‘in-between those times you weren’t able to live a life that was – a life 
of worship if you like’.877  David and his wife agreed but highlighted both how they missed Sunday 
worship and how there was a very high level of commitment with the community.878  In the 
conversation with Jenny about not being church on a Sunday she goes on to tell me they have 
fought hard to keep true to the original vision and not get drawn into being a church and that 
they are passionate that this remains a community looking outwards.879 
In one sense Eastbark are church; the relationships, the support, the prayer, the focus on 
the community.  But in another sense they are not church; they have actively moved away from 
the Sunday focus and made a distinction between themselves and the churches they were part of. 
(ii) Relationship to Other Churches 
The church they came out of, ECC, has gone through a lot of difficulties in the last ten years.  It 
decided to adopt a model of Missional Communities after Eastbark had already formed, which 
allowed Eastbark to still connect with the church as the focus was taken off Sunday meetings and 
placed on creating these missional communities.  This model focuses on developing communities 
within the church itself which have a particular missional focus.  One of the other successful 
groups from the church has been based around Messy Church encouraging families to engage 
together.  This has not been the easiest transition.  David and his family joined Eastbark when the 
Missional Communities initiative was launched and tells me how it was a struggle for him;  
At that point I was still involved in the music team, worship team, and then the church had 
a Sunday morning meeting which was […] in one building and then a main meeting once a 
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month.  And that was to sort of wean people off - if I can put it that way – Sunday morning 
worship.  I still used to go to that, and still quite like that if I’m quite honest.  I found the 
transition from that to the current model quite difficult.880   
He tells me how quite a few people left the church because of the change in focus away from 
Sundays. 
A number of the community, mainly those who formed Eastbark out of ECC originally, still 
attend Sunday services, but seem to be more distant from the church.  It hasn’t been an easy 
relationship to navigate, but they have sought to communicate well and support each other and 
Jenny and Darren still meet up regularly with the leader of ECC and are on good terms.  One 
particular point of tension has been how individuals give money; ECC think it should be given to 
them to be distributed, but many who are part of Eastbark feel no connection to ECC and 
therefore give money directly to Eastbark.881 
God’s Agency 
This is Jenny’s description of how things happen in Eastbark. 
So you meet and pray, you meet and talk to God and you meet to eat together.  And then 
out of that God will do something that will cement you together but also send you out.  It 
has to happen otherwise you’re not doing it properly.  Yeah it does happen.882   
Through praying and eating together God worked through them and sent them out into the 
community. 
(i) God has shaped the community 
They feel that the community is the shape it is because of how God has shaped them.  Jenny tells 
me that, at the beginning, they tried not to direct the community but encourage people to pray in 
the prayer room and ‘just see what God did’.883  They spent time praying together and then 
regularly eating together and dreaming about what it might be.  ‘So then we started to have 
meals together, we started to pray, and then we started to have these celebrations of what we 
felt God was doing and encouraging one another really.  And we kept it at that for a year’.884  Pete 
believes God has called them as a community to the rhythms of prayer that they have.885  He tells 
me that the leadership team, which he is a part of, has the job of holding together what they feel 
God has called them to and the practical organisation and decisions.886  For Eastbark there is a 
deep connection between their times of prayer and their sense of calling into social action.  ‘If we 
keep the prayer focus and if we keep our heart right in that sense then I hope God will keep 
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moving us along you know.’887  Jenny tells me that they sense God is still at work among them and 
that what they are doing is benefiting others.  ‘So I think that’s what keeps you going – God is still 
for us.  And while that’s the case you’ve got to stick with it’.888 
(ii) Sensing God’s calling and what God is doing 
They describe to me various ways that they sense what God is calling them to and what God is 
doing amongst them.  Jenny gave me an example; when she and Darren had bought the house 
but hadn’t managed to sell their old one, they both independently had the thought that they 
shouldn’t rent it out.  She recalls saying ‘I just don’t think we should rent it out – how can you say 
that to Darren?’.889  But when asked by Nick, both felt that having it as a house of prayer was the 
right thing to do.   
They describe how, on another occasion, prophetic words were given to them by visiting 
speakers.  One described seeing five or six communities in the town, another encouraged them to 
bring their plans forward in time.  Jenny tells me ‘I just felt God say “this second house should be 
now. Like you’re saying in the future but you’ve got to bring it forward.”  I just felt God inspired us 
at that time to say “do it and it’s this group, do it with this group.”’890  They expect to hear from 
God.  For example every year on New Year’s Day they go round to the houses in the community 
and pray ‘and people ask God for words – particular words for the family for the year – and 
they’re written down’.891  In the prayer times that I was part of people shared various words and 
pictures they felt were from God during the times of prayer and worship. 
David described how he senses God ‘steering’ him during his prayers by focusing his 
attention to a particular prayer or prayer request on the wall and he just concentrates on praying 
for that person.892  In their prayers they use phrases such as ‘ride the wave with you God’893, ‘Keep 
us committed - don't want to be holding back where you are opening doors’894, ‘your timing is 
perfect’895 and ‘pray our hearts are in tune with yours’.896  Seeking God, hearing from Him, being 
in tune with Him and following what He is doing are key themes of their prayers and the narrative 
of the group. 
Through basing what they do in the prayer room they continually ask God about what 
they are doing.  This means that there has been no big plan and they’ve figured it out as they 
went along.  Jenny remarks ‘I think that’s always interesting when you look back isn’t it?  Because 
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it makes perfect sense and I could put it in a nice story line for you but at the time it didn’t feel 
like we were going anywhere’.897  She tells me they did not know where they were heading.  Ben 
comments similarly ‘When we started we had no idea what we’re doing… and we kind of fumbled 
our way through it and we’re still kind of just exploring and fumbling through different challenges 
really’.898   
I don’t get the sense that this is a problem for the group and there is a general excitement 
that there are always new things to explore and new things to be part of.  ‘It’s worth it.  It makes 
it all worth it.  Yeah it’s hard work but wow – how amazing to be part of something that keeps on 
growing and every year looks different and every year there’s a new story’.899  Ben describes it as 
‘we’ve come with a corporate kind of focus to put God first in all of those things – still working on 
what that really looks like in every area – but that’s part of the journey of this’.900 
Lee describes how being involved in Eastbark is ‘challenging and exciting at the same 
time’901 and Pete tells me how excited he is by the opportunities opening up to them.902  There is 
an expectation in the group and excitement about what God is doing.  They are on an exciting 
journey and although there are challenges it is the excitement of what is happening and the 
potential that keeps them going. 
(iii) Experiencing his presence and blessing 
They put a strong emphasis on experiencing God’s blessing and his presence.  These extracts from 
my field notes recount a couple of testimonies shared by members of the school team in their 
prayer time after the worship time in the school show the importance they place on experiencing 
God.    
Tim gave a little testimony.   He had been struggling from a bad back over the last few days.  
After the worship time suddenly his back feels much better. He said that during the worship 
time he had been quite teary which is often a sign to him of God's presence.903 
Kate mentions how another boy who was there told her that during [the worship time] he 
was praying and he couldn't open his eye and he sensed God's presence.904  
In a couple of the prayer times Kate, in particular, prays, for God to ‘show us the joy of your 
presence’905 and ‘you are a kind God, you do amazing things but you also bless us with your 
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presence’.906  These prayers captured something of the joint desires, both to see amazing things 
and that they and others would experience God’s presence. 
Christian Practices 
As mentioned above, Eastbark adopted the six practices set out by 24-7 Prayer Boiler Rooms; 
Prayer, Mission, Justice, Hospitality, Creativity and Learning.  They make sure that these practices 
are present in their community life and use them as a means to focus the activities of the 
community.907  Of the six, prayer and hospitality appear to be the ones which they most 
emphasize and come most naturally to them. 
(i) Prayer   
Because of their strong connections to the 24-7 Prayer movement prayer has been important 
from the beginning.  They have a dedicated prayer room in both houses, a regular rhythm of 
prayer and an expectation that core team members will spend at least an hour in the prayer room 
a week.  Ben highlights that prayer is key to who they are; ‘I think having a prayer room and a 
commitment to praying individually and corporately as a group, I think is really important – that’s 
something that we would say is a major foundational building block’.908  And they have achieved a 
sustainable rhythm of prayer as Jenny relays; ‘we’ve really managed to put a stake in the ground 
for prayer and we’ve done well in that and I think there’s always more, and we’re never satisfied, 
but the prayer stuff is good’.909   
Ben also told me that it is important that the prayer room is central; ‘So I think main thing is 
having it as a prayer room, I guess, and having that focus on wanting God to be the centre of it – 
so everything that we do is born out of a desire to almost draw closer to God really’.910  Lee tells 
me ‘you can pray in your house, in your room, anywhere – but it’s important that we have a place 
where people feel like they can just come and pray – it’s that active participation really – so we 
see that as a very important part of community life’.911   The prayer room is a creative space with 
art work, interactive prayer stations and prayer written across the walls and on post-it notes.  
There is a sense among the group that, because it’s a place set aside for prayer, because there is 
regularly prayer going on and because you are surrounded by other people’s prayer, it is a special 
place to pray.  As Kate says  
To have this house- to have a permanent prayer room where its got layer upon layer of 
prayers – where you can see people’s names. Like last week saw ‘I want to see my job 
situation change’, [then] ‘I’ve got the interview’ and you could track it on the prayer wall. I 
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didn’t speak to them I just tracked it on the prayer wall and I got to pray through that 
process with them.”912   
There is a focus on praying for miracles, healing and breakthrough within the community.  During 
one of my visits there were a number of people in hospital for minor operations and the two 
prayer times at the end of community meals were mainly focused on praying for them.  Darren 
particularly prayed that they would see more of God’s power through healing, not just the doctors 
but God’s hand ‘that people might turn up and find they don’t even need the operation 
anymore’.913   
Ben describes a lot of what they do as an overflow from the prayer room.  He tells me 
how ‘it’s born from a place of seeking God’ which pushes them out into the community and how 
being in the prayer room shapes the individual’s life and therefore affects everything.  Similarly, 
the things that happen in the social action that they are involved in ‘come back to the prayer 
room and then direct our prayers ‘.914  He describes it as a ‘two way thing where our prayers 
directly impact what is happening in school and bar and bus and just life but then, equally, that 
then comes back and directs our prayers and so on..’915  The prayer room is the place of 
connection with God, meeting with Him and hearing from Him, and the place that they are sent 
from.  Similarly those things that happen in life become the things they pray about.  When making 
decisions in the community, for example the decision about how to get involved in the school, 
prayer plays a key role.916 
(ii) Hospitality 
Hospitality is primarily shown through the act of eating together every week.  This is not the only 
expression of hospitality, but it does seem to be the one from which all others flow.  The principle 
is that acting hospitably towards each other is the means by which they can act hospitably to 
those beyond the community.  This includes welcoming people to house meals, inviting people to 
join in with many of the activities and having people to stay in both the houses and in their own 
homes. 
Pete emphasises eating together; ‘I think eating together is really, really important just to have 
our main expression of community as a meal, I think that says something about who we are’.917  
He then expresses something I think is key in the life of the community; ‘we’re not a community 
that kind of puts on stuff - it almost sounds selfish – we do it for ourselves – we don’t do this for 
other people’.918  What I think he’s trying to express, and I saw acted out throughout the 
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community, is that they are not creating events and projects to invite people to, they are creating 
community which they welcome people to be part of.   The central event of the community, the 
meal, is not just something that everyone is welcome to, but also something that is easily 
accessible.  Everyone is welcomed into the very core of the community life.  The meal is central 
because of the way it helps them to build relationships and grow as a community as Pete explains;  
You have to create that space for people to share their life with one another and again to 
pray with one another – you know the stuff that I hear about what someone else is going 
through over a house meal, that stuff I can pray for, that stuff I can, you know, catch up 
with them next week and say ‘how are things going, how’s this going?’  So I think yeah, 
prayer and eating together, or hospitality, that’s really important.919   
This also shows how hospitality and prayer are not two separate strands, they interconnect. 
House meals are a way into the community, they ‘bridge the gap’ between the community and 
those outside as Ben recounts ‘that neighbour got involved and became a Christian through 
starting off with the house meals, so being able to share that life with people has been fantastic 
as well’.920 
Despite the relational nature of all that they do, everything is carefully structured and 
organised.  They have rotas for cooking house meals, they have people in charge of hospitality in 
each house, and they have a rota to cook for the oldest member of the community, Fran, who is 
89. 
Relating to Wider Society 
I have already demonstrated that the foundation to Eastbark’s engagement in wider society is 
through extending the relationships they have out into the community.  This is done in a number 
of ways. 
 (i) Engaged as Community 
The schools work gives Eastbark a focus to their social engagement.  ‘So other people are doing 
other things, but as Eastbark what’s bubbled out of what we do together is the schools works.  
And that has become a heavy focus for us’.921  Many in the community are involved in actually 
going to the school as part of the café team, through mentoring or helping young people who are 
excluded and through helping with the God story teaching that they did one year.  Even those 
who don’t get to go in regularly feel part of the work.  Ben who isn’t able to be involved in the 
school’s work because he is working full time talks about how he feels part of what’s going on in 
school.922 This is not seen as social action that some people in the community are involved in, but 
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rather as the way that the community as a whole engage in social action.  This is their mission 
together. 
(ii) Building community as Mission 
Jenny describes how they approached the schools work differently; 
For school we had a mind change – I think the prayer spaces in school did that for me.  That 
we were not trying to recruit school kids to come to our church.  We didn’t want three or 
four of them to come and join us – we wanted to take church there.923   
This is all part of extending the relationships and building community.  Eating together before 
they go into the school is seen as vital as Jenny explains ‘we model the hospitality before we take 
the hospitality’.924  Although some people from the school join the houses their goal is that the 
café would itself be Christian community.  The first time they ever ran the café one of the young 
people asked how they could join.  They were surprised, but told her she could join and that they 
would bring a badge for her next week.  This grew into their student team who help to run the 
café.    
David compares their focus on relationship with inviting an evangelist and handing out leaflets;  
What we see now is just real relationships.  For no ulterior motive, because we want to 
serve people, that’s the first principle.  And then people come along and they join and they 
join and ‘goodness me, that person prayed tonight – did they? – I didn’t know they were a 
Christian.’ Those sort of conversations happen – so it’s lovely – fantastic.925   
Eastbark are focused on building community in whatever they are doing. 
(iii) Prayer Spaces 
One interesting dynamic is how prayer is part of every aspect of their social action, not just that it 
came out of praying for it together or that they pray for what they are doing but prayer is a very 
obvious presence in all they do.  Their initial way in to the school was by running ‘Prayer Spaces in 
Schools’, an initiative started by 24-7 Prayer creating prayer rooms in schools and tying that in 
with Religious Education in the National Curriculum.  They now have a prayer space at every café 
they run in school which can be used as a quiet space for the young people but will also include a 
creative prayer activity.  The prayer space gives people the opportunity to pray in a creative way 
which is somewhat independent of the team running the café.  After the café they ran while I was 
visiting one of the team said that the prayer space was used with lots of people using it to thank 
God for friends and family.  She said that there were a lot of good conversations too and so it 
must have felt like a ‘safe space’.926 
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It’s not just in the café that prayer takes an active role in the schools work.  They were 
careful at first and when asked by the head teacher whether they were going to pray with the 
young people they said that they would chat to young people but pray for them later.  The head 
teacher then told them that she wanted them to teach the young people how to pray.927  
Eastbark’s expectation is that as they provide opportunities for people to pray and engage in 
Christian practices that they will encounter God through them. 
Beyond the school’s work prayer often plays a prominent part in their social action.  While 
having discussions with the person who was buying a house for them to rent to begin the second 
community Darren told them ‘if we were getting together now and having this sort of discussion 
we’d pray before we finished’.  So they said ‘yeah all right then, carry on’.928  So they prayed about 
the plans with him even though he wasn’t a Christian.  David tells me how people at his work 
know he is a Christian and know about their prayer room.  He says ‘People come to me and ask 
me to pray about things at work’.929  He asks their permission to put their names on the prayer 
wall in the prayer room and the community pray for them.   
Summary 
Through each description of lived theology key themes were drawn out under the headings that 
emerged through the coding of the data; Community, Relationship to Church, Christian Practices, 
God’s Agency, and Relating to Wider Society.  These themes helped focus the descriptions and will 
in turn focus the analysis, around particular points in common between the SMCs.  Under each of 
these headings the subheadings drew out the unique practices, understandings, beliefs and 
structures of each SMC.   
I now turn to the analysis, drawing out key insights from these descriptions of lived 
theology around the question of how the SMCs sustain their social action.  These descriptions 
demonstrate a complex relationship with charismatic evangelicalism; on the one hand these SMCs 
have developed as a reaction to the intensive focus of charismatic evangelicalism, but significantly 
all four SMCs have drawn on practices and beliefs from charismatic evangelicalism to do that.  For 
this reason, chapter 4 develops an analysis through a conversation with the account of 
charismatic evangelicalism developed in chapter 1.  
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Chapter 4: The Extensive Charismatic Nature of 
the Lived Theology of Small Missional 
Communities 
This Chapter takes the themes developed in the previous chapter and develops an analysis of 
SMCs in conversation with charismatic evangelicalism.  This analysis is directed by the second sub 
question;  
How do these the practices, beliefs, structures and their understandings help them sustain 
social action given the struggles found in the account of charismatic evangelicalism?  
Having developed descriptions of the lived theology of SMCs these are now brought into a critical 
conversation with each other and the account of charismatic evangelicalism to analyse the lived 
theology of SMCs.   I will identifying the ways in which SMCs both continue to embrace the 
understandings and practices of charismatic evangelicalism and the ways that they extend and 
change them.  I will demonstrate that SMCs have developed an extensive focus in contrast to the 
intensive focus of charismatic evangelicalism930.  This represents a significant development in 
charismatic evangelicalism which has allowed the Charismatic Evangelical emphasis on experience 
to remain central while enabling the SMCs to sustain their social action by focusing on God’s 
action in the world. 
 This chapter is not an attempt to articulate a theology for SMCs, but rather to explore the 
lived theology of these SMCs in greater depth.  Of course, this account is a construction; an 
attempt to understand the practices, beliefs, understandings and structures of the SMCs 
theologically.  The statements about God within the chapter attempt to reflect the SMCs 
understanding of how God is at work, but judgement is reserved with the conviction that God is at 
work in the world and may be glimpsed through the words and actions of the SMCs.931 
The chapter is split into four sections.  The first section describes how SMCs have moved 
the Location of Belonging, the place you need to be to be considered a member of the SMC, from 
the worship service to the relational gathering.  I will show how this has enabled them to sustain 
their social action by making their social action part of community life rather than a project run by 
the community.  The second section explores the change in understanding of where and how God 
acts.  Mirroring the move in the Location of Belonging, the SMCs have developed new ways to 
understand how God is at work in the world, particularly in relation to their social action, and how 
they can collaborate with God in that work.  Describing God at work in the world opens the 
possibility of God being experienced in the midst of social action.  The third section explores how 
the SMCs experience God in social action.  This section brings together the first two by connecting 
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them through the idea of ‘experiencing God’ and exploring how they experience God in their 
social action.  I analyse how they both draw on their Charismatic practices and develop new 
practices and vocabulary to help them learn to see and experience God at work in their social 
action.  The fourth section engages with the critique of charismatic evangelicalism exploring how, 
despite the positive ways that charismatic evangelical lived theology has been extended by the 
SMCs, some of the weaknesses and blind spots have been carried forward too. The chapter 
concludes with a short summary of how the extensive charismatic nature of their lived theology 
helps them sustain social action. 
Moving the Location of Belonging 
This section explores where you need to be present to be considered part of the church or 
community.  I have named this the ‘Location of Belonging’.  In charismatic evangelicalism this was 
the Sunday worship service; this was where you needed to be to be considered a member.932  
What Chapter 3 revealed was that SMCs had a strong desire for church and their Christian lives to 
be more about what goes on in the rest of the week, outside the Sunday service.933  They had 
actively moved this Location of Belonging to relational gatherings such as a meal.  As Kate in 
Eastbark expressed; ‘Our church looks like a meal’.934  This is not just introducing a meal into the 
pattern of the church life but making the meal the central activity.   
The Location of Belonging in charismatic evangelicalism and SMCs 
In charismatic evangelicalism the focus of the life of the church was around the worship service 
and all activities needed to connect to the worship service.  One of the measures of the 
effectiveness of social action was whether it brought people into the Sunday service.  The primary 
focus of the Sunday worship service was on ‘time of worship’ and ‘ministry time’ and that the 
focus of these practices was experiencing God.935  The worship service is described as the place 
where people experience God, are ‘filled with the Holy Spirit’ and then ‘sent out’ into the 
world.936  However, the result is that the worship services dominates charismatic evangelicalism 
which is demonstrated by the fact that Pilavachi can describe the gathered worship service as ‘the 
main event’.937 
Through the theological accounts of the SMCs I demonstrated that they were challenging 
this understanding of church.   All four SMCs actively questioned the dominant place of the 
Sunday service and the focus on ‘time of worship’ and ‘ministry time’.  Instead there was a strong 
desire in the SMCs for church to connect to the rest of their lives.  Eastbark told me how they 
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were about ‘the Monday to Saturday’938 and were ‘church but every day of the week’.939  
Hilchester told me their motivation for starting the community was that church on Sunday didn’t 
connect to the rest of their lives940 and they didn’t want to use their efforts to resource a Sunday 
service.941  Margaret in Airbury told me she felt a call ‘to be part of the church outside the 
building’ describing how she could not just sit in the pews any longer.942   The perspective from 
Lynwood was that church on Sunday was not enough; being ‘filled up’ and sent was not working 
for them, they wanted to experience God all through the week.  All the SMCs displayed this sense 
that church should connect with everything else that they did.   
This desire that Christian faith connects with everything else in life is regularly articulated 
in charismatic evangelicalism through phrases such as ‘worship as a lifestyle’943  and social action 
being ‘near and dear to the heart of God’.944  Wimber’s primary focus was to equip God’s people 
for ministry and evangelism but, on the whole, the practices were adopted into the Sunday 
service, and did not result in people engaging in evangelism and ministry outside of the church.   
The SMCs identified this tension between the espoused and operant theology within charismatic 
evangelicalism; it may be the espoused theology of the worship service that intimate worship 
leads to action in the world, but the experience of the members of the SMCs was that the operant 
theology was a focus on intimacy in worship, which for many had little impact on the rest of their 
lives.945   For many this was one of the key motivations for starting the SMC, faith actually 
connecting with the rest of life. 
Further to the frustration that the Sunday service was disconnected from the rest of life 
and did not effectively equip them to engage, the SMCs noted that at times it actually inhibited 
their ability to engage.  Hilchester found that the demands of the Sunday service in the local 
church had the effect of drawing them away from engaging with people on the estate.946   Despite 
the rise in engagement in social action and justice within charismatic evangelicalism it remained 
something of a side-show, happening on the periphery of the life of the church947.  The SMCs 
reaction against this stance was clear; being an SMC for Airbury meant remaining involved in the 
life of the town948 and for Hilchester meant impacting the local community.949   It was not just that 
social action was something important, but that it was vital to their life as a community.  They 
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were not just seeking to engage in social action, but for it to be an integral part of their life 
together.   
The result is that SMCs have taken the emphasis off the Sunday worship service and 
instead focus on the relational gatherings such as the meal.  They have done this by structuring 
the life of the community in such a way as to make the meal, and other relational gatherings, 
central to the life of the community; by doing so they have made these relational gatherings the 
Location of Belonging. The emphasis on relationships, already present within charismatic 
evangelicalism,950 has become a primary focus of SMCs through this structural change of the 
Location of Belonging.   The relationships between people in the community have become the 
means of belonging rather than participating in ‘time of worship’ and ‘ministry time’.  Philip 
compared ‘institutional church’, where building relationships felt tagged on the end, with the 
Hilchester community meal where there were blurred lines between socializing and the 
meeting.951  Similarly in Lynwood, Sarah described the work as being secondary to the 
relationships they built and how they had a reputation for their lunches where everyone eats 
together.952  In the SMCs the Location of Belonging moves from the Sunday service to the 
community meal and the mode of belonging moves from the practices of the Sunday service, 
namely worship and ‘ministry time’, to those of relationship and hospitality.  This is a significant 
change that needs emphasizing; to belong to the group you now need to be present at a meal 
rather than a worship service and the belonging is mediated through relationships with others as 
opposed to joining in the communal worship practices.  This means that anyone can have a sense 
of belonging in the SMC without having to engage in those communal worship practices or even 
believing in God.  
There are a number of things that ‘moving the Location of Belonging’ is not, which I want 
to highlight.  Firstly, it is not moving the worship service to a different setting; holding the worship 
service in a pub, café or rugby club still means the Location of Belonging is the worship service, 
and the practices of belonging are intimate worship and prayer ministry.  For the SMCs belonging 
comes through the relationships not through worship practices.  For example, the people 
attending the drop-in at Airbury were considered as much part of the community as those 
attending the communion service, and perhaps more so.  Secondly, this is not creating an inward 
looking club focused on itself, but a ‘missional community’ wanting to reach out to those around 
them.  Moving the Location of Belonging has come about because of the strong desire to reach 
out to the community.  It has not happened in isolation but alongside the other changes I will 
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discuss in this chapter which together help them to be more focused on their local community.953  
Thirdly, the SMCs are not questioning the importance of worship but are questioning the 
dominance that this somewhat narrow definition of worship has had over the life of charismatic 
evangelicalism.  In fact one of the challenges that Airbury needed to address was how to find a 
place for sung worship within the community.  Fourthly, the Location of Belonging is not just 
where most people are.  I have had countless conversations with people interested in my 
research who have wondered how they can get all the people currently coming to their midweek 
activity, which draw far more people than their Sunday service, to start coming to ‘church’.  What 
the SMCs did was change the Location of Belonging and realised that these people already were 
the church community.954   
How moving the Location of Belonging Sustains Social Action 
SMCs have moved the Location of Belonging from the worship service to the relational gathering 
but the important question to answer at this point is what difference it makes to the SMCs and 
specifically how does it help them sustain their social action?  I have identified three key ways 
that this change comes about.   
i. Social Action on an Equal Footing 
Because the Sunday gathering is no longer the Location of Belonging the ‘time of worship’ and 
‘ministry time’ do not receive special status purely by being the principle activities in the Sunday 
gathering.   The Location of Belonging is the meal and therefore the activities that are associated 
with belonging become those of hospitality and welcome.  The foundation of belonging isn’t a 
practice of worship, but hospitable relationships.  By locating the place of belonging in the meal 
and other relational gatherings, all other practices and activities are understood from this 
relational foundation.   Practices are not favoured purely by virtue of them being the practices 
which occur in the Location of Belonging meaning that social action, for example, is placed on 
more of an equal footing with the ‘time of worship’; they are both engaged in from the Location 
of Belonging of relational community.  Claire in Airbury described this change in perspective when 
she stated that they have ‘learned that mission and justice is worship’ and that they ‘consider 
action an underpinning spirituality as much as [...] prayer’.955   This is not necessarily a theological 
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statement about the value of social action over ‘time of worship’, but rather pointing out that its 
value is not decided by how it relates to ‘time of worship’.  
ii. Blurring the lines between Community and Social Action 
Blurring the lines between community and social action is a direct result of moving the Location of 
Belonging.  The SMCs have become focused around relational gatherings, primarily meals but also 
the drop-in in Airbury and the school café in Eastbark, and therefore relationships and hospitality.   
One way that individuals in the SMCs described their experience of these deep relationships was 
through the word ‘family’; be it Dorothy in Airbury telling me why she came to the communion 
services,956 Ed in Hilchester living far from his parents,957 Rachel talking about the close 
relationships in Lynwood958 or Ben in Eastbark describing the experience of the house meals.959  
Using ‘family’ to describe church community is common in Christianity; but here in the SMCs it is 
used to particularly emphasize the depth and importance of the relationships that they 
experience.  This is what they want to share as they reach out to the wider community, these 
deep friendships and this sense of community.  The key point is that because the relational 
gathering is the Location of Belonging people can easily be invited to participate and feel part of 
the community straight away.   As a result, the distinction between the community and the social 
action becomes blurred and the ability to define something purely as the community or social 
action is lost.  Social action is not seen as a project engaged in outside the community but part of 
the life of the SMC.  The simple fact is that because the Location of Belonging is in the meal, it is 
now easier to belong.  Anyone can participate in the central act of the SMC, the meal.  It is natural 
to invite people whom they interact with to the meal times meaning these people can 
immediately feel a sense of belonging. 
A particularly clear example of blurring the lines between social action and the relational 
gathering was the drop-in in Airbury.  On my first visit I spent time trying to distinguish between 
people attending the drop-in and those who were part of the community but I soon realized that 
this wasn’t a distinction that they made.  Similarly it wasn’t until half way through my time visiting 
the community and looking for social action that I realized that the drop-in was the focus of the 
social action that they engaged in; it was the slow building of supportive relationships which were 
the foundation of their social action.   This happened because these relational gatherings really 
were the Location of Belonging.  There was no sense that newcomers were not part of the 
community until they attend a Sunday gathering for example.  Social action is not one step 
removed from the life of the SMC; because it takes place in the Location of Belonging it is woven 
in to the life of the SMC.  These meals are not purely social; they might include times of prayer, 
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discussions, follow the communion service in the case of Airbury, or lead into a time of worship 
and prayer in Hilchester.  The SMCs are not removing religious practices to make it more 
accessible, these practices are still present, but participating in these practices is not a 
prerequisite to belonging to the community. 
iii. From Project Approach to Community Approach 
Therefore, social action is not a project that happens outside the SMC, nor are particular activities 
put on for people outside the SMC, instead people are invited to participate in the life of the 
community.  Social action is a relational activity.  I was told the ‘relationships go out like ripples’960 
and how their good relationships with each other ‘spill out’961 into the local community as they 
build relationships with those with whom they come into contact.  They want them to experience 
‘family’.   Social Action is not seen as a project but as part of the life of the community.  In fact the 
term ‘social action’ is not one that the SMCs used very much, this is my term which I have brought 
to the research.  The SMCs do not make these clear distinctions.  Because the meal is the Location 
of Belonging, those who engage initially through the social action are naturally part of the life of 
the SMC.  Social action is understood as the extension of the life of the community rather than a 
project engaged in by the community. 
Charismatic evangelicalism has fostered an individualized approach.  ‘Ministry time’ 
focuses on the individual and their relationships with God.  Worship encourages the individual to 
find intimacy with God.  There is encouragement to find your own individual calling and God’s 
plan for your life.962  In contrast, these SMCs understand social action as a community pursuit.  As 
Andrew in Hilchester told me, they wanted the community to ‘be a way [for] the church to get out 
and meet people but not just as individuals but as a community.’963  This doesn’t mean that 
individuality is lost, in fact it is celebrated with people encouraged to find their own individual 
calling and to use their gifts and skills in line with God’s calling.   The emphasis is placed on people 
feeling valued and loved and understanding their calling.  Lynwood and Airbury described this 
individuality as ‘being yourself’.  They were structured in such a way as to allow people to be 
themselves in the midst of community life.  The individuals were encouraged to find their passions 
and interests and to exercise their skills and gifts within the life of the community.  Airbury use 
the ideas of ‘desert experience’ and ‘journey’ to allow people to understand and articulate their 
individuality.  Lynwood used the phrase ‘bless the giver’ placing the emphasis on those engaged in 
the social action and their fulfilment.  Hilchester used the idea of ‘finding your identity in Christ’ 
and experiencing the ‘father heart of God’, again finding fulfilment and individuality but being 
drawn into the life of the community.  The expectation was that everyone in the community 
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would participate in the social action they engaged in but through using their own skills and 
developing their own passions.  In Eastbark they saw the work in the school as something they did 
as a community and even those who did not physically go into the school felt part of the work 
through meeting young people at the meals, praying for the work and hearing the stories. 
The SMCs have managed to maintain a focus on the individual and at the same time 
developed a sense of community engaging in mission together.  Individuality isn’t lost as gifts and 
skills and personal experience of God are still prioritized, but this individuality is brought into the 
service of the community by creating a sense of common mission and purpose, and with that a 
sense of adventure and excitement.   There is a shift away from ‘God has a plan for your life’ 
towards drawing individuals into God’s plan for the SMC and the local community.   
A Change in Understanding of Where and How God Acts 
While the emphasis in charismatic evangelicalism was experiencing God in the worship gathering, 
the SMCs expected to experience God acting in the world.  This move mirrors the shift in the 
Location of Belonging, taking the focus off the worship service and extending it into the world.  
Charismatic evangelicalism regularly used the phrase ‘discern what God is doing and bless it’ to 
understand the relationship between God’s action and human action964.  The SMCs do use this 
phrase but have developed new ways to understand how and where God acts in the world.  I have 
categorised these as; seeing God in the interruptions, ‘Creating space for God’ and collaboration 
with God.    I will explore each of these in turn, but first will turn to a discussion of how the SMCs’ 
understanding of God’s action compares to and extends the understanding and practices of 
charismatic evangelicalism. 
Discussion of God’s Action in charismatic evangelicalism and SMCs 
Charismatic evangelicalism identifies God as motivated by love and sharing God’s love was 
motivation for Christians to engage with those beyond the church965.   The SMCs also had a strong 
emphasis on God’s love and of God reaching out and revealing his love to others.966  Individuals 
experienced God’s blessing and wanted to share it.  Blessing was particularly understood as 
feeling fulfilled and having a purpose.  Being blessed did not necessarily mean things being easy 
but it did mean a sense of fulfilment in doing God’s work.    
Charismatic evangelicalism also emphasizes that God has a plan which he is working out 
and is talked about broadly in terms of ‘The Kingdom’, meaning the Kingdom of God.967  It is 
towards this Kingdom that everything in oriented.  Within this big picture God is working out his 
plans in specific situations and it is important that people seek God’s plans and follow them.  
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God’s plan also features strongly in the lives of the SMCs.968  They do not engage in social action 
due to a general sense of Christian calling to love and serve but due to a specific calling from God 
to be part of a specific task which is part of God’s plan and what he is doing.  They are very clear 
that God is carrying out his plan and shaping them to be who he wants them to be.  All that they 
do comes out of a sense of being called by God as individuals and as a community and in all they 
do God has a plan which they are seeking to follow.  They have a particular calling to these people 
in this place and understand the work they are doing as God’s work.  They describe how it is God 
who shapes them and who guides their work.   He has a plan, a big picture, and he leads them 
according to his will.  They are learning to trust his timing, to do the work in his strength and most 
importantly to remember that it is his work, not theirs.   
The dominant way to understand the relationship between God’s action and human 
action in charismatic evangelicalism is through the phrase ‘see what God is doing and bless it’.  
This phrase is also evident in the SMCs; Eastbark began praying and waited to ‘see what God 
did’969 and allowed that to shape them as a community and their sense of calling.  Similarly 
Hilchester constantly prayed for God to reveal his plan for them.970  Becky said they were ‘seeking 
God’s will for where we go with it.  Allowing God to work and lead it and guide it’.971  Both 
Lynwood and Airbury began from a group of people praying.  Through seeking God, trusting in his 
plan and finding out where they fitted they were able to discern the shape of the work they were 
called to.  It appears then that this understanding of ‘discern and bless’ was helpful for the SMCs, 
particularly when they started.  What becomes clear, however, is that it is not enough for 
sustained engagement in social action. 
‘Ministry time’ begins with an invitation for God to work and there is an expectation that 
he will.972  The person praying looks for particular signs that God is at work and prays and listens 
for what God wants them to do.   Despite the belief that God always acts differently and 
surprisingly there is still this discernible pattern to ‘ministry time’ and the understanding of how 
God acts in the service.  This pattern works well in the contained environment of the church 
service.  Social action tends to happen in more complex environments which are less predictable; 
discerning God at work in the world and blessing it does not necessarily have the same patterns 
and boundaries as ‘ministry time’.  Neither the pattern nor the particular ways of discerning God 
at work easily transfer into to a social action context. 
Using a ‘ministry time’ model for engaging in social action raises a number of problems.  
Firstly, it gives a fairly passive role to the person praying; they bless what God is already doing, 
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seek to hear from Him.  God acts first, the person continues to pray that God would act, but may 
or may not be required to act themselves.  In this understanding only God initiates ministry and 
the individual may or may not be require to participate.  Secondly, they are discouraged from 
building a relationship with the person being prayed for due to the risk of ‘creating dependency’ 
on anyone other than God and encouraged to trust that God is at work in the person.  The third 
problem is that if ‘discerning God and blessing his work’ is carried out in the strictest sense one is 
limited to an ad hoc approach to social action.  If it is required to discern what God is doing before 
acting, action is going to be more sporadic and more spontaneous due to the difficulty of 
discerning God; in contrast what these SMCs seem to be advocating is long-term, sustained 
engagement.  The question then is how the SMCs have developed their understanding of how 
God acts to enable this long term participation? 
The SMCs Understanding of God’s action in the world 
The SMCs can be seen to be developing a lived theology of how God acts in the world and how 
God’s action relates to human action.  Through their words, actions and practices they reveal an 
understanding of collaborative action with God.  This section seeks to give an account of this lived 
theology of God’s action in the world which has developed and been tried ‘at the coal face’.  
These ideas have coalesced around three particular phrases; ‘God interrupting Routines and 
Patterns’, ‘Creating Space for God’ and ‘the Overlap of God’s Actions and Human Actions’.  I will 
explore each in turn demonstrating how they lead to a collaborative understanding of the 
relationship between divine and human agency. 
i. God interrupting Routines and Patterns  
As I already discussed, when the SMCs began ‘discern and bless’ was a helpful understanding of 
God’s action and how they should act.  Through the initial periods of prayer and discerning the 
SMCs began to develop ideas of what they felt God was calling them to be and do.  Through this 
they began to develop patterns and routines of work.   Prayer remained an important element of 
what they did but they did not seek to understand what God was doing on a day-to-day basis 
before they began working, as you might expect from a strict following of the pattern of ‘ministry 
time’.  The patterns and routines of ministry they had begun to establish shaped the day’s 
activities.  The work is not purely discerning what God is doing and blessing it; rather it involved 
discerning God and what God was calling them to and then developing patterns and routines of 
work.    
Lynwood had a routine of sending out the van to collect and deliver furniture and other 
items, while others sorted the items in the hut, answered phones, cooked lunch and did other 
tasks.  They knew roughly what they were doing before they turned up that day.  They were not 
looking to God before deciding every action, but they were seeking to remain attentive to what 
God was doing within that routine.  Rather than purely ‘seeing what God was doing and blessing 
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it’ they undertook a regular pattern of work and expected God to be active, to keep them aligned 
to his plans and to interrupt them when they stray from his plans.  Lynwood described God 
nudging them973 through natural and supernatural means.  This desire to keep ‘aligned’ and ‘in-
tune’ with God by continually seeking to listen and be attentive and for God to ‘lead’ and ‘guide’ 
was seen in all four SMCs.  Although Lynwood’s routine was the clearest, all four developed some 
sort of routine through which they expected God to guide them.  These are not, therefore, social 
action projects with a Christian ethos, but ministries in which they believe God actively guides and 
leads.   
I will explore in more detail the way the SMCs have developed practices to help them 
remain aligned with God’s will in the next section.  Here, I will draw attention to a few of the key 
phrases and ideas which help them.  One phrase regularly used in Lynwood and Hilchester was 
working in ‘God’s strength’ and coupled to it was ‘God’s timing’.  These phrases helped them to 
focus back on what God was doing and to remind each other that it was not ultimately about their 
plans or actions or their responsibility to keep the ministry going.  Doing things in God’s strength 
meant trusting God, not only that he was at work, but also that he would guide them in the work.  
God’s timing was a reminder to be patient, particularly when things did not work out as they had 
planned or hoped. 
For all four SMCs the pattern of their work created a foundation from which they sought 
to discern God.  Rather than an understanding of following God into what he was already doing 
they had a sense of acting with God.  They developed the routines according to how they felt God 
was leading them and how they experienced God acting with them in the work.  For Lynwood, in 
particular, it was almost as if God was another member of the team.  They constantly put the 
emphasis back on God, and prayed that he would keep them aligned to His plans.  Although there 
was a general sense that they were engaged in God’s plans, the specifics were not seen 
beforehand, rather they continually discerned and responded to God as they acted.  This meant 
that if they did not hear God, if they did not discern anything, they continued in the routine they 
had, but when things occurred, interruptions happened or things did not go to plan their reaction 
was to return to prayer and to see what God was saying to them.  The participation therefore is 
one of acting with God in the present, following the patterns of ministry but aware that God is 
always at work. 
The SMCs are developing the Charismatic Evangelical notion of ‘see what God is doing and 
bless it’ without abandoning it.   They have managed to keep Charismatic Evangelical beliefs and 
practices at the forefront of their social action by developing their understanding of God’s agency 
beyond this maxim.  Firstly they have discerned patterns of working, routines, which they can 
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engage in within their day-to-day life.  They then try to discern God within these patterns.  They 
understand these routines to be God-given and in accordance with God’s plan.  They act without 
necessarily having a specific understanding of what God is doing within each situation.  However, 
they train themselves to remain attentive to what God is doing and position themselves to 
respond accordingly.  This overcomes the limits of ‘discern and bless’, namely avoiding an ad hoc 
approach, but still keeps attentiveness and discernment of God central to the work that they are 
doing. 
Although this is not the narrative of ‘ministry time’, it does bear similarities to the 
practice.  ‘Ministry time’ has a set pattern and routine which everyone follows and through which 
God is discerned and expected to act.  They expect God to act differently each time, but it is 
generally within this pattern of invite, wait, listen and discern, bless and act where led.   Just as 
with ‘ministry time’, where there are suggestions of the things to look out for in discerning God, 
gradually over time the members of the community learn signs within social action and God’s 
work in the world.  They understand their routines as formed in response to a particular calling 
from God, shaped by God in the present and form a pattern in which God can be discerned, just 
as in ‘ministry time’, but which also provide a regular shape to the ministry which they can 
continually engage in.  The problem of discerning God only leading to ad hoc engagement is 
somewhat overcome through developing routines and discerning the interruptions which allows a 
more sustained engagement. 
ii. Creating Space for God – the importance of human action 
As well as discerning God’s action there is an understanding of active engagement by the 
community.  In Hilchester, phrases like ‘Bring God into the community’974 and ‘Create space for 
God’975 bring a change of emphasis in the relationship between God’s acts and human acts.  
Whereas before the focus was on the individuals following God’s plans and being attentive to 
him, now there is an expectation that as they work God joins with them.  Andrew, at one point in 
his interview, turned the Charismatic Evangelical phrase around; describing the slow nature of 
their work and the need to keep going he said they were trying to ‘bless and then see what God 
does with that’.976  Here the human action comes first, opening an invitation for God to act.  The 
emphasis is on creating space where people can experience God.   
This happens in a number of ways.  One was through the act of blessing.  The SMC takes 
the initiative to bless others.  This blessing is sharing God’s blessing that they have received.  By 
stepping out and seeking to be a blessing to people, as Andrew commented, they can see what 
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God does with that, or as Ben in Lynwood put it, they ‘do something which God can bless’.977  
Although I did see people pray for blessing for others, the primary understanding of blessing was 
practical help and spending time with people.  Through this practical blessing they hope that 
people will experience God.  There are regular prayers to invite God to be present and to reveal 
himself to people before their activities and gatherings, be it the football in Hilchester, the café in 
the school in Eastbark or the delivery of furniture in Lynwood. 
A more explicit way that they create space for God is through including prayer in their 
social action.  Prayer has an active role in the social action of all four SMCs.  They look for 
opportunities to pray for people and I was told stories and experienced first-hand people praying 
for others in the drop-in in Airbury, while delivering furniture in Lynwood, after playing football in 
Hilchester, and during the café in the school in Eastbark.  They pray with people that God would 
act in particular situations in their lives and that they would experience God.  Eastbark actually go 
further; the prayer room is the place where they experience God most powerfully, therefore they 
take that with them into their social action setting up a ‘prayer space’ in the school café.   
By ‘creating space’ for God it is the Christian who takes the lead.  By stepping out and 
blessing they create space for God to act and for God to be experienced.  Here then the 
understanding is of God ‘blessing’ the human work, or perhaps God who blesses specific areas at 
specific times.  This is not to say that it is only initiated by human acts, and again, all their work is 
understood in the context of God’s plan and God’s calling, but in stepping out and blessing others 
they can see more clearly what God is blessing and begin to focus on that.   
Again, this could be seen as a development of the ‘ministry time’ patterns, extending the 
‘ministry time’ invitation for God to be present into the invitation to be present in their social 
action.  ‘Ministry time’ is all about creating an environment where God can be experienced in 
individuals’ lives.  What they are suggesting is that their actions in the community create similar 
spaces. Just like in ‘ministry time’, during the prayer before the activities the SMCs invite God to 
be present in what they are doing, to reveal himself and to provide opportunities which they can 
take to develop deeper relationships and to talk about their faith.   Here the invitation to God is 
not to be present in a particular worship service, but to be present and active in their social action 
in the world. 
iii. God’s Action and Human Action begin to Overlap: Towards collaboration with God 
From the discussions in the first two sections it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish 
between what the SMCs consider to be God’s acts or human acts.  Hilchester talked about 
allowing God to ‘work through you’.978  Similarly doing things in ‘God’s strength’ was about letting 
go of your own plans and not trusting in your own ability but in God’s.  They described how God 
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worked through them to achieve things they would not have imagined.   In creating space for God 
there was a sense of God working through their actions and in building relationships with others 
and a hope that those people would experience God’s love through those relationships.   God 
worked through human actions and others could experience God through those actions.  In 
‘ministry time’ there was a concern that human action could get in the way of God’s action, but 
for these SMCs God can be experienced through human acts.  This is more than God inviting 
humans to participate; it is a joining together of human action and God’s action through ministry.  
There is no sense that this is an equal or mutual action, the SMCs emphasize the need to trust, 
pray and to do things in God’s strength and according to his will.   But the joining together of 
human action and God’s action is more complicated than the phrase ‘discern and bless’ allows. 
Airbury had actively distanced themselves from Charismatic practices979 and focused on 
building long term relationships with those whom they came to know through the drop-in and 
other activities, particularly people with mental health issues, the homeless and people who were 
struggling and lonely.  For them, supporting people over a long time through difficult 
circumstances felt at odds with charismatic evangelicalism that expected immediate healing and 
miracles.  Claire gave an insight into how they viewed this when she said ‘we were all in churches 
that just prayed and did sod all about that and expected God to be the answer to their prayers 
when God was expecting them to be the answer to those prayers’.980  There was a clear sense in 
Airbury that God was already at work in the community, but Claire expresses that prayer is not an 
act which relinquishes human responsibility but one which commits them to the work. 
Acts that seem to be human acts are understood as God acting, prayers are calls not just 
for God to act but for humans to join in; God blesses through the SMCs blessing others.   The 
SMCs attempt to express this by referring to prayer attributed to Teresa of Avila ‘Christ has no 
body now but yours. No hands, no feet on earth but yours’ which they often referred to as ‘being 
God’s hands and feet’981.  I heard this expressed in all four SMCs and it carried the sense of this 
mystery; that through their actions God acts.  This was not a sense that God can only act through 
people, nor an idea that good Christian action is equivalent to God’s act.  What they were trying 
to express was this idea that God’s action and human action overlap; that God works through 
human actions, and through human action people can find God at work. The ability to distinguish 
between God’s acts and human acts begins to break down in the middle of the act of ministry.  
This is not to confuse human acts with God’s acts, rather it is to begin to grasp something of the 
mystery of collaboration with God.  Claire in Lynwood described this sense of acting with God on 
her blog;  
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We are lately seeing that our work together is about working like archaeologists, dusting off 
the dirt that is covering the inner beauty of someone and helping it to be revealed. 
Everyone has something beautiful inside, and for some it's been covered over deeply for a 
long time, so the work is painstaking, but is actually the work of the Holy Spirit, so all we do 
is see the leads and follow them, as we can.982   
Here we see that the work of the community and the work of the Holy Spirit very much 
overlapped; human work was not just joining in with God’s work, or following his lead but in a 
mysterious way was actually God’s work.  However in trying to explain it she returned to the 
language of ‘discern and bless’ talking about the Holy Spirit leading and them following when 
really she was describing something far more profound.  Through their acts of love and kindness 
to others they found that with God they were seeing people flourish.  This was not just an act of 
God which they were following, but an act of collaboration where their actions became blurred.  
As I expressed at the beginning of this chapter this lived theology of God’s action is one which is 
developing through the life of the community; they are still developing the language to give words 
to express what is happening and often fall back on phrases and ideas which they have used 
before.  I am suggesting the word collaboration to begin to shape the language around these acts 
of ministry. 
Through the acts of justice and mercy, of loving and supporting, people begin to see 
reconciliation and wholeness, which, as Claire describes, is in fact God’s work;  but it is work 
which happens through the slow and patient building of relationships and providing support.  It is, 
of course, God’s work, but this in no way makes it less of a human work.  There is a collaboration 
of Human and Divine action which lead these people towards God’s wholeness and reconciliation.  
This collaborative understanding again points to the extensive nature of the lived theology of 
these SMCs.  I am suggesting the term ‘collaboration’ as a way of exploring this practice emerging 
from the SMCs for a number of reasons.  It is clearly more than just following; the SMCs have 
been shown to initiate as well as follow.  It is not mutual engagement; there is no sense within the 
SMCs that human acts are on the same level as God’s acts, a point which they continually 
emphasized.  The SMCs do not believe it is synergy; this is not just the fact that humans working 
together can be seen as God’s work because together they amount to more than a sum of their 
parts.   
Understanding God’s Action in the World and Sustaining Social Action 
By engaging in social action and trying to follow God’s plans and God’s will, the SMCs have 
developed practices and vocabulary which help them to understand how God is at work in the 
world and how they collaborate with God in that work.  Practices and vocabulary of ‘ministry 
time’ provided a starting point from which the SMCs have learnt how to describe God at work in 
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the world.  The SMC’s understanding of how God acts is a significant development in charismatic 
evangelicalism, but not an abandonment of it.  SMCs have developed their practices and 
vocabulary to help them understand how God is at work in their social action in a way which both 
makes sense within their charismatic understanding and practices, and importantly helps them to 
engage in social action in a sustainable way.  This new vocabulary which is appearing 
demonstrates the growing emphasis in understanding God’s action in the world.   Through the 
language of discern and bless, pattern and interruption, creating space for God and relational 
collaboration, SMCs have begun to develop a rich vocabulary to express their discernment of 
God’s action.  By describing different ways in which God is at work in the world beyond the 
‘ministry time’ model they begin to shape social action as somewhere where God can be 
encountered and they can join the exciting adventure of collaboration with God.  These first two 
moves, moving the location of belonging away from the Sunday service and understanding God’s 
action in the world are vital in understanding the extensive nature of their lived theology and 
have been significant in sustaining social action.  The final section, though, is the key connecting 
these two moves to the emphasis on experiencing God which members of the SMCs have brought 
from their Charismatic Evangelical background.   
The Extensive Charismatic Nature of the Lived Theology of 
SMCs and Experiencing God in Social Action 
This section draws the previous two sections together through a renewed understanding of 
experiencing God.  Chapter 3 demonstrated that the SMCs continued to draw on Charismatic 
Evangelical practices and understandings including a focus on experience of God, particularly 
through emotions and feelings, an expectation of God working in people lives today, a sense that 
there is always another adventure round the corner and excited anticipation of what God is going 
to do next.   To sustain their social action and keep it at the centre of the community the SMCs 
have learnt to experience God in their social action in a manner similar to the way charismatic 
evangelicalism has learnt to experience God in the worship service.   
Discussion of Experience of God in charismatic evangelicalism and SMCs 
In charismatic evangelicalism intimate encounter with God is the goal of worship and 
experiencing God is primarily located in the worship gathering and in ‘ministry time’.983  These 
experiences of God through worship and ‘ministry time’ were not alien to the SMCs, and I 
observed and heard about such encounters, but they regularly described other ways in which they 
experienced God.  Two that were particularly common were experiencing God through family and 
experiencing God through being part of his work. 
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Experiencing God through family connects experience of God with the new location of 
belonging; the meal table.  Through being part of these meal times, people described how they 
experienced family.  Of course, there is a particular definition of family being used; family 
describes the experience of close, caring and loving relationships, of mutual support and of shared 
experiences.  It also suggests a level of diversity; they share their lives with people they would not 
perhaps have immediately described as friends.  It is a somewhat idealized view of family, but 
they recognise that this is not necessarily how every family is.  By welcoming people to eat with 
them they are inviting people to experience this family which may well be in complete contrast to 
what they’ve experienced before.    
For the SMCs this experience of family is connected to their experience of God.  They 
understood their acts of valuing and welcoming people to be an expression of how God values 
them and welcomes them.  For example, in Airbury they talked about redemption through the 
relationships in the community.  This community was not just a demonstration of God’s love or a 
sign of God’s love, or even a result of God’s love, but the love of the community could actually be 
experienced as God’s love.  In Lynwood, Rachel compared the depth of relationship in the 
community with what they experienced at the New Wine conference every summer.   She saw a 
connection between experiencing family and experiencing God’s presence.984  When I asked her 
how they experienced God she began by talking about the sense of family in the community.  For 
her, the love and care in the SMC, which they described as family, was an experience of the love 
of God for them. 
The SMCs also found that they could experience God directly through their social action. 
Eastbark shared stories of how they experienced God and how others experience God and 
showed that experience of God is a regular feature of their prayers.985   Through their social action 
they wanted to experience God and wanted others to experience God.  I reported how in 
Lynwood Tony told me ‘you can actually see, feel, and be part of the Lord God Almighty 
working’.986  We can see in these and other examples how the language of encounter, familiar 
from the ‘time of worship’ and ‘ministry time’, is being used in a context of social action.  
Experiencing God in these ways moves beyond the charismatic evangelicalism where experience 
and blessing push you into service.  In these SMCs they experienced God when engaged in social 
action.  Social action was not just what they did after they had experienced God, but was also a 
place where God could be experienced.987   
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The experience of God in social action helps to make sense of the collaborative nature of 
God’s action and human action.   In charismatic evangelicalism the worship service focuses on 
experiencing intimacy with God through the worship.  Everything is set up to help the individual 
experience God through the sense of being loved and accepted by God.  The expectation is that 
from this experience of God one is then propelled into action in the world, returning to the 
worship for that sense of intimacy and experience.988  There is little emphasis on an encounter 
with God within social action.  This is in contrast with these SMCs where they felt God was most 
encountered through their engagement in social action.  Just as God can be experienced 
intimately in worship, so these SMCs find that they can continue to experience God as he acts in 
the world through social action.  The important question, having identified where God is 
experienced, is to ask how do they learn to identify God, and how do they experience God? 
Learning to See God at Work 
To engage in God’s work in the ways described above the SMCs have had to develop ways to 
discern God.   To explore this I will begin with what Alice in Lynwood told me.  She described how 
the busyness and the pressures of secular work meant that people did not recognize God.  ‘It’s 
beaten out of you’.989   
Part of me thinks it would be good to be [in a] secular [workplace] for a little bit so you 
could bring some of that hope, some of that… just a taste of it for other people to see, I 
don’t think they’d believe you anyway unless you’re working alongside other Christians – 
but maybe that would be an encouragement for other Christians that don’t see God at 
work or don’t recognise God at work- they probably see him all the time they just don’t 
recognise it as God.990 
The last sentence is the key to understanding this process of discernment; learning to recognise 
God at work.  Just as Evangelical Christians in Luhrmann’s research described how God is always 
speaking and they just needed to learn to hear him991, here Alice makes the same assertion about 
God acting in the world; God is always at work, you just have to learn to recognise him.   Tony 
from Lynwood similarly told me; 
You want to see God at work? I’ll show you God at work – if you have got the commitment 
and the eyes to see – because you can see everything at Lynwood and see nothing – but 
you need spiritual eyes to see it.992   
The question then is how the SMCs develop these ‘spiritual eyes’ and learn to see God at work? 
I have identified a number of ways in which they learn to ‘see God at work’:   
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Firstly, they have ways to constantly remind themselves of the reality that God is at work.  
In society, at large, there is no expectation that God is at work, nor that people would see and 
experience God at work.  What I found in these four SMCs was confidence that God is at work; 
that he has a specific plan in their local community and that he is carrying it out.  They had shaped 
the environment to be one where God was expected to act.  One of the key ways in which they 
did this was through prayer.  Prayer was important in all four SMCs and was the way that they 
remained ‘aligned’, ‘in tune’ and attentive to what they discerned God was doing.  All four talked 
about having prayer rooms and space dedicated to prayer and Eastbark and Lynwood had 
permanent prayer rooms.   For Eastbark having a permanent prayer room was a statement about 
their commitment to prayer and despite emphasising that you can of course pray anywhere they 
described something special about praying in the prayer room.  Prayer and the physical signs of 
prayer around the SMCs were a continual reminder that it was God’s work not their own.  All the 
SMCs had ‘rhythms’ or patterns of prayer which helped them to remember that God was at work.    
Another way they shaped this environment was by encouraging each other to act in ‘God’s 
strength’ and trust ‘God’s timing’.  By encouraging each other to look to God when things were 
difficult they reminded each other that God was at work.  For Hilchester this was the reason for 
returning to a more charismatic worship style; to remember God and allow God to do the work.   
Through prayer and reminding each other they continually viewed the world as somewhere 
where God is present and active and they set their expectations to see God at work and so shaped 
an environment where they expected God to act.  The place of excitement and sense of 
adventure also played a key part.  They were excited to discover where they would next find God 
already at work.  This sense of excitement also seemed to help them to view the world as 
somewhere where God would act. 
Having shaped an environment where they expected God to act the next task was to 
identify and describe God at work.   The previous section showed the development of vocabulary 
allowing them to describe God at work in the world.  Tied to this they used a vocabulary straight 
out of charismatic evangelicalism; answers to prayer and ‘miracles.’  They described miracles in 
the form of healing, provision and through seeing lives transformed by God.  Through being in an 
environment where they expected God to act they found it easy to identify those things as 
coming from God.  Ben told me, ‘We’ve been blessed with a hut….  The council think it was a gift 
from them but we know otherwise’.993  By shaping their understanding of the world as a place 
where God is continually acting it made complete sense to see the hut as a provision primarily 
from God.  They created an environment where it is natural to recognise God’s provision amongst 
competing explanations, something they pointed out would be alien within most work 
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environments.  Coincidence, generosity and ‘perfect timing’ are all interpreted through this 
expectation that God is at work.  Answers to particular prayers were celebrated,994 as was God 
providing before they even pray about it.995  In the previous section I discussed how they 
developed routines and then expected God to interrupt these routines.  These interruptions could 
easily be written off as luck or coincidence, but for these SMCs they were interruptions from God 
to realign them with his plans.  It might be tempting to label all this as delusion, but they are 
aware of the competing explanations and are aware that to many people this would sound 
crazy.996 
It was noticeable that Airbury developed a different vocabulary from the rest of the SMCs, 
perhaps due to the slower nature of their work and their more deliberate move away from 
charismatic evangelicalism.  They talked about glimpses of the Kingdom and of Christ at work, 
finding God in the backwards steps, and the concepts of desert and journey.  Even when talking 
about healing Will was attracted to the idea of a gradual process.  Despite this more cautious 
approach there was a desire, an attempt and a developing vocabulary to describe God’s work in 
the world.  God’s work was not observed from a distance, but experienced by those in Airbury.   
Another key way to discern God was through feelings, emotions and sensations.  Alice in 
Lynwood described physical sensations.997  Rachel in Lynwood saw emotions as triggers to pray998 
and also recounted a story of teaching someone that the tingling they felt in their cheek when 
praying was an encouragement from God.999   Tim in Eastbark described how ‘feeling teary’ was a 
sign to him of God’s presence.1000  Charlie in Hilchester even identified God working through his 
feeling of being demotivated about moving to another town.1001  They understand these emotions 
as giving them some insight into what God is doing.  Luhrmann described how Christians in 
Vineyard Churches saw God as causing their emotions.1002  In the SMCs sometimes the emotions 
are seen as caused by God, but it can also be that emotions and other senses are used to discern 
God at work.   The shaping of the environment and the excited anticipation of God at work 
allowed them to interpret not just what they see and hear, but also what they feel. 
The ways of discerning God and the vocabulary used to describe his work in the world is 
passed on through sharing stories.1003  This happens around the meal table, through 
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conversations, through prayer times, in the prayer room and through other means; sharing the 
stories helps others to learn to see God at work.1004  They share the stories of answers to prayer 
and ‘miracles’ but they also use the stories of where they got it wrong to teach people.  
Responding to someone saying that they would go and buy some sheets, because the stock was 
low in Lynwood, Rachel told two stories of how God taught her to pray, rather than to solve the 
problem herself.1005  This pattern of creating the environment where they expect God to be 
acting, developing the vocabulary to describe God at work and sharing those experiences through 
stories, together help them to learn to ‘see God at work’.  The next step is to discuss how this 
helps people to experience God in Social Action. 
Experiencing God in Social Action 
Having developed a theology to understand God’s work in the world and having developed 
practices to ‘see God at work’ in the world, the next step is learning to experience God in social 
action.   In the previous section the relationship between God’s action and Human action was 
explored through the ideas of interruptions, creating space for God, and collaborating with God.  
Interruptions to the day’s routines were experienced as interruptions from God.  These 
interruptions came in a variety of ways.  Some came through some of the phenomena associated 
with ‘ministry time’ and charismatic evangelicalism; words and pictures, a sense of needing to do 
something, a physical sensation, or through a conversation with God.   Others came through 
things happening in everyday life; physical interruptions of people turning up unexpectedly or by 
phone calls, surprise encounters or things not going to the original plan.  The attentiveness 
encouraged by charismatic evangelicalism during ‘ministry time’ and worship is now adopted by 
the SMCs to experience God in the midst of social action.  Through their ‘spiritual eyes’ these can 
all be means of experiencing God at work.   The sensations and interruptions bring an excitement 
and expectation of what God is going to do.  Rachel, in Lynwood, described the sensation of God 
asking her to stop at her friend’s house on the way and she found that her friend’s husband had 
left her and that the timing of her visit was perfect to support her friend.1006   God is experienced 
in the process; things heard, sensed or felt turn out to be the right thing to do giving an excited 
sense that God is at work at that moment.  Similarly seeing answers to prayer, such as Kate 
meeting the boy she had not seen for a while at the school gate was experienced as God’s 
provision.1007  The experience is not just in the outcome, but also in the excitement of being part 
of the process.  This is the key to experiencing God in social action; the exciting part is not just 
seeing the answers to prayer, the lives transformed and the other outcomes, but also the sense of 
being part of what God is doing at that moment in those situations.  The collaborative act of being 
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part of God’s ongoing action in the world allows them to experience not just God but also God’s 
action in the world. 
This is not just a case of identifying good things as from God, nor a case of ignoring 
struggles and difficulties.  God is seen to be at work in all of it.  As well as stories of answers to 
prayer, there were plenty of stories of them realising they had missed seeing where God had been 
at work, and of having doubts about whether God was at work.  The struggles and difficulties 
were reminders to focus back on God, to pray and to continue to follow his plans.  In Lynwood 
difficulties drove them back to reflect on God and working in his strength.1008  Airbury had the 
most developed way to deal with struggles and difficulties using the metaphors of ‘desert’ and 
‘journey’.1009  Everyone was understood to be on their own spiritual journey, and most of the 
people that they were coming into contact with were seen to be going through some sort of 
‘desert experience’, which was tough and painful.   But, according to Will, the most amazing part 
was finding God in the desert.  He described this in his own life, as did others in the Airbury, but 
he also identified it in others talking about how they find Christ in the wound.1010  This might be 
through people engaging in generous acts despite their struggles, people being honest and open 
about the things they are going through or through people opening up to God.  Those moments of 
experience of God in the midst of struggles were for Will, ‘better than gold’.1011  Collaborating 
with God means that the SMCs experience the process of God at work, not just the outcomes.  
They are part of the ongoing redemptive work of God in the world.  For Will it is in the brokenness 
and the ‘two steps backwards’ that he suddenly gets a glimpse of Christ at work.1012  Through this 
collaborative understanding experience is naturally woven into the social action.  By being 
attentive to God’s work they find themselves collaborating in the work of God which brings the 
sense of excitement and adventure they sought. 
The experience of God was not something they wanted to keep to themselves.  Chapter 3 
demonstrated that the SMCs sought to find ways to share their experience of God with others.   
Just as experiencing God was important, so was helping others to experience God.  The SMCs tell 
me how they encourage hospitality and welcome anyone to nearly all of their gatherings.  In most 
of these gatherings prayer has a prominent role, whether it is the house meals in Eastbark, the 
communion service and the meal in Airbury, lunch time at Lynwood or the Monday night meeting 
in Hilchester.  I am describing this as the SMCs creating spaces of suspended disbelief.  Luhrmann 
describes how Evangelical faith demands a ‘willing suspension of disbelief’1013 to allow people to 
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experience God as real.  In these gatherings the SMCs do not begin with belief and I found very 
little evidence of them trying to convince people to believe in God through explaining Christianity 
or what they believe.  They do not appear to be trying to create structures that make Christian 
belief plausible, they are trying to create environments where they expect people to experience 
God, despite what they might believe.  Through blessing people, building relationships and 
showing them that they are valued and loved they do not aim to convince people to believe in 
God; they try to create an environment where people suspend their disbelief and are able to 
experience God.  They have found that belief follows experience of God.  Charlie, in Hilchester 
described how they wanted to see ‘God represented well in this community – so that people 
whatever their perspective can be like, “well I’ve seen that God is good, I may not believe in him 
but I see He’s good”’.1014  This paradoxical statement demonstrates this suspended disbelief.  They 
are creating spaces where people can interact with Christians, build relationships with Christians, 
have conversations about God with Christians but most importantly experience God themselves.  
The experience of God can by-pass cognitive assent; God can be experienced before people 
believe in him.  By blessing people and making them feel valued they hope that they will 
experience God’s love for themselves.  This can lead to further conversations and other 
opportunities to experience God.  They, particularly, look for opportunities to pray for people, 
whether this is praying for them in difficult or uncertain situations or for prayers for physical 
healing.  As demonstrated in Chapter 3, looking for and taking these opportunities to pray with 
people happens regularly in all four SMCs.  Many of the ideas of ‘ministry time’ are employed; 
inviting God to bless the person, placing their hands on the person they are praying for, listening 
for words or verses of encouragement to share with the person and an expectation that God will 
act.  They do not, however, expect particular manifestations of the Spirit, rather they keep the 
prayer short and focused with the expectation that God will be at work in the person over the 
coming weeks.  Being prayed for is seen as a way of caring for each other, but also an opportunity 
to experience God first hand. 
Eastbark went one step further and created a ‘prayer space’ in the café for the young 
people.   They actively encourage them to engage in creative prayer tasks and to spend time 
listening to God.  They have a prayer time at the end of the school café, with the team of pupils 
who helped, involving some sort of creative prayer task.  In all the SMCs these times of prayer 
happened with Christians and non-Christians and many learnt to experience God before they had 
really considered belief in God. 
Similarly in Airbury’s communion service they create an environment where everyone 
feels welcomed and able to participate, but what they are particularly excited about is the fact 
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people who don’t believe in God participate, particularly an atheist who took communion.1015  
This journey can be seen in Michelle’s life.  She came to the group for support during a difficult 
time and put up with the Christian bit, considering herself an atheist/agnostic depending on who 
you talk to.  Gradually she opened up to people praying for her as things got more difficult and 
began to see answers to those prayers, specifically God providing a bed for her father and money 
for them to go on holiday.  She described how she was ‘stalked by God’ eventually becoming a 
Christian at a conference she went to.1016  All the groups have found ways to create these 
environments of suspended disbelief which allow people to experience God. 
In creating spaces of suspended disbelief there is little effort from the SMCs to convince 
people that God exists, only to suspend their disbelief to allow them to experience God.  Through 
prayer but also through blessing, loving and building relationships with people they create these 
spaces of suspended disbelief where people who don’t acknowledge God or even believe in him 
have opportunities to experience Him.   
The Weaknesses and Blind Spots of SMCs 
I have demonstrated that the SMCs in this study have made changes in theology and practice by 
extending their charismatic lived theology to experience God in the world.  At the same time it is 
important to note the places where some of the weaknesses of charismatic evangelicalism 
continue uncritically in the practices of these SMCs.  I will explore this by engaging with my 
critique of charismatic evangelicalism, developed in chapter one.  These were; having a 
unidirectional pneumatology which fails to recognise the way the Spirit speaks to the church from 
the world, embracing an ecclesiology which diminishes the place of the world seeing the church 
as central, and focusing on healing and miracles while failing to take seriously issues of justice.  
Firstly, the pnuematological critique was rooted in the charismatic evangelical 
understanding of the Spirit as primarily empowering Christians and the church to act in the world.  
The underlying assumption is that the Spirit flows into the church and out to the world.  Within 
the SMCs this was regularly discussed in the terms of the language of ‘blessing’.  Blessing flows 
through the members of the SMCs to those with whom they come into contact.  Although their 
emphasis has been discerning the Spirit in the midst of social action, the work of the Spirit is still 
often seen as beginning with the member of the SMC.  In the same way, although they talk about 
encountering God in the midst of social action, this is often through the experience of feeling 
blessed by blessing others.  Lynwood described the blessing as ‘flowing both ways’1017 but this 
primarily meant blessing others and in return being blessed by God. The expectation is primarily 
on being part of the action of God in the world, through ideas of encounter and collaboration, 
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rather than an expectation of encountering the Spirit through the ‘other’ in the world.  Although 
‘being God’s hands and feet’ had proved a strong metaphor for developing the practices already 
explored in this chapter, this critique highlights its limitations.  It primarily sees Christians as 
acting for God and revealing God to the world as opposed to encountering God in the world.  
However, the language that was seen to be developing around collaboration suggested that the 
problem of Christians being simply tools1018, rather than creative agents was being challenged.  
There was a creativity around the engagement with the world which expected to meet and act 
with God, rather than purely to be used by God.  The focus was not on being conduits of power, 
but instead on relationships, generosity and presence.    
Similarly, there were few suggestions that there was something new to be learnt from the 
encounter with God in the world.  The God that they encountered was the God they expected to 
encounter.  Although the way the SMCs saw the world was as an arena for God’s work, the 
‘maps’1019 which helped them to navigate the world risked overemphasizing their givenness and 
denying their provisionality.1020  These maps both helped them to identify God at work in the 
world, but blinded them to other ways God might be at work.  This risked them being over 
confident that God’s action in the world was aligned with their own work.  Rachel’s assertion that 
the lady’s cheek twitching was an indication of God at work, both demonstrates this confidence in 
God’s agency in the world but also the charismatic evangelical blind spot of assuming to know 
how and where God acts.1021  A greater emphasis on the provisional nature of faith would 
encourage an openness to encountering God in other ways which in turn might challenge the 
SMCs faith and theology.  This has the potential to allow charismatic evangelicalism to be 
extended further.  There were some exceptions to this in the work in Airbury.  Claire’s experience 
of the kiss from the homeless man as Christ1022, seeing glimpses of the kingdom of God in the 
homeless men sharing their sausages with each other1023 and the description of finding ‘Christ in 
the wound’1024 all demonstrated a theological perspective which expected God to work in 
unanticipated ways in the world.  Another way that Airbury extended charismatic evangelicalism 
further was is in their recognition of suffering.   Charismatic evangelicalism tends to see suffering, 
trials and weakness as something to be overcome, but Airbury began to develop a language and 
theology of suffering as the place of encounter with Christ, and recognising their own on-going 
suffering, the experience of the desert, as a vital part of their solidarity with others in the 
community.  The other SMCs didn’t seem to demonstrate this same awareness and there was 
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little articulation of what has been learnt about God from the world.  This is perhaps surprising 
given the ‘missional’ focus that God is already present and active in the world.1025   
Within the critique of ecclesiology there was a concern about the diminished place of the 
world in charismatic evangelicalism, which is seen as an ‘arena for evangelism’ with an 
unacknowledged assumption that the world needs to be transformed into the church.  At the 
same time it harbours a sectarian attitude where the church becomes separate from the world.  I 
have already explored how the change in location of belonging has a significant impact on the 
place of social action in the life of the community, but it is also a shift in this ecclesiological 
distinction between church and world.  In the development of a ‘community approach’ to social 
action some of these issues are at least challenged, if not fully overcome.  The relational language 
of the community and the blurring of the lines between community and social action show the 
potential for the type of creative dialogue with neighbour envisioned by Percy.1026  This appears to 
be a tempering of the conversionist approach associated with evangelicalism1027 rather than an 
abandoning of it.   There is a complexity of relationship between evangelism and social action but 
on the whole there remains a desire that people would develop the ‘relationship with Jesus’ 
which is at the heart of evangelical faith.  Lynwood are an interesting example of this, where the 
word evangelism is dropped, and models of overt evangelism are rejected and yet prayers for 
people to know God and experience him remain.  These SMCs then, retain the conversionist 
commitment but cannot be simply identified as understanding the world as the arena of 
evangelism, nor as seeing social action simply as a means of evangelism.  However, the challenge 
remains to see the world as a place of encounter with God in new and strange ways, and not 
simply a place where people can encounter the God already known to the SMCs.  Paas’ challenge 
to the church regarding church planting is important for these SMCs; that it risks seeing the 
church, and not the world, as central to God’s mission.   
The language of power which Percy described as dominating Wimber’s ecclesiology was 
not seen to do so in the SMCs.  However it did appear, particularly when discussing the return to 
charismatic practices at Hilchester and Will’s desire to pray for healing in Airbury.  I have already 
offered one interpretation of this as a desire to rediscover an understanding of God’s agency and 
developing an expectation of encountering God as active in the world.  However, it also has 
elements of returning to the Wimberite understanding of overcoming weakness and 
powerlessness.  The challenge put to charismatic evangelicalism about the place of weakness, 
suffering and solidarity is worth placing before the SMCs.   
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Finally the critique of charismatic evangelicalism asked whether the commitment to 
healing and the miraculous, was truly rooted in a concern for those who are sick.  The concern of 
the SMCs can be seen to be primarily pastoral and personal.  However, there was evidence of a 
wider concern for issues of justice and poverty and some engagement with systemic issues, 
particularly in the Airbury and Hilchester.    
 From this critique a number of key themes have developed which will be explored in the 
next chapter through a wider conversation.  Firstly, the challenge of encountering God in the 
world through the stranger and other not just in the experience of blessing and participation. 
Related to this is the uni-directional nature of mission and the potential problem of the church 
being the focus of mission.  The understanding and place of suffering and weakness will be 
developed further, as will the challenge to understand engagement with the world as being about 
justice.  
 
Summary: How SMCs sustain social action 
The question which has driven this research is how Small Missional Communities sustain their 
social action.  Chapter 1 discussed how social action ends up on the periphery of the life of the 
worshipping community in charismatic evangelicalism.  What I have suggested in this chapter, 
through looking specifically at SMCs, is that the solution has come not through some grand 
theological schema or through purely bringing ideas and practices from another context, but 
through adapting and developing their familiar practices and drawing on others, but always with a 
focus on those practices expressed in everyday life.  These SMCs have moved their focus from the 
intensive nature of the charismatic worship service to the extensive focus of God at work in the 
world.  They have done this through developing practices and theology which, crucially, are in 
continuity with their Charismatic Evangelical background.   By seeking to adapt and develop in 
such a way that the goal of experiencing God can be realised in contexts beyond the worship 
service has helped SMCs sustain their social action and keep it central to the life of the 
community.  I have described in this chapter how their lived theology has an extensive charismatic 
nature. It is charismatic because it has maintained an emphasis on experiencing and encountering 
God through feelings and emotions.  It is extensive because it has shifted their focus more broadly 
than the immediate worshipping community expecting to experience God out in the world as 
much as in a gathered worship service.  
I have described three important elements of the SMCs’ lived theology; moving the 
Location of Belonging from the worship gathering to the meal and relational gatherings, 
developing a deeper understanding of how God acts in the world, and learning to see and 
experience God at work in the social action and community life beyond worship and ‘ministry 
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time’.   In all three the emphasis has moved from the intensive nature of experiencing God in the 
worship service to the extensive nature of experiencing God at work in the world.  As a result, 
they have changed the status of social action from a project engaged in outside the community to 
a community pursuit, where they can collaborate with and experience God in the world.   At the 
same time, I have demonstrated that some of the weaknesses and blind spots of charismatic 
evangelicalism have been carried forward into the life of the SMCs, particularly in its missiological 
and ecclesiological understanding of the place of the world and the ‘other’.  These will be 
explored in more detail in the next chapter. 
I have shown that social action has been sustained by these SMCs, in the medium-term at 
least, through developing a lived theology which takes seriously the beliefs, practices and 
understandings of the members.  By understanding social action as a place where God can be 
encountered rather than something you do after you’ve encountered God, it has become central 
to the life of the community and something which also feeds and sustains the members, not just 
drawing on their energy and resources. 
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Chapter 5: Tensions in Small Missional 
Communities 
This chapter broadens the conversation begun in the previous chapter to include the Emerging 
Missional Movement and the Evangelical Turn to Social Action.  It is focused on the third sub 
question;  
How do SMCs challenge and extend the theological accounts of charismatic evangelicalism, 
the Emerging Missional Movement and the Evangelical Turn to Social Action? 
Following the practical theology framework developed in chapter 2 the critical conversation now 
turns to seeing how the different accounts of lived theology challenge and extend each other.   
The aim is not to develop a definitive theology of SMCs but to offer challenges and points of 
reflection, to be explored in the midst of practice, the primary location of discernment.  The 
conversation is focused around two tensions present in the SMCs; the place of charismatic 
understanding and practice within the SMCs and the fragility and vulnerability of the SMCs.  These 
tensions reflect themes also present in the Emerging Missional Movement and the Evangelical 
Turn to Social Action.   Here I will explore the lived theology of SMCs described in the previous 
chapter, in light of these tensions, and explore the ways SMCs have lived with and sought to 
overcome them.  The goal is not to solve these problems by bringing solutions from outside but to 
explore the tentative and innovative ways that the SMCs have understood and lived with these 
tensions and to bring them into the conversation in a constructive way.    
The first half of the chapter will focus on the SMC’s relationship with charismatic 
evangelicalism.  Charismatic Evangelical practices and understandings continue to be key to the 
life of these SMCs, as was asserted in the previous chapter.  This section explores the tensions 
between the operant and espoused theologies of Charismatic Evangelical practice, from the four 
voices model, in the SMCs.1028  The emphasis on discerning and experiencing God also brings 
interesting insights and challenges to the doctrine of the Missio Dei and challenges to the 
Emerging Missional Movement to pay more attention to lived practice.  This develops into a 
broader conversation of both critique of and being critiqued by the Missio Dei exploring the 
weaknesses and blind spots revealed in chapter 4.  The second half of the chapter will focus on 
the fragility of the SMCs.  They are small and vulnerable and the question of sustainability and 
longevity is always hanging over them.  I explore Orton’s trajectories of social action initiatives in 
relation to the SMCs and draw on the practices of SMCs around developing Missional Space, being 
Relational Glue and Discerning God in the Interruptions to highlight how they have developed 
structures which allow them to continue to sustain their social action and to be Christian 
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community.  I conclude the section by addressing the question of the importance of social action 
and the place of weakness and fragility in the SMCs. 
 
Tensions in the Relationship with charismatic 
evangelicalism 
The SMCs in this research all had different relationships with charismatic evangelicalism.  
Lynwood were happy to identify themselves as Charismatic Evangelical, whereas Airbury felt they 
had moved away from charismatic evangelicalism.  Eastbark were suspicious of the focus on the 
Sunday worship meeting but happily engaged in charismatic practices and Hilchester had 
reintroduced a more Charismatic Evangelical worship evening.  As seen in the previous chapter, all 
four had included and developed charismatic practices within their community life.  For Eastbark 
and Lynwood the inclusion of Charismatic practices was relatively unproblematic, but for Airbury 
and Hilchester there were more visible tensions.   
Airbury saw themselves as having ‘gone through the charismatic thing and out the other 
side’1029 and Claire, Will and Margaret had all left the local Baptist Church because of their 
struggles with charismatic evangelicalism.1030  However there was also evidence of charismatic 
practices and understanding within Airbury; spontaneous praying for one-another1031, guidance 
through a direct audible word from God1032, dreams that shaped the direction of the SMC,1033 and 
celebrations of encountering God in surprising and exciting ways.  This demonstrates a disconnect 
between the espoused theology of the SMC which emphasized a post-charismatic theology and 
the importance of practices such as Eucharist and mindfulness, and the operant theology where 
their practice contained many elements from charismatic evangelicalism.1034  They have moved 
away from a charismatic evangelicalism in the shape of a Sunday gathering, but Charismatic 
Evangelical expressions, emphasises and practices continued to be present in the life of the SMC.  
Will’s suggestion that their testimony felt a bit ‘weak’ and ‘powerless’ and that ‘the command is 
to heal the sick – not just pray for the poor buggers’1035 were recognitions of this separation and a 
desire to reconnect the two.  Hilchester also noticed a similar tension and having initially moved 
away from Charismatic expression of Christianity to embrace a ‘missional model’ they returned to 
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many charismatic practices because they felt more powerful and more likely to make a difference 
on the estate where they were living.1036   
The Problem of Not Recognising the Operant Charismatic Practices 
In their reactions against charismatic evangelicalism Airbury and Hilchester both sought to 
distance themselves from Charismatic Evangelical practices but, as both Andrew in Hilchester and 
Will in Airbury expressed, in doing so there was a sense that they had cut themselves off from the 
thing that felt ‘powerful’.  Excitement and the spontaneous nature of their relationship with God 
was part of their experience within charismatic evangelicalism, and where these things were not 
given space in the life of the community there was a sense that something was missing.  The 
operant theology contains these charismatic goals of encounter and experience which are met in 
extensive ways, however in Airbury and Hilchester in particular the espoused theology did not 
always reflect these charismatic elements.  This can be seen in the Emerging-Missional Movement 
more broadly and can give rise to a number of problems.  They can fail to recognise their 
motivation for what they do, can cut themselves off from practices and resources that would help 
them and they may fail to pass on to others joining the group something which is fundamental to 
the way they operate.  I will deal with each of these points in turn. 
i. Not recognising what motivates them 
Many of the individuals in these SMCs continued to be motivated, at least in part, by charismatic 
goals of experience.  Experiencing God through these charismatic practices, for them, was part of 
feeling like a Christian.  The SMCs found ways to experience God in their social action but this 
desire for experience was not always recognised and articulated.  Hilchester’s desire to return to 
something that felt more powerful is an example of this; they began to introduce charismatic style 
worship into their Monday meetings and found they rediscovered this sense of experience and 
encounter.  For the likes of Andrew and Charlie this was directly related to the social action they 
were involved in but for others the connection was not so clear.  Over time a split began to take 
place between those who wanted the Monday night worship evening and those who wanted to 
be involved in social action on the estate.   Many of the group did not learn to experience God in 
the social action and the worship gathering instead drew attention away from the social action.   
In their desire to experience God they experienced a drift back to the familiarity of Charismatic 
Evangelical practice.  Where this charismatic emphasis is operant but not espoused it appears that 
this drift is more likely to occur without people noticing.  What was highlighted in the previous 
chapter was the way many had begun to articulate this experience of God without having to 
return to a focus on charismatic worship.    
ii. Accessing Charismatic Practices and Resources 
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Not recognising their practices as charismatic and actively trying to distance themselves from 
charismatic evangelicalism meant that Airbury inadvertently cut themselves off from resources 
that might have been helpful to them.  Claire’s negative reaction to the Healing on the Streets 
team’s understanding of suffering meant that she distanced herself from them rather than 
noticing the many similarities in what they did and seeking to learn from each other.1037  The 
Emerging Missional Movement is well known for its ability to bring in practices from different 
traditions and to incorporate them into their own1038; the criticism is that these practices often 
become detached from the traditions in which they were formed.   SMCs have drawn and 
developed practices from within the Charismatic Evangelical tradition.  By reconnecting the 
operant theology to the espoused theology they open up space for further conversations and for 
further practices and resources to be critically embraced.  The language developing in the SMCs 
around experiencing God in social action enables them to discuss, share and encourage this 
experience of encounter without feeling trapped by the Charismatic Evangelical practices which 
they have found less helpful.   
iii. Passing on the faith through word and practice 
There is a risk that if the operant charismatic theology in individuals’ lives is not recognised and 
both given outlets and resourced within the community then new people joining the group are 
not able to fully participate and the motivation to reach out to others is never fully passed on.  In 
Airbury they talked about the importance of choice and emphasized that those joining the 
community were able to choose their own spirituality.  They discussed how those coming liked 
the traditional church elements because that was what they were familiar with.  They saw the 
simple communion service once a month as a setting that enabled those attending to choose 
what worked for them.1039  However, the practices present in the communal settings tended to be 
the practices that Claire, Will and Margaret had embraced such as the centrality of the Eucharist 
and mindfulness.  I observed that extempore prayer, discussion around the Bible, testimonies of 
God speaking and individual encounter with God all formed part of the shape of the community 
but were not embraced as part of the communion service and not as actively passed on.  A 
particularly pertinent case is Michelle, who had been part of the group for a few years.  When she 
had first come she was not a Christian but gradually became willing to receive prayer from the 
group and had experienced a number of ‘miracles’ and ‘answers to prayer’ during that time.  She 
eventually became a Christian through what she described as a series of encounters with God.1040  
She enjoyed charismatic worship songs but felt discouraged from using them in the gatherings.  I 
was present at a very awkward meeting where she tried to get everyone to sing some of these 
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songs.1041  Similarly, she was frustrated that she didn’t know the Bible very well, whereas 
everyone else had a great deal of Bible knowledge, but she didn’t feel there was any way for her 
to develop this knowledge and understanding.1042  These were things which were part of the 
Charismatic Evangelical background of the group but not adequately passed on to those joining 
the group.  Rather than being able to ‘choose a spirituality that is right for them’ the result is that 
they can feel closed off from beliefs and practices which they feel are part of the group but which 
they feel actively discouraged from pursuing in a community setting.  
Again, what is noticeable is that in the SMCs there are understandings and practices 
developing which enable the ideas of encounter and experience to be passed on, without having 
to conform to charismatic evangelicalism which the SMCs have sought to move away from.  The 
SMCs both have this tension between operant and espoused, but have also begun developing the 
language to talk about these things and the practices to bring them together.   
Charismatic Lived Theology, Being Missional and the Missio Dei 
The charismatic understandings and practices present in these SMCs are not purely habits from 
their Charismatic Evangelical past.  These Charismatic Evangelical practices have been helpful to 
the SMCs as they engage with the wider community.  The doctrine of the Missio Dei is one which 
had particular traction within the Emerging Missional Movement, particularly when exploring 
what it might mean to be a ‘missional church’.1043   Rowan Williams describes the Missio Dei as 
‘finding out where the Holy Spirit is at work and joining in’.1044   This phrase has immediate 
resonances with the phrases from ‘ministry time’ in charismatic evangelicalism.1045  The idea of 
discerning and working with God fits easily into a Charismatic worldview and it is no surprise that 
Charismatic Evangelical practices would be helpful in translating the doctrine of the Missio Dei 
into practice.    
Flett and Van Gelder both identified the problem of the separation between the worship 
life of the church and mission or social engagement.1046  They suggested that the problem arose 
due to a poor understanding of the doctrine of the Missio Dei and that the solution is a clearer, 
revised and more Trinitarian formulation.  The SMCs have drawn on the ideas of the Missio Dei 
but it was through developing new practices which drew Charismatic Evangelical practices into 
their social action that they began to overcome this separation of worship and mission.  This, in 
turn, questions Flett and Van Gelder’s understanding of how doctrine relates to everyday life.  For 
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Flett and Van Gelder one of the main problems is the elasticity of the term Missio Dei, which 
means Missio Dei can describe almost anything.1047  They seek to overcome this ambiguity 
through clearer doctrine.    However, ambiguity in doctrine affords flexibility in practice.1048  The 
Missio Dei has caught the imagination of the Emerging Missional Movement and allowed 
creativity in understanding mission, which suggests that the elasticity of the term might actually 
be part of its success.  Having set this idea of ‘joining in with the Holy Spirit’ the SMCs have begun 
to develop ways to actually do this.  They have managed to integrate social action into the life of 
the community through revised charismatic practice and altered structure. They have developed 
the language and practices to understand God at work in the world, which has enabled them to 
understand how both to discern and act, and crucially, to do this as a community as well as 
individuals.   
Through engaging with these problems in the midst of their social action they have 
adjusted their practices accordingly.  There has been a shift from mission seen as the result of 
worship to mission as the sharing of community.  The way in which the SMCs reacted to the 
dominance of the worship service by developing ways to view social action and worship as part of 
the life of the community was a reordering of these priorities, but it came about through 
developing practices in response to what they felt was missing in charismatic evangelicalism.   
Flett’s worry was that in the doctrine of the Missio Dei mission becomes a second step for the 
church and that worship therefore comes before mission.1049  This is what was articulated in 
charismatic evangelicalism, that from worship they are sent into the world1050 whereas for these 
SMCs mission is connected to sharing community and hospitality, putting it on an equal footing 
with worship.  The SMCs in one sense have taken a similar direction to Flett, but the advantage is 
that they have developed structures and practices at the same time which allow them to ‘live it 
out.’  The problem of the separation of mission from the church is beginning to be overcome 
through a lived theology developed in the midst of practice, rather than a doctrinal construction. 
What the elasticity in the terms missional and Missio Dei has allowed is this imaginative 
engagement in practice which is seeking a continual discernment of God at work in the world.  
Both Flett and Van Gelder’s anxiety is misplaced.  Through this continual discernment, practices 
and understanding have begun to develop which bring insight and potential solutions.  To 
attempt, as Van Gelder in particular has done, to somewhat detach the terms from the practices 
they have begun to develop is to try to harvest fruit before it is ready.  The evidence from the 
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SMCs is that fruitful practices have begun to develop and should be encouraged to continue to 
develop, in overcoming the problem of the separation between mission and worship. 
This is one reason why more attention needs to be given to practice in the Emerging 
Missional Movement.  Lived theology both shapes and is shaped by the life of the SMCs, and it is 
through a negotiation with the problems in the real world that new practices and understandings 
have begun to emerge which are theological in nature.  The Emerging Missional Movement needs 
to take these practices seriously.  That the SMCs developed ways of discerning and acting with 
God in line with the Missio Dei should be of interest both to doctrinal theology and to the 
Emerging Missional Movement. 
Challenges to and from the Missio Dei 
 SMCs, by extending and developing their charismatic practices, present some challenges 
to the Missio Dei.  At the same time some of the issues raised at the end of chapter 4 suggest 
weaknesses in the approaches of the SMCs which can be further explored through engagement 
with the Missio Dei.  As described in the methodology, the SMCs’ lived theology is dynamic and 
should be understood as continually evolving.  Here a number of theological voices are introduced 
to sharpen the analysis of the SMCs.  This critique is intended to bring challenges and insights to 
the SMCs and provide further raw materials and tools to develop their practices and 
understandings. 
i. Challenges to the Missio Dei 
What the SMCs in this research have identified is that discernment is key to mission and social 
action.  On the surface there is nothing new to this assertion.  Dunn remarks that ‘discernment is 
the first act of mission’1051 and Cray expresses ‘the task of discerning the activity and leading of 
the Spirit is the central theological and practical task of a missionary church.’1052  However, as Kim 
expresses, discernment is ‘a complex process’1053.  She points to the place of confession of Christ 
and of ‘Christ-likeness’ as indications of the Spirit’s presence.  This might be the fruit of the Spirit 
(Gal. 5.22-3), where the gifts of the spirit are exercised (1 Cor. 12-14) or where people are 
liberated, healed and reconciled.1054  Cray makes a similar turn developing a list of ‘charism, 
character, content, characteristics, community and cultivating leadership.’1055  What is not 
discussed are particular practices of discernment.  While there may be some questions about the 
theological depth of discernment of the SMCs, which will be discussed later, what needs to be 
recognised is that they have developed authentic practices of discernment.  The practices 
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described in chapter 4 provide concrete means of discerning God, in the midst of mission, which 
are aligned to their charismatic spirituality.  The challenge from the SMCs to the Missio Dei is to 
develop practices of discernment.  They also challenge the suggestion that discernment is the first 
act of mission.  This was the starting point for all the SMCs, discernment before acting, but 
beyond that they have developed discernment as a continual practice.  The great strength of the 
way the SMCs have developed their practices of discernment is their continual nature while at the 
same time not being hindered by having to have discerned God before acting.  By developing 
these practices of interruption and creating space, discernment is woven into the work of the 
community.  Discernment has become more like a continual attentiveness in mission, than its own 
particular act.  
 One issue that Van Gelder and Zschiele raise is the problem of the church in the West 
operating with a secular social imaginary.  ‘This is a social imaginary largely devoid of imagination 
for the Triune God’s disruptive, graceful, provocative power and agency.’1056  Instead it puts an 
emphasis on human agency where mission is predictable and manageable.  They call for ‘a 
retrieval of a biblical imagination for the spirit’s presence and power in our midst.’1057  On one 
level this is what I observed in the SMCs, who shaped the environment in such a way that they 
expected to see God act.  As a community they began to operate with a different social imaginary 
focused on the Spirit’s work.  Although one can challenge the way in which the SMCs seeks to 
discern God, to which I will shortly turn, it is worth emphasizing both the way the SMCs have 
reshaped the social imaginary, through their expectations, language and stories, and the 
importance this has had in sustaining their social engagement. 
The SMCs challenge the Missio Dei by suggesting that developing practices of discernment 
is vital for engaging mission. Discernment is not simply the first act, but a continual one.   
Although practices such as withdrawing to pray and learn have a key place within all the SMCs, 
practices of discernment are not primarily understood as discrete and separate but as continual, 
taking place in the midst of social action and mission. The SMCs demonstrate the need for these 
practices need to be authentic to the particular community, in this case their charismatic 
evangelical lived theology.   
ii. Challenges from the Missio Dei to the SMCs’ Missiology 
One of the weaknesses recognised in the lived theology of the SMCs was the nature of the 
encounter with God in the world.  Within the doctrine of the Missio Dei, this encounter of the 
Holy Spirit in the world has been key.  So much so that it was possible for a particular 
understanding of the Missio Dei to develop which marginalised the church and saw the world as 
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setting the agenda for the church.1058  Through engaging with the discussion about the world, the 
‘other’, and the encounter with the Spirit in the world in the literature of Missio Dei I will explore 
the criticism of a charismatic lived theology further in this section.   
Van Gelder and Zscheile mapped the missional conversation and suggested that there are 
four main branches which they call (1) Discovering Missional, (2) Utilizing Missional, (3) Engaging 
Missional and (4) Extending Missional.1059  The SMCs can be seen as moving from the ‘discovering 
missional’ branch which uses missional language to describe traditional ideas of obedience and 
sending1060  to the ‘utilizing missional’ branch which emphasizes ‘the mission of the sending 
Triune God and the church being called to participate in this mission’1061.  Van Gelder and Zscheile 
raise a number of challenges to this ‘utilizing’ branch.  They warn against understanding God’s 
reign as an extension of the church’s ministry.  ‘This understanding ultimately folds the reign of 
God back into the life and ministry of the church rather than viewing it as extending beyond the 
church, calling the church into a fuller participation in what God is doing.’1062  They also warn 
against reverting to a Christological rather than Trinitarian basis for mission pointing out that it 
encourages a view that, (1) the individual Christian is the focus of God’s redemptive work, (2) 
emphasizes emulation of Jesus rather than being ‘in Christ’, (3) diminishes the role of the Spirit in 
the world.1063  Finally they are cautious about seeing the church as a contrast community and 
concerned that this limits the ability to discern and participate with God in the world.   These 
challenges echo those raised in the previous chapter through engaging with the critique of 
charismatic evangelicalism, namely that there is a risk that the encounter with God does not take 
seriously enough the action of God in the world and reverts to seeing the church as the focus of 
God’s mission.   
Whereas Van Gelder and Zscheiles’ position is that a better Trinitarian understanding of 
God will enable mission as expressed in the Missio Dei, this thesis proposes that practices have 
already developed within the SMCs which embody much of a Missio Dei approach, and that the 
doctrine of the Trinity provides language and theological understanding which enables deeper 
reflection on and development of practice.  The aim of this section is not to decide how these 
practices should develop but to offer critique, language and suggestions through the conversation 
with Missio Dei, to encourage the continued creative and innovative engagement of the SMCs. 
 As noted in the previous chapter, narratives of encountering Christ in the ‘other’ and the 
world were surprisingly few given its centrality in the Missio Dei.  Kim suggests ‘the unbounded 
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nature and unpredictability of the Spirit’s presence and activity (John 3.8) cuts across human 
expectations and confounds our sense of geography.’1064  With the exception of a number of 
stories from Airbury, this confounding of expectations was not the experience of these SMCs.  
Missio Dei is rooted in a Trinitarian understanding of mission where ‘there has never been a 
moment when God has not been present to and in creation… through the presence of the Holy 
Spirit.’1065  The Missio Dei challenges the SMCs to encounter God in the world in this confounding 
way.  Rather than seeing the world as simply in need of the salvation which the church offers, all 
creation is seen as holy and containing the ‘mysterious presence of the Spirit’1066.  For Bevans and 
Schroeder this means that dialogue is a key part of Christian mission.  ‘Mission should be done in 
vulnerability, in humility, with a sense of being open to being evangelized by those whom we are 
evangelizing.’1067  This sense of God being encountered in the world in such a way to challenge 
and change theology is somewhat missing in theses SMCs.  Van Gelder and Zscheile see this as a 
common problem stating ‘There is often little imagination for how the church can learn from the 
world.’1068   
There were accounts in both Lynwood and Hilchester of the awkwardness of the 
encounter with other.  Lynwood found it very difficult when ‘clients’ arrived at the hut,1069 and 
Becky in Hilchester recounted the awkwardness felt by the group as the women they met, who 
interested in new age spirituality, started praying for them in one of their meetings.1070   A Missio 
Dei approach would not just seek to take these encounters seriously as a challenge to practice, 
and something to respond to, but also as having the potential to reveal something new about God 
who is present in the world through the Spirit.   Bevans and Schroeder offer the images of 
treasure hunter, guest, stranger and entering someone else’s garden as alternative images for 
mission.1071  This places the emphasis on discerning the treasure already present in a culture and 
what it reveals about God, and having an awareness of their status and the need to learn from 
others.  Van Gelder and Zscheile suggest that moving from a ‘sending’ understanding of mission to 
one of relationality and reciprocity is what is needed.   They draw this from the nature of the 
Trinity explaining how ‘a participatory understanding opens up a highly reciprocal view of the 
God-world-church relationship, in which the church shares in the Triune God’s one vulnerable 
engagement with the world.’1072  Here the disruption of the engagement with the world is seen in 
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this reciprocal relationship.   The word attending, used by Bevans and Schroeder, might be helpful 
here.  As well as discerning God at work in the world, there is an act of attending to God’s work in 
the world, which is vital to mission understood through the Missio Dei.  The stories of awkward 
encounters for Hilchester and Lynwood should be seen as opportunities for this type of 
discernment rather than something to be avoided.  They reveal the boundaries of their 
engagement with the world and an important place for further reflection.   
 I will develop this language of attending through engagement with Wells’ work.1073  Jesus’ 
parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10.30-37) is often seen as a call to compassion and blessing 
those less fortunate than yourself.  Wells however challenges this reading, ‘To say the healthy and 
wealthy should not be so preoccupied with their own well-being but should have a bit of care for 
the stricken and the victim is not an astonishing new teaching.  Jesus' stories are telling us more 
than that.’1074  Instead he points out how the listeners are encouraged to identify with the man 
beaten and bleeding at the side of the road.  While they would be happy to receive what they 
need from the Levite or Priest, it is the Samaritan, who is despised, rejected and condemned, who 
meets their need and brings salvation.  The challenge then is ‘are we prepared to receive the 
healing and forgiveness and eternal life that comes through the person we couldn’t believe had 
anything to give us.’1075  He continues ‘Go, and continue to see the face of Jesus in the despised 
and rejected of the world.  You are not their benefactor.  You are not the answer to their prayer.  
They are the answer to yours.’1076  Wells’ entire thesis is that rather than working for, working 
with, or being for, it is being with which is the ‘most faithful form of Christian witness and 
mission’1077 which seeks genuine encounter of equal engagement.   Again Wells is calling 
Christians to attend to Christ in the ‘other’.   In seeking to develop this engagement with ‘other’ 
the SMC’s practice of discerning God’s interruption has potential here.  Noticing a similar problem 
in the Church of England, where mission activity was seen as a one way ‘flow’ from church to 
world, Barrett suggests practices which would be more receptive to the voices of others, and 
thereby ‘interrupting the flow.’1078  Whereas Barrett turns to public theology and liberation 
theology, I have demonstrated that the SMCs are already developing these practices of 
discernment which are developing and growing and have the potential to integrate attentiveness 
and reciprocity.  By seeking to recognise how God might be interrupting their work through the 
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encounter with other, these practices could be extended further, allowing a deeper, reciprocal 
relationship with the world. 
This may raise fears of a secularized approach to Missio Dei where the church is 
marginalized.  Van Gelder and Zscheile suggest that ‘the church must enter into a deep reciprocal 
engagement with the world, while retaining a posture of critical discernment’1079 and that 
‘salvation is in, of and for the world, not out of the world.’1080  The ensuing challenge to the SMCs 
is to both be more open to discerning God at work in the world, beyond the work of the 
community, and at the same time to develop a more critical discernment, perhaps along the lines 
discussed by Kim and others.1081  It also returns to the challenge of a Trinitarian understanding of 
God’s work in the world, where Christ’s work is not just a historical activity but a present and 
future one.1082   
iii. Challenges from the Missio Dei to the SMC’s Ecclesiology 
 I have used the language of intensive and extensive to compare the engagement of 
charismatic evangelicalism and the SMCs.  It is helpful to discuss Hardy’s concepts of intensity and 
extensity to engage with the ecclesiological questions.  Intensity expresses the way God becomes 
known through the Church, scripture and belief.  Extensity is the spread-out-ness of God’s work in 
the world through individual and society; God involving the world in God’s truth and life.1083  
While I have described the ways that SMCs have become more extensive in their understanding of 
encounter with God, I have also shown that there are ways to extend this further through an 
attentive and reciprocal relationship with the world.  Percy doubts whether such groups are truly 
extensive in nature, describing them instead as ‘dispersed intensity’1084  explaining that most local 
people will not be aware of these groups, nor do they have the institutional structures to enable 
such engagement.  Whether this rules out an engagement with the extensity of God is not 
immediately clear.  The SMCs in this study are not unknown or without the institutional links 
required.   Working relationships have been developed with local authorities, churches, charities 
and other networks.1085  Addressing Percy’s broader question about the place of extensity the 
SMCs have made moves away from the centrality of the church in mission.  In HIlchester, Charlie’s 
call to see ‘God’s plan’ as broader than the salvation of individuals and including changing 
environments displays the extensive thinking.1086  Seeing people value themselves and be able to 
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participate in society through finding employment and other social interactions is seen as a 
valuable outcome.  This is in tension with Charlie’s desire to see ‘God represented well’1087 by the 
SMC, which continues to identify God primarily with the community itself.  There is both a desire 
to engage with the extensity of God in the world but at the same time there is an assumed 
understanding of the way God works, through those who ‘represent’ him.  The ecclesiology 
associated with Missio Dei encourages the SMCs to continue to explore their desires to engage 
with the extensity of God, while helping to raise awareness of the ways in which charismatic 
evangelical assumptions might be causing barriers to this awareness.  Bevans suggests, ‘It is not so 
much that the church has a mission.  Rather the mission has a church.’1088  The church is a 
‘communion-in-mission.’1089 This resonates with the SMCs’ community approach to social action 
which demonstrates a dynamic understanding of church and mission, discerning God at work in 
the world and attending to the holiness of creation.   
One of the challenges to both charismatic evangelicalism and the SMCs has been around 
the need for the focus on healing to engage with wider issues of suffering and social justice.  The 
Anglican Church’s Five Marks of Mission1090 include (3) to respond to human need by loving 
service and (4) to seek to transform unjust structures of society to challenge violence of every 
kind to pursue peace and reconciliation.  Do the practices of SMCs remain in the understanding of 
‘loving service’, or include ‘transforming unjust structures’?  A helpful framework for such an 
analysis is given by Bevans and Schroeder: (1) The church acts as a voice for the poor and 
marginalized, (2) the church works to help those who suffer injustice find their own voice, (3) the 
church lives a life of solidarity with victims through a simple lifestyle and siding with the poor and 
oppressed and (4) the church should be a just church.1091  Practices of the SMCs fit into all four of 
these categories, however it would be true to say that the language of justice was not the primary 
one used by the SMCs.  The model of relational glue develops many of these themes, ensuring 
that people do not fall through the gaps, and helping them to write letters and access the 
resources they are entitled to.  However, there was little sign of political engagement through 
organised protest in them.  Some discussion of the structural causes of poverty did occur, but the 
typical nature of engagement was through individual support rather than any structural approach.  
This is an underdeveloped theme within the SMCs.  Bielo, however, suggests that a concern with 
structural, not just individual, engagement is on the rise within evangelicalism, and the evidence 
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from these SMCs is that deeper engagement with those who are marginalised has moved these 
communities towards themes of social justice.1092  
 This whole discussion highlights a pressing need for SMCs to engage more deeply with the 
conviction that God is at work in the world.  This requires an attentiveness to culture, to other, 
the stranger and beginning to develop practices of attentiveness.  It also requires the dialogical 
openness described by Bevans and Schroeder, which is open to being evangelized through 
engagement with the world, and the reciprocal engagement in the world suggested by Van Gelder 
and Zscheile.  
 
The Tension of Fragility 
Fragility and vulnerability was another theme that arose during the time I spent with the SMCs.  
They were stretched and under-resourced in many ways but particularly talked about not having 
enough people to do the work they had set about doing nor the finances to support it.  The SMCs 
were small and were reliant on a few key people.  This made them vulnerable in the face of 
unexpected events in the lives of their members or struggles in relationships between members.   
Even Eastbark, which was the biggest of the SMCs, told me that they felt the community was 
fragile and could collapse with the proposed changes that were coming up for them.1093   
A key reason for this fragility was the size of the SMCs.  They were all led by a few key 
individuals who were driven and gave a lot of time and energy to seeing the SMCs develop and 
grow.  But as the SMCs have found, a few people moving away, changing jobs or getting married 
has a big impact on the community.1094  In Chapter 4 I discussed how being small meant that it 
was easy for the SMCs to build relationships and include people.  The downside of being small is 
that it is harder to absorb unexpected changes; there is no capacity to take on other people’s 
tasks to make sure that things can continue.  Liz recounted Claire’s frustration about the group 
saying that they would have to stop if Claire was ‘wiped out by a bus’.1095  In the SMCs the work 
load is demanding and tends to fall on the shoulders of a few.  Will in Airbury told me how 
difficult it was for a few of them to support so many people with difficult mental health issues.1096 
The sense of being stretched is multiplied by the sense of the need around them.  The 
SMCs are excited by the opportunities that are offered to them and keen to get involved, often 
seeing them as God ‘opening doors’1097.  Hilchester found opportunities appearing in the school to 
be involved in mentoring some of the difficult young people, particularly due to cuts in staff and 
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resources in local government.1098  As with most social action, there is always more that can be 
done, and once people began to see they were reliable and professional they were keen to get 
them more and more involved.  The same has happened in Eastbark with their school’s work.  
With these growing opportunities comes increasing demands on time and increasing pressure of 
professionalisation.  The limited number of resources in the face of such demand gives a sense of 
fragility and vulnerability and is one of the reasons that some began to get pushed towards 
becoming a charity. 
Orton’s Trajectories within SMCs 
Orton1099 suggested there were two trajectories that social action projects emerging from church 
generally followed, the first was that they are reabsorbed back into the community becoming 
inward looking again, the second was that they lost touch with the community from which they 
formed becoming independent charities.1100  These trends are noticeable in the SMCs in this 
study. 
Hilchester had evidence of a line being drawn between the community and the social 
action as the youth work was formalised into a charity.  This was mainly due to Charlie’s 
frustration that the focus was on meeting together, like a small group, and not impacting the 
estate.  They had discussed this tension openly and recognised right from the start of the SMC 
that some people were more focused on building community and others were more focused on 
social action.  However, these tensions had grown particularly with the charismatic worship being 
reintroduced which Charlie felt made the group more inward looking1101 and Becky felt became 
less accessible to non-Christians.1102  Many of the new people coming into the group didn’t have 
the vision for the youth work or the estate and others had grown tired of it.  Charlie had felt called 
to start the charity, partly because he felt frustrated that the SMC were not fully committed to 
the vision of reaching out to the community and the charity gave him a vehicle to enable him to 
do that more effectively.  By the time I had finished my participant-observations, I noticed that 
they had started to look to other churches for ‘volunteers’ and only Andrew, Amanda and Stewart 
seemed to be strongly connected to both the charity and to the SMC.  It seemed that some 
people in Hilchester were being drawn away from the community to focus on the charity, 
whereas others were less engaged with the social action and becoming more inward focused. 
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Airbury had started a number of charities that they felt were needed including a food 
bank and a project supporting young families,1103 but then handed on the responsibility to others 
and continued to focus on the drop-in and other activities.  During the time I was visiting, only 
Will was employed by the charity and only for a few hours a week but as I was finishing my time 
there they had just received some funding to employ someone else and were looking at how to 
develop their work in the estate on the edge of town.  Part of the reason for employing people 
was the difficulty of finding people who would commit time to the work voluntarily.  Although this 
could push them further down the charity trajectory this was accompanied by Claire finishing her 
training to become a vicar which she felt would mean there would be further flexibility on 
developing Christian community within the social action.1104 
Eastbark were also finding that the social action was taking more time and resources and 
they were in the process of formalizing their work and applying for funding to continue it.  
However the school’s work had become a focus of what the community did together whereas 
many other social action activities they did separately.  It remains to be seen whether this 
increase in work, formalizing roles and applying for money will send them down the route of 
charity and detach the work from the community, but they were determined to keep the 
emphasis on building community at the heart of all they did.  Lynwood were a possible exception, 
in part because the community aspect had developed after the focus on social action.  They had 
not sought to ‘be church’, in the way the other SMCs had, and continued to expect their 
participants to attend a church, even if they would feel most ‘at home’ in Lynwood.  They were 
aware of the pressures of being a charity and had a clear vision to stay focused on giving not on 
need.  They were very keen to tell me how they differed from other charities – they didn’t twist 
people’s arms to help out, they gave them opportunities to give. 
Resisting the Trajectories of Church or Charity 
Orton suggests that these trajectories are not inevitable but as we have seen there is a fragility to 
these SMCs, due mainly to their size and relational structures.   As a result the move either back 
towards more familiar models of church, or towards becoming a charity promises some sense of 
stability.  Rather than looking outside for models of stability to resolve tensions in this section I 
identify some of the resources and practices already present in the SMCs which might help them 
to resist either trajectory. 
i. Relational Glue 
The SMCs have focused on relationships and these become the means of both belonging and 
including others.  This relational focus has also shaped the way that the SMCs engaged in their 
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social action.  Lynwood described how they were a bridge allowing people to give1105 and focused 
on building relationships to show that God cares.1106  Airbury identified gaps in social care which 
usually focused around the need for community, supporting people in simple tasks and helping 
them access the support they need.1107   Charlie, in Hilchester, discussed their work with young 
people struggling in school and how they were able to support and mentor them.1108  Eastbark 
similarly, had had great success in providing relational support to young people in the school that 
they were connected with.   All the SMCs identified that not only was there insufficient support 
for people, but often they struggled to access what was available for various reasons.  What they 
were able to be was the ‘relational glue’ which helped provide a foundation from which people 
could access the support.  Airbury were able to help people to read their post and write letters, 
take people to hospital appointments and support them in their interactions with the council.  
Claire told me how the drop-in developed out of relationships they were building by supporting 
people when she was volunteering with the local council.1109  She had helped run a support group 
for families and continued that through the drop in when it finished.1110  Eastbark, similarly, were 
able to build relationships not just with the young people but with their families as well.1111  
Eastbark and Hilchester were able to provide opportunities for the young people who were 
excluded from school, but more importantly, they cared for them, made sure they turned up to 
their appointments and provided relational support due to the supportive community around 
them, in a way that a local government or school worker couldn’t.   They provide the relational 
glue which helped to bring these different services together so that they could be accessed.  By 
building relationships with people they did not replace the services they needed but gave them a 
supportive community which helped them to keep appointment, helped them read and respond 
to letters, encouraged them, supported them and made them feel valued.   
Other organisations and local government run community projects can often be short 
term, disappearing when the money runs out but these SMCs have continued to be present.  For 
all four SMCs their consistency and effectiveness in supporting individuals had been noticed.  
Eastbark, Hilchester and Airbury had all been approached by schools and/or local government to 
extend the work they were currently doing.  They were seen as being in a good position to take on 
some of the work which was no longer being done by the local government and others.  The SMCs 
were excited that their work was recognised by local government and that they were being 
offered further opportunities.  In doing this they are encouraged to formalize their work and 
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develop the projects further.  The problem is, as Orton argues, this can have the effect of drawing 
them away from what they were doing well.  Moving the Location of Belonging allowed these 
groups to blur the lines between social action and community and have a community approach to 
social action1112 rather than a project approach; the push towards charity can begin to redraw 
these distinctions. 
Airbury, initially, managed to work around this problem.  They saw the need for specific 
support for young mothers so they drew people together to form a charity supporting young 
families.  They saw the need for a food bank so they drew together a number of people and 
churches to carry it out from across the town.1113  They were involved in initiating these projects 
and were probably vital to seeing them get off the ground but they made sure the SMC remained 
separate from the endeavour and remained focused on the relationships with people. 
Lynwood had a different way of remaining focused.  They talked about being a bridge 
between those who want to give and those in need and described how they were focused on 
giving rather than need.1114  There was need all around them and they could become focused on 
particular needs and get drawn into all sorts of things, but by focusing on what they had to give it 
was both sustainable and focused.  They supported individuals through building relationships but 
did not get drawn into other activities.  The Kitchen was a project that had launched out of the 
Lynwood SMC which was focused around a café and providing community for lonely people. It 
operated separately from Lynwood although it served many of the same people.1115  They had 
also been involved in helping Christians Against Poverty (CAP) to begin locally but had remained 
separate from it.1116  
A great strength of the SMCs is their ability to provide the relational glue which joins up a 
number of different services and provides a relational foundation from where these things can be 
accessed.  What Airbury did so effectively was to provide that relational support through the 
drop-in and life of the community and at the same time helping to set up the support that is 
needed to sustain it without turning the drop-in into that support.    
ii. Missional Space 
By blurring of the boundaries between community and social action the SMCs were not simply 
forming social action projects but were creating space for relationships to form.  One way this 
space was created was through the emphasis of the SMCs on hospitality.  Lynwood’s drop-in, 
Eastbark’s after-school café, Hilchester’s football and bike hub, are all creating these spaces 
where the interactions can take place.  Orton talks about hybrid spaces where there is an 
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encounter between people who are different and the importance of building these 
relationships.1117  What the SMCs added was the idea of experiencing God.  I described how the 
SMCs created ‘spaces of suspended disbelief’ where people were encouraged to experience God 
before they were encouraged to believe in God1118.  I am describing this blurred space between 
community and social action which encourages relationships and openness to experiencing God 
as ‘missional space’.  
Missional Space begins to provide the language to describe something that is neither 
charity nor church, but can be an entity in its own right where these encounters take place.  The 
move to charity is often a move to legitimacy to those outside the church who are then able to 
understand the group and what they are about.  The move back to church congregation is one of 
gravitational pull back to what is known and comfortable for the church-goers – the thing that 
feels like church.1119   The Missional Space created by these SMCs develops a legitimate form of 
social action and community that is neither just a social action project nor simply church but a 
blurring of the two.  These missional spaces are flexible.  Although they might have a particular 
focus to their social action, the SMCs are able to respond and welcome whoever turns up.   
Airbury for example had a focus on mothers they had met at the school gate, but when homeless 
people started turning up to the drop-in they found ways to support them.  They didn’t become a 
homeless project but through building relationships gave these men a safe place to come to, met 
some of their needs and helped them to find the specific support they needed.   
This missional space also provided opportunities to encounter God.  This might be 
through offering to pray with someone directly, as happened regularly in the drop-in in Airbury; it 
might be through the prayer space set up by Eastbark in their café; through the friendship and 
conversations during activities, such as football at Hilchester; or at Lynwood through the 
experience of receiving the items they needed and offering prayer.   There is no requirement of 
belief or engagement with Christian faith and spirituality, but it is present and the focus is placed 
on the individual experiencing and encountering God. 
Missional Space then gives a name to something in-between Church and charity.  It’s 
about relationship and encounter; about support and stability, about friendship and community.  
Lee, Poloma and Post suggested that there was something interesting about the work of Shane 
Claibourne and the Simple Way community in how they brought together both mystical prayer 
and social action.  They suggested it was to do with drawing on monasticism and its spiritual 
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practices.1120  I am suggesting that, in the case of these SMCs, this is only partly true.  They have 
developed an operant theology and new structures which enable them to sustain engagement in 
social action while maintaining a focus on encountering God.  The distinction between the two is 
diminished providing an integrated approach which meets need and encourages a deeper 
connection both in relationships with each other and the possibility of suspending disbelief and 
experiencing God.  
iii. Discerning God in the Interruptions 
Another problem which can cause this tension is that formalizing the work to make it sustainable 
and safe can end up detracting from what made it interesting to people in the first place, namely 
the exciting and spontaneous nature at the heart of charismatic evangelicalism.  Chapter 4 
described how the SMCs developed patterns of working but were attentive to the interruptions 
which they identified as from God.1121  Through developing patterns of work they brought stability 
to the work, but through the idea of God interrupting, nudging and prompting these patterns of 
ministry remained exciting and spontaneous.  This is particularly relevant in exploring how SMCs 
avoid Orton’s trajectories described.   By seeing their routine as God-given, but then developing 
the ability and sensitivity to discern God and respond to God within it, the SMCs were able to 
develop a more structured and sustained approach to social action while allowing it to be part of 
the continued charismatic adventure focused on experiencing God.  What SMCs offer to a 
charismatic evangelicalism is both the suggestion and the means of developing routines which 
retain this excitement of spontaneity and encounter.   
For the Emerging Missional Movement this connects with what was discussed earlier in 
the chapter.  There is a need to recognise and appreciate these points of discernment as 
charismatic.  Many of their members are still driven by this goal of encounter and the excitement 
associate with that.  By recognising the charismatic practices and understanding which remain 
present and using the language to describe the experience of God in the world developing within 
these SMCs, this goal of encounter can be realised within the more structured approach needed 
for sustained social action.   
An Invitation to Fragility 
There has been an unspoken assumption running through this whole thesis which needs 
to be brought into the open.  This assumption is that engagement in social action is vital to the life 
of the church, and that without it all aspects of the life of the church are impoverished.  That 
assumption is a deep challenge to the idea that social action is a stepping stone to evangelism or 
that social action is a response to a call to share God’s blessing further.  Without engagement in 
social action, without relationships with those whom Jesus calls ‘the least of these’ (Matthew 
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25:31-46), without the engagement with the stranger, the ‘other’ and ‘the poor’, then churches 
and communities miss out on an important means to understand God and themselves.  If social 
action always ends up on the periphery of church life then the church is cutting itself off from a 
key locus of revelation of God, and the arena of the work of the Spirit.  For this reason, the 
practices developed by SMCs to sustain social action and maintain it at the centre of community 
are of particular importance.  SMCs, as I have shown, provide a challenge to an ecclesiology which 
sees the world as peripheral to the church and simply as an ‘arena for evangelism’ where 
charismatic worship time is the ‘main event’.  At the same time I have highlighted the need for 
this engagement with the world and the ‘other’ to be further transformed in the ways envisioned 
in the Missio Dei, through an attentive, open, dialogical and reciprocal relationship with the world 
and the ‘other’.  
In responding to this challenge to include reciprocal engagement with the ‘other’, fragility 
should be seen as a key practice.  Recognising and embracing powerlessness and weakness was 
largely missing from charismatic evangelicalism.  However, it should be no surprise that in seeking 
to open themselves up to God’s engagement in the world the SMCs have experienced weakness 
and fragility.  The challenge of the Missio Dei is to see fragility, not just through the lens described 
by the SMCs, of faith and trust in God, but also through the lens of identification with the weak 
and marginalised.  A fragile Christian community will struggle to develop an ecclesiology of power.  
I suggest that part of the challenge to the SMCs to engage with weakness and powerlessness is 
not to see their fragility as something to be overcome but to recognise it as not only inevitable in 
such a venture, but in itself, as a space of attentiveness and identification for such engagement.   
Hardy states ‘What has to happen is the finding of a new intensity in God – a God who 
genuinely surprises, and whose purposes do also, in the breadth of the excitements of the world 
today.  This will be a God who is not less but much more than what we have come to expect from 
Christian faith.’1122   Although Hardy’s vision is perhaps greater than that achieved by the SMCs, 
there are strong resonances with the way in which SMCs have sought to engage in the world.  The 
practices which they offer around relational glue, missional space and interruption are all ways 
that seek to connect the church community with the wider engagement of God in the world.  An 
identification with weakness also allows further opening up to the breadth of God’s surprises.   
Summary 
The lived theology of the SMCs has implications for both the Emerging Missional Movement and 
how Charismatic Evangelicals engage in social action.  It challenges the Emerging Missional 
Movement to take lived theology and practice and in particular charismatic lived theology and 
practice, more seriously in understanding how these communities interact with one another, God 
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and wider society.  It provides a starting point for a more open conversation about the place of 
Charismatic practices within the Emerging-Missional Movement while trying to avoid a 
prescriptive understanding of charismatic lived theology as understood in its intensive expression.  
This research shows the value in Charismatic Evangelical practice for these SMCs and suggests 
ways that can be further explored for the Emerging-Missional engagement in social action. 
 The broader conversation with the Missio Dei both reveals some of the unique insights of 
the SMCs around the place of discernment in mission and the importance of developing practices 
of continual discernment.  It reveals missiological insights which provide vocabulary, theological 
reflection and potential practices which might help these SMCs to deepen their social 
engagement.  In line with the methodology, no attempt has been made to provide theology or 
practice to be adopted, but tools, resources, and suggestions to aid the SMCs’ continuing 
development. 
I then explored the sense of vulnerability and fragility within the SMCs and suggested that 
there is a pressure to become more recognisably church, or to become a social action charity.  I 
highlighted three practices developed by the SMCs; ‘relational glue’, providing ‘missional space’ 
and being attentive to interruptions in their routines.   I suggested that these three practices 
could help SMCs develop their own identity and could help them to avoid the trajectories towards 
simply charity or inward looking church.   These practices and structures gave them ways to 
maintain their relational focus within a structured approach to social action.   Finally, I asserted 
that the importance of keeping social action central to the life of the church or community is 
theological; that the Trinity is at work in the world and without social engagement an important 
locus of revelation is lost.  In this view fragility might, actually, be a gift to the community and an 
important part of it engaging with weakness. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 
The key question through this thesis has been; ‘Given their Charismatic Evangelical roots, how do 
Small Missional Communities sustain their social action?’  This question was based on the 
observation that charismatic evangelicalism has had a strong focus on the gathered worship 
service, meaning mission and social action have often been pushed to the periphery of the life of 
the church, and that there are Small Missional Communities who are successfully engaging in 
social action who could bring insights to this problem.  What this thesis has shown is that Small 
Missional Communities have begun to bring social action into the centre of the life of the 
community and that far from abandoning their charismatic practices and understanding these 
have been key to this development.  I have argued that the principle shift is a theological one, the 
move from an intensive to an extensive understanding of where God is at work.  This shift has 
developed in an imaginative space created by the Emerging Missional Movement which has 
enabled these SMCs to develop creative ways to engage in social action as a community.   At the 
same time they have kept their Charismatic Evangelical focus on experiencing God central and as 
a result have developed practices which enable this shift of emphasis and help them to 
experience God in the midst of their social action.   
Having identified a key issue around church and mission, namely social action ending up 
on the periphery of the life of the church, SMCs have sought to find ways to do things differently.  
This lived theology has developed understanding, structures and practices which embody a 
significant shift in theological emphasis.  There is a shift in understanding of what it means to be 
part of the Christian community; a shift from meeting to relationship.  This was particularly 
demonstrated in what I called ‘moving the Location of Belonging’ where ‘belonging’ was most 
identified around the meal table and other relational activities.  This also brought a shift in the 
practice of mission by blurring the boundaries between community and social action and moving 
from a ‘project approach’ to social action to a ‘community approach’ to social action.  Mission as 
social action is no longer seen as something purely done beyond the community but as within the 
community and as part of the community.  The ‘church’ then has become understood as a 
community engaged in mission together rather than a particular gathering of people.  This change 
in emphasis is part of the Emerging Missional Movement’s conversation, what the SMCs have 
brought are concrete practices which root these theological changes in the life of the community. 
The key to sustaining social action for these SMCs has been extending and developing 
their Charismatic Evangelical practices to help them to experience God at work in the world in the 
midst of social action.   The problem was not that there was no understanding of God at work in 
the world, or that it was not seen as important, but rather that it was at odds with the dominant 
practices of charismatic evangelicalism around ‘time of worship’ and ‘ministry time’.  In 
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developing the practices which I have described as extensive in nature, seeking God in the world, 
the SMCs have found key ways to connect this conviction with the charismatic emphasis on 
experiencing God.  I identified these practices as God interrupting routines, creating space for God 
and collaborating with God.  Collaborating with God, in particular, brought the ideas, not just of 
seeing and experiencing God at work, but participating in God’s redemptive work in the world.  By 
developing ‘the eyes to see it’ they encourage each other to see the world as a place where God is 
present and active and have developed vocabulary and practices which they see as enabling 
participation in that work.    
Drawing on Charismatic Evangelical practices and understanding was not always a fully 
conscious choice by the SMCs.  This raised another important insight, that the history of those 
who are part of the SMC cannot be detached from the SMC itself.  Charismatic Evangelical 
practices remained important to the individuals and as a result continued to be present in the 
group.  Some were rejected, particularly the focus on worship and ‘ministry time’, although many 
of the practices associated with them were visible in the lives of the community.  The problem 
though was that often new members to the community were not given the means to participate 
in these practices and understanding because although they were present in the community, they 
were not always recognised or valued by the community.  This is a reminder that the Christian 
faith is one that is embodied as much as thought about, and that habits and practices built 
overtime become second nature. It also demonstrates the importance of recognising these 
practices and seeing them as something of value to be passed on to others in the community. 
Exploring the tensions within SMCs brought further implications for missiology.  I 
challenged the assumption that elasticity in the terms missional and Missio Dei was a problem, 
suggesting that this elasticity instead provided the space for this lived theology to develop in the 
midst of practice.  To attempt to remove this elasticity has the effect of either removing this 
creative space or prematurely stopping a process of discernment, which is continuing in the life of 
the community, before it has had time to bear fruit.  For this reason, there is an emphasis in the 
thesis on returning to practice to encourage a continual process of discernment by the SMCs.  It is 
the conviction of the research that these are developing in the midst of lived faith, that this is the 
best context for such discernment and that practices continue to mature and develop bringing 
fresh theological insight.  The temptation to ‘finish the job’ purely through a doctrinal discussion 
needs to be avoided; SMCs have proved to be fruitful ground for developing these new, deeply 
theological practices and must be encouraged and enabled to continue to see that fruit develop.  
The thesis also highlighted a number of ways the weakness and blind spots of charismatic 
evangelicalism, particularly around its pneumatology and ecclesiology, continued to be present in 
the SMCs.  These were particularly around the uni-directional flow of mission and a failure to 
attend to and learn from the surprising nature of the Spirit at work in the world.  These were 
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brought into further conversation with the Missio Dei encouraging the SMCs to develop practices 
of attentiveness, reciprocity and dialogue alongside their practices of discernment.   
The practices of the SMCs also provide ways to disrupt the trajectories that Orton 
describes.  Relational Glue, Missional Space, suspended disbelief and God interrupting routines all 
provided ways of continuing to blur the lines between community and social action.   The idea of 
God interrupting routines seemed to be a particularly helpful understanding and practice for the 
SMCs.  Charismatic evangelicalism has often focused on the spontaneous and the fresh, and 
routines have seemed to be greatly at odds with this approach.  However, here the spontaneous 
and fresh is enabled to survive in the midst of routine through the idea of interruption.   Similarly 
missional space and relational glue offered ways in which the SMCs had begun to operate beyond 
the understanding of simply congregation or charity. 
Suggestions and Practices for Further Reflection and Improvisation 
The role of the practical theologian, as outlined in Chapter 2, is one of ordering and describing the 
lived theology of communities.    In line with the methodology, these implications have been 
discussed in relation to the SMCs themselves, charismatic evangelicalism, the Emerging Missional 
Church and the Evangelical Turn to Social Action.  Here I gather these challenges and suggestions 
and offer them back for further reflection. 
i. Small Missional Communities 
SMCs were found to be rich with practices, beliefs, understandings and structures which helped to 
bring social action in to the centre of the life of the communities.  I found that this had developed 
not through a rejection of charismatic evangelicalism but through taking the practices and 
understanding of charismatic evangelicalism and extending and developing them to experience 
God in the midst of social action.   What is offered to these SMCs, first of all, is the descriptions of 
these practices within the thesis, bringing to consciousness things which may have seemed 
second nature before.  
 A number of tensions and struggles were identified within some of the SMCs.  One was 
the gap between the espoused and operant theologies around the understanding of the place of 
charismatic evangelicalism.  Therefore the first suggestion is to be more conscious of charismatic 
practices present within the SMC.  Secondly the SMCs have already developed language to help 
them articulate their experience of God in social action and I would encourage them to draw this 
language more fully into the life of the community, seeing it as a way to articulate understanding 
and belief to those joining the community.   The practices identified and named as ‘discerning God 
in the interruptions’, ‘relational glue’, ‘spaces of suspended disbelief’ and ‘missional space’ may 
also offer ways to further explore the tensions with charismatic evangelicalism. What is clear in 
the SMCs is that it is possible to continue to embrace charismatic practices, without having to 
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continue to embrace the whole package of charismatic evangelicalism as described in chapter 1, 
which they have found problematic. 
I also highlighted that some of the weakness and blind spots of charismatic evangelicalism 
were also present in the SMCs. I encouraged the SMCs to see the world and other as having 
potential to reveal God to them and teach them about God as well as needing to receive God.  I 
suggested that the practices already developed could be further extended to include ideas of 
attentiveness, reciprocity and dialogue, and that uncomfortable encounters with others beyond 
the community should be welcomed as opportunities to learn and reflect. 
ii. Charismatic Evangelicalism 
Charismatic evangelicalism is encouraged to take notice of the significant development of SMCs 
and particularly those within this study who are seen to be extending and developing Charismatic 
Evangelical practice.  The exploration of the way in which SMCs have moved from an intensive to 
extensive focus offers Charismatic Evangelical churches insights and practices to reflect on in 
seeking to engage in social action and offers encouragement that social action does not have to 
slip to the periphery of the church.  The ideas of routine and interruption provides a significant 
way that charismatic evangelicalism can continue to be exciting and spontaneous at the same 
time as developing sustainable social engagement.  The SMCs also present a challenge to 
charismatic evangelicalism on the place of worship and the Sunday service in the life of the 
church.  The SMCs do not offer an easy solution to the problem but demonstrate that in the midst 
of practice new understandings and practices can develop which can help to overcome this 
tension.  SMCs offer a challenge and encouragement to reflect on the place of the worship service 
within charismatic evangelicalism and to seek to encounter God in the world. 
iii. The Emerging Missional Movement 
The Emerging Missional Movement is encouraged to take note of the operant and espoused 
theologies and particularly the way charismatic evangelicalism continues to influence 
communities.  The insight that Charismatic Evangelical understandings and practices played an 
important role in the SMCs in this research provides an encouragement to reflect again on the 
influences at work in other communities, groups and organisations.  The recognition and 
acceptance of charismatic practices present in the community does not mean that they are forced 
into a particular shape against their will, but that they can identify the motivations and practices 
as charismatic and allow them to be present in their work.  Again the language and practice 
developing within the SMCs around experiencing and encountering God in the world provides 
some tools and raw materials for undertaking such discernment. 
The Emerging Missional Movement was also encouraged to pay closer attention to actual 
practice.  There are many innovative and interesting ventures which individuals and groups have 
engaged in and, therefore, they will have inevitably found understandings, practices and 
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structures which enable them to be faithful in their context in the same way as these SMCs.  
Reflecting on actual practices can challenge the operant and espoused theologies and through 
doing so develop new insights, resources and means of engaging. 
iv. The Evangelical Turn to Social Action 
Finally the Evangelical Turn to Social Action is encouraged to take seriously these tensions and the 
trajectories described by Orton.   Through their structure and practices, SMCs offer an alternative 
to Orton’s trajectories, one which draws social action and Christian community together blurring 
the boundaries between the two.  Again, further attention to and reflection on actual practice can 
provide new insights in overcoming the tension.  This research also highlights the importance of 
lived theology in sustaining social action.  Seeking to draw more intentionally on the lived 
theology of the individuals and communities to tackle questions and tensions arising, rather than 
purely turning to doctrinal accounts or pre-existing models can also bring new insights as 
demonstrated in the conversation around the Missio Dei.  
 
In summary SMCs represent an exciting new development with charismatic evangelicalism who 
have sought to overcome some of the short-comings they identified in charismatic evangelicalism 
without jettisoning the practices, beliefs and understandings which they have found helpful and 
continue to draw on.  The account of the lived theology of these SMCs presented here demands 
that these communities should not be ignored or written off, but embraced as bringing new 
insights and challenges which can enable sustained engagement in social action in a way that 
maintains the Charismatic Evangelical emphasis on experience of God. 
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Appendix 1 – Consent forms 
This appendix contains sample consent forms for interviews and participant observation which 
were filled out by all regular participants and all interviewees.  Occasional visitors were made 
aware of my presence and research but not required to complete a form. 
Note that forms contain Kings College London logos due to the fact that nearly all data collection 
was carried out while I was a student at Kings College London before transferring my PhD studies 
to Durham University.   
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 
REP(EM)/13/14-19 
YOU WILL BE GIVEN A COPY OF THIS INFORMATION SHEET 
A Study of the Social Engagement of Small Missional Communities 
I would like to invite you to participate in this postgraduate research project. You should only 
participate if you want to; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you 
decide whether you want to take part, it is important for you to understand why the research is being 
done and what your participation will involve.  Please take time to read the following information 
carefully and discuss it with others if you wish.  Ask me if there is anything that is not clear or if you 
would like more information. 
The aim of this research is to investigate the way in which Small Missional Communities engage in 
social action and how the community and the members of the community understand social action in 
relation to the other activities of the group, such as meeting, worship, prayer, eating together etc. 
This research is independent of any groups or charities and is done in partnership with the Small 
Missional Communities who have agreed to participate in the research. 
I hope to spend time observing and participating in some of the meetings and activities of The Upper 
Room over the coming year.  I will aim to visit around 6 times during that time.  You will not be 
expected to do anything different from what you normally do.  I will participate in the group and join in 
with whatever you are doing.  I will make notes to help me to write about the practices of the group but 
I will make sure that all data is written up in such a way that no individual can be identified. 
I would like to follow up my observations with interviews and a focus group.  I may approach you 
personally at a later date to ask about the possibility of your participating in an interview or focus group 
and I will provide additional information and consent sheet.  
My hope is that through this research that The Upper Room will be able to contribute to academic 
discussion giving the much need perspective of those actual involved in these communities.  It will 
provide further evidence of the theological thinking present in such communities and contribute to a 
wider discussion on the place of social action within the life of Christian communities.  I would be 
happy to give you a final copy of the report and hope that it might help to further reflect on the 
activities of the community. 
It is up to you to decide whether to take part or not.  If you decide to take part you are still free to 
withdraw from the study at any time and without giving a reason.  You may also withdraw any 
data/information you have already provided up until it is transcribed for use in the final report.  If you 
do decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent 
form. 
If you have any questions or require more information about this study, please contact me, James 
Butler, by email j.e.d.butler@durham.ac.uk or at St Johns College, 3 South Bailey 
Durham, DH1 3RJ 
If this study has harmed you in any way, you can contact Durham University for further advice and 
information: Project Supervisor: Professor Pete Ward. Email peter.ward@durham.ac.uk St Johns 
College 3 South Bailey, Durham, DH1 3RJ. 
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH STUDIES 
 
Please complete this form after you have read the Information Sheet and/or 
listened to an explanation about the research. 
 
Title of Study: A Study of the Social Engagement of Small Missional 
Communities 
King’s College Research Ethics Committee Ref: REP(EM)/13/14-19 
Thank you for considering taking part in this research. The person organising the research 
must explain the project to you before you agree to take part.  If you have any questions 
arising from the Information Sheet or explanation already given to you, please ask the 
researcher before you decide whether to join in. You will be given a copy of this Consent Form 
to keep and refer to at any time. 
 
 
 
 I understand that if I decide at any time during the research that I no longer wish to 
participate in this project, I can notify the researchers involved and withdraw from it 
immediately without giving any reason. Furthermore, I understand that I will be able to 
withdraw my data up to the point of publication. 
 
 I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes explained to 
me.  I understand that such information will be handled in accordance with the terms of 
the UK Data Protection Act 1998. 
 
 
Participant’s Statement: 
 
I _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
agree that the research project named above has been explained to me to my satisfaction and I 
agree to take part in the study. I have read both the notes written above and the Information 
Sheet about the project, and understand what the research study involves. 
 
Signed      Date 
 
 
 
Please tick 
or initial 
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 
REP(EM)/13/14-19 
YOU WILL BE GIVEN A COPY OF THIS INFORMATION SHEET 
A Study of the Social Engagement of Small Missional Communities 
I would like to invite you to participate in this postgraduate research project. You should only 
participate if you want to; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you 
decide whether you want to take part, it is important for you to understand why the research is being 
done and what your participation will involve.  Please take time to read the following information 
carefully and discuss it with others if you wish.  Ask me if there is anything that is not clear or if you 
would like more information. 
The aim of this research is to investigate the way in which Small Missional Communities engage in 
social action and how the community and the members of the community understand social action in 
relation to the other activities of the group, such as meeting, worship, prayer, eating together etc. 
This research is independent of any groups or charities and is done in partnership with the Small 
Missional Communities who have agreed to participate in the research. 
At this stage in my research I would like to interview members of the communities to talk about [name 
of SMC] and the social action you are involved in.  If you are happy to be interviewed it will take a 
maximum of two hours.  The audio of the interview will be recorded and transcribed.  When the 
interview is transcribed your name will not be used and you will be given a pseudonym.  All interview 
recordings, transcripts and your personal details will be encrypted and safely stored in compliance 
with the UK Data Protection Act 1998.  All research data collected in the interviews will be kept for one 
year after the conclusion of the research and then destroyed. 
My hope is that through this research that [name of SMC] will be able to contribute to academic 
discussion giving the much need perspective of those actual involved in these communities.  It will 
provide further evidence of the theological thinking present in such communities and contribute to a 
wider discussion on the place of social action within the life of Christian communities.  I would be 
happy to give you a final copy of the report and hope that it might help to further reflect on the 
activities of the community. 
It is up to you to decide whether to take part or not.  If you decide to take part you are still free to 
withdraw from the study at any time and without giving a reason.  You may also withdraw any 
data/information you have already provided up until it is transcribed for use in the final report.  If you 
do decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent 
form. 
If you have any questions or require more information about this study, please contact me, James 
Butler, by email j.e.d.butler@durham.ac.uk or at St Johns College, 3 South Bailey 
Durham, DH1 3RJ 
If this study has harmed you in any way, you can contact Durham University for further advice and 
information: Project Supervisor: Professor Pete Ward. Email peter.ward@durham.ac.uk St Johns 
College 3 South Bailey, Durham, DH1 3RJ. 
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH STUDIES 
Please complete this form after you have read the Information Sheet and/or 
listened to an explanation about the research. 
 
Title of Study: A Study of the Social Engagement of Small Missional 
Communities 
King’s College Research Ethics Committee Ref: REP(EM)/13/14-19 
Thank you for considering taking part in this research. The person organising the research 
must explain the project to you before you agree to take part.  If you have any questions 
arising from the Information Sheet or explanation already given to you, please ask the 
researcher before you decide whether to join in. You will be given a copy of this Consent Form 
to keep and refer to at any time. 
 
 
 
 I understand that if I decide at any time during the research that I no longer wish to 
participate in this project, I can notify the researchers involved and withdraw from it 
immediately without giving any reason. Furthermore, I understand that I will be able to 
withdraw my data up to the point of publication  
 I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes explained to 
me.  I understand that such information will be handled in accordance with the terms of 
the UK Data Protection Act 1998. 
 
 
Participant’s Statement: 
 
I _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
agree that the research project named above has been explained to me to my satisfaction and I 
agree to take part in the study. I have read both the notes written above and the Information 
Sheet about the project, and understand what the research study involves. 
 
Signed      Date 
 
 
  
Please tick 
or initial 
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Appendix 2 – Interview Questions 
Interview Questions Lynwood 
How did you get involved in Lynwood? 
How would you describe Lynwood? 
Why are you part of Lynwood? 
What are the most important things about Lynwood? 
Tell me about the core team. 
Tell me about your church and any connections it has to Lynwood. 
What about the relationship between Lynwood and other organisations? 
How would you encourage someone to get involved in Lynwood? 
 
Encourage stories and examples.  Follow up themes arising such as prayer, discerning God, 
volunteering/giving, addressing people by name and the particular characteristics. 
 
Interview Questions Airbury 
How did you get involved in Airbury?/How did Airbury begin? 
What are the most important things about the Airbury? 
How would you describe Airbury to somebody who didn’t know about it? 
What keeps you involved in Airbury? 
How is the relationships between Airbury and the churches in the town? 
How does the social action connect to the life of Airbury? 
What are your hopes for Airbury? 
 
Follow up comments on prayer, drop-in, communion service, sensing God, involvement in local 
community/estate, relationship to church and interviewees particular involvement. 
 
Interview Questions Hilchester 
How did you get involved in Hilchester? 
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How would you describe Hilchester to someone who didn’t know about it? 
What are the most important things about Hilchester? 
What keeps you coming to Hilchester? 
In what ways is Hilchester and are you involved in social action? 
Are you involved in any other church/Christian community? 
How is Hilchester connected to the youth work charity? 
Is there any element of Cell Group that you think if that stopped there’d be no point carrying on? 
Is it important that Hilchester is on this estate? 
Tell me about the men from the church in the neighbouring town and how you see their 
connection to Hilchester? 
What are your hopes for Hilchester? 
 
Pick up themes around the community house, the youth work, the estate,  
Interview Questions Eastbark 
How did you get involved in Eastbark? 
How would you describe Eastbark to someone who didn’t know about it? 
What are the most important things about Eastbark? 
What keeps you coming to Eastbark? 
How is Eastbark engaged in social action? 
What is the relationship between Eastbark and other local churches? 
Is their any element of Eastbark that you think if it stopped it wouldn’t be any point carrying on? 
How important is it to have the houses? 
What is the role of the leadership team? 
What are your hopes for Eastbark? 
 
Themes to pick up – discouraging people from other churches, prayer, learning 
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Appendix 3 – Table Summaries of Field Work 
Overall Summary 
SMC Pseudonyms Lynwood Airbury Hilchester Eastbark 
Date of First Visit 01/05/14 12/09/14 24/11/14 08/03/15 
Pseudonym of 
Gatekeeper 
Alice Claire Andrew Jenny 
No. Visits 13 11 8 3 
No. Hours of 
participant 
observation 
65 36 30 32 
No. Interviews 8 5 5 5 
 
Summary of Interviews 
Lynwood 
Pseudonym Date of Interview Duration of 
Interview 
Age (approx.) Location 
Rachel 26/06/2014 59 minutes 50s Prayer Room 
Ben 21/07/2014 39 minutes 50s Prayer Room 
Alice 17/07/2014 95 minutes 50s Prayer Room 
Tony 23/06/2014 70 minutes 70s Office 
Mary 21/07/2014 69 minutes 70s Office 
William 30/06/2014 19 minutes 40s Prayer Room 
Nig 10/07/2014 21 minutes 60s Office 
Sarah 17/07/2014 70 minutes 40s Prayer Room 
 
Airbury 
Pseudonym Date of Interview Duration of 
Interview 
Age (approx.) Location 
Claire 10/11/2014 83 minutes 50s Drop-in Room 
Margaret 07/11/2014 59 minutes 50s Her House 
Will 13/10/2014 75 minutes 50s Drop-in Room 
Liz 16/10/2014 80 minutes 50s Her House 
Michelle 7/11/2014 51 minutes 40s Drop-in Room 
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Hilchester 
Pseudonym Date of Interview Duration of 
Interview 
Age (approx.) Location 
Andrew 17/03/2015 54 minutes ~30 His House 
Amanda 17/03/2015 63 minutes ~40 Community 
House 
Becky 17/03/2015 58 minutes Late 20s Her House 
Charlie 17/03/2015 58 minutes Late 20s His House 
Philip 17/03/2015 53 minutes Late 20s Community 
House 
 
Eastbark 
Pseudonym Date of Interview Duration of 
Interview 
Age (approx.) Location 
Jenny 08/04/15 77 minutes ~50 Her house 
Kate 24/06/15 30 minutes 20s Community 
House 2 
Ben 09/04/15 57 minutes 30s Community 
House 1 
Pete 09/04/16 49 minutes ~30 Community 
House 1 
David 24/06/15 75 minutes 50s His House 
Lee 08/04/15 34 minutes 50s Jenny’s House 
 
Summary of Documents Gathered 
SMC Documents 
Lynwood  Besom Manual 
 Volunteer Manual 
 Lynwood News Letters 1-5, from 2008-2014 
Airbury  Claire’s blog; posts from August 2008 to November 2014 
 Airbury Community Website 
 Annual Report 2013-2014 for AGM 
 Service sheet containing liturgy, prayer songs and reading, 12th 
September 2014, 3rd October 2014, 10th October 2014, 14th 
November 2014 
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Hilchester  Youth Project Prayer email: 15 emails from 2nd Feb 2015 to 26th May 
2015 
 Introduction to Hilchester Missional Community written by Andrew 
 Hilchester Missional Community Vision and Values Document 
written by Andrew 
Eastbark  Summary of community on website 
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Appendix 4 – Sample Extracts from Interviews 
and Field Notes 
Interview with Ben, Lynwood 
33.  JB:  How would you describe Lynwood to somebody who didn’t really know what it was. 
34.  B: Christian or non-Christian? 
35.  Jb: Both 
36.  B: Interesting, the conversation comes up quite a lot on [at work].  Because we all talk 
about what we’re doing on days off and time off.  And Lynwood comes up virtually every 
time.  People say Lynwood, never heard of Lynwood, what’s that.  And then you can 
explain that it’s Christian and its free, and I find that a gentle way of saying to people I’m a 
Christian, rather than straight between the eyes with a few appropriate verses [laughs] so 
I find it a brilliant lead in for witnessing as well.  They don’t get it, a lot of the time.  They 
don’t get that we’re prayer based, that we never make appeals for money or anything 
else, but that’s, you see the connection between being a Christian and praying, and 
actually seeing results of prayer and that’s what people find… it’s usually a bit of a 
conversation stopper. [laughs]  There is the assumption that every Christian is a Sunday 
Christian and they’re needy people and all the rest of.  But actually what we do is, we 
hopefully, by being Christ like and looking after those who can’t look after themselves, in 
a world which is spiritually quite bereft that put’s an angle on things which people 
generally speaking wouldn’t think about. 
37.  And in terms of other Christians they find it intriguing, because, although [similar projects 
are] really really growing across the country, and there are churches who are fantastic 
socially, like St Martin’s in the field who do some fantastic stuff with the homeless, 
feeding the homeless and the poor and the rest of it.  But not every local church is in a 
position to do that. 
38.  JB: So how would you describe Lynwood so another Christian.  If a Christian said to you 
“What is Lynwood?” what would you tell them? 
39.  B: I’d say that it’s prayer in action.  That’s probably the way I would describe it.  And it’s 
Christianity in action.  I’m going to keep coming back to the miracles we see.  One of my 
oldest friends, he’s a Christian guy from All Souls, but not somebody you, I mean he’s 
been involved a lot as a Christian in church ministries but never in this type of outreach 
ministry really, and quite honestly I’m not sure that he actually gets this still.  I’ve invited 
him along several times, but he’s got a normal job so that’s probably a bit more difficult.  
Certainly in the more conservative evangelical church, there’s a reluctance to 
acknowledge we do have a God who still performs miracles today.  And I think it would be 
very good, not just his, but everybody’s spiritual health to see something like that, to be 
open to it.  I needed to change, I came to, after many years of quite stale Christian, I put 
myself on an alpha course and started seeing miracles.  So it’s very good for our spiritual 
health.  A good gracious God. 
40.  JB: How do you think that changes you, seeing miracles, how have you seen yourself 
changed? 
41.  B: Far more open to the work of the Holy Spirit.  And just the attitude that actually, an 
attitude of expectation in prayer as well, really useful expectation, I probably wasn’t a 
Christian who had great expectations of seeing much happen either in my life or other 
people’s lives, but praise the Lord, that’s changed.  Expectation is very different of course 
to thinking that everything is going to be resolved, but you also do know that we have a 
God, he’s never too early, never too late, always on time, so if he doesn’t answer straight 
away I have every confidence he will answer in his way, what’s best for myself and best 
for us as a Christian community.  I needed to change. 
42.  JB: And I was going ask you how you would get someone to get involved? 
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43.  B: Yep, to tell them actually you will see things happen – you will definitely see things 
happen.  So come along and experience that and be fed, be spiritually fed by.  Don’t just 
bask and bathe in that, use that to do something which God can bless.  God can’t bless us 
if we’re not willing to be participants as Paul says, and the blessings will flow, and I think 
it’s when you see blessing flow, in terms of blessing flowing outwards, that is when we are 
blessed ourselves, that is when I feel blessed.  Just seeing Angela’s face today, just cutting 
her hedge, makes it all worthwhile.  You sweat a bit, but just seeing somebody else 
blessed by what we do, what does it take, just a couple of hours of our time, whether 
we’re out on the van, whether we’re cutting a hedge, whether it’s putting up a prayer 
room, whatever, just seeing when others are blessed.  God uses that.  Huge blessing, huge 
privilege 
 
Interview, Claire, Airbury 
17.  C: And then we hired Will.  Which is out first paid worker.  And the first guy that we ever 
had here, it was very much like a women’s only community before and just almost  
naturally, but because some of those women had had domestic violence or abuse it was 
a very safe community for women, but just unwittingly, we’d never chosen it that way – 
it was just how it was.  And suddenly when Will came, all the people, a lot of the people 
that’d been coming stopped coming because they couldn’t handle a guy, but we felt like 
we’d really heard God speak about hiring him in a very direct way actually and  it just 
ushered in a completely new…. 
18.  JB: How particularly? 
19.  C: Well Will had come to be a volunteer, that’s what he wanted to do – and he 
experienced a lot of mental illness himself and wasn’t particularly steady at that point 
and was looking for volunteering as long term journeying back towards paid work but 
didn’t feel well enough to sustain paid work at that point.  But I met to interview him 
over at the coffee shop over the road but while I was talking to him I just kept having this 
very kind of nagging voice literally in the back of my head saying “pay him, pay him.”  And 
I… it’s very rarely that you hear a very direct word like that, and I literally at one point 
was like “will you shut up” because I couldn’t concentrate on what he was saying.  And 
when I got out from  there was like I’m not going to say that to him directly because it 
just might be wrong, but I went and prayed about it for such a.. you know for a good few 
hours in the next days and I just had this very very strong sense that I must not take him 
on as a volunteer and it was because he would feel able to come and go according to 
how well he felt if he was a volunteer whereas if he was paid he would have commit to it 
and it would make him commit and it did and I had to tell him directly what I’d heard and 
what I thought it meant and he had to go away and really think about it because he just 
didn’t feel able to do it but actually he just kind of felt like he should be obedient to that 
as I felt I should be.  And so we sort of put some terms around it that would be well… 
what kinds of things might you find hard, and what ways can we support you here so you 
could mediate around that so we made a bunch of arrangement like if you feel like you 
are having a panic attack you can go down and wash up the cups in the kitchen and  just 
catch your breath for five minutes or if you say these things to me I’ll understand that 
you needed to take a breather, not that people here needed to know that.   
20.  And so we just basically thought that we would strike it up and give it six months and see 
how it went and if he just couldn’t manage it then we would accept that but I think he’s 
had one day off sick in four years – he’s been here more than me – [laughs].  So it’s 
suddenly become that he is the regular contact and all of a sudden about two or three 
weeks after he arrived we had this contingent of homeless men who heard about us and 
came and we don’t really know where they came from or how they knew about us but 
word got about and six homeless men started coming every session.  And they were here 
morning and night, they’d be waiting for you outside when you opened up, and they’d 
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plug in their phones and go and get a wash in the loo, drink tea, eat breakfast and we 
started bringing in porridge and bread and toast, getting to know them, the kinds of 
things they’d been through and what they needed, and they literally were coming to see 
Will and because he’s able to talk very openly about his experience with mental illness, 
very honestly and truthfully- vulnerably – they immediately could relate to that because 
all of them had struggled as well at various times.  Some of them had very serious 
diagnoses really.  And they just, you know, immediately responded to his honesty, came 
and we started to celebrate birthdays with them and have meals with them.  They would 
meet us out on the street, if they had been given food they would invite us to eat with 
them and we just, I don’t know, just developed some very sort of deep connections with 
them.  And sort of became family really for them because they’d mostly burnt their 
bridges with family or not got safe family.  And so that felt really important that we’d 
manage to branch out and have men here.  And some of them got house then and we 
were able to support that and help them and get furniture for them and support them 
over quite a journey in, because it’s quite a difficult culture change to being housed if 
you’re homeless.  You’re suddenly very alone after living in a group of six men.  And just 
that need sort of company and people that come round and people to help and that…. 
Just to sort of somehow normalise the experience and be able to talk about it.  Some of 
them came to faith and got baptised.  So yeah that was just quite an interesting time for 
us – and everybody – some of the women then drifted back and began to be able to feel 
safe and so it just became a much more mixed community than it had been. 
21.  JB: You talked about the experience of hearing from God about Will and you mentioned 
other things – you said we were all feel drawn towards this – and talking about the 
presence of the Holy Spirit – how does that fit in the life of the community? 
22.  C: Well I suppose it was a bit – it came a bit out of the three of us at the beginning – I’d 
say probably just naturally as people almost like, natural kind of charismatic-y types – 
and it wasn’t necessarily our church back ground although one women did go to [the 
large charismatic Anglican church in the neighbouring town] which is a New Wine church 
that’s very sort of spirit led – but the other churches that the other two of us were at 
were not so much at all – but it just seemed to be when we met together it was slightly 
our natural way of being, we just waited for words and pictures.  We’d gone on a number 
of training courses and things that New Wine run.  Somebody had gone on a dream 
interpretation course and we’d been on prophetic Holy Spirit days and all those kind of 
things so it was quite strongly in the mode of the way in which we worked.  And I think 
when you start a community then that you are hoping will be church for people who are 
unchurched.  You then have to start to mediate your public behaviour in ways that are 
more appropriate for people to come into.  And I think we would more – those things 
would be indicative and probably quite clear in the way we would pray for people – so 
people would be able to pick up that - and we’d always pray for the Holy Spirit to come 
or words – to everything in everything.  
 
Interview Becky, Hilchester 
34.  JB: What keeps you part of Hilchester group – what is it about Hilchester group that 
means you’re still part of it? 
35.  B: It’s I think about – when it was – maybe we were going to have to dissolve it for a while 
it was really amazing the real – I don’t know what it was – the emotion of thinking that it 
might not be a thing I realised how much I depended on it.  Because that was definitely 
my church where I met with God where I met with people that supported me in my faith 
– my friends, I think it was like my outward expression of my faith – you have an inner 
walk – and a life – and that could sustain you in theory without it – like if you were put in 
prison or whatever – the reality of God in you – but it was everything thing that I kind of – 
the outward workings of my faith and fellowship and that kind of thing really – yeah I 
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couldn’t not go – if it’s going forever [pause to check it’s still recording]…  The only way 
that I would not go was if it closed or I moved.  There have been times when you don’t 
have the energy for it but that’s only just kind of – a temporary thing – it’s vital to me 
with my faith – I mean I could manage without it just about – but I couldn’t not go. 
36.  JB: And what do you think are the most important things or the real – the unique thing, or 
important things or special things about Hilchester? 
37.  B: Like it couldn’t happen without them? 
38.  JB: Yeah 
39.  B: Ummm.  I think, think the regularity of meeting with friends, caring about each other, 
being honest and accountable and open and the deepening which is – I think – vital.  I 
think God’s – seeking God’s will for where we go with it.  Allowing God to work and lead it 
and guide it.  I think living – I think – I think having a connection with each other’s whole 
lives – so not just having it as a meeting but… that kind of thing.   [house mate comes in]  I 
also think – the kind of whole like thing not just the meeting and a sense of wanting to 
bring God and impact the rest of the community is probably the other thing.  I think 
another thing that aids that – so eating together is really important to us but doesn’t have 
to be – the community house is really important but it doesn’t have to be – so yeah-I 
think the connection with each other, letting God guide us and trying to bring God into 
the community are probably the three things. 
40.  JB: Brilliant.  And you obviously – you’ve bought a house here – so you obviously feel 
quite committed to the estate – so what was your thinking in buying the house – and 
where do you see it heading? 
41.  B:  Yeah well that’s the thing  - with our ideal of living amongst the people who we want 
to love and show God to – it’s the best way of understanding and knowing and loving 
people and living alongside them.  So we want to get as many people and as many 
community houses and as many individual houses up here as we possibly could.  So that 
was definitely part of the drive so Andrew and his wife, Charlie and his wife, my house, 
the community house, Amanda will probably rent somewhere and some of the other 
people as well.  So being amongst each other so you can drop round and share stuff and 
also make as much of an impact in our locality it could be – as we can.  That’s an 
important part of the thing – of the drive.  So loads of people living up here would be 
amazing –more and more.  And even if I don’t stay – and you never really know – just 
having this house and getting people to live in it who are part of Hilchester is what I’d 
want to do – so even if I was moving away renting it to people who are members would 
be what I’ll do – that’s the aim as well – so- good. 
 
Interview, Ben, Eastbark 
55.  JB: The prayer weeks.  I know that you’ve got three prayer weeks a year –and then you 
also have prayer focuses each month.  How does that – are they fairly – do you set 
themes – how do you plans those and how do they run. 
56.  B: So we’ve always had three prayer weeks a year.  We did also have early month, it 
might have been every Friday at the start we had a 24-1 or a 12-1, kind of fluctuated 
between the two – when we were one community I think three Fridays a month we 
might have done.  I think what that’s migrated into now – we had a time of doing 24-1s 
every week, and now what it looks like we have 3 prayer weeks a year and then we also 
have, yeah, every month there will be some form of a prayer focus; whether that be a 
prayer week, whether that be a 24-1, in September and October we do 5 weeks of 5 
nights of prayer.  So that’s one hour for five nights for five weeks.  We all join together as 
community and have a bit of a focus.  And then there’s another 5 one week of five nights 
of prayer as well.  So we’ll have one of those in each month but we try not to have more 
than one of those just because of burn out and everyone gets a bit.  So with each of 
those – so 24-1s there isn’t a prayer focus as such. We make sure that there’s a prayer 
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wall and people come and we cover 24 hours or as close to 24 hours as possible with 
prayer.  The prayer weeks there’s always a theme so we tend to come up with just very 
simple themes.  I think this one was – it was for instance something in the past we’ve 
done the different names of God – we’ve had a Bible verse or some form of a theme that 
will just direct how we decorate or put the prayer room in place and everything and 
there’s normally more than one room and it will be different facets of the same kind of 
theme so there’s always some form of a theme and prayer in a prayer week.  The five 
nights of prayer and the five weeks of five nights of prayer we tend to have a theme in as 
much as there’s normally a book in the bible that we go through. And we tend to read 
the same bit each night.  On the five weeks of prayer or the five nights of prayer we tend 
to – part of that night that hour – the first 20 minutes or so will be reading that same bit 
of the Bible and that is just that repetition – really helps – different things come out of 
that every night – and yeah – so I think they’re probably the main things that people put 
in there- just helps direct us really in our prayer on that week or night or whatever.   
57.  JB: Is there a connection between the prayer here and the work in the school and the 
food bank and the bus – how connected do they…. 
58.  B: Yeah I think inevitably they are.  I think first and foremost I think potentially the work 
in the schools and I mean the bus was kind of born a little bit before the prayer room but 
I think a lot of what’s gone on since then – a lot has spanned out of the prayer room. SO 
inevitably then it is linked because it’s born from a place of seeking God and being 
pushed out in that way.  And then I think, yeah definitely it will kind of mould and 
overflow into that – just I think that our prayer and what happens in this place whether 
themed or not – it will impact on your life in general and that then impacts on what 
you’re doing in the school and everything doesn’t it.  And then also in more practical and 
specific sense there are things that then happen in schools or bar and bus that then come 
back to the prayer room and then direct our prayers – so it’s kind of like this two way 
thing where our prayers directly impact what is happening in school and the bus and just 
life but then equally that then comes back and directs our prayers and so on so you know 
it just goes on like that o I think that is like a cycle. 
59.  JB Can you think of specific examples? 
60.  B: Yeah I think generally just with things like mentoring and things like that that come up.  
I remember that we prayed for a very very long time that there would be doors opened 
in the school.. for years.  And then all of a sudden we then – I remember specifically 
having a meeting in here with the whole of the community saying right OK all of a sudden 
the school have said yes to this we’ve got an option to do this this this and this and I 
think this was the café was the first thing that we spoke about and then that has then 
come round to OK, what shall we do – are we all going to… this isn’t going to be an 
individual decision –this is -  if we say yes this is the community supporting the school.  So 
we had that meeting then we prayed about it there and we suggested doing the café and 
that then goes round again and then you’re meeting people in café that have things 
going on in their lives that then come back and then some prayer again – and you’re not 
just praying for doors to be opened you’re praying for specific people that you’ve met 
through that cycle and that then goes back – and recently one of those individuals that 
we’ve been praying for gets baptised and now she’s praying for her school in this prayer 
room and it’s just like – wow where’s that come from – it started off with us just praying 
for that school and now people in that school are now praying for that school and that’s 
as a result of – yeah – so I guess that’s a very high level couple of cycles of what’s 
happened. 
 
Field Notes 
260.  Lynwood 07-07-14  
261.  Present Rachel, Nancy Angela, Grace, Bob, William, Nig, Emma, Brian 
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262.  I arrived to try and catch team prayers but there seems to be another prayer time going 
on.  Rachel suggested I went to get myself a drink.  I'm now sat in the office.  There are 
two desks, one with a computer on it.  My understanding is that most of the office is 
organised through paperwork to avoid big problems with data protection and also so 
that those less confident with a computer can find their way around. 
263.  It's a fairly typical office with files, folders, a calendar, white board etc.  Behind the door, 
on the wall there is a Batik of Jesus washing the disciple’s feet.  Above the door there is a 
collage with the word JOY across the middle of it.  A large banner also hangs in the room 
which says peace in white writing against a black back ground with a white dove on it.  
There is a list of things which can't be accepted due to product recalls.  On the desk there 
is a certificate of incorporation of a private limited company and a certificate of 
employer’s liability insurance. 
264.  There are a number of verses on the wall around the office: Prov. 4.23, John 1.3, Psalm 
139.5-7 
 At this point Rachel arrives saying she is sorry that the prayer time got out of hand and 
she is now ready for core team prayers.  Alice is still away and Tony has phoned to say he 
won't make it, but she is expecting Emma to appear. 
265.  Rachel has been away looking after her mum.  She talks about the privilege of praying for 
her and spending time with her.  She says he mum has to be in bed a lot of the time and 
is missing church and all the activities she's normally involved with.  She says “it's strange 
being the spiritual mother for your mum” and then says – “although recently I feel more 
like spiritual sisters - which is great”.  Her mum became a Christian a couple of years after 
her - well she says 'born again' because her mum has always believed in God and been 
around church. 
266.  We sit in the office as the prayer room is still in use.  Rachel says that there isn't anything 
specific to pray about that morning but she does want to pray about core team - 
particularly that there would be some more people who could give their time to core 
team. 
267.  I ask how people become core team members to which she is a little unsure and tells me 
it’s a more organic process. The core team prayers on a Monday are just for the core 
team because sometimes there are sensitive issues to talk about and pray about.  She 
says the core team feels a little small at the moment - due to people being away, Tony 
having to cut back and Ben currently being so busy sorting out his house after the 
flooding.  Rachel says that Ben is really missing Lywood saying "because church on 
Sunday isn't enough is it?"  She gives the impression that her sense of meeting with God 
and her Christian life is very much formed in Lynwood, rather than in the Sunday service. 
268.  We begin to pray and Rachel puts out a chair in case Emma arrives - which she does 
about five minutes into our prayer time. 
269.  Rachel begins with thanks.  She says that we come with nothings - we have open hands 
and asks God to fill us and use us according to his will.  She begins by praying for Alice.  
She very often uses the phrase "our Alice" when praying for her and there is a strong 
sense of her love and care for her through the words she uses and the tone of her voice.  
She says that she is carrying a large weight in Lywood and asks that other would be able 
to help her to carry the weight - that it would be shared.  She prays about this for a few 
sentences and then suddenly realises that this is God's burden and asks that we would all 
carry it lightly.   
270.  Emma has joined us at this point and she also prays for Alice and then prays for all the 
volunteers. 
271.  Rachel talks about making way for Jesus - like John the Baptist, quoting Isaiah 40 
272.  Emma then begins to pray for the poor and needy around the town.  She says it breaks 
her heart  - particularly all the lonely and hurting people that there are around.   She 
prays that Lynwood might bring comfort, love, care and hope. 
273.  Rachel then prays that people wouldn't settle for less than God.  She prays that they 
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wouldn't miss out by settling for church on Sunday.  She prays that people would see God 
- particularly through getting involved in the work of Besom.  She prays for release - 
talking of the Blind and the captives - for all those who just turn up to church on a 
Sunday.   She has a picture of Ivy growing up around peoples legs while they sit in the 
pews and then a machete cutting the Ivy down and releasing people to experience God. 
274.  I pray for the core team - and pray that people would not feel held back from getting 
involved through fear or not feeling good enough.  I pray for the core team that they 
would have insight into who would be appropriate for roles and those who feel called but 
don't feel bold enough to step forward. 
275.  I also pray for Rachel particularly as she has responsibility for Lynwood this week. 
276.  Rachel prays for people over the summer -that they would sense God's call.  She prays 
for people involved in the projects - the work projects of painting, gardening etc. - that 
they would meet with God and that God would be planting seeds - that they would yearn 
to be close to God. 
277.  Rachel finishes praying that this week would be about God's will, God's appointments 
and that we would see him in all we do. 
 
171.  Airbury Sunday Meal at Claire's  -  05-10-14   5.30pm-7.30pm 
172.  Present:  Margaret, Will, Laura, Liz, Nigel, Claire, Steve, Michelle, Helen,  
173.  I arrived at about 5.30 at Claire's house. It's outside of the town on the edge of a small 
village.  It seems modern but built in a country style.  I think I was first to arrive, just, but 
Michelle, and her husband (Steve) and daughter (Helen) turned up immediately after me.  
They had brought a pasta bake with them and Helen seemed to be complaining about 
the fact that it had broken crisps on the top. 
174.  We went straight into Claire's kitchen and people began filling the oven with things and 
sorting stuff out.  Steve made me a drink and I chatted to a few people asking how the 
event at the conference on the Friday had gone.  Everyone seemed to be positive about 
it and Claire said there would be a bit more discussion about it during dinner.  Will and 
Margaret arrived with Nigel.  The big news was that Nigel had managed to get a job and 
therefore hadn't been there on Friday at the conference.  Everyone was very pleased for 
Nigel. 
175.  I had a brief chat with Will before we sat down.  He had been in Cornwall with Margaret 
visiting a church of someone they used to know.  It was connected to Heal The Streets 
and they were visiting and learning about that.  Will told me how challenged he'd been 
meeting someone who had had a deformed foot from birth, but one day she had shown 
it to people and they had started praying for it and found that it had begun to heal - it 
was a slow process but definitely changes had occurred.  Will told me he was quite 
challenged by it and it was something he'd forgotten about but felt like he should do 
more of - although he wasn't that bold.  He said Margaret was more bold than him to 
pray for people - she wasn't so sure. 
176.  We all sat down to dinner.  The table was laid nicely.  Claire tells me that they normally 
have more people and have to put out the camping table to make enough space for 
everyone to sit but today there is enough space just to sit around the normal table.  The 
table has a red runner and red mats across it and candles - some real and some pretend.   
177.  Claire said who will say grace.  Will said "Margaret".  Claire told Will that he couldn't 
nominate people.  So Will had nominated himself.  He protested a bit and there were 
some laughs and then he said grace. 
178.   People asked me how my studies were going and so I gave them a brief summary of 
where I was at visiting communities, looking at the data I'd collected and how I was going 
to proceed.  Will asked whether there would be a chance to look at what I wrote - I said 
there would be. 
179.  Laura who was sat next to me told me that she had been involved in the Airbury for 
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about a year.  She first got involved through her neighbour, Sam, who was a gulf war 
army veteran but the war had very much messed him up.  He had lived all over the place 
but had finally settled in the town.  She had got to know Sam and had him round for 
dinner fairly regularly.  In fact she sounds like quite a remarkable woman who seems to 
know everyone and care for so many people.  She talks about going out for coffee with 
the people from Mencap and knows them all by name.  She tells me how she calmed one 
of them down who had forgotten his medication and was shouting in the street, so she 
set him off in the direction of his home.  She said she has a really good laugh with them 
and talks about how they are lovely lovely people. 
180.  Sam seems to have had a big influence on people.  He was very troubled and could be 
quite difficult at times, but at others he was really lovely.  He apparently was very 
connected to the homeless in the town.   He died last November.  Will tells me that Laura 
was heartbroken, and how she sort out Claire because she was so sad.  Laura tells me he 
was a lovely man and she would have taken him as a lover had she been a bit younger! 
181.   Margaret told me that they had people coming for the gardening project on Tuesday so I 
said I would try and come.  They have a field which they are gradually turning into a place 
to grow vegetables.  They also connect to some of the people from Mencap.  This 
encourages a conversation about people with learning difficulties.  They talk about the 
influence of L'arche on what they are trying to do and the amazing stories that come 
from there.  I shared a story I heard from Greenbelt about a high Anglican church 
working with L'arche (which Will said - oh good for them!) and how they said how good 
the high Anglican liturgy was for including those from L'arche and how it enriched the 
community.  Will told stories of how he used to drive the minibus for people from 
Mencap and how sometimes it was quite chaotic.  He told a couple of stories about how 
they had been sensitive toward Will when driving - asking other to be quiet so he could 
concentrate.  They very much cared for them and spoke very fondly of them. 
 
15.  24-11-14 – Hilchester Meal and Gathering 
16.  Dinner is a ‘bring and share’.  They have made fish pie, and paella, pizza, garlic bread, 
salad.  Rob says grace and everyone starts eating.  There is plenty of banter round the 
table, talking about friends, about what has been going on and filling everyone in on 
some things that have happened in people’s lives - people they should be praying for - 
and everyone decides it would be good to write a card to someone and arrange to go and 
visit someone else in Birmingham. 
17.  David has turned up.  He is French and much older than the rest of them who are all 20-
30 (although Amanda must be older - I can't tell).  He takes a lot of time reading through 
the form and asks me what it involves.  I tell him it just means that he's happy for me to 
be there and to makes notes on what I see.  He seemed to think it meant that he would 
have to go somewhere or do something - which I hadn't thought about as an implication 
of handing out the consent forms.  He tells me he hopes that I will be like a thorn to drive 
them on.   I tell him that I am actually very interested in what they are doing and think it 
is important that what is going on on-the-ground actually speaks into theological thinking.  
Becky agrees talking again about how there is something significant happening and 
pleased that people are thinking about it and reflecting on it.  They ask whether I will be 
able to give them feedback and help them to think through what they are up to where 
they are going.  I slowly pick up through the night that this is a time of reflecting and 
thinking and of change for the group.  David says that is what he meant by the thorn - like 
the thorn in Paul's flesh which drove him closer to Jesus. 
18.  Meal comes to an end and everyone begins to gather in the lounge. 
19.  Tim and Chris are leading the evening but Andrew kicks things off.  He begins by placing 
two envelopes in the middle of the room - one to cover the petrol of Tim and Chris 
coming up, and the other to go towards paying for a house in Kenya for a lady who hopes 
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to have six houses to provide a place for people to live.  I didn't find out much detail, only 
that it cost 300 pounds per house so Andrew hoped that they might be able to pay for the 
last one. 
20.  He prays thanking God for his presence and asking him to reveal himself to us.  He 
encourages everyone to stand, and then say, well I am going to and you can if you like.  
Most people do stand and Chris begins playing the guitar.  We begin with "blessed be 
your name".  Everyone is quickly engaged singing along.  2 or three with their hands in 
the air, others with their eyes closed and everyone in the room seems engaged in the 
worship, even those who've decided to stay seated are singing along, eyes closed with 
their hands open in front of them.  This flowed straight into "we stand and lift up our 
hands".  At various points phrases get sung a few times over including "more of you Lord" 
and "be present here".  During this time Charlie places a cushion on the ground and 
kneels.  
21.  Chris encourages everyone to speak out names of God.  He begins with Rock.  Others join 
in, creator, Fortress, safe place, refuge and strength, hiding place, Father, holy one.  This 
leads into another song whose name will come to me but at the moment all I can 
remember is the line asking God to change the atmosphere. 
22.  Chris then begins "Our God is an awesome God" but interspersing with repeated singing 
of the following lines; "One day I will hear your voice", "One day I will see your face", 
"one day I will see your throne", "one day I will bow down low". 
23.  It struck me that although there was much of the normally behaviour from charismatic 
worship, eyes closed, hands raised, people on knees, intense expressions, these song 
weren't the songs about intimacy with God but about God's holiness and having 
reverence before God. 
24.  Chris then said that it was an open heaven and that we should declare things because 
"what we loose on earth will be loosed in heaven". 
25.  He said he would begin and encouraged Andrew and Charlie to join in.  He began 
declaring that God reigns over their town, over the hospitals, streets, neighbours, over 
cancer, over heart attacks "you are not of this earth Lord".  There were many other things 
too, but he was saying it so quickly this is what I took a note of.  Andrew began listing off 
names of places, streets and buildings where they work.    Then he began to list of the 
names of people that they work with, particularly lots of the young people.  Chris is 
shouting, ‘come on Andrew’ as an encouragement to keep declaring things about God.  
He continues, ‘Reign in their lives’. 
26.  Andrew’s prayers - transform lives, declare your power over heroin, way they be addicted 
to you.  God you are above everything. 
27.  Chris’ prayers - declare change on the streets, ‘it is hunting season’, he declared it open, 
declared release, asked God to mark his territory and declared that deaf ears and eyes 
should be opened. 
28.  Charlie prayed hope over the community, over the disappointed and prayed for joy and 
that it would bear fruit.  He prayed for restoration and healing.  For young people to rise 
up to the fullness of who they were made to be.  He too lists names of young people.  
Andrew joins in with more names. 
29.  David prays for God to open the way.  Calling upon each person.  You are God.  Everyone 
sees your smile.  They can see God through us - God is changing us. 
30.  Charlie prays that God would ‘flip the switch’,  ‘Turn darkness to light - bring 
transformation’. 
31.  Andrew recites Psalm 103 which he appears to have memorized. 
32.  Chris calls everyone to stop being so British and to all pray out loud together.  They begin 
playing louder and all raising their voices - some don't pray out loud but the noise of the 
guitars means that you don't really notice.  They get louder and louder with everyone 
singing out and sing a couple of songs I don't recognise.  Tim prays that we would have 
faith to receive.  He says new things are being birthed in us tonight.  ‘We wait for you to 
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walk into the room’.  This seems to be reference to the line of a worship song.  
33.  ‘Here we are standing in your presence’ 
34.  The song ‘all hail the lamb’ is sung.  People are calming down a bit and some are flicking 
through bibles.  Becky reads a passage from scripture which I don't recognise but sounds 
like post exilic prophets.  She continues in prayer thanking God for his power, his 
tenderness and his presence.  Referencing the verse she has read she says - take us to the 
high places so that we can pour ourselves out into the world. 
35.  Charlie thanks God for the gift of knowing how high and wide and deep is the love of God 
and being filled with his fullness. 
36.  As they finish he says ‘I could worship all night sometimes’ to which some nod around the 
room. 
 
 
63.  Eastbark Visit 24-06-15 
64.    
65.  Arrived at the community house at about 2.40 and briefly saw Darren.  He sent me round 
to the other house which I found without too much trouble.  There are some visitors 
from 24-7 Prayer who are staying here as well.  They were just heading off to the school 
to have a worship time at the school.  I phone Jenny who actually came round.  She told 
me that there were some people who were happy to talk to me about Eastbark this 
evening after house meal.   
66.   Jenny is heading off to the other college to meet up with a boy who's been suspended 
from the school.  It's the first time the school have had to suspend someone so she's not 
quite sure how it's going to be.  She tells me it's a bit confidential.  They are doing a 
prayer week, so soon after Jenny arrives a couple of people turn up to do their hour in 
the prayer room.  She tells me to make myself at home.  She points out some of the 
prayer things around the room.  There's little lanterns that they are making up with the 
intention of people praying through what's been locked up in their lives.  She tells me 
that Darren did it earlier in the week and within 24 hours had a massive break through - a 
miracle within 24 hours.  So she suggests that’s a good prayer station to start with! 
67.  She heads off and I wait for everyone to return. 
68.    
69.  Tim and the visitors turned up just after 4pm.  They had been involved in the worship 
thing at the school.  It had been planned by Carys, one of the girls who goes to the school 
and also attends the house meals.  Tim gave a little testimony.   He had been struggling 
from a bad back over the last few days.  After the worship time suddenly his back feels 
much better. He said that during the worship time he had been quite teary which is often 
a sign to him of God's presence.  Tim said that he thought it had been a powerful time 
and was talking about the prayers of the children (because he said they are all under 14 
years old) and talked about a verse from Psalm 145 - vs 4: One generation with commend 
your works to another; they will tell of your mighty acts. 
70.  The visitors shared some things they'd found powerful.  Praying for each other in pairs - 
paired up with people they didn't know.  They commented on how the videos worked in 
the worship time too. 
71.    
72.  Carys who had led it has been part of the café since the beginning.  Tim shared a bit 
about her story.  He said she was the ‘success story’ of the café although they didn't 
really talk about it like that.  She had come through everything, getting involved in yr 7 
when Kate met with her.  She's from a single parent family.  Kate had spent time with her 
through the chaplaincy work.  Kate met with her mum as well and she asked ‘what else 
can you do to help me?’  Kate invited her to house meal and she's quite involved in house 
meal.  From there she got involved in the café team and now is part of the leaders of the 
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café team.  She is really regular at house meal.  She now does the prayer sessions on her 
own and is baptised.  Interesting to note that ‘doing a regular prayer session’ in the 
prayer room is part of being part of the core of the community - having a regular time in 
the prayer room once a week.  Tim reiterates ‘she is the "success story" if you would say 
that - but we never would!’ 
73.    
74.  Kate and Tim share about Dan.  He is the boy who was excluded from the school and they 
are very connected with him.  Kate tells how she was in the prayer room at 3am and was 
doing the prayer station about breakthrough in things that feel locked in.  She said her 
prayer was for Dan because they haven't seen him in 2 weeks and don't know anything 
about him.  She was praying that there would be breakthrough in that relationship.  After 
the worship thing she saw him at the school gate.  She was able to chat with him and give 
him a hug.  He has left home and been placed with foster parents out of his own choice.  
Kate was so happy to have reconnected with him and said that it was a God thing that 
they reconnected.  Tim and Kate encourage everyone to pray for Dan so we have an 
open prayer time. 
75.    
76.  Kate prays that God would bring Dan home.  She thanks him that he went to look for the 
1 leaving the 99.  She asks God to speak into the chaos; that he would come to the café 
and be blessed.  ‘We pray for your peace’.  She quote the worship song they have been 
talking about ‘you make beautiful things out of dust’. 
77.  Tim shares that during the prayer time at the school he had been sharing words with Ed, 
one of the visitors, about journey and about leaving God and returning to God and asks 
that Ed would pray for Dan.  Tim laughs and says ‘oh God your ways are funny’ and then 
prays those things for Craig. 
78.  They continue ‘thank you for who you are - that you are a Father.  Be a father for Dan.  
Would he see you as a loving father’. 
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